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Introduction

Despite having the most power ful economy on earth, the United 
States too often reaches for the gun instead of the purse in its inter-

national conduct. Amer i ca has hardly outgrown its need for military 
force, which  will remain a central component of U.S. foreign policy. But 
Washington in the past several de cades has increasingly forgotten a tradi-
tion that stretches back to the founding of the nation— the systematic use 
of economic instruments to accomplish geopo liti cal objectives, what we in 
this book term geoeconomics. This large- scale failure of collective strategic 
memory denies Washington potent tools to accomplish its foreign policy 
objectives.

To compound matters, as economic techniques of statecraft have become 
a lost art in the United States, the rest of the world has moved in the op-
posite direction. Rus sia, China, and  others now routinely look to geoeco-
nomic means, often as a fi rst resort, and often to undermine American 
power and infl uence. In ignoring the ever- greater role of geoeconomics in 
the international system, the United States squanders opportunities and 
dilutes its own foreign policy outcomes. It weakens the confi dence of Amer-
i ca’s Asian and Eu ro pean allies. It encourages China to coerce its neigh-
bors and lessens their ability to resist. It gives China  free rein in vulnerable 
African and Latin American nations. It allows Rus sia to bend much of the 
former Soviet space to its  will without serious answer from the United 
States. It reduces U.S. infl uence in friendly Arab capitals. It insuffi ciently 
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acknowledges the economic roots of much of Islamic radicalism.  These 
costs weigh on specifi c U.S. policy aims. But they also risk accumulating 
over time into a structural disadvantage that Washington may fi nd hard to 
reverse. In short, the global geoeconomic playing fi eld is now sharply tilting 
against the United States, and  unless this is corrected, the price in blood 
and trea sure for the United States  will only grow.

Should Washington send lethal weapons to Ukraine? Should the North 
Atlantic Treaty Or ga ni za tion (NATO) reestablish a permanent presence in 
Eastern Eu rope? Should the United States directly arm the Iraqi Kurds in 
the fi ght against the Islamic State of Iraq and al- Sham (ISIS)? Should it 
 intervene militarily in the Syrian civil war? Should Amer i ca deploy boots 
on the ground in Iraq? Was an attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities  really an 
option for President Obama? What should be the military components of 
the Obama administration’s pivot  toward Asia? How many U.S. combat 
forces should remain in Af ghan i stan over the long term?

In the current era and across the po liti cal spectrum, the United States 
instinctively debates the application of military instruments to address all 
of  these complex challenges.  There is no comparable discussion in Wash-
ington of returning Ukraine to economic viability as a way to check Vlad-
imir Putin’s designs for a Novorossiya, or “New Rus sia”; of prioritizing 
economic and fi nancial denial strategies in the fi ght against ISIS; of 
making reform of the Egyptian economy a primary U.S. foreign policy 
objective; of strengthening Jordan to withstand the effects of the Syrian 
confl ict; of building a  Middle East co ali tion to blunt the economic trans-
mission lines Iran relies upon to proj ect infl uence in the region; of 
mounting a major, patient effort to bolster the faltering Afghan economy, 
a prerequisite for defeating the Taliban over the long run; of building into 
the Trans- Pacifi c Partnership agreement or into the Asia pivot more 
broadly, defenses to help U.S. allies steel themselves against economic bul-
lying from China.

Thomas Jefferson would have regarded this as exceedingly odd. He did 
not send the newly minted American army to conquer French territory be-
tween the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains; rather, in exquisite 
geoeconomic enterprise, he bought it (from Paris, France, at least; true to 
the colonial arrogance of that time, the native residents of  these territories 
received no such offer). To help prevent London from supporting the Con-
federacy, the Lincoln administration threatened Britain with the loss of 
billions of dollars invested in  U.S. securities. Government support for 
overseas private investment drove both American engagement with Latin 
Amer i ca and the rebuilding of Eu rope in the 1920s. The Roo se velt admin-
istration in the 1930s deployed trade to preempt German encroachment in 
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the Western Hemi sphere and attempted to use the Export- Import Bank to 
blunt the rise of Japan.

A year and a half  after the outbreak of World War II in Eu rope, the Lend- 
Lease policy of 1941 enabled the United States to supply  Great Britain, 
France, the Republic of China, and  later the USSR and other Allied nations 
with defense materials needed to win that war. In July 1944 delegates from 
the Allied countries, led by the United States, signed the Bretton Woods 
Agreement, which was explicit in its hopes that strengthened international 
economic cooperation, built on U.S. and British terms, could help to avoid 
the horrors of another global war. Secretary of State George Marshall in 
June 1947, delivering commencement remarks at Harvard University, 
famously declared an archetypal geoeconomic proposition: “The United 
States should do what ever it is able to do to assist in the return of normal 
economic health in the world, without which  there can be no po liti cal sta-
bility and no assured peace.”

In 1956, President Dwight Eisenhower, in one of the most brazen geo-
economic actions in the past  century, forced Britain to end its invasion of 
Egypt and withdraw from the Suez Canal by threatening to instigate a col-
lapse of the British pound. Soon  after, he established the Commission on 
Foreign Economic Policy, the charter purpose of which was to put U.S. eco-
nomic policy to work for the country’s foreign policy and national security 
aims. “The national interest in the fi eld of foreign economic policy is clear,” 
said Eisenhower. “It is to obtain . . .  the highest pos si ble level of trade and 
the most effi cient use of capital and resources. That this would also 
strengthen our military allies adds urgency. Their strength is of critical im-
portance to the security of our country.” In 1960, a task force commis-
sioned by President- elect Kennedy argued for liberalization in East- West 
trade to produce a more reasonable and open Soviet Union, and economic 
assistance to developing nations as a geopo liti cal means of meeting the So-
viet challenge in  these regions.

By the Johnson and Nixon years, however, geoeconomics had noticeably 
begun to wane. The war in Vietnam pushed geoeconomics off the U.S. 
policy stage. It was perhaps inevitable that the outbreak of armed confl ict 
and hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops on the ground in Southeast Asia 
would shift policy makers’ attention in the direction of military use of 
force. But this continued through the 1979–1981 Ira nian hostage crisis and 
the failed rescue attempt. It gained momentum with Washington’s military 
responses to the Soviet invasion of Af ghan i stan; the interventions in An-
gola, Lebanon, Grenada, and Panama; the fi rst Gulf War; the Clinton 
administration’s air campaign in the Balkans; 9/11 and the wars in Af-
ghan i stan and Iraq; U.S.- led NATO intervention in Libya; the American 
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drone and combat air attacks across the greater  Middle East; and the re-
introduction of U.S. ground forces in Iraq.

Even when policy makers’ attention turned from waging confl ict to 
 deescalating it, the par ameters of discussion stayed largely confi ned to 
conventional political- military concerns: arms control negotiations, dé-
tente with the Soviet Union, and diplomatic openings with Soviet allies, all 
assisted by largely po liti cal factors. And even in the rare cases when the 
United States did take on a geoeconomic proj ect of some magnitude during 
this period— bringing Rus sia and China into the Western economic order 
is far and away the most impor tant example— these tended to remain geo-
economic attempts only briefl y, before morph ing into more straightforward 
commercial and purely economic ones. Geopo liti cal factors have not dis-
appeared from  these efforts, but they have become secondary if not tertiary 
considerations.1

This is decidedly not so for the world’s other major and lesser powers, 
for whom geoeconomics is a major, often primary instrument of their 
foreign policies. More and more states are waging geopolitics with cap-
ital, attempting with sovereign checkbooks and other economic tools to 
achieve strategic objectives that in the past  were often the stuff of military 
coercion or conquest.

China curtails the import of Japa nese autos to signal its disapproval of 
Japan’s security policies. It lets Philippine bananas rot on China’s wharfs 
 because Manila opposes Chinese polices in the South China Sea. It rewards 
Taiwanese companies that march to Beijing’s cadence, and punishes  those 
that do not. It promises trade and business with South  Korea in exchange 
for Seoul rejecting a U.S. bid to deploy the Terminal High- Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD) missile defense system. It reduces economic benefi ts to 
Eu ro pean governments that host the Dalai Lama. It initiates the creation 
of the BRICS group, consciously excluding the United States. It pro-
motes the Chinese- led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank to rival the 
Washington- based World Bank. In its economic assistance to Africa, it priv-
ileges nations that vote with China at the United Nations. It provides more 
loans to Latin American nations than the World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) combined. It reportedly plans to lend around $10 
billion to Venezuela, the most anti- American regime in Latin Amer i ca. The 
United States has no coherent polices to deal with  these Chinese geoeco-
nomic actions— many of which are aimed squarely at Amer i ca’s allies and 
friends in Asia and beyond.

Rus sia periodically shuts off energy to Ukraine in the winter to try to 
bring Kiev back within Moscow’s orbit. It intends to shift all natu ral gas 
fl ows crossing Ukraine to alternative routes circumventing the country to 
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deprive Kiev of crucial transit payments. It threatens to reduce energy sup-
plies to the Eu ro pean Union (EU) if Eu rope joins the United States in re-
sponding to Rus sia’s aggressive external be hav ior. It promises massive eco-
nomic assistance to the newly annexed Crimea. It entices former EU leaders 
with lucrative contracts with Rus sian companies. It establishes the Eurasian 
Economic Union to tie countries in former Soviet space closer to Rus sia’s 
policy preferences. It writes off the majority of Uzbekistan’s debt to Rus sia. 
 After Warsaw’s strong reaction to Rus sia’s intervention in Ukraine, Moscow 
suspends imports of Polish cheese due to alleged irregularities in “normative 
requirements.” It bans the import of Georgian wine  because of Tbilisi’s de-
termination to protect Georgia’s territorial integrity. It offers fi nancial aid to 
Greece while EU leaders are attempting their own bailout package. It dan-
gles the prospect of an economic bailout before Cyprus in return for mili-
tary port and airfi eld access, forcing EU leaders to choose between coming 
through with a suffi ciently attractive bailout of their own or living with a 
Rus sian military presence inside the Eu ro pean Union. It bribes the weaker, 
cash- strapped members of the EU in hopes of provoking a defection from 
the U.S.- EU sanctions against Rus sia. For all of the readiness drills and com-
mitments being undertaken by NATO leaders, the United States has no con-
sistent polices to deal with Rus sia’s resurgent geoeconomic coercion.

The Gulf states pledge $12 billion in 2015 as aid to Egypt, adding to the 
more than $20 billion already contributed since the military ouster of former 
President Morsi. Oman commits $500 million in aid and investment to 
Egypt. Saudi Arabia provides economic support to Iraqi Sunni tribes 
fi ghting ISIS. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates together supply 
Jordan with more than $2 billion in annual aid, leveraging Amman to con-
tain and dismantle the Muslim Brotherhood. Riyadh approves millions to 
underwrite the bud get of the Palestinian Authority. With sums like  these, 
the Gulf states have essentially set off a new  great game in the region; the 
rules are geoeconomic, and once again, the United States does not appear 
to have any policy to respond.

India intensifi es its “Act East” initiative with a decidedly geoeconomic 
overhaul targeted at India’s neighbors, extending new credit lines to Nepal 
and Mauritius, new high- speed data links to Myanmar, and new rail rinks 
to Sri Lanka, among  others— all in clear response to China’s own encircle-
ment strategy around India’s periphery. The Eu ro pean Union responds to 
Rus sian bullying in Ukraine by providing Ukraine an on- ramp to EU mem-
bership and Western investment. It pledges $15 billion in loans and grants 
over the next several years to help get the shattered Ukrainian economy 
back on its feet (not coincidentally, $15 billion is the precise sum that Putin 
offered and then  later withdrew as the country’s popu lar uprising proved 
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itself). Turkey and Azerbaijan launch construction of the TANAP pipeline, 
a link in the EU- backed Southern Gas Corridor, a patchwork of pipelines 
intended to diversify Caspian energy export routes and reduce Eu ro pean 
dependence on Rus sian gas.  After years of economic patronage to Hamas 
and Hez bollah, Iran adds Yemen’s Shi’a Houthi rebels to its list of clients 
with an economic package to overhaul Yemen’s ports, help construct 
power plants, and provide Yemen with a year’s worth of oil stocks. Israel 
signs a deal to supply Egypt with 5 billion cubic feet of gas anually, begin-
ning in 2018—an insurance policy in case its uneasy friendship with 
Egypt’s military leaders turns out to be insuffi cient or short- lived.

So it is for many countries— the theater of foreign policy engagement has 
for some time been predominantly markets. Many states  today are as likely 
or more likely to air disagreements with foreign policies through restric-
tions on trade in critical minerals or through the buying and selling of debt 
than through military activities. “Most nations beat their foreign policy 
drums to largely economic rhythms,” as an astute early observer of this 
phenomenon put it.2

The decline of geoeconomics in American foreign policy making in re-
cent de cades proves to be a complicated story, with lots of variables, sub-
plots, and nuances. But the short version is a combination of neglect and 
re sis tance. American economists tend to resist putting economic policies to 
work for geopo liti cal purposes, in part  because the notion of subjugating 
economics in this way challenges some of their deepest disciplinary as-
sumptions. As Michael Mandelbaum put it in his latest book, “The heart 
of politics is power; the aim of economics is wealth. Power is inherently 
limited. The quest for power is therefore competitive. It is a ‘zero- sum 
game’ . . .  Wealth, by contrast, is limitless, which makes economics a ‘pos-
itive- sum game.’ ”3  Because many U.S. economists and economic policy 
makers tend to see the world through this positive- sum logic and have  little 
appreciation for the realities of power competition among nations, they 
tend to be skeptical of using economic policies to strengthen Amer i ca’s 
power projection vis- à- vis its state competitors.

The notion has also encountered ambivalence from foreign policy strate-
gists. Although they are steeped in traditional geopolitics and are not averse 
to viewing economic instruments of statecraft within a zero- sum logic, most 
strategists fail to recognize the power and potential of economics and fi -
nance as instruments of national purpose.

Thus embraced by neither most economists nor most foreign policy 
strategists, the use of economic and fi nancial instruments as tools of state-
craft has become an orphaned subject. For a time, it seemed of no  great 
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consequence. In the years following the Cold War, the United States faced 
no serious geopo liti cal rival, no real strug gle for international infl uence or 
in the contest of ideas. Liberal economic consensus pervaded. And as it did, 
what began as a set of liberal economic prescriptions aimed at limiting the 
rightful role of government in the market morphed over time into a doc-
trinal unwillingness to accept economics as subject to geopo liti cal choices 
and infl uence. Thus, certain liberal economic policy prescriptions, such as 
trade liberalization, that found  favor initially at least in part  because they 
 were seen as advantageous to U.S. foreign policy objectives came over time 
to be justifi ed predominantly on the internal logic of laissez- faire liberalism, 
not on the basis of (perhaps even in spite of) U.S. geopo liti cal grounds. “A 
policy of  free trade logically can— and should—be viewed as a technique 
of economic statecraft,” David Baldwin, international relations theorist at 
Columbia University, once put it.4 “This is not to say, however, that the 
economic doctrine of laissez faire liberalism [has been] conducive to 
viewing  free trade in this way, at least not in the 20th  century.”5

But now, of course, the so- called end of history has itself come to an 
end.6 The United States once again fi nds itself competing for global infl u-
ence and ideas— and  doing so alongside a set of states, many of them rising 
powers, that pledge no par tic u lar allegiance to  these same liberal economic 
understandings, do not make any such disciplinary divides between geo-
politics and economics in their own policy making, and are thoroughly 
comfortable with harnessing economic tools to work their strategic  will in 
the world. The result is a set of challenges for which the current tools 
of U.S. statecraft, dominated by traditional political- military might, are 
uniquely unsuited. In short, the time has come for Amer i ca’s foreign policy 
and national security establishment to systematically rethink some of its 
most basic premises, including the composition of power itself. A new way 
of addressing U.S. national interests and power must aim for a foreign 
policy suited to a world in which economic concerns often— but obviously 
not always— trump traditional military ones.

 There is some inkling that policy makers may be beginning to appreciate 
the point. A growing chorus of U.S. foreign policy leaders has argued that 
Amer i ca must re orient its foreign policy to succeed in an era importantly 
defi ned by the projection of economic power.7 But it  will not be easy. This 
shift  will require a reprogramming of certain aspects of Amer i ca’s foreign 
policy DNA— not just its policy objectives and priorities, but also the strat-
egies and tactics it deploys in pursuing  these aims.

As former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton noted in one of her fi nal 
speeches as secretary, “Delivering on the Promise of Economic Statecraft,” 
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in many ways the current era calls for the introduction of a new discipline, 
endowed with its own set of questions, assumptions, and organ izing prin-
ciples, to help guide U.S. administrations through specifi c cases.8

But high- level calls and some positive steps notwithstanding, too  little 
about the logic and conduct of U.S. foreign policy has so far changed. One 
reason is that what has been written on the often fuzzy intersection of 
economics and geopolitics has had  little relevance to the making of U.S. 
foreign policy.9 Certainly plenty of observers have taken up aspects of eco-
nomic power projection in piecemeal, typically with sanctions as the fa-
vored focus, and several have asserted economic considerations to be 
newly salient to national power projection. These arguments tend to come, 
though, as part of larger calls for foreign policy to be preoccupied in the 
fi rst instance with restoring domestic economic growth (this is especially 
true in the American context).10  Others have noted that,  going forward, 
state- to- state struggles  will be largely about economic aims, not military 
ones (in recent times this view was put forth most notably by Mandelbaum, 
a professor at Johns Hopkins).11 Although a basic intuition about the role 
of economic power projection in driving foreign policy outcomes seems to 
be slowly growing throughout the operational and intellectual ranks 
of U.S. foreign policy makers, conceptual accounts of economic and fi nan-
cial techniques of statecraft still remain  little studied or developed, espe-
cially compared to the vast lit er a ture on the mechanics of political- military 
power projection.12

This book aims to advance an understanding of how states are currently 
applying economic instruments to advance geopo liti cal ends— that is, geo-
economics— and what  today’s geoeconomic practices imply for how Amer-
i ca in par tic u lar should think about and conduct its foreign affairs. We do 
so by considering four broad sets of questions. First, what is geoeconomics, 
why is it growing in importance, and how, if at all, is its present use 
changing the international system? Second, what are the modern instru-
ments of geoeconomics, and what determines their effi cacy? Third, how is 
China using geoeconomic tools; how has the United States historically in-
tegrated geoeconomics within its foreign policy; and how is the United 
States using geoeconomic instruments presently? Fi nally, what might a 
more developed and effective U.S. geoeconomic strategy to defend and pro-
mote American national interests look like, and what would it require?

Chapter 1 begins by staking out par ameters for inquiry. Over the de-
cades, scholars have given the term geoeconomics a variety of defi nitions. 
We are less interested in joining  these defi nitional debates than in simply 
focusing on a set of international activities that, as a plain empirical  matter, 
seems to account for a growing share of foreign policy headlines. Thus, we 
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defi ne the phenomenon as follows: the use of economic instruments to pro-
mote and defend national interests and to produce benefi cial geopo liti cal 
results; and the effects of other nations’ economic actions on a country’s 
geopo liti cal goals.

We explore the relationship between geoeconomics, so defi ned, and geo-
politics. We then consider the many forms that geoeconomic policies can 
take. Next we distinguish our claim that geoeconomics is on the rise from 
the argument that national interests are themselves changing. Fi nally, we 
explain the relationship between geoeconomics and the concepts of mer-
cantilism, economic liberalism, and international economic policy.

If geoeconomics indeed now drives foreign policy for many nations, 
Chapter 2 asks why— what accounts for this return of geoeconomics? For 
starters, some of the world’s most power ful countries, especially many of 
the so- called rising powers, seem to like it. Taking a largely inductive 
approach, we offer examples attesting to how countries such as Rus sia, 
China, and the Gulf states are increasingly using economic instruments as 
a preferred means of conducting geopo liti cal combat. This is not to sug-
gest that military power  will become passé, as military buildups in China, 
Rus sia, the Gulf, and elsewhere underscore. Especially for  today’s most 
sophisticated geoeconomic actors, geoeconomic and political- military di-
mensions of statecraft tend to be mutually reinforcing, as has been dem-
onstrated through Rus sia’s actions in Ukraine and China’s in the South 
China Sea. A second  factor accounting for the modern revival of geoeco-
nomics is that states  today have vastly more economic resources at their 
direct disposal than in previous eras. This is largely a story of the modern 
return of state capitalism. Like geoeconomics, state capitalism is not new, 
but it is witnessing a distinct resurgence. Another  factor in the return of 
geoeconomics has more to do with changes to global markets themselves; 
notably,  today’s markets— deeper, faster, more leveraged, and more inte-
grated than ever before— tend to exert more infl uence over a nation’s 
geopo liti cal choices and outcomes. To take one example, the fate of the 
Eu ro pean Union— a preeminent Western geoeconomic foreign policy tri-
umph of the twentieth  century and the closest  U.S. international 
partner— has for the past several years been at least as much in the hands 
of bond markets as in  those of Eu ro pean po liti cal capitals.

Chapter 2 then moves to consider how the modern rise of geoeconomics, 
practiced on a globally signifi cant scale, is changing the logic and opera-
tion of foreign policy. At times  these tools endow leaders with a wider set 
of policy choices— Venezuela, thanks to its recent support from Beijing, has 
been far better able to buck U.S. prerogatives in the region. On other occa-
sions,  today’s form of geoeconomics comes with not only new options but 
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also new diplomatic tools— globally competitive state- owned enterprises 
and deep- pocketed sovereign wealth funds, to name a few. Some of  these 
instruments are, for a variety of reasons we  will examine at length, largely 
unavailable to U.S. and Western leaders.

Chapter 3 surveys seven leading instruments of  today’s brand of geoeco-
nomics: trade policy, investment policy, economic sanctions, the cyber-
sphere, aid, monetary policy, and energy and commodity policies— again 
aiming only to take the geopo liti cal (as opposed to purely economic) mea-
sure of each. Compared to previous golden eras of geoeconomics— many 
point to the initial postwar years, as typifi ed by the Marshall Plan and the 
early stages of the Cold War, as one such golden era— some of  today’s fa-
vored geoeconomic tools are altogether new ( those in the cybersphere, for 
example).13  Others, while not novel as such, are operating on such a vastly 
dif fer ent landscape as to render them as good as new. For example, the 
American- orchestrated run on the British pound amid the  U.S.- U.K. 
standoff over the Suez Canal crisis in 1956 stands as a canonical example 
of mid- twentieth- century geoeconomics. But the rise of new fi nancial cen-
ters, combined with the complexity and leverage seen in  today’s fi nancial 
markets, would make any repeat of Suez vastly more diffi cult for Wash-
ington to pull off, not to mention far more damaging to U.S. national in-
terests. Still other geoeconomic instruments continue to function more or 
less as they did in earlier eras; development assistance is one example. Even 
 these, though, have attracted impor tant new players and dimensions.

To be sure, a number of previous efforts have studied each of  these in 
isolation— asking, for example, “Do sanctions work?” or “Are China’s 
holdings of U.S. debt more a strategic asset or a liability for Beijing?” This 
approach is understandable: each geopo liti cal instrument has been  adopted 
by dif fer ent countries and institutions, each is subject to distinct levers of 
state control,  there are specifi c variables that determine  whether each can 
be used effectively, and each raises specifi c concerns for U.S. national inter-
ests. But dif fer ent as  these geoeconomic instruments may be,  there is also 
value in considering them comprehensively. By examining how countries 
integrate and use  these instruments together to achieve par tic u lar geopo-
liti cal objectives, we can better illuminate how geoeconomics works in the 
real world. And including all seven of  these tools within the scope of our 
inquiry also helps to bring to the surface impor tant and often overlooked 
interactions— and tensions— between and among them.

If  these are the leading instruments  doing so much of the work of for-
eign policy  today, what determines their effectiveness? What are the under-
lying capabilities and attributes that dictate  whether  these tools work to 
greater or lesser effect? In the third chapter’s second half, we consider cer-
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tain structural features— geoeconomic endowments, as we call them— that 
infl uence a nation’s ability to put domestic capital to strategic use: a given 
state’s decisions regarding commodity fl ows, a nation’s centrality to the 
global fi nancial system, and domestic market features such as overall size, 
degree of control over inbound and outbound investment, and expecta-
tions of  future growth. While far from perfect predictors,  these factors 
play a clear role in determining how effective a given state is likely to be in 
its use of geoeconomic tools.

Chapter 4 takes up the specifi c case of China. Beijing is often correctly 
described as the world’s leading practitioner of geoeconomics, but it has 
also been perhaps the major  factor in returning regional or global power 
projection back to an importantly economic (as opposed to political- 
military) exercise. “Beijing has been playing the new economic game at a 
maestro level,” as Leslie Gelb, longtime foreign policy expert and former 
New York Times commentator, aptly put it, “staying out of wars and po-
liti cal confrontations and zeroing in on business— its global infl uence 
far exceeds its existing economic strength.”14 We explore China’s use of 
geoeconomics through six case studies: Taiwan, North  Korea, Japan, 
Southeast Asia, Pakistan, and India.

We then turn in Chapter 5 to two overarching questions that emerge 
from  these case studies. First, how can we recognize geoeconomic pressure 
at work when we see it? When it comes to sizing up a country’s use of geo-
economics, it helps to have clear examples. Such cases, at least by recent 
historical standards, seem to be on the rise— shutting off gas pipelines in 
the dead of winter, tabling bailout offers to sway the foreign policies of 
embattled neighbors, attaching openly geopo liti cal stipulations onto  either 
potential investment decisions or aid agreements. Often, though, evidence 
of geoeconomic be hav ior is more circumstantial in nature— especially 
where it is coercive. Take, for example, China’s decision to quarantine ba-
nanas from the Philippines amid escalations of tensions over competing is-
land claims in the South China Sea, or Moscow’s ban on Moldovan wine 
in the run-up to Moldova’s deadline for signing a cooperation agreement 
with the EU. Compared to open po liti cal demands, such geoeconomic 
coercion is sometimes more diffi cult to mea sure. But like military power, 
geoeconomic sway can carry a long shadow of infl uence—it need not be 
explic itly brandished or attempted in order to register a desired coercive 
effect.

A second fundamental question  these case studies raise regarding geo-
economic pressure is “Does it work?” The answer, on balance, is yes. At 
least in the case of China, Beijing fl exes geoeconomic muscle— both posi-
tive and negative— and often succeeds in advancing its geopo liti cal aims. 
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On the back of economic pressure, China has managed to deter arms sales 
to Taipei and to steadily reduce the number of countries that recognize 
Taiwan; it has curtailed the activities of the Dalai Lama; it has restrained 
countries from offering po liti cal support for  human rights issues; it has 
registered noticeable impacts on votes in the United Nations and frustrated 
vari ous Western efforts to pressure Iran and North  Korea; and it has raised 
the costs of challenging China’s territorial ambitions along its borders 
and in the South and East China Seas.

At the same time, China’s geoeconomic savvy is also sometimes exagger-
ated.  There are natu ral limits and internal tensions  running through many 
of Beijing’s attempts at using geoeconomics to advance geopo liti cal objec-
tives. China’s heavy hand has produced a collective desire on the part of 
Southeast Asian states to draw closer to the United States. Japan is in-
creasing its military capabilities. Both Japan and Vietnam overcame stiff 
domestic opposition to join the U.S.- led Trans- Pacifi c Partnership talks. 
The Philippines has granted the United States access to fi ve military bases 
for rotating aircraft, ships, equipment, and troops. In China’s case, geoeco-
nomic power, like most other forms of power, may well be most effective 
when implied rather than exercised outright. The same seems true for 
Rus sia and other leading prac ti tion ers of geoeconomics.

Simply  because countries have a mixed rec ord when it comes to geoeco-
nomics, however, does not mean they  will abandon even the most counter-
productive of attempts. This in turn raises a larger point: even where 
states try to wield geoeconomic power and  either partially or fully fail to 
achieve their aim, the results and collateral damage can carry real, destabi-
lizing consequences. Consider again the Cyprus bailout—an ordeal that was 
both largely (if mostly unintentionally) brought about by, and then further 
complicated by, geoeconomic factors from Rus sia, even as the EU’s package 
ultimately won out.15 Thus, even for  those who remain skeptical that geo-
economics  will ultimately secure the geopo liti cal outcomes  these countries 
seek,  there are reasons to take the phenomenon seriously.

Next we turn, in Chapter 6, to the United States, surveying the country’s 
historical use of geoeconomics. The picture that emerges is, above all, a 
cautionary tale about the fallibility of historical memory. Period accounts 
show how U.S. policy makers have regularly (although not always success-
fully) employed geoeconomic means to achieve U.S. strategic interests since 
the country’s founding— and how clear- eyed  these policy makers  were 
about this fact. But somewhere along the way, Amer i ca began to tell itself 
a dif fer ent story about geoeconomics, its role in statecraft generally, and 
even its historical place in American foreign policy. Roughly around the 
time of the Vietnam War, and continuing through to  later stages of the Cold 
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War, U.S. administrations began to see economics as a realm with an au-
thority and logic all its own, usually no longer subjugated to traditional 
state power realities— and something to be kept  free of unseemly geopo-
liti cal incursions in any case. As this shift occurred, international economic 
policy making, except for economic sanctions, began to emerge as the near- 
exclusive province of economists and like- minded policy makers, no longer 
readily available to U.S. foreign policy strategists as a means of working 
Amer i ca’s geopo liti cal  will in the world.

So began a structural divide, and a corresponding departure from geo-
economics, that remains largely the case  today. For a time, this bifurcation 
was not a pressing prob lem for U.S. foreign policy: during roughly the fi rst 
two de cades following the Cold War, the United States faced no serious in-
ternational challenge that required considering  whether this alignment 
between liberal economic ideas and the country’s foreign policy require-
ments still existed. But with this period of convergence now giving way to 
something else— arguably closer to the historical trend— the United States 
must come to grips with the real ity that the geopo liti cal landscape is popu-
lated by a set of countries content to use the modern tools of economics 
and fi nance without regard for the liberal and neoliberal economic 
 handling instructions and understandings that have traditionally accom-
panied their use. To recognize this new real ity is not necessarily to advo-
cate that the United States respond in kind. But Washington at least needs 
to recognize the degree to which markets and economics are indeed em-
bedded in larger realities of state power. Policy makers’ capacity to under-
stand this embeddedness and the historical arc of geoeconomics in  U.S. 
foreign policy  will prove critical to the shape American foreign policy ulti-
mately takes (and in turn, how well it succeeds) in the coming de cades.

We move in Chapter 7 to assess how the United States presently uses 
geoeconomics. It is clear that the United States, with the largest economy 
in the world, possesses a  great deal to work with geoeco nom ically, if it so 
chooses. Moving  toward a more self- consciously geoeconomic brand of 
foreign policy, however, would fi rst require Washington to confront a se-
ries of questions about its basic level of comfort with restoring geoeco-
nomics as a more considered part of American foreign policy.

 These questions are not easy ones. Many geoeconomic approaches carry 
real trade- offs. But this is true for  every foreign policy option. Too often, 
unlike debates around political- military statecraft, which tend to be argued 
and considered against a logic of best known alternatives— geoeconomic 
approaches are debated in isolation. Criticisms attacking a given sanctions 
program  because “the costs outweigh the benefi ts,” for example, are  silent 
on the more operative question of  whether  these costs and benefi ts would 
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have been a desirable alternative to other available po liti cal or military op-
tions.16 Not only do policy makers fail to consider geoeconomic ap-
proaches against the best alternative, but they also tend to mea sure them 
using the wrong standards— judging them by their economic rather than 
geopo liti cal impacts. For Rus sia, waging pipeline politics might not amount 
to a sound economic strategy, but  whether it represents an acceptable (or, 
more to the point, the best available) means of venting dis plea sure with the 
foreign policy choices of the Eu ro pean Union or the United States stands as 
an entirely separate  matter. Dismissing potential geoeconomic approaches 
as unwise or unlikely simply  because they do not fi t within the confi nes of 
economic rationality is a bit like discounting the risk that a jilted paramour 
would exact his revenge with a gun on the grounds that the bullets would 
cost him money.  After all, most wars, especially the most destructive ones, 
would fall into this category of “not particularly eco nom ically rational.” 
When it comes to considering the vari ous foreign policy alternatives avail-
able to countries in a given situation,  there is no reason to create a sepa-
rate logical standard of review for options that aim at the same result by 
relying on other (in this case economic) means.

Still, even with a clearer understanding of how vari ous geoeconomic ap-
proaches stack up compared to non- geoeconomic alternatives, it may be 
that the geoeconomic options available to Washington simply look much 
dif fer ent from  those available to other states. This is partly a function of 
Amer i ca’s unique domestic po liti cal and  legal makeup, and partly a result 
of its unique role and responsibility in the world. In  simple terms, Amer i ca 
is proudly a nation of laws, begun as an experiment in deliberately cur-
tailing state power.  These constraints mean that Washington  will prob ably 
never be capable of using trade and investment tools to advance its foreign 
policy interests in many of the short- term transactional or coercive ways 
that suit other countries (with vastly dif fer ent po liti cal and economic tra-
ditions) just fi ne. Moreover, the United States, as the leading supplier of 
global public goods, may well have a greater geopo liti cal interest than 
other states in keeping the geopo liti cally motivated uses (especially coercive 
uses) of certain economic instruments to a minimum.

At present, however, it is far from clear that Washington’s present rela-
tive discomfort with geoeconomics refl ects  either inevitable domestic con-
straints or any considered strategy, rather than the residual workings of a 
set of assumptions and habits honed during the post– Cold War era. It may 
or may not be the case that if U.S. policy makers begin using geoeconomic 
tools more or differently, the result could undermine larger, more impor tant 
U.S. interests. Such games of line- drawing are inevitably fact- bound; an-
swers  will vary from case to case, and from policy maker to policy maker. 
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Our point is not to argue for a certain outcome. What matters far more, 
we argue, is how policy makers construct  these debates, and in par tic u lar 
the kinds of reasons that are allowed to count as valid arguments for or 
against a geoeconomic move by the United States. Too often,  those opposing 
a given U.S. geoeconomic action do not couch their reasoning in terms of a 
concern for maximizing U.S. foreign policy interests; too often, their con-
cerns lie elsewhere.

Consider it this way: The most common of  these objections tends to 
cite some vague, unspecifi ed threat to the “rules- based order” as a 
reason against undertaking a given geoeconomic action. But if indeed this 
rules- based order  were understood to be such a valuable geopo liti cal asset 
for the United States (and if indeed it  were the reason the United States has 
not pursued a more conspicuously geoeconomic foreign policy in recent 
years), then one would expect to see U.S. foreign policy engaged in a more 
all- hands undertaking— stretching across  U.S. military, diplomatic, and 
economic lines—to shore it up. Not only is  there no evidence of this sort of 
undertaking, but  there is plenty of evidence of the converse: the United 
States remains the international laggard in its contributions to the IMF, and 
Washington seems unwilling to put even a fraction of the diplomatic muscle 
it routinely expends on po liti cal and security crises in the  Middle East 
 toward curbing China’s plans for a multilateral alternative to the World 
Bank.

But gaps between stated beliefs and demonstrated priorities are hardly 
new to U.S. foreign policy. For many policy makers it may well be that, so 
long as upholding the rules- based system is still seen as geopo liti cally ad-
vantageous for the United States, most forms of geoeconomic power  will 
need to be at least neutral in their impacts on this rules- based system for 
them to pass muster. Adhering to this standard  will constrain the United 
States far more than many other states, especially in more coercive, shorter- 
term cases. But even working within this exacting standard,  there remains 
much room for geoeconomics to play a larger role in U.S. foreign policy.

Unsurprisingly, for U.S. policy makers  these normative questions out-
lining the bound aries of acceptable use are more easily confronted for 
some geoeconomic tools than for  others. American use of sanctions has 
seen a profound revolution in thinking and approach in the years since 
9/11, for example, while trade and investment remain regarded as an al-
most exclusively economic exercise. Often U.S. trade offi cials take pains to 
downplay the strategic stakes for the United States, fearing an encroach-
ment of geopolitics onto trade. For instance, when the Obama administra-
tion deci ded to go ahead with the Trans- Pacifi c Partnership (plans that 
 were incubated during the fi nal months of the Bush administration), the 
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agreement’s name was changed, with the term strategic dropped from what 
was initially the Trans- Pacifi c Strategic Economic Partnership, concluded 
in 2005 between Brunei, New Zealand, Chile, and Singapore.

For all of the diffi cult questions of line- drawing and acceptable use where 
geoeconomics is concerned, one of the most promising areas of U.S. geo-
economic potential is in the energy realm. The North American shale revo-
lution is remaking geopo liti cal realities around the world, with dominating 
economic and strategic benefi ts for the United States. We examine this in 
detail in Chapter 8. Beyond economic gains, the shift  toward more diversi-
fi ed and oftentimes more localized energy sources  will diminish the geopo-
liti cal leverage that certain energy suppliers have for de cades sought to use 
to their advantage. No longer as dependent on Gulf energy supplies as it 
has been in the past, the United States  will be freer to infl uence the terms 
of its engagement with the  Middle East. All the  great powers  will ultimately 
be touched by  these developments. One of the most impor tant, if over-
looked, features of the U.S. energy revolution is the way in which it rein-
forces several other geoeconomic assets available to Washington: sanctions 
targeting Iran’s (and potentially other countries’) oil sectors are made easier 
by the growing abundance of North American energy supplies, trade pacts 
with the United States are made more attractive by the prospect of ac-
cessing  these supplies, and the dollar’s continued status as the world’s re-
serve currency is made more certain by the prospect of the United States 
coming online as a net energy exporter.

 There are signs that the United States may be waking up to its geoeco-
nomic potential, even if the pro cess is too slow and often not yet fully 
conscious. Chapter 9 begins by reviewing the evolution of this realization. 
Much of the pro gress seen to date has been primarily in diagnosing the 
challenge and developing an initial conceptual framework— amounting to 
 little more than a down payment on what is needed.

Coming up with a specifi c geoeconomic vision for U.S. foreign policy 
and translating it into initial lines of action is obviously a complex task. It 
clearly requires specifi c policy solutions; we outline our own recommenda-
tions at the end of Chapter 9. But  because reasonable minds can and no 
doubt  will differ on the specifi cs, it is worth ensuring they derive from the 
right framework. We therefore preface our specifi c recommendations with 
four stylized lessons drawn from the previous chapters. Lastly, beyond the 
specifi cs of any affi rmative policy agenda, and beyond the more universal 
assumptions that  ought to underpin  these specifi cs, any meaningful effort 
by U.S. administrations to reengage with geoeconomics  ought to start with 
a certain educational diplomacy regarding geoeconomics as such. At a min-
imum,  these leaders need to explain in detail to the American citizenry and 
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to the country’s allies and friends what  today’s brand of geoeconomics con-
sists of, publicly call out geoeconomic coercion when it takes place, de-
velop responses together with like- minded partners, and more generally 
discuss with  these countries the rightful role of geoeconomics in Western 
 grand strategy.

Chapter 10 concludes on precisely this question of where geoeconomics 
fi ts within the broader context of U.S.  grand strategy and American na-
tional interests. Beginning with the “Germany fi rst, then Japan” approach 
to World War II, continuing on to containment and deterrence during the 
Cold War, and moving into the de cade of “global war on terror” following 
9/11, U.S.  grand strategies  were developed to guide Amer i ca’s most impor-
tant foreign policy decisions and to help policy makers avoid the tempta-
tion, as former Secretary of State Warren Christopher once put it, merely 
“to careen from crisis to crisis.” Far from the singular, strategic clarity of 
any of  these eras, the United States presently  faces a blizzard of interna-
tional problems: the rise of Chinese power, what now seems to be the return 
of Rus sian systematic destabilizing policies in Eurasia and beyond, chaos 
in the  Middle East, and the continuing danger of terrorism involving weapons 
of mass destruction. We return in this fi nal chapter to a discussion of using 
American national interests as a compelling compass for U.S. external be-
hav ior and  grand strategy, and we examine briefl y again how geoeconomic 
instruments, as informed by history and illuminated in  these pages, might 
promote  these interests.17

The research and writing of this book necessarily entailed an inductive 
pro cess. The relative lack of any widely accepted conceptual framework to 
guide questions of how states use economic tools to pursue geopo liti cal 
aims required building a picture from the ground up. Generalizations and 
counterfactuals are a necessary ele ment of any such attempt. Considering 
what would have happened absent vari ous geoeconomic displays may 
amount to  little more than educated guesses, “but this is preferable to ig-
noring the prob lem,” as David Baldwin pointed out.18

Second, as with any inductive approach, questions of relative scale and 
importance can be diffi cult to pinpoint. It is obviously the case that some 
of the geoeconomic examples presented  here  matter more than  others. Even 
 those cases that may not rise to systemic global importance— Russian swipes 
at Moldovan wine as part of the Kremlin’s larger campaign to shore up its 
regional dominance, for example— may nevertheless hold unknown pre ce-
dential importance, boosting the odds that similar tactics may be replicated 
in the  future by other states in ways that carry greater systemic stakes.

Likewise, just as not all shows of geoeconomic power are created equal, 
some prac ti tion ers carry greater global signifi cance than  others. As both the 
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largest and most consequential practitioner of  today’s brand of geoeco-
nomics, China serves as the book’s central example (apart from our focus, in 
the book’s second half, on the United States). For the same reasons, Rus sia 
and the Gulf states also warrant par tic u lar focus. Regrettably, this approach 
means that some other avid if systemically less signifi cant prac ti tion ers of 
geoeconomics— Norway and Singapore, for example—go only peripherally 
highlighted.

To suggest that geoeconomics is reemerging as a favored form of geopo-
liti cal combat for some of the world’s most power ful states and is shaping 
outcomes across some of the world’s most impor tant strategic challenges is, 
of course, not to suggest that the modern return of geoeconomics is a uni-
versal phenomenon.  There are plenty of states that are not evincing a par-
ticularly new or robust role for geoeconomics, and many challenges that 
 will be deci ded primarily on non- geoeconomic variables. Nor does this 
book attempt to predict  whether  today’s brand of geoeconomics can be 
expected to spread further— only that it has already risen to a level of sys-
temic importance that foreign policy prac ti tion ers, especially  those in the 
United States, minimize at Amer i ca’s peril.

Lastly, and perhaps most impor tant, this book seeks to explain how, not 
what, to think about geoeconomics.19 Each case and crisis is dif fer ent, and 
it is impossible to say ex ante  whether geoeconomic approaches should be 
 adopted in any given scenario. But geoeconomics should at least be given 
more regular, rigorous, and sophisticated consideration by  U.S. policy 
makers, especially since so many of  today’s greatest strategic challenges 
cannot be fully understood, let alone addressed, without appreciating the 
considerable geoeconomic forces driving them— a subject we begin to ad-
dress in Chapter 1.
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What Is Geoeconomics?

War and commerce are but two dif fer ent means of arriving at the 
same aim, which is to possess what is desired.

— Benjamin Constant, Franco- Swiss politician

The term geoeconomics is in much use  today, but almost always 
without a specifi c working defi nition.1 Some authors tend to focus on 

the use of geopo liti cal or military power for economic ends.2  Others tend 
to defi ne geoeconomics more broadly, as “the entanglement of international 
economics, geopolitics, and strategy,” a kind of catch- all defi nition that 
obscures more than it clarifi es.3 Still  others primarily stress trade and the 
protection of industries.4

In the par tic u lar context of U.S. foreign policy,  those who use the con-
cept have likewise primarily confi ned themselves to traditional examina-
tions of international trade and sanctions.5 Typically,  these inquiries depart 
from a narrow understanding of  U.S. trade policy— trade, done well, 
strengthens Amer i ca’s economic standing, and thus, at least in theory, en-
hances its power projection accordingly— but have no specifi c geopo liti cal 
dimension, apart, perhaps, from a widely held belief, rooted in the early 
twentieth- century liberalism of Norman Angell and  others, that expanded 
trade promotes peace.6 It is essentially trade for trade’s sake.  Others apply 
the term to almost all American economic activity, domestic and foreign.7 
 These analysts sometimes begin by connecting U.S. power projection in a 
general way to the strength or weakness of the U.S. economy or even Amer-
ican society.8

Indeed,  these calls are fi nding purchase, as the two most recent U.S. na-
tional security strategies attest.9 A strong domestic economy over the long 
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term  will of course remain a general requirement for any country’s power 
projection, the United States included. History has not looked kindly on 
any country that has allowed its geopo liti cal responsibilities to outstrip its 
economic wherewithal for long. It is as good a universal law as one could 
hope to fi nd in politics. And just as with physical laws of nature,  there are 
no exceptions for size:  great powers have found their economic constraints 
no more pliant in the face of geopo liti cal burdens than any other country.

 These and other earlier interpretations of geoeconomics are useful, but 
they are also incomplete. Strikingly, none of the existing written under-
standings of geoeconomics succeeds in comprehensively capturing the 
phenomenon that, as a plain empirical  matter, seems most responsible for 
the term’s recent resurrection: the use of economic instruments to produce 
benefi cial geopo liti cal results. Despite the considerable attention paid to 
the global fi nancial crisis and its geopo liti cal aftereffects, as well as to the 
growing need to place U.S. foreign policy more fi rmly in the ser vice of the 
country’s domestic economic interests, matters of where, how, and how 
well states  today wield economic instruments as tools of statecraft remain 
sorely underexplored analytic and policy territory.10

With this in mind, we urge the following defi nition of geoeconomics:

GEOECONOMICS:  The use of economic instruments to pro-
mote and defend national interests, and to produce benefi cial 
geopo liti cal results; and the eff ects of other nations’ economic 
actions on a country’s geopo liti cal goals.

On this understanding, geoeconomics stands as both a method of analy sis 
and a form of statecraft.11 The fi rst dimension of this three- part defi nition 
(“the use of economic instruments to promote and defend national inter-
ests”) applies in a general way to traditional understandings of how do-
mestic economic strength promotes U.S. power projection, at least in theory. 
This dimension is impor tant and well understood.12

Similarly, the fi nal ele ment of this defi nition of geoeconomics (“the ef-
fects of other nations’ economic actions on a country’s geopo liti cal goals”), 
while historically underattended compared to other aspects of international 
relations, has attracted growing interest in recent years. The revival of in-
ternational po liti cal economy certainly deserves some of the credit for this 
renewed interest.13 But across much of that lit er a ture, the predominant 
focus remains at the level of the system, rather than the nation- state, in at-
tempts to explain how broad economic phenomena— globalization, for 
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instance— might impact multilateral institutions. With some impor tant 
exceptions, contemporary debates in the fi eld of international po liti cal 
economy still show  little interest in more applied matters of power projec-
tion and managing relations between nation- states.  These positive steps not-
withstanding, Alan Dobson is quite right that “economic affairs still often sit 
uneasily beside po liti cal and diplomatic matters.”14

Maybe it should come as no surprise, then, that the role of economic 
phenomena in shaping geopo liti cal outcomes also tends to go underre-
ported in much of the press commentary on the foreign policy dilemmas of 
the day. For all of the discussion surrounding the  causes and accelerants of 
the 2014 Ukraine crisis, for example, it was rare for anyone to highlight the 
role of international monetary policy in exacerbating the country’s long- 
running economic woes into full- scale crisis. “Ukraine’s fi nancial problems 
had been mounting over many years,” explained Benn Steil, director of in-
ternational economics at the Council on Foreign Relations.15 “But it was 
the mere prospect of the [United States] Fed pumping fewer new dollars 
into the market each month that pushed the cost of rolling over its debt . . .  
beyond Kiev’s capacity to pay. . . .  The rest is history.”16 That history, Steil 
correctly notes, has largely “overlooked the role that the Fed’s taper talk 
played in the toppling of Yanukovych and the chaos that followed.”17

But things may be changing. Thanks in large part to two par tic u lar eco-
nomic headlines bearing undeniable geopo liti cal consequences,  there are 
reasons to think that a revival of interest in this par tic u lar strand of geo-
economics could prove widespread and enduring. The fi rst is the 2008–
2009 fi nancial crisis (and the attending eurozone crisis), which now, six 
years on, continues to prompt a fl urry of popu lar and academic commen-
tary trained on the geopo liti cal meaning of the ordeal.18 The second is the 
rise of China, thus far largely an economic story, but one that is widely 
understood to carry some of the most profound geopo liti cal effects since 
the United States emerged from World War II as the world’s leading power. 
Given their magnitude and long tails, both of  these stories have helped 
bring economic phenomena and their geopo liti cal impacts into foreign 
policy reporting and commentary.

Our focus is instead the  middle ele ment of our defi nition of geoeco-
nomics: “the use of economic instruments . . .  to produce benefi cial geopo-
liti cal results.” For it is these economic techniques of statecraft that, while 
aptly describing much of foreign policy practice  today, puzzlingly remain 
underexplored territory, especially in any conceptual way and especially in 
the United States.

British international relations theorist Susan Strange spotted this over-
sight as far back as 1970, arguing that “what is noticeably missing from 
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the picture are more general studies of international economic relations— 
whether of problems or issue areas— treated analytically, with the po liti cal 
analy sis predominating over the economic analy sis.”19 This conceptual gap 
is not for lack of topical interest; the last several years have seen consider-
able, sustained attention to individual geoeconomic instruments, as well as 
around specifi c countries.20 Among the most compelling of  these country- 
specifi c portrayals is Edward Luttwak’s most recent book on China. In it, 
Luttwak argues that  because the “logic of strategy . . . mandates growing 
re sis tance to growing power,” and  because “any signifi cant warfare between 
nuclears [is now] largely inhibited,” opposition to Chinese ascendance  will 
manifest geoeco nom ical ly.21 For Luttwak,  because “China’s continuing rise 
ultimately threatens the very in de pen dence of its neighbors, and even of its 
present peers, it  will inevitably be resisted by geoeconomic means— that is, 
by strategically motivated as opposed to merely protectionist trade barriers, 
investment prohibitions, more extensive technology denials, and even re-
strictions on raw material exports to China if its misconduct can provide a 
suffi cient excuse for that almost warlike act.”22

 Others have looked at the role that economic techniques of statecraft have 
played historically— a slight but impor tant difference from  those historians, 
such as Gavin and Sargent, who tend to focus more on explaining how 
vari ous economic considerations have  shaped foreign policy outcomes. Im-
pressively researched over ten years, Dobson’s 2002 US Economic Statecraft 
for Survival amounts to a revisionist Cold War history, one that accounts for 
the neglected role of economic statecraft in explaining U.S. policy between 
1933 and 1991. And, although not his apparent motivation in writing, the 
par tic u lar question that Dobson asks— how the United States moved from 
assiduously defending its neutral trading rights in war time (prior to entering 
World War I) to prosecuting a kind of economic warfare against the Soviet 
Union in peacetime (immediately post– World War II)—is itself a testament 
to the sort of schizophrenic, often contradictory relationship the United 
States has had with geoeconomic techniques over its history.

Despite ample attention to historical, topical, and country- specifi c issues, 
 there has been far less in the way of conceptual thinking about economic 
and fi nancial instruments as tools of statecraft. Noting Susan Strange’s 
original call to this effect, David Baldwin’s 1985 Economic Statecraft re-
mains among the few works that have sought to answer it. Baldwin’s pri-
mary task is “to think about thinking about economic statecraft,” and he 
does so by taking explicit aim at the double standards and intellectual 
hindrances that impede clear policy refl ection about geoeconomic tech-
niques. His insights, now thirty years on, remain more evergreen than not.23 
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Baldwin’s purpose, however, was less to understand how states deployed 
 these techniques and more to vindicate  these practices “as more useful 
than the [prevailing] conventional wisdom would have one believe”— a 
feat he attempts through a series of historical case studies on sanctions, as 
well as impor tant looks at trade and aid.24 He does not address  whether 
 these techniques  were in regular or effective use by foreign policy prac ti-
tion ers of his day, and he does not attempt to apply his framework to gain 
insight into the challenges foreign policy makers faced.

Nor has  there been much pro gress on  these fronts since Baldwin, as sev-
eral observers— Dobson, Walter Russell Mead, Juan Zarate, Robert Zoel-
lick, and  others— have lamented in more recent years.25 While for a time 
this relative neglect may have been regrettable but not concerning, the sit-
uation seems dif fer ent  today. With economic instruments of statecraft now 
in such widespread use, promulgated by some of the world’s most power ful 
countries, it seems worth a clearer acknowl edgment and understanding of 
the phenomenon. Ultimately, however, defi nitions count for only so much. 
Much of understanding what geoeconomics is comes in acquiring the ca-
pacity to think about it. It is worth elaborating our defi nition with a few 
additional clarifying points:

P O I N T  1

Geoeconomics is diff  er ent from geopolitics.

Rather than focusing on economics as the means to advance geopo liti cal 
aims, some defi nitions of geoeconomics have reversed this means- ends re-
lationship, emphasizing instead how countries might apply military or 
geopo liti cal muscle (what some call “hard power”) to bring about benefi -
cial economic results.26 It is undoubtedly an impor tant topic, but one more 
for a book on geopolitics than for a volume on geoeconomics. For when it 
comes to classifying vari ous forms of statecraft, it is the means, not the 
ends, that should dictate.  After all, as David Baldwin explained, “bombing 
a library is not called cultural warfare; bombing homes is not called resi-
dential warfare; bombing nuclear reactors is not called nuclear warfare; 
and bombing factories should not be labeled economic warfare.”27

Indeed,  there has been a tendency to treat geopolitics and geoeconomics 
as interchangeable. While the two are doubtless related, they should be 
distinguished.28 Part of the diffi culty is that, much like geoeconomics,  there 
is no single agreed- upon defi nition for geopolitics; if anything, that term is 
invoked even more loosely than geoeconomics. According to one of the 
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most widely cited defi nitions, geopolitics is a method of foreign policy 
analy sis that seeks to understand, explain, and predict international po-
liti cal be hav ior primarily in terms of geo graph i cal variables.29 Other, more 
general defi nitions tend to focus on the relationship between politics and 
territory— that is, the art and practice of using po liti cal power over a given 
territory.30

Put other wise, geopolitics is  really a set of assumptions about how a state 
exercises power over territory— what constitutes this power, and how it is 
increased and spent down. The same is true of geoeconomics as we defi ne 
it  here. But most geopo liti cal accounts traditionally explain and predict 
state power by reference to a host of geographic factors (territory, popula-
tion, economic per for mance, natu ral resources, military capabilities,  etc.).31 
Geoeconomics, in our view, is about providing a parallel account of how a 
state builds and exercises power by reference to economic factors rather 
than geographic ones.

On this understanding, then, the use of military power in ser vice of eco-
nomic goals fi ts more comfortably as a facet of geopolitics than of geoeco-
nomics. Even so, the two are obviously closely linked, and the relationship 
between them begs for study and further thought. In par tic u lar, it is worth 
questioning  whether the growing use of geoeconomic tools as instruments 
of statecraft is changing patterns of when and how countries engage in the 
use of military power.32 While not directly within the scope of this book, it 
is an impor tant question and one we touch on intermittently throughout 
the coming chapters.

Critically, understanding geoeconomics requires appreciating deeply em-
bedded differences in the operating assumptions of geopolitics and eco-
nomics. The logic of geopolitics is traditionally zero- sum, while the logic 
of economics is traditionally positive- sum. As Michael Mandelbaum put 
this point in his latest book, “The heart of politics is power; the aim of 
economics is wealth. Power is inherently limited. The quest for power is 
therefore competitive. It is a ‘zero- sum game.’ Wealth by contrast, is limit-
less, which makes economics a positive- sum game.”33 Geoeconomics es-
sentially combines the logic of geopolitics with the tools of economics, 
viewing the economic actions and options of a given state as embedded 
within larger realities of state power. This fact often puts geoeconomic 
approaches in tension with the assumptions of economics.

Consider it this way: returning to the idea that, as Mandelbaum puts it, 
in “economics, unlike in war, every one can be a winner,” the point about 
geoeconomics is that this distinction holds up only as long as economic ac-
tions are being pursued for the sake of economic ends.34 It turns out, how-
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ever, that when put to geopo liti cal use, economic instruments can produce 
outcomes that are  every bit as power ful and as zero- sum as  those resulting 
from traditional military showings of state power.

Symptoms of  these disciplinary tensions between economics and foreign 
policy surface in the U.S. context all the time. Most of the calls to re-
orient U.S. foreign policy to account for the expanding role of economic 
power—to do geoeconomics better— also tend to speak plaintively about 
the U.S. government’s institutional inability to integrate foreign policy and 
economic strategy. Former secretary of state Hillary Clinton did so in her 
confi rmation hearing.35 Clinton is joined by a chorus of outside observers 
that spans former  U.S. military leaders, economists, and foreign policy 
strategists, Republicans and Demo crats alike.36 Shortly  after her economic 
statecraft agenda debuted, David Rothkopf, CEO and editor of Foreign 
Policy, penned a piece on Hillary Clinton “ingesting” the Commerce De-
partment, deeming “the Clinton speech a sign of a successful Secretary of 
State continuing to work to reinvent the department she leads—to ‘think 
dif fer ent’ in the words of Steve Jobs . . .  [and] the sign of an administration 
maturing and developing better priorities and vital competencies where they 
are needed.”37  Others, such as former State Department offi cial Nicholas 
Burns, began to ask  whether Secretary Clinton’s new agenda would enable 
the Obama administration to change the way Washington has traditionally 
worked by placing economic issues on par with military and diplomatic 
ones in calculating the national interest.38

Why has any exchange across the realms of foreign policy making and 
economics proven so diffi cult? The most commonly held view is that it was 
not always so; that in fact, the United States historically has been quite 
adroit at economics- centered foreign policy. As Robert Zoellick, former U.S. 
trade representative and World Bank president, recently put it, this “sepa-
ration of economics from U.S. foreign policy and security policy refl ects a 
shift from earlier American experience. For its fi rst 150 years, the Amer-
ican foreign- policy tradition was deeply infused with economic logic. Un-
fortunately, thinking about international po liti cal economy has become a 
lost art in the United States.”39

Zoellick details this view with a power ful historical account— what 
amounts to a far better reading of U.S. history.40 But this account raises a 
crucial question: if the United States was once so  adept at this brand of 
economics- centered statecraft, why are we not anymore? This impor tant 
question we take up  later, in Chapter 6.
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P O I N T  2

To focus on the use of economic instruments to advance geo-
political ends is to say nothing about the nature of the ends 
themselves;  whether the ends of foreign policy are also changing 
stands as a separate question.

If some understandings of geoeconomics employ a reverse means- ends con-
fi guration (again, military power in ser vice of economic aims),  others focus 
only on the ends. Indeed, many a foreign policy commentary has invoked 
the term geoeconomics as a way of arguing that the priorities of foreign 
policy  either would or should shift  toward economic goals and away from 
military- oriented ones.

Most would agree that this understanding of geoeconomics entered the 
modern lexicon of international affairs with a 1990 article by Edward 
Lutt wak, wherein Luttwak argued that “the waning of the Cold War is 
steadily reducing the importance of military power in world affairs.” “World 
politics,” he believed, was giving way to geoeconomics, “the admixture of 
the logic of confl ict with the methods of commerce.” “As the relevance of 
military threats and military alliances wanes,” Luttwak observed, “geoeco-
nomic priorities and modalities are becoming dominant in state action.” He 
expounded on the topic of his article in a 1993 book, this time in a more 
alarmist tone. Geoeconomics, he explained,

is not more and not less than the continuation of the ancient rivalry of the 
nations by new industrial means. Just as in the past when young men  were 
put in uniform to be marched off in pursuit of schemes of territorial conquest, 
 today taxpayers are persuaded to subsidize schemes of industrial conquest. 
Instead of fi ghting each other, France, Germany and Britain now collaborate 
to fund Airbus Industrie’s offensive against Boeing and McDonnell- Douglas. 
Instead of mea sur ing pro gress by how far the fi ghting front has advanced on 
the map, it is worldwide market shares for the targeted products that are the 
goal.

Similarly, while they do not explic itly use the term geoeconomics, scholars 
like Mandelbaum and Francis Gavin make a case that the nature of states’ 
geopo liti cal aims would shift away from military issues and hard security 
dilemmas  toward economic preoccupations. This may well be true, but it is 
largely outside the scope of this book.41 By contrast, geoeconomic ap-
proaches, as defi ned  here, are concerned only with how states are exercising 
economic and fi nancial tools to achieve their desired geopo liti cal aims. 
However, as a state comes to perceive the geopo liti cal climate as increasingly 
about economic power projection and hones its own geoeconomic refl exes 
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accordingly, it may— indeed, should—be the case that this realization and 
re- tooling pro cess leads to changes in its foreign policy strategies.

Next, to suggest that a state is marshaling an economic tool in further-
ance of some geopo liti cal objective is not necessarily to imply that  there are 
only geopo liti cal objectives at stake. States can and often do design geoeco-
nomic policies that si mul ta neously advance multiple interests—geopo liti cal, 
economic, and other wise. China’s strategic investments in Africa stand as 
perhaps the strongest example. But in this re spect, geoeconomics is no dif-
fer ent from any other brand of statecraft (think, for example, of the eco-
nomic spoils that war can produce). It is the presence (and not the solitary 
presence) of an impor tant geopo liti cal interest that is controlling, in other 
words. And while countries typically do not offer much insight into the rank- 
ordering of relative motivations, design choice is often telling. As we argue in 
Chapter 7,  there are plenty of economic policies that could ostensibly si mul-
ta neously advance economic and geopo liti cal goals; often, though, a trade 
agreement conceived as a serious means of pursuing some foreign policy ob-
jective would be a dif fer ent sort of agreement from one that was aimed nar-
rowly at economic goals.

P O I N T  3

Geoeconomic attempts at power projection can take many 
forms. And just as not all states are created equal in their 
capacity to proj ect geopo liti cal power,  there are certain 
 structural features—or geoeconomic endowments— that dictate 
how eff ective a country is likely to be in the use of geoeconomic 
tools.

Not only do states deploy geoeconomic tools against a broad range of non-
economic ends, they also use  these tools in a variety of ways. The most 
obvious distinction  here is between positive and coercive forms of geoeco-
nomic leverage. But geoeconomic attempts differ across a range of other 
scores: objectives can be shorter- term or longer- term; some mea sures are 
more transactional (where objectives are narrowly construed and anticipated 
benefi ts are fairly well identifi ed), while  others are more general (where ob-
jectives are broader and benefi ts are less understood); and the range of geo-
economic techniques during war time  will differ from  those in peacetime or in 
the absence of active military confl ict.

The decision by President Car ter to impose a grain embargo against the 
Soviets in response to the USSR’s 1979 invasion of Af ghan i stan and the 
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Truman administration’s offer of concessionary loans to U.S. allies to pur-
chase war materials in World War II  were both targeted mea sures, enacted 
in response to par tic u lar events and intended to elicit a specifi c set of re-
sponses. The push in the late 1970s by the Federal Republic of Germany to 
adopt a single Eu ro pean currency (which it saw as necessary to preempt 
Western fears over Germany’s increasing strength at the time) and the ad-
vent of the Eu ro pean Union itself  were both longer strategic plays, where 
the goals  were broad, involving multiple targets, and where the benefi ts, 
while understood to be power ful, went mostly unforeseen among the chief 
proponents of  these policies at the time. The $8 billion Qatar invested in 
Egypt between President Mubarak’s fall in early 2011 and President Mor-
si’s ouster in mid-2013 prob ably falls somewhere in the  middle, bearing 
some reciprocal, shorter- term, specifi c assurances, if still coming with a 
fairly broad set of objectives and some expectation of benefi ts over an ex-
tended time horizon.

Second, geoeconomic power, like geopo liti cal power, is a function of cer-
tain structural factors and policy choices. Much as states differ in their 
capacity to proj ect geopo liti cal power,  there are certain structural features—
or geoeconomic endowments— that shape how successful a country is 
likely to be in the use of geoeconomic tools. Indeed, compared to the vast 
lit er a ture on the inputs and workings of geopo liti cal power, no similar an-
alytic framework exists for geoeconomics;  there is no consensus as to the 
range of geoeconomic tools that presently exist or to the set of factors that 
make states more or less suited to wield them effectively.42 Are nondemoc-
racies better suited to apply geoeconomic tools? Are small countries just as 
disadvantaged when it comes to geoeconomics as with geopolitics? Absent 
any sort of conceptual blueprint or predictive logic for  these instruments, 
it should hardly be surprising that foreign policy makers seem far more re-
luctant to analyze their choices in geoeconomic rather than geopo liti cal 
terms. We take this up in more detail in Chapter 3.

P O I N T  4

 There are some fuzzy, borderline cases.

When it comes to applying this conception of geoeconomics to real- world 
cases, no  matter how carefully constructed the par ameters, inevitably cer-
tain fuzzy, borderline examples  will arise. Most analysts— although not 
all— would share David Baldwin’s intuition that bombing a factory should 
be excluded from any conception of geoeconomics, seeing this as belonging 
more to the realm of traditional military application.43 But what about 
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using elements of force— a naval blockade, perhaps—to impose an eco-
nomic embargo, which itself comes as part of larger war- fi ghting? What 
of state- sponsored cyberattacks targeting banks or critical infrastructure 
as a means of venting disagreement over another country’s foreign policy 
decision?

 There are no bright- line answers. Broadly speaking, the actions and pol-
icies of interest  here are economic techniques of statecraft; sometimes  these 
techniques  will involve tools that are straightforwardly economic in nature 
(for example, coercive trade mea sures, economic aid, or sovereign invest-
ment), and on other occasions they  will involve mechanisms that are not 
purely economic in nature (such as state- sponsored cyberattacks) but where 
the means by which states are trying to infl uence the be hav ior of other 
states are economic. By this logic, certain cyberattacks— say,  those targeting 
the critical economic or fi nancial infrastructure of another country— would 
be considered geoeconomic, whereas other types of cyberattacks (against 
military and other government targets) would not.

Like anything, the liminal cases are the hardest. Some might argue, for 
example, that this logic could be stretched to include bombing a factory as 
a geoeconomic technique of statecraft.  After all, basic market mechanisms 
of supply and demand are being manipulated— dampening a country’s pro-
ductive output, or causing supply shortages—to produce geopo liti cal re-
sults. What accounts for the widely shared instinct to exclude bombing a 
factory from the realm of geoeconomics, however, is not the fact that 
bombing is a noneconomic tool; it is rather that questions of military tar-
gets belong to a  whole dif fer ent set of social and normative practices 
around the conduct of war. That is not to say that geoeconomic techniques 
of statecraft cannot exist in conditions of warfare; of course they can. But 
the choice to counterfeit an  enemy’s currency during war time, for instance— a 
clear form of geoeconomic statecraft— stands as an enterprise substan-
tially separate from questions of military targets and war- fi ghting strategy.

By this reasoning, economic blockades that rely on aspects of military 
power arguably pose something of a hybrid case, but they are worth in-
cluding within the realm of geoeconomics for at least two reasons: such 
economic blockades can exist in conditions short of a hot military confl ict, 
and, more impor tant, the variable  doing the work in this case is the policy 
of economic denial, not the fact that it is achieved in part through relying 
on military power.44 Fi nally, many would place military and humanitarian 
aid outside the scope of geoeconomics. Certainly both are well- developed 
fi elds, populated with experts who do not seem to regard themselves as 
engaged in a particularly economic technique of statecraft. But it is also 
the case that, especially where states and governments are concerned, 
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money is fungible— meaning cost savings in one area can help offset ex-
penses in another. This fact argues for including all forms of aid— including 
military and humanitarian aid—as part of a conceptual understanding of 
geoeconomics, even while admitting that military and humanitarian aid are 
among the most well understood, least in ter est ing aspects of geoeconomic 
instruments; as such, we touch on them only intermittently in the coming 
chapters.

 Whether a given case falls just inside or outside of geoeconomics, the 
larger point is that certain cases are fuzzy. They demand greater attention 
as a result. But the lack of bright- line answers in some instances speaks to 
a muddle of circumstances, not defi nition or practice.

P O I N T  5

Geoeconomics is distinct from foreign (or international) eco-
nomic policy, mercantilism, and liberal economic thought.

Fi nally, it is worth distinguishing geoeconomics from foreign economic 
policy (or international economic policy), mercantilism, and liberal eco-
nomic thought.45 Benjamin Cohen and Robert Pastor defi ne foreign economic 
policy as governmental actions intended to infl uence the international eco-
nomic environment (as opposed to the geopo liti cal environment). And while 
many use the terms interchangeably, Stephen Cohen sees “international eco-
nomic policy” as distinct from and preferable to “foreign economic policy,” 
precisely  because the former can and should remain beyond the reach of 
foreign policy makers. By Cohen’s telling, “international economic policy 
must be viewed as being a separate phenomenon, not a tool for use by  either 
foreign policy or domestic economic policy offi cials.”46

Many of the most common and insidious misperceptions about geoeco-
nomics actually stem from a separate set of misunderstandings involving 
two other economic concepts— namely, a tendency to view mercantilism 
and liberal economic thought as direct opposites and a corresponding ten-
dency to view geoeconomics as some repurposed form of mercantilism and 
therefore as somehow inherently in tension with or opposed to liberal eco-
nomic thought. The tendency to contrast the liberal emphasis on limited 
state involvement in private markets against the mercantilist emphasis on 
heavy state intervention in economic life, as if the two occupied opposing 
ends of some spectrum, “easily leads to portrayal of liberalism as postu-
lating economics and politics as separate, distinct, and autonomous spheres 
of social life.”47

History tends to credit Adam Smith with severing the mercantilist link 
between politics and economics.48 But this amounts to a massive mis-
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reading.49 Smith knew well the limits of economic logic, always clear that 
what was mutually benefi cial in economic terms might not be so in po liti cal 
terms. According to him, “the wealth of a neighboring country” might be 
“dangerous in war and politics” even though “certainly advantageous in 
trade.”50 Smith saw no contradiction between his views on  free trade and his 
belief that “the  great object of the po liti cal economy of  every country, is to 
increase the riches and power of that country.”51

Indeed, Smith’s writings offer  little support for a portrait of economic 
liberals as bent on separating politics and economics and intent on seeing 
economic rationality as determining po liti cal relations. For Smith, “the fi rst 
duty of the sovereign . . .  [is] that of protecting the society from the vio-
lence and invasion of other in de pen dent socie ties.” “Defence is more impor-
tant than opulence,” he wrote, and “the capricious ambition of kings and 
ministers has not . . .  been more fatal” than “the impertinent jealousy of 
merchants and manufacturers.”52

Of the many mistaken distinctions between mercantilism and liberalism, 
however, the one that most hinders clear thinking about geoeconomics sur-
faces around the question of  whether “subservience of the economy to the 
state and its interests” differentiates the two doctrines.53 As Baldwin rightly 
cautions, that mercantilists viewed extensive state intervention in the 
economy to be in the national interest and liberals did not does not mean 
that liberals  were unconcerned with state interests. On the contrary, most 
liberals saw laissez- faire as merely a better means of advancing the interests 
of the state.54 Even their critics recognized how motivated economic lib-
erals  were by matters of war, peace, and state interests. “What did the 
nineteenth- century  free traders . . .  believe that they  were accomplishing?” 
Keynes once remarked.55 “They believed that they  were serving not merely 
the survival of the eco nom ically fi ttest, but the  great cause of liberty . . .  
and . . .  they believed, fi  nally, that they  were the friends and assurers of 
peace and international concord and economic justice between nations.”56 
For economic liberals such as Adam Smith and Norman Angell, laissez- 
faire was but a form of geoeconomics; they differed from the mercantilists 
only on the tactics. For both camps, the question was how, not  whether, to 
shape economic policies to serve state interests.57

Like anything, though, the practical bound aries of geoeconomics tend to 
be  shaped through disagreements— that is, in cases where a state’s eco-
nomic and geopo liti cal interests diverge. For early liberal economists such 
as Jacob Viner, a tendency to assume congruence across economic and 
po liti cal interests meant they seldom found themselves forced to choose 
between them. For  these early liberals—as for many policy makers today—   
free trade was the surest route to achieving both economic welfare and 
national security.58 Gilpin’s characterization of mercantilism as “the striving 
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 after security by economic means” hardly differentiates it from liberal 
beliefs that regarded  free trade as the surest route to national and inter-
national security.59

Not only did early economic liberals actively take up geopo liti cal ques-
tions, but where liberals did confront divergent economic and po liti cal 
goals, they usually reconciled the confl ict by privileging politics over eco-
nomics. Depression- era historian Edward Mead Earle, a founding  father of 
the fi eld of security studies, spent considerable energy on this question of 
how economic liberals reconciled their theories with national security in-
terests of the state. For Earle, the “critical question in determining [Smith’s] 
relationship to the mercantilist school is not  whether its fi scal and trade 
theories  were sound or unsound but  whether, when necessary, the eco-
nomic power of the nation should be cultivated and used as an instrument 
of statecraft. The answer of Adam Smith to this question would clearly be 
‘Yes’— that economic power should be so used.”60

The same is true of Richard Cobden, once hailed as “the towering fi gure 
among the  free traders and internationalists in the fi rst half of the nine-
teenth  century.”61 But Cobden was also quite comfortable subjugating eco-
nomics to politics where necessary. He opposed  free trade in cases where it 
threatened to undermine peace, as with loans to foreign governments to 
purchase arms.62 As World War II British intelligence offi cer turned Cam-
bridge historian Harry Hinsley once summarized Cobden, “He worked for 
 free trade  because he wanted peace, not for peace  because he wanted  free 
trade.”63

In sum, the real divides between mercantilism and liberalism concern 
how best (not whether) to pursue geoeconomics. “Its fundamental charac-
teristic is simply that economic policy be deliberately formulated so as to 
promote the foreign policy goals of the state— whatever  those may be,” 
wrote Baldwin.64 Mercantilism thus stands as only one of many forms of 
geoeconomics. By the same token, to the extent that leaders pursue prescrip-
tions of economic liberalism (minimal state intervention,  free trade,  etc.) 
in the belief that  these policies serve geopo liti cal interests, liberalism, too, 
falls comfortably among the many shades of geoeconomics.65



C H A P T E R  T W O

Geoeconomics and 
the International System

Power turns out to depend less on common displays of charisma 
and strength, and more on unseen manipulations of markets and 
money.

— Jeremi Suri, American historian

In 1991, a full two de cades before writing his infl uential essay “GDP 
Now Matters More than Force,” Leslie Gelb urged the United States to 

“replace the historic anti- Soviet focus of U.S. Asian policy with a new em-
phasis on geoeconomics, to forge new economic bonds and use them to 
resolve po liti cal problems and prevent economic disputes from exploding 
into po liti cal confrontations.”1 Reginald Dale, a specialist in Eu ro pean af-
fairs, noted that “with the end of the Cold War and the advent of the global 
economy, geopolitics and geoeconomics are becoming ever more closely 
intertwined.”2 Appealing to  those who waxed nostalgic for the clarity of 
the Cold War— mutual assured destruction focused U.S. and Soviet policy 
makers’ minds— historian Thomas Stewart called upon the United States 
to “create the geoeconomic equivalent of deterrence: that is, a way to 
proj ect economic power so as to prevent quarrels, win  those the U.S. cannot 
avoid, and encourage nations to seek prosperity together rather than beggar 
their neighbors.”3

Yet even as geoeconomics is perceived as newly impor tant,  there re-
mains no common consensus or even discussion as to the motivating fac-
tors that might explain it. If geoeconomics has indeed returned to occupy 
a decisive place in the foreign policies of many states, why?

Geoeconomics owes its modern resurgence primarily to three factors. 
The fi rst is that  today’s rising powers are increasingly drawn to economic 
instruments as their primary means of projecting infl uence and conducting 
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geopo liti cal combat in the twenty- fi rst  century. Compare, for instance, 
present debates about the rise of Chinese power, dominated as it is by cal-
culations of economic strength, to analogous Cold War debates regarding 
the Soviet Union. For American policy makers who dealt over the de cades 
with the Soviet challenge, the notion of according  great- power status to 
China, a country lacking a credible blue- water navy and decisively out-
matched militarily by the United States, would have seemed baffl ing.

Central as China’s rise is to this reemergence of geoeconomics, focusing 
too narrowly on China risks obscuring what is a larger, more complex phe-
nomenon. Emerging powers of all kinds look to geoeconomic tools as for-
eign policy instruments of fi rst resort across nearly  every conceivable type 
of aim— from the transactional and immediate (for Qatar, a country with 
only 250,000 citizens, paying the salaries of rebel fi ghters in Syria and 
Libya was the surest way to achieve its desired outcomes) to the longer- 
term and nonspecifi c (for Mexico and Colombia, curbing the infl uence of 
regional heavyweights Brazil and Argentina is best achieved through a new 
trade grouping, known as the Alliance of the Pacifi c, which presently ex-
cludes Brasilia and Buenos Aires).  These countries use geoeconomics in 
ways that run from positive inducements meant to charm, such as major 
purchasing decisions or investments timed to coincide with certain diplo-
matic campaigns, to punitive mea sures meant to coerce, such as a cyberat-
tack on a hostile state’s banking sector.

At least among nondemo cratic rising powers, tendencies  toward certain, 
often more coercive geoeconomic behaviors may arise out of an inability 
to achieve other, more preferable geoeconomic alternatives. The fact that 
 these regimes do not have the luxury of convincing their neighbors, almost 
always wary, of any sort of economic integration premised on mutually 
advantageous agreement means they must fall back on other strategies. 
While Moscow or Beijing might ideally prefer to replicate the success of 
the Eu ro pean Union as a means of co ali tion building, “relations between 
authoritarian governments are based on oppression and subordination, not 
compromise,” as one press report put it.4 President Vladimir Putin’s Eurasian 
Union proj ect would not have come this far had it not been underwritten 
by the coercive fi nancial might of the Rus sian state. By some estimates, sup-
port for the Lukashenko regime in Belarus costs Rus sia between $7 billion 
and $12 billion annually, while Lukashenko’s periodic threats to withdraw 
from the Eurasian proj ect are typically met with further Rus sian economic 
assistance. President Almazbek Atambayev of Kyrgyzstan has proven a 
particularly quick study in adapting to Moscow’s geoeconomic methods, 
demanding a $200 million loan from Moscow in addition to trade and 
economic preferences; when he did not get all he wanted, Atambayev de-
layed his country’s entry into the Eurasian Union.5
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If the return of geoeconomics is driven at least partly by its popularity 
among rising powers, what explains their attraction? It may be a lack of 
promising alternatives. The logic of challenging the United States in a large- 
scale war is growing more remote (especially for state actors and espe-
cially in any land- war scenario). One need only observe the way that other 
countries are looking at their respective military equations— none is even 
attempting to challenge American military primacy in a comprehensive 
way. At most, they seek to blunt the ability of the United States to exercise 
unilateral dominance in a given regional context (as with China’s ongoing 
military buildup). The theater of contest has shifted in impor tant ways.

Even if countries  were challenging the United States militarily,  there re-
main separate questions about  whether  today’s security challenges are best 
suited to military tools. Even as U.S. military and security investments have 
climbed over the past de cade, military intervention buys less and less: Amer-
i ca spent as much on Iraq as on Vietnam, and a de cade  after the U.S. inva-
sion of Iraq, that country’s  future remains highly cloudy or worse. Despite 
this, extremist Islamic militants in Iraq have staged an impressive comeback 
since 2009. Harvard researcher Linda Bilmes estimates that the wars in 
Iraq and Af ghan i stan  will eventually cost American taxpayers $4 trillion 
to $6 trillion.6 In Af ghan i stan, meanwhile, the Taliban could well mount a 
nationwide return to power.7 While the United States has signifi cantly de-
graded al- Qa’ida’s core operational capacity, al- Qa’ida’s affi liates— along 
with jihadist organizations that are operationally in de pen dent but sympa-
thize with its mission— have proven resilient.8

Some skeptics of geoeconomics  will invariably point to the military crisis 
of the day to argue that military muscle remains very much in fashion. Many 
looked at Rus sia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008, for example, as proof that 
the hoped- for transition from geopolitics to geoeconomics was illusory. As 
Robert Kagan explained at the time, “Many in the West still want to be-
lieve this is the era of geoeconomics. But as one Swedish analyst has 
noted, ‘ We’re in a new era of geopolitics. You  can’t pretend other wise.’ ”9

Kagan’s binary construction— conceiving of geoeconomic muscle as 
somehow zero- sum in combination with military power— misses the point. 
The same is true for  those who would read similar lessons into  today’s 
 military contests, both  those that are realized (in Crimea, for example) and 
 those that are merely implied (as with China’s naval buildup). To argue that 
states are looking more and more  toward economic methods of advancing 
their geopo liti cal aims is not to suggest that the potential use of military 
force does not also remain an impor tant ingredient in how many states 
pursue geopo liti cal aims.

But it is no longer a suffi cient ingredient, or usually even the leading one. 
 Today, economic factors can enable states to pursue more traditional 
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geopo liti cal aims or constrain them from  doing so. Consider the U.S. and 
EU response to Putin’s encroachment upon Ukraine, where the Kremlin “is 
gambling that old alliances like the EU and NATO mean less in the 21st 
 century than the new commercial ties it has established with nominally 
‘Western’ companies, such as BP, Exxon, Mercedes, and BASF.”10 China’s 
increasing assertiveness suggests that it may be making a similar wager 
around U.S. treaty commitments in Asia.11

Understanding when and how modern geoeconomics works requires ap-
preciating it as inextricably intertwined with traditional military and dip-
lomatic strands of foreign policy. In fact, many of the topical criticisms of 
certain geoeconomic tools— especially sanctions— conclude that they are 
in effec tive precisely on account of misunderstanding  these linkages. This is 
not a new prob lem. Contemporary debates in the United States and Eu rope 
on  whether and how aggressively to sanction Rus sia over its recent territorial 
aggressions, for instance, share striking parallels to similar debates in the run-
up to World War II. When Mussolini’s Italy annexed Abyssinia (what is now 
Ethiopia) in 1935, the United States and United Kingdom agonized over how 
to respond. “Prime Minister Baldwin [of Britain] was to say somewhat wist-
fully that any sanctions that  were likely to have worked would also have 
been likely to lead to war,” Henry Kissinger once recalled. “So much, at any 
rate, for the notion that economic sanctions provide an alternative to force in 
resisting aggression.”12 But as historian Alan Dobson explained, “Italy could 
not have prevailed against France and Britain, or  either of them separately, 
but the danger of retribution had to be conveyed effectively. If economic 
sanctions had been imposed in a dif fer ent way . . .  and had been made to ap-
pear as a clear preliminary to the use of force by France and Britain, then 
the story might have been very dif fer ent.”13 In other words, more aggres-
sive sanctions might have worked, but they would not have worked as a 
geoeconomic instrument unrelated to other aspects of statecraft.14

A second  factor in the reemergence of geoeconomics is that, compared 
to previous eras,  those states most prone to economic displays of power 
 today have vastly more resources at their direct disposal. This is largely a 
story of the modern return of state capitalism.15 Like geoeconomics, state 
capitalism is not new, but it is witnessing a resurgence. Governments, not 
private shareholders, now own the world’s thirteen largest oil and gas fi rms 
and 75  percent of the world’s energy reserves.16 Between 2004 and 2009, 
120 state- owned companies joined the ranks of Forbes’s list of the world’s 
biggest 2000 companies, while 250 private fi rms dropped off.17 According 
to reports from 2013, state- backed companies account for 80   percent of 
China’s stock market, 62  percent of Rus sia’s, and 38  percent of Brazil’s— and 
since 2005 have claimed more than half the world’s fi fteen largest initial 
public offerings (IPOs).18 One- third of the emerging world’s foreign direct 
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investment (FDI) from 2003 through 2010 came from state- owned fi rms.19 
Governments are now the largest players in some of the globe’s most impor-
tant bond markets. In the early 2000s, the world held around $2 trillion in 
reserves; as of mid-2015, that total now exceeds $11 trillion, with sover-
eign wealth funds— a term only coined in 2005— holding another estimated 
$3 trillion to $5.9 trillion in assets. (By some projections, this amount could 
rise to $10 trillion by the end of the de cade.)20 The reserves of emerging 
nations have likewise increased, from just over $700 billion in 2000 to 
around $7.5 trillion in 2015, vastly exceeding reserve levels needed for 
import purchases.21

Across a number of mea sures, from major industries to equity and bond 
markets, from capital fl ows to foreign direct investment, the state’s hand is 
vis i ble and growing. Moreover, the continued pattern of larger structural 
forces— for example, Asian trade surpluses and high commodity prices— 
suggests that state coffers  will remain considerable (notwithstanding bouts 
of oil price volatility as seen in 2014–2015).22 The fi nancial crisis that 
began in 2008 has done  little to undermine  these structural forces or to 
alter the po liti cal status quo in such centers of state capitalism as China, 
Rus sia, and the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. If anything, it 
has reinforced the views of leaders already skeptical of core U.S. economic, 
diplomatic, and strategic capacities.

The emergence of this new generation of state capitalists— signifi cantly 
larger, wealthier, more global, less demo cratic, and more sophisticated than 
their predecessors— raises impor tant questions for U.S. foreign policy. For 
example, the only democracy represented among the world’s ten largest 
sovereign wealth funds is Norway.23 The concentration of such wealth and 
large levers of economic infl uence in state hands offers  these governments 
new sources of power and foreign policy instruments.  Today’s state capi-
talists are entering markets directly, at times “shaping  these markets not 
just for profi t,” as former U.S. secretary of state Hillary Clinton explained, 
“but to build and exercise power on behalf of the state.”24 One would have 
to search for a better or more telling U.S. government identifi cation of geo-
economic applications.

A third  factor explaining the resurgence of geoeconomics has less to do 
with evolving patterns of state be hav ior and more with changes to global 
markets themselves. Notably,  today’s markets— deeper, faster, more lever-
aged, and more integrated than ever before— exert more infl uence over a 
nation’s foreign policy choices and outcomes, compelling more attention 
to economic forces along the way. Apart from how states are turning more 
to economic instruments to produce benefi cial geopo liti cal results, market 
forces and economic trend lines are themselves dictating strategic outcomes 
across the most impor tant of U.S. national interests. The fate of the Eu ro pean 
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Union— perhaps the West’s greatest foreign policy achievement of the 
twentieth  century and the closest U.S. foreign policy partner—for several 
years rested at least as much in the hands of bond markets as in Eu ro pean 
po liti cal capitals.25 The ability of Egypt (and, by extension, the region) to 
navigate its way from transition to stability hangs largely on its economic 
per for mance. Indeed, the very terms of  U.S. engagement in the  Middle 
East may perhaps be signifi cantly rewritten in the next de cade, thanks to 
a shale energy revolution now  under way in North Amer i ca.26

To dwell on this fi nal North American example just a bit more: according 
to the U.S. Geological Survey, recoverable gas resources have increased by 
more than 680  percent since 2006, and production of light tight oil (LTO) 
soared eighteen- fold between 2007 and 2012.27 As Amer i ca’s LTO produc-
tion increases and its oil imports decline, countries in West Africa, North 
Africa, and the  Middle East  will increasingly send their exports to China. 
And as trade routes redraw themselves, so too  will the foreign policies of 
 these energy producing countries. If U.S. production eventually hits the 
upper end of projections, 14–15 million barrels of oil per day, the global 
oil market could undergo a fundamental transformation. The longtime 
ability of the Or ga ni za tion of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
to set the price of a barrel between $90 and $110 would be undercut if not 
ended. Good as this sounds, the convergence between the market price and 
production cost of a barrel of oil would not be uniformly advantageous 
to U.S. geopo liti cal interests. While some countries that depend upon oil 
revenues as a major source of public fi nancing are traditionally unfriendly 
to U.S. interests, such as Iran, Rus sia, and Venezuela,  others are friends, in-
cluding Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Norway, and increasingly Vietnam.

As the energy revolution brings jobs, industries, and capital investments 
back to the United States,  will Amer i ca leverage its growing economic 
strength to reassert its leadership abroad, or  will it decide to withdraw? 
 Will the United States protect the global commons— sea- lanes in particular—
as vigorously when it is no longer the principal energy benefi ciary?  Will it 
be inclined to use its status as an energy superpower as a tool of geopoli-
tics? An Amer i ca that is awash in shale gas and LTO could use energy as a 
geoeconomic instrument to strengthen its relationships around the world 
(as Chapter 8 argues in more detail), but  will it?

How Is Geoeconomics Changing 
the International System?

The modern resurgence of geoeconomics, now practiced on a globally sig-
nifi cant scale, brings with it a set of deeper, structural changes to the very 
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logic and operation of foreign policy. At times it is a straightforward ac-
count of fl exing economic muscle to advance geopo liti cal ends— the $12 
billion that funneled into Egypt from the Gulf countries in the weeks  after 
former President Morsi was removed from offi ce is one example.28 As 
often, though,  these shifts come less from the deliberate workings of a given 
geoeconomic policy and are far more the stuff of collateral consequence. 
We identify six ways in which geoeconomic tools and approaches are 
changing the current geopo liti cal landscape and, often, the practice of for-
eign policy itself.

C H A N G E  1

Geoeconomic statecraft enables new policy choices.

The Rus sia of 2014, even with the extended slide in the value of the ruble, 
bears  little resemblance to the Rus sia of ten or fi fteen years ago. In 1998, 
Moscow, with less than $15 million in offi cial reserves, was itself a customer 
of the IMF.29 But by 2008 Rus sia had amassed over $600 billion in re-
serves (more than forty times its 1998 reserve levels), enabling the Kremlin 
to bully its neighbors in Georgia and Ukraine and, at least at this writing, 
more or less weather any market fallout.30 Now roles have fully reversed 
and Rus sia is the one offering bailouts. Understandably, Moscow’s bailout 
to the ailing Yanukovych regime in late 2013 may be the most iconic ex-
ample. But increasingly, Kremlin bailouts are targeting the EU’s own ranks— 
especially its weakest links (Cyprus, Greece, and Hungary, for example)— 
with packages and terms unequivocally aimed at fracturing the EU and 
undermining its alliance with the United States.31

What is more, Moscow now has recourse to deep- pocketed friends, 
which— even if they are of the purely tactical sort— might well see fi t to 
cushion Moscow from any economic fallout for their own geopo liti cal rea-
sons. Whereas the Beijing of 1998 or even 2004 may not have seen itself as 
having the fi nancial resources or the foreign policy inclination to help 
Moscow fl out the United States and EU, the Beijing of 2016 seems to have 
plenty of both.  There emerged a fl urry of energy, fi nancing, and military 
deals from Moscow and Beijing in the wake of U.S.- EU sanctions against 
Rus sia. Asked about the string of deals and  whether it signaled a new form 
of Sino- Russian alliance, Rus sia’s ambassador to the United States summed 
it up thusly: “You are pivoting to Asia,” he said, “but  we’re already  there.”32

In other words, newly deep coffers and the willingness to use them for 
the sake of geopolitics widens a state’s options and can lend new room for 
maneuver to governments not traditionally friendly to the United States— 
Angola, Ec ua dor, Guinea, Venezuela, and Zimbabwe are all recent 
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examples— enabling them to make decisions at odds with U.S. national in-
terests without nearly the same negative consequences.33 For Ec ua dor and 
Guinea, Chinese lending has acted as a buffer against market fallout from 
bad be hav ior. Lending from China (at interest rates roughly 3   percent 
below market) meant that Ec ua dor could afford to forgo tapping interna-
tional credit markets in 2012, President Rafael Correa said in February 
2012— thus rendering po liti cal decisions such as granting asylum to Wikileaks 
founder Julian Assange easier.34 In Guinea in 2010, just fi fteen days  after 
soldiers shot down 157 pro- democracy demonstrators, the Guinean govern-
ment signed a $7 billion mining contract with a Chinese state- owned 
enterprise.35

Then  there was Qatar’s autumn 2011 takeover of Iran’s national airline, 
Iran Air, which was strapped by UN sanctions and unable to procure nec-
essary parts. State- owned Qatari Airways, widely described as one of the 
country’s most effective diplomatic tools, quickly offered itself to Tehran 
as a means to circumvent the sanctions.36 “Allowing Qatar or any other 
foreign country to operate some of our domestic fl ight is aimed at dimin-
ishing the pressure of the sanctions, and it is a suitable policy  under the 
current conditions,” Ira nian lawmaker Ali Akbar Moghanjoughi explained 
 after Iran and Qatar reached a deal.37 But, as with so many of Qatar’s in-
vestments, the deal came with strategic infl uence over its sometime friend 
in Tehran, also one of the region’s most crucial geopo liti cal states. “A very 
small country  will be in charge of Iran’s domestic fl ights,” Kamran Dad-
khah, a  U.S.- based professor of  Middle Eastern economies, said of the 
deal. “As a result of the deal the ser vices provided by Ira ni ans and their 
jobs  will practically be  under the control of another country.”38

C H A N G E  2

Geoeconomics enables states to use new foreign policy tools, 
some of which are unavailable to U.S. and other Western 
leaders.

Beyond enjoying a wider set of policy options, at least some states also fi nd 
they have new geoeconomic tools available to them that the United States 
and other Western countries cannot exercise. When Chinese president Xi 
Jinping visited Rus sia in March 2013, he called for closer cooperation be-
tween the two nations. As a goodwill gesture, he outlined a $2 billion loan 
by China to the Rus sian oil com pany Rosneft, which  will repay China in 
oil over a period of twenty- fi ve years. And when Brazilian president Dilma 
Rousseff arrived in Beijing on her fi rst state visit to China in April 2011, 
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Chinese president Hu Jintao, aiming to strengthen diplomatic ties with 
Brazil, greeted her with an order for thirty Brazilian Embraer planes plus 
fi ve options, executed via three dif fer ent Chinese state- owned airlines.39 As 
one observer noted, “That is not the sort of gift that the U.S. government, 
or Japan’s could or would give— All Nippon or United would not obedi-
ently line up to buy diplomatically preferred aircraft, and announce their 
purchase exactly on the diplomatically preferred date.”40

Moreover, especially when applied coercively,  today’s brand of geoeco-
nomics seems to confound Western governments, straining their ability to 
respond. Eu rope and Japan, Amer i ca’s closest security partners, are facing 
some of the most brazen shows of coercive geoeconomics anywhere. Yet in 
both cases  these U.S. allies have strug gled to mount any effective and united 
rejoinder to Rus sia’s economic intimidation of Ukraine and to China’s co-
ercive economic tactics vis- à- vis its own region, including Japan. Tensions 
between the United States and the EU over their seeming inability to mount 
a fi tting and collective geoeconomic response, meanwhile, seemed to wear 
heavily on the relationship, exposing tensions and existential doubts about 
what sort of EU foreign policy is realistic for Washington to expect.41

C H A N G E  3

As certain states come to employ geoeconomic tools, it can 
change not only the nature of diplomacy but that of markets 
as well.

In 2008, South Africa– based Standard Bank sold a 20  percent stake to the 
state- owned Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), expecting to 
streamline global operations and refocus on Africa through increased coop-
eration.42 But the deal did not turn out as hoped. By 2010 losses had climbed 
to $114.3 million.43 Asked a few years  later why the agreement failed to yield 
the returns expected, Martyn Davies of Frontier Advisory, a Johannesburg- 
based research fi rm suggested that Standard’s 20 percent stake to ICBC was 
not enough to allow it to compete with fully state-owned entities—ex-
plaining that for regions (like Africa) awash in state- backed deals, counter-
parties without diplomatic credentials may be at a disadvantage.44 As states 
adopt a more direct footprint in markets, discussions once reserved for cor-
porate boardrooms are removed to diplomatic negotiating tables, and as 
this occurs, private (often Western) fi rms stand to lose out.

Major deals are no longer deci ded strictly on the business merits. Re-
turning to China’s purchase of Embraers, for instance, it is unlikely that 
any offer by Boeing or Airbus could have swayed the choice of Chinese 
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leaders looking to mark the visit of the Brazilian president with a strength-
ening of the links between two of the BRICS countries. To take one more 
example, Argentina and China became engaged in a tit- for- tat dispute a 
few years ago that began with a move by Argentina to level new tariffs on 
low- value- added goods— a move widely seen as directed squarely  toward 
China— and quickly escalated, as Beijing countered with spurious safety 
bans on Argentine beef. Eventually Argentina blinked fi rst, repealing the 
tariffs. But it was not  until Argentina mollifi ed Beijing by awarding several 
contracts to Chinese state- owned enterprises, including one for a major 
rail proj ect, that China ended its “public safety” embargo on Argentine 
beef.45 Insofar as the goal for Argentine offi cials in awarding  these con-
tracts was assuaging China, not necessarily fi nding the best bid, the result 
is a class of deals deci ded more for coercive reasons than on market logic, 
and as such, only  really open to a few select fi rms.

And fi  nally, as dealmakers, states have shown a willingness to bargain 
with tools that are uniquely sovereign— spurious tax charges, forced joint 
ventures, police raids, state secrets, and even incarceration of business ri-
vals. In 2007, Hermitage Capital (Rus sia’s largest private equity fund at 
the time, with a sizeable global presence) paid more than $230 million in 
fraudulent tax charges.46 Less than twelve months  later, the British oil 
multinational BP lost more than $1 billion when TNK- BP, a joint venture 
in which BP was a partner, was threatened with the loss of its license for 
the  giant Kovykta oilfi elds in East Siberia, and BP was forced to sell a ma-
jority stake in the fi elds— roughly 63  percent—to the state- owned Rus sian 
com pany Gazprom.47 Another state- controlled com pany, Rosneft, an-
nounced in October 2012 that it had acquired all of TNK- BP for $61 bil-
lion, billable to the Rus sian state; analysts described that deal as having no 
economic logic. As economist Anders Aslund put it, “The gravest concern 
is that TNK- BP, a well- managed and successful oil com pany, may be na-
tionalized for no other reason than Kremlin intrigue.”48

Where business dealings occur on terms that go well beyond purely 
market means or profi t logic, it imposes a class of international commerce 
fundamentally out of reach for private fi rms; it also creates a new front for 
diplomacy that, for better or worse,  will exclude many countries, including 
the United States.

In more extreme cases, such geoeco nom ically minded deals can change 
how entire markets operate, especially in strategically impor tant sectors. 
Take energy, for example. That Chinese energy insecurity poses national se-
curity risks— risks that Beijing has sought to mitigate through its interna-
tional energy investments—is by now a widely agreed fact. Where such geo-
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economic logic is present, it can compel a dif fer ent sort of deal structure. 
Some states, led by Beijing, have chosen not to look to open markets to pro-
vide the best price, opting instead to tie-up long term supplies through state-
 led contracts with other governments— and typically marshaling all aspects 
of national power to secure the best terms.49 The fact that China may fi nd 
itself unable to satisfy domestic demand in a war time scenario, says Rose-
mary Kelanic, an energy expert at George Washington University, “casts a 
new light on China’s ‘ going out’ initiatives to secure petroleum through eq-
uity oil arrangements and closer ties with exporters like Saudi Arabia.”50

In some instances, this preference for state- led dealmaking may have a 
self- propagating quality, spurring other countries to nationalize defen-
sively or at least supplying pretext for preexisting nationalization agendas. 
Ukraine’s reassertion in the energy sector was, according to some, necessary 
“to protect the country’s in de pen dence from the power ful and predatory en-
ergy producer next door.”51 Likewise, in mid-2012, the government of Ar-
gentina moved to nationalize Spanish energy fi rm Repsol’s Argentine assets 
on rumors that Repsol was in talks with Chinese state oil major Sinopec.52 
This trend represents a fundamental challenge to prevailing assumptions 
about how global commodity markets operate, with vastly more geopo liti cal 
dimensions than has been the case for the last several de cades.53

C H A N G E  4

 These geopo liti cally motivated deals can become impor tant 
factors in a given state’s foreign policy calculus.

The series of strategic investments China has made across Africa are in-
structive. Premier Li Keqiang announced during his May 2014 African trip 
that Beijing would expand its existing line of credit to several African states 
by $10 billion, to a total of $30 billion.54  Behind many of  these investments 
lay impor tant development objectives.55 Often the amounts actually deliv-
ered fall well short of  those promised, but they are still substantial. And 
especially when funneled into weak and nondemo cratic states,  these sums 
can themselves come to infl uence the foreign policy orientations and per-
ceived national interests of the governments committing them. In other 
words, means can quickly blur into ends. Despite its stated policy of non-
intervention, in recent years Beijing has waded directly into the domestic 
po liti cal pro cesses of several countries on the receiving end of signifi cant 
Chinese investment, including Sudan, Zimbabwe, and Venezuela.56  Whether 
 these investments are indeed a direct  factor motivating China’s military 
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modernization or simply strengthen the argument for  those inside the Chi-
nese Communist Party who have long called for such a spending priority, 
China’s military buildup is couched in terms of backstopping its resource 
investments overseas.57

Sudan provides the strongest current example. Sudan, an oil importer 
before Chinese investment spurred development of its oil industry, now 
earns some $2 billion per year in oil revenues, half of which comes from 
China. Before South Sudan gained formal recognition as in de pen dent in 
2011, nearly 80  percent of Sudan’s oil revenue went to the purchase of 
weapons for use in subduing separatist fi ghters in the South.58

With Chinese assistance, the Sudanese government built three weapons 
factories near Khartoum. China has deployed about 4,000 troops to 
Southern Sudan to guard an oil pipeline, and it has reaffi rmed its intention 
to strengthen military collaboration and exchanges with Ethiopia, Liberia, 
Nigeria, and Sudan. Beijing has thus far stymied UN Security Council ef-
forts to intervene in eastern Sudan’s ongoing vio lence. At the same time, 
China has rapidly expanded its role in UN peacekeeping efforts, with more 
than 2,000 Chinese participating in ten peacekeeping missions as of 2014 
(and a pledge to permanently contribute 8,000 troops to UN peace-
keeping). This makes China not only Africa’s largest trading partner but 
also the largest provider of peacekeepers to Africa of any of the fi ve per-
manent members of the UN Security Council.59

Apart from exerting pull momentum for China’s military buildup,  these 
resource investments in less than creditworthy regimes beg the question of 
how China would respond should any of  these investments fail. Given the 
poor credit rec ord of many of  these countries, it is not clear why China 
would be any more immune from risks of expropriation or default than 
other sovereign creditors. Nor is it obvious that Beijing has always weighed 
its risks appropriately.60

According to one study, released in fall 2013 by the RAND Corporation, 
Beijing has tended to ask “fi nancially- pressed borrowers . . .  for conces-
sions or accommodations such as according favorable access to Chinese 
investors, or granting wider scope for the number and activities of China’s 
Confucian Institutes that expand awareness and understanding of Chi-
na’s culture and language. Other concessions linked to debt- forgiveness or 
extended or refi nanced loans may involve the granting of geopo liti cal 
port- of- call and refueling rights for  People’s Liberation Army naval ves-
sels, or landing rights for PLA air units.”61

One of the biggest such tests for China came in January 2012, when an 
oil- sharing dispute between Sudan and South Sudan prompted South Su-
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dan’s government to halt oil production and expel the head of a major 
Chinese state- led oil com pany from the country for “noncooperation.” 
With signifi cant oil supplies and investment at stake— China accounts for 
82  percent of South Sudan’s oil exports— China could not avoid getting 
“uncomfortably drawn into the high- stakes confl ict between north and 
south.”62 Beijing’s envoy for African affairs, Liu Guijin, was dispatched to 
break the deadlock, warning that if the two sides failed to resolve the 
prob lem, the “ whole region would be affected; the repercussions would be 
very serious.”63

Such adventurous dealmaking may prove a good  thing, pulling Beijing 
 toward more constructive, hands-on diplomacy in brokering crises. What 
is clear is that Beijing  will face an increasingly diffi cult task in clinging to 
nonintervention as an ordering princi ple for its foreign policy.

C H A N G E  5

Many of  these contracts, often negotiated autocrat to autocrat, 
seem designed to bolster the respective regimes in question, 
often proving eff ective.

Deals, especially bad ones, can be easier to negotiate autocrat to autocrat, 
unencumbered by the same levels of transparency or scrutiny that demo-
cratic publics tend to demand. In  these cases, the terms might well come 
with fi nancing for an impor tant po liti cal goal. Early in 2012, as former 
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez was gearing up for presidential elec-
tions, the Venezuelan state oil com pany PDVSA accepted an oil- backed 
loan of $1.5 billion from Chinese state- run bank ICBC for new housing 
construction projects (to be built by CITIC, China’s largest state- owned 
investment com pany). The projects  were seen in Caracas as an impor tant 
part of Chavez’s campaign strategy. Worse, PDVSA was forced to sell a 
10  percent stake in one of its most promising joint ventures (with Chevron) 
to CITIC as part of the deal.64

The same basic plot lines are found in states where China and Rus sia 
have embraced vari ous autocratic regimes hostile to the West, such as 
Belarus, Uzbekistan, North  Korea, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Angola, and,  until 
recently, Myanmar.  These deals and other forms of support are clearly 
 motivated by material interests,  whether China’s need for oil or Rus sia’s 
reliance on the sale of conventional weapons and nuclear reactors as impor-
tant revenue sources. Some analysts see Rus sian and Chinese support 
for nondemocracies as motivated more or less exclusively by material 
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factors (a fact that hardly makes China or Rus sia unique, some note, 
pointing out that Ethiopia, for instance, has for years been among the top 
recipients of U.S. assistance dollars, even though it is not a democracy). 
 Others see more to it. “Defending  these governments against the pres-
sures of the liberal West,” Robert Kagan explained a de cade ago, “re-
fl ects their fundamental interests as autocracies.”65

Parsing motivations misses the larger point. Regardless of what, if any-
thing, can be said for the origins of  these deals, the fact is that some of  today’s 
leading prac ti tion ers of geoeconomics, notably (but not only) Rus sia and 
China, also rank as the most impor tant business partners and fi nancing 
sources for some of the world’s most brutal autocrats, typically in ways 
that strengthen the domestic po liti cal strength of  these regimes. China, 
concerned about preserving access to oil in the event of a confrontation 
with the United States, seeks improved relations with the governments of 
Venezuela, Sudan, and Angola, all out of  favor with the West, and priori-
tizes ties with the former military dictators of Myanmar in exchange for 
access to port facilities.66 And with the  People’s Republic of China (PRC) 
in a constant strug gle for votes at the United Nations to promote its posi-
tions relative to Taiwan and Japan, it makes sense that Beijing courts 
leaders such as Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe, another autocrat who 
stands in pointed opposition to the West.67 To be sure, few if any of  these 
countries make for natu ral allies. But as nondemocracies, China and 
Rus sia have impor tant interests in common, both with each other and 
with other autocracies— interests that, returning to Kagan, “are  under 
siege in an era when liberalism does seem to be expanding. No one should 
be surprised if, in response, an informal league of dictators has emerged, 
sustained and protected by Moscow and Beijing as best they can.”68

C H A N G E   6

Once- distinct security and economic tensions tend to reinforce 
each other to a greater degree than in previous eras.

As argued above, states are now more often opting to fl ex geopo liti cal 
muscle in economic terms—in short, adopting geoeconomic approaches. 
This is not to slight recent shows of military force— Russia’s invasions of 
Georgia in 2008 and Crimea in 2014, for example, or Chinese aggressive 
naval be hav ior in the South and East China Seas, not to mention the 
American- led wars in Iraq and Af ghan i stan. But increasingly states are 
airing disagreements with foreign policies in economic terms, from export 
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bans on key commodities to cyberattacks on a country’s banking sector. As 
this occurs, it means that economic and security tensions risk reinforcing 
each other. Cases of economic  drivers motivating security tensions— access 
to critical resources as a leading example— are not new. Increasingly, though, 
security challenges that themselves bear no  great economic content are nev-
ertheless managing to provoke economic disruptions.

This is especially true in East Asia. One pos si ble explanation for the re-
gion’s growing security tensions lies with China’s perception of its own 
economic strength— namely, a belief that the United States, Japan, and 
 Korea are now too eco nom ically dependent on China to resolutely stand 
 behind existing security commitments, a doubt often raised in the Western 
media. This in turn emboldens more aggressive be hav ior. In this light, some 
see the fact that China’s initial challenges to the Asian security status quo 
came in 2009— amid the world’s largest fi nancial crisis in seventy years—
as more than coincidence.69

It is impossible to know where  these trends are headed. Much  will de-
pend on how the United States, as the world’s reigning superpower, comes 
to understand and respond to them. This recognition is likely to be im-
pacted by the fact that while many states are repurposing economic tools 
for geopo liti cal use, the United States is moving in the reverse direction. It 
is true that Washington is taking a more active foreign policy interest in 
the international economic arena, but for reasons that have far more to do 
with the economic welfare of the United States than with geopo liti cal out-
comes.  There is a growing (and, in our view, accurate) recognition in the 
United States that, more than ever, U.S. foreign policy must be a force for 
economic renewal at home. In fact, some speculate that in the de cades to 
come, Amer i ca’s economic per for mance  will grow more impor tant to its 
geopo liti cal fortunes than its possession of nuclear weapons or its seat on 
the UN Security Council.70 This is partly a story of how fi nancial crises and 
their resulting economic insecurity can come to preoccupy foreign policy 
debates.71 And it is in part a cautionary tale of how two prolonged and 
expensive wars have affected the United States in recent de cades and how, 
as a result, cost considerations of major American military engagement 
now preoccupy U.S. policy makers.

Shoring up  U.S. competitiveness  will require a thoroughly reformed 
manifestation of U.S. diplomacy. Though Amer i ca’s growing interest in for-
eign policy as an engine of domestic economic revival is well founded, it is 
no substitute for coming to terms with the widespread reemergence of geo-
economic statecraft. Washington must still reckon with the rest of the 
world’s move in the inverse direction— toward putting economic and fi nan-
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cial instruments in the ser vice of geopo liti cal goals.  There  will be trade- 
offs. But as with most things, understanding the nature of the exercise in 
which one is engaged tends to boost the odds of success. In Chapter 3, we 
look at the leading instruments of geoeconomics and the under lying vari-
ables that determine their effectiveness.



C H A P T E R  T H R E E

 Today’s Leading Geoeconomic Instruments

In one brief sentence . . .  monetary policy is foreign policy . . .  and 
that is still my view  today, very much more than previously. . . .  [I]t 
is not only domestic policy, but also defi nitely foreign policy.

— Helmut Schmidt, former German chancellor

This is not the fi rst time geoeconomics has enjoyed ascendancy in 
global geopolitics, but it might as well be. Compared to previous eras 

of geoeconomic salience— many point to the early postwar years as typi-
fi ed by the Marshall Plan and the initial stages of the Cold War— the world 
looks much dif fer ent.1 Some of  today’s favored geoeconomic tools, such as 
cyber, did not exist in Marshall’s day.  Others, such as energy politics, while 
not new, are operating in such a vastly dif fer ent landscape as to render 
them as good as new. Still  others of  these instruments, with development 
assistance as one example, function more or less as they did in earlier eras. 
Even  these, though, have attracted impor tant new players and dimensions.

 Today, seven economic tools are, at least in theory, suited to geopo liti cal 
application: trade policy, investment policy, economic and fi nancial sanc-
tions, cyber, aid, fi nancial and monetary policy, and energy and com-
modities. We survey each instrument below, again aiming to take only the 
geopo liti cal as opposed to the purely economic mea sure of each.

Dif fer ent as  these instruments may be, it is worth examining them jointly 
and severally. Each carries its own leading cast of countries and institu-
tions, its own levers of state control and determinants of success, and its 
own set of externalities and implications for U.S. national interests.
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Trade Policy

Trade as a geoeconomic tool has traditionally been utilized through posi-
tive inducement. Consider, for example, the Qualifying Industrial Zones 
(QIZs) in Jordan and Egypt. Created in association with the Camp David 
peace accord, an iconic example of American geopo liti cal accomplishment, 
the QIZs  were designed to lure Jordan— unsuccessfully, as it turned out— 
into publicly supporting the Camp David agreement and subsequent peace 
pro cess.2

But trade as a geoeconomic tool can just as easily assume a more coer-
cive form. Take a closer look, for example, at some of Rus sia’s most no-
table trade mea sures since it joined the World Trade Or ga ni za tion (WTO) 
in 2012. As the Economist put it, “Product bans are a tried and tested form 
of po liti cal pressure in Rus sia.”3 In the recent past, Georgian wines, Ukrai-
nian chocolates, Tajik nuts, Lithuanian and even American dairy products, 
and McDonald’s have all fallen afoul of sudden injunctions.

In the years before the 2008 Georgian war, Rus sia’s chief sanitary in-
spector closed the Rus sian market to all Georgian agricultural products, 
including imported Georgian wines and mineral  water.4 The trade blockade 
only worsened when Moscow halted air, sea, road, and rail transport to 
Tbilisi, along with postal communication.5 Rus sia’s wine embargo was 
only lifted in the summer of 2013, a step that paved the way for a meeting 
in Prague between the two countries. Georgia’s president, Giorgi Marg-
velashvili, has expressed his country’s wish to pursue closer ties with 
Eu rope.6 But it is unlikely that the country  will manage to orient too far 
westward so long as Moscow remains unilaterally capable of cutting off 
trade and crippling the Georgian economy.

Rus sia has since visited similar tactics on Moldova and Ukraine in an 
effort to coerce both countries away from signing association agreements 
with the Eu ro pean Union.7 In July 2012, Rus sia stopped imports from 
Ukraine’s main confectionary producer— due to the alleged presence of 
carcinogens in its products— and intensifi ed customs checks on Ukrainian 
goods at the border, which reportedly led to some $500 million in losses 
for Ukraine.8 Throughout the spring and summer of 2014, the Rus sian 
government closed the border to most trucks coming from Ukraine, 
forcing some Ukrainian factories in Rus sia to shut down. And, as was 
expected, it increased the price of natu ral gas in an attempt to curb pro- 
Western enthusiasm as Kiev eyeballed the EU.9 Moreover, Rus sian offi cials 
have publicly stressed that signing the EU pacts would debar Ukraine from 
further integration with the Eurasian Customs Union and lead Rus sia to 
increase trade restrictions.10
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In addition to targeting Ukraine with aggressive geoeconomic actions, 
the confl ict has also led Rus sia to throw around its economic weight with 
EU countries that do not sympathize with its narrative of the Ukrainian 
issue. A year  after Rus sia’s August 2014 ban on EU dairy products, Eu ro-
pean producers are seeing a 25  percent reduction in dairy prices resulting 
from the decrease in demand for their products.11 In a similar vein, the 
Dutch investigation into the downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 over 
Ukraine found Rus sia at least partially culpable. Moscow retaliated by 
destroying huge quantities of Dutch fl owers and cheese at the behest of 
the Kremlin in August 2015. The Rus sian government made  little attempt 
to conceal the po liti cal motivations  behind its economic reprimand. “The 
tit for tat has been so obvious,” explains Andrew Kramer, a Moscow- based 
correspondent for the New York Times, “that even pro- Kremlin commen-
tators have dropped the pretense, saying the fl ower burning is intended as 
a warning to the Netherlands over risks to trade if the investigation pro-
ceeds unfavorably for Rus sia.”12

While dealing a signifi cant blow to the Ukrainian economy, Moscow’s 
geoeconomic moves served, fi rst, to remind Ukraine— and  others in the 
region—of the consequences of decreasing ties to Rus sia in  favor of the 
Eu ro pean Union; second, to reinforce Rus sia’s role as an economic regional 
hegemon; and third, to prevent the continued expansion of the North At-
lantic Treaty Or ga ni za tion to Rus sia’s borders.13 Facing Rus sian threats 
on countless levels, Ukraine halted its plans to sign deals with the EU at the 
November 2013 Eastern Partnership summit in Vilnius.14

The U- turn, the Yanukovych government said, was for the “benefi t of 
Ukraine’s national security.”15 Greeted overwhelmingly by Ukrainian 
popu lar opinion as a “disappointment . . .  for the EU and the  people of 
Ukraine,” the decision came as a clear if temporary victory for President 
Putin.16 The lesson Moscow learned was that skillful economic maneuvering 
can produce substantial geopo liti cal returns. And even where  those returns 
fall short of their desired aim— the reintegration of Ukraine into President 
Putin’s revamped Rus sian sphere of infl uence— the consequences can be de-
stabilizing and costly for the United States, for Eu rope, and for the world.

 There are reasons to think that Moscow  will fi nd the task of coercion 
easier elsewhere in the region than with Ukraine; Kiev may still exercise 
the option of warming ties with the EU (Ukranian president Poroshenko 
told his country that it should prepare to join the EU by 2020).17 The 
president of Kyrgyzstan, widely seen to be next on President Putin’s list of 
potential members for the Eurasian economic partnership, expressed his 
predicament clearly in December 2013: “Ukraine has a choice, but unfor-
tunately we  don’t have much of an alternative.”18
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Rus sia’s 2013 ban on Moldovan wine marked the second time Moscow 
has clamped down on Moldovan vineyards, doing little to hide the fact 
that the bans are cudgels meant to dissuade Moldova from signing EU 
agreements.19 In the run-up to the 2013 Vilnius summit, the Kremlin also 
made threatening noises about cutting off Moldova’s gas supply and sub-
jected Moldovans working in Rus sia to extra checks on their  legal status.20

Moscow’s tactics ultimately did not work on Moldova  either; Moldova 
did sign impor tant agreements to deepen its ties with the EU at the Vilnius 
summit in 2013. But notwithstanding Moldova’s immediate decision at Vil-
nius, the big question is  whether Ukraine, its  giant neighbor, stays the 
course on its own ambitions to integrate with the EU. If not, Moldovans 
admit that it will be diffi cult to resist Rus sian pressure to abandon their 
country’s path to Eu ro pean integration. Though pro- Western po liti cal par-
ties won 55 out of 101 parliamentary seats in Moldova’s November 2014 
election, they lost the popu lar vote.21 Even as the country remains divided 
on Eu ro pean integration, Moldovan prime minister Iurie Leanca has made 
it clear that “we do not want to be a Ukrainian hostage.”22

That Rus sia would so brazenly resort to coercive trade mea sures, so 
close on the heels of its own 2012 accession to the WTO, bespeaks a cer-
tain exaggeration by the West of the power of its institutions; at the very 
least it refl ects an underestimation of the growing presence and effective-
ness of geoeconomic pressure, even in the face of Western alternatives and 
institutional constraints. “Hard power trumped soft power at the Vilnius 
Summit,” as one commentator quipped, referring to the way in which Mos-
cow’s aggressive tactics proved the limits of the EU’s gravitational pull.23 
The Eastern Partnership refl ects a general allergy in Brussels to issues of 
hard security and geopolitics and a preference for economic integration 
as an instrument for enhancing stability and peace.24 During the chaotic 
months that followed the Vilnius summit,  there was a pervasive sense that 
the Eastern Partnership, a key program of the EU, had lost out in the con-
test of “geopolitics versus economic modernization.”25 On the one hand, 
this interpretation misunderstands that the episode was  really a strug gle 
between two forms of geoeconomics— the magnetic power of the EU and 
the coercive pull of Moscow. The fact that the EU’s brand of pallid geoeco-
nomics could be lost on so many, however, and could be widely seen as 
stripped of any geopo liti cal dimension offers a revealing indictment of the 
EU’s current geoeconomic per for mance, at least with re spect to its Eastern 
neighbors.

Returning to a question posed in Chapter 1— how might the rise of geo-
economics alter the way states exercise military power?— the way Rus sia 
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and the EU  handle the EU’s Eastern Partnership  going forward may offer 
one impor tant data point.

Investment Policy

Forty years ago, 90  percent of all cross- border fl ows  were trade- based; in 
2014, 90  percent  were fi nancial.26 A large part of the current fl ows comes 
as some form of investment— whether shorter- term, more liquid “port-
folio” investment or longer- term “direct” investment. From a geoeconomic 
perspective, then, investment matters more than in previous eras  because 
 there is simply a  great deal more of it passing between states  today, in both 
relative and absolute terms.

Beyond issues of scale, the patterns of investment— the “capitals of cap-
ital,” so to speak— are dif fer ent. Twenty years ago, the United States en-
joyed a dominant position (what some have called “uniquely dominant”) 
in terms of where capital originated, how it was intermediated, and where 
it ended up.27 But this dominance has eroded on all three scores. According 
to the Global Financial Centres Index,  Middle East fi nancial centers, with 
Qatar leading, continue to rise; Tokyo, Seoul, and Shenzhen are  doing sig-
nifi cantly better than neighboring Asian fi nance hubs.28 Gross capital trans-
fers to emerging markets have quintupled since the early 2000s, according 
to the IMF, with portfolio fl ows becoming a more impor tant, and volatile, 
part of the mix.29 South- South fl ows of capital are also rising sharply, with 
approximately $1.9 trillion in foreign investments between emerging 
economies.30

In addition, compared to the past, states directly own or control a far 
greater share of this cross- border investment. Obviously for commodity- 
producing states such as Rus sia, Brazil, and many Gulf countries,  these as-
sets have long represented sources of revenue and power too attractive to 
leave in private hands. But it is only with sharp rises in commodity prices 
over the last decade that  these resource fl ows have generated the sort of 
profi t margins— and swelling state coffers— seen  today.

The concentration of outbound foreign direct investment, in par tic u lar, 
into state hands now extends well beyond the energy sector. State- owned 
companies and state- owned investment vehicles of all kinds are ven-
turing  abroad, in some cases as a result of coordinated, state- fi nanced 
campaigns.31 And it is not just the suppliers but now too the consumers of 
 these fl ows that are state- owned. One clear example is China’s increasing 
appetite for energy supplies. The vast majority of China’s energy deals are 
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with other governments. The result is a growing set of transactions that 
involve sovereign counterparties on both sides, such as the Gazprom- China 
National Petroleum Corporation $400 billion deal or the 2013 Rosneft-
Sinopec oil deal.32 It would be diffi cult to imagine that geopolitics would 
not enter into  these agreements.

Fi nally, along with new sums, new players, and new investment patterns, 
 today’s investment tools are also relatively novel—in kind, by order of 
magnitude, or both. As of mid-2015, foreign exchange reserve levels ex-
ceeded $11 trillion globally, up from $2 trillion fi fteen years ago.33 Emerging 
nations in par tic u lar have increased their reserves from just over $700 bil-
lion in 2000 to $7.5 trillion in 2015. Levels like  these— many times be-
yond what is needed to provide import cover— mean that the states sitting 
atop  these reserve stockpiles enjoy greater fl exibility to invest them in a 
broader range of asset classes.34 If China maintains $4 trillion in reserves 
and roughly $125 billion in monthly imports, for instance,  these stockpiles 
yield over two years of import cushion for Beijing. (For  those who argue 
that  these stockpiles are less about import cushion than insurance against 
fi ckle capital markets—in effect, learning the lessons of the 1997–1998 
Asian fi nancial crisis—it is worth remembering that Chinese swap lines 
amounted to $30 billion during that crisis, far less than what China is cur-
rently holding.)35 With such investment fl exibility comes greater diplo-
matic sway and, at least for certain types of asset classes, the possibility of 
geopo liti cal leverage during crises.

Twenty years ago, state- owned enterprises (SOEs)  were  little more than 
domestic employment vehicles. Ten years ago,  there was widespread skep-
ticism about  whether  these fi rms, saddled with bad debt and inexperienced 
leadership, could succeed beyond their home markets.  Today they include 
some of the world’s biggest companies, backed by some of the globe’s 
largest pools of capital, and can claim over half of the world’s top ten IPOs 
over the last six years. Bearing  little resemblance to yesterday’s SOEs, 
 today’s state- backed companies supply a growing share of outbound FDI 
globally (over a third of all outbound FDI from emerging markets) as well 
as the majority of listings on some of the world’s leading stock markets.36 
That is not to say that  today’s SOEs do not come with problems of their 
own— most are notoriously less effi cient than their private counter parts.37 
But economic effi ciency is not the point. What matters is that SOEs are far 
more po liti cally pliant than most private fi rms.38

Likewise, global sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) have ballooned rapidly. 
By the time the term sovereign wealth fund was coined in 2005,  these funds 
had already begun to challenge dominant Western private capital fl ows. 
Estimates from mid-2013 state that SWFs hold between $3 trillion and 
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$5.9 trillion of assets  under management (estimates vary depending on 
 whether calculations include domestic invested funds as well as foreign in-
vested funds, and on  whether certain reserve asset management entities are 
included).39 By way of comparison, the total value of all hedge fund assets 
 under management globally reached a rec ord $2.4 trillion as of mid-2013.40 
There are roughly thirty- seven SWFs with holdings that exceed $1 bil-
lion.41 As a class, SWFs remain highly concentrated— the top ten SWFs 
account for roughly 85   percent of total SWF assets, or $3.5 trillion. As 
noted earlier, Norway is the only democracy represented among  these 
ten.42

Added to  these sources of direct fi nancing for states are large state- owned 
banks. China’s biggest four banks have a combined balance sheet of over 
$9 trillion, as well as “an ongoing responsibility to balance commercial 
decisions with the government’s broader economic and social objectives,” 
as a recent Standard & Poor’s assessment put it, “[where] the government 
maintains heavy infl uence over banks’ decision- making through its major 
shareholder status.”43

In taking the strategic mea sure of  these vari ous instruments of state 
wealth, SWFs offer a good benchmark, since they are often described as 
the most professionally managed and least worrisome form of state wealth 
from a geopo liti cal perspective.44 That is not to say that concerns do not 
exist. Much of what has been written on SWFs in the past de cade speaks 
of market participants and governments alike harboring mounting anx-
iety.45 Nor are  these worries necessarily hy po thet i cal, as Rus sia proved by 
channeling fully one- sixth of its SWF— which, up  until that point, was 
avowedly apolitical— into the December 2013 bailout package Moscow 
offered to Kiev as part of its bid to keep Ukraine tethered to Rus sia.

Even beyond the Russia- Ukraine case,  there is research suggesting geopo-
liti cal motivations infl uencing SWF investment patterns. Studies have 
found po liti cal relations between the SWF’s country of origin and the 
country of its target investment to be a  factor in SWF investment, with 
geopo liti cal motives able to explain variance in SWF investment patterns 
in some cases.46 The irreducibly sovereign nature of SWFs, some argue, 
endows them with unique geopo liti cal levers— many of which need not 
be exercised to achieve their desired effects. SWFs are part of what George-
town University law professor Anna Gelpern describes as “a new genera-
tion in state commerce where diverse economic, po liti cal, and  legal sys-
tems come in continuous, intimate contact.”47 The  legal and regulatory 
systems of most Western countries poorly anticipated this new generation 
of investment, and as Gelpern explains, the task of retrofi tting long- 
standing goals of openness to accommodate SWFs may not be easy:
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SWFs are public and private at the same time; as such, they do not fi t into 
neat  legal and regulatory boxes. Even when they act commercially, SWFs are 
sovereign— profi t  will drive them,  until it does not. States may not respond to 
regulatory incentives as private actors do; yet they are often subject to the 
same laws. SWFs have separate information and communication channels to 
regulators, raising the possibility of both insider trading and regulatory cap-
ture. Their decision- making may be insulated from politics and markets 
alike, or exposed to both. More daunting yet, each state is dif fer ent: Brazil, 
China, Norway, Qatar, and the United States mix public and private in dif-
fer ent ways. When their hybrids go global, they expose distinct tensions in 
the law and structure of global fi nance.48

In terms of what sort of clout such investment buys, at times  there are 
fairly explicit geopo liti cal conditions. Norway banned its $810 billion sov-
ereign wealth fund— the biggest in the world— from investing in Israeli 
fi rms with ties to settlements in the disputed West Bank territories.49 Prior 
to his ouster, Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi  offered to use funds from 
Libya’s SWF to dampen the impact of the Greek debt crisis and to help rid 
African countries of Western infl uence.50 China’s leading asset man ag er has 
openly predicated investment on disavowal of Taiwan, most notably suc-
ceeding in persuading Costa Rica into severing relations with Taiwan 
through the purchase of $300 million in bonds.51 Chinese FDI in Africa 
likewise comes only on recognition of Beijing’s one- China policy.52 It has 
proven effective. Within fi ve years of China’s fi rst investments in Africa, the 
number of African states to recognize Taiwan fell from thirteen (roughly 
half of all states to recognize Taipei globally) to only four.53

Apart from what ever terms might characterize a deal initially,  these sov-
ereign investments may yield infl uence in the breach. Consider voting pat-
terns within the African Union regarding support for co ali tion air strikes 
against Qaddafi  and how well they map to investments by the Libyan In-
vestment Authority across the continent.54 As the Libya case suggests,  there 
is also a risk that geopo liti cally motivated investments gone awry can back-
fi re,  creating a separate, if equally real, set of foreign policy challenges. 
Prior to his ouster, many Libyans thought Qaddafi  was wasting Libyan 
money on Africa, which in turn fueled what at least one analyst called 
“very strong anti- African sentiments in rebel- held areas.”55

 There is a tendency, especially among market watchers, to treat the fact 
that a SWF has a given economic return benchmark as somehow prima 
facie evidence of purely commercial motivations. (As one former IMF 
economist wrote, investments by Gulf- based SWFs are “based on pure eco-
nomic criteria and are not po liti cally motivated. For instance, ADIA, one 
of the world’s largest SWFs, sets a benchmark annual rate of return of 8% 
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for its portfolio, and has met or beat this portfolio for several years.”56) 
But of course  there is nothing to preclude the possibility of attractive geo-
economic investments that also happen to offer an 8  percent or better re-
turn. GeoEconomica, a SWF watchdog fi rm, recently singled out Qatar’s 
SWF for its failure to comply with the Santiago Principles, a compact 
meant to increase transparency and guard against po liti cal investments by 
SWFs. “Qatar’s foreign policy interests have strongly informed Qatari sov-
ereign wealth management,” GeoEconomica said.57 Apparently what ever 
geopo liti cal adventures the Qatari SWF was getting into also made for 
good business, as the fund’s annual returns are reported to be close to 
17  percent.58

And even where states are investing purely on the basis of economic con-
siderations, it stands as a separate question  whether  these investments 
nonetheless alter the strategic landscape in some way. As Ashley Thomas 
Lenihan, a fellow at the London School of Economics, writes, SWFs “may 
be employed as a means to increase a state’s relative economic power, even 
when their individual investments are generally made on the basis of eco-
nomic, market- driven, logic.”59  Because states, as sovereign actors, also 
have the advantage of advance knowledge of geopo liti cal events, and thus 
the unique ability to move their funds accordingly, other concerns center 
on a form of insider trading— the idea that sovereigns could tilt a policy 
environment, domestically or abroad, to place their investments on prefer-
ential market footing— and the notion that compared to private investors, 
SWFs are far less constrained by shareholder accountability, a fact that 
 itself can give SWFs signifi cant market advantages.60

Fi nally, where the pull of a country’s domestic market is strong enough, 
its  handling of inbound investment can be as power ful a geoeconomic in-
strument as its outbound investment fl ows.61 While some countries place 
entire civilian sectors off- limits,  others screen all forms of inbound foreign 
investment, rending approvals on a case- by- case basis in ways that invite 
geopolitics into the decision making. The U.S. investment screening pro-
cess, carried out by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States (CFIUS), has come in for its share of criticism in recent years, but 
for all its infi rmities, it is far more limited in scope than similar bodies in 
other countries, conducting only 193 investigations of inbound investment 
between 2009 and 2013 (or roughly 40  percent of “covered investments” 
potentially subject to investigation during  those years).62

Again, even granting that much of  today’s state- led investment is not 
geopo liti cally motivated, it can nevertheless carry real geopo liti cal conse-
quences. The resulting impacts can be subtle, perhaps seen only in aggre-
gate, and sometimes not even necessarily intended. As Chapter 4 illustrates, 
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 Chinese investment fl ows have begun to wear away at long- held assump-
tions about how certain markets operate.  These fl ows have altered the for-
eign policy calculus for certain nations, widening the options of some and 
narrowing  those of  others. And in some cases they have also lent new argu-
ments to supporters of China’s own military buildup.

Economic Sanctions

Sanctions, like trade and investment, have traditionally been a story about 
the perks of size. While most countries have practiced some form of sanc-
tions, their effectiveness turns on two basic variables: domestic market 
size (the loss of Amer i ca as a potential market for one’s exports versus, say, 
Lichtenstein) and global market share (some countries have a near mono-
poly on the production of certain goods).

But  there are exceptions, especially where niche entities have  adopted 
systemic importance. Virtually all electronic banking payments are exe-
cuted via the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunica-
tion (SWIFT) network, and the fact that SWIFT is domiciled in Belgium—
as opposed to a country less sympathetic to U.S. and Eu ro pean geopo liti cal 
interests— made it considerably easier to leverage this network in the con-
text of the Iran sanctions. Likewise, the fact that the United Kingdom re-
mains such a dominating player in the shipping insurance industry has 
conferred considerable geoeconomic leverage for Western countries seeking 
to deter Iran’s nuclear ambitions. Maritime insurer Lloyd’s announced in 
July 2010 that it would stop underwriting gasoline imports to Iran, a move 
of compliance with the  U.S.- led sanctions regime, and one that further 
exacerbated the plunge in the value of the Ira nian rial and loss in foreign 
reserves.63 Just six months  later, in January 2011, Lloyd’s issued a market 
bulletin providing guidance for subsequent compliance with U.S. and EU-
 led sanctions against Iran: no new contracts, renewals, or extensions for 
insurance to Iran or its government, Ira nian citizens or entities, or  those 
acting on behalf of Iran would be permitted.64 With no insurance for oil 
tankers, Ira nian oil buyers  were compelled to act in accordance with the 
sanctions regimes; India was forced to cancel an Ira nian shipment, for in-
stance, and Japa nese oil refi ners asked for clauses to be added to purchase 
contracts so they could back out if the requisite shipping insurance could 
not be obtained.65

As Chapter 6 explores in more detail, the strongest such systemic choke 
point remains the ubiquity of the U.S. dollar. Thanks to the dollar’s con-
tinued universality and Amer i ca’s central role in fi nancial markets, the 
U.S. Trea sury Department is able to deliver a credible ultimatum to inter-
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national banks:  either do business in the U.S. dollar or do business with 
the target country or bank.66

Such choke points notwithstanding, sanctions regimes since the 1970s 
have had a decidedly mixed rec ord when it comes to altering state geopo-
liti cal and domestic be hav ior. When one sizes up  these cases, some lessons 
become clear. First, the use of sanctions between adversaries is more frequent 
(and more costly to the sanctioner) than sanctions applied between friendly 
states, and extract fewer geopo liti cal concessions, as adversaries tend to 
prefer near- term economic costs over longer- term geopo liti cal ones.67 This 
fact has accounted for the general failure of U.S. economic coercion to 
achieve its goals against Iraq, Cuba, China, and North  Korea.68

Next, sanctions work best when the objectives are modest and the tar-
gets well- defi ned. This leads some experts to counsel restraint, arguing for 
example that “modern sanctions should be targeted at specifi c objection-
able activities . . .  or at the Swiss bank accounts of elites such as Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guard.”69 Certainly, changing specifi c be hav ior is of course 
easier than bringing down a regime, though foreign policymakers do not 
always have such luxury of choice, and in any case, modern sanctions have 
demonstrated an ability to help accomplish both.

And, of course, sanctions also need friends and allies. Washington learned 
this the hard way in early 1980 when it imposed a grain embargo on the 
Soviet Union to punish it for invading Af ghan i stan. The embargo failed to 
gain international support, even from strong allies such as Canada and 
Australia.70

Fi nally, sanctions also underscore the dependencies and tensions that can 
exist across vari ous geoeconomic instruments. For example, certain fi nan-
cial sanctions— such as  those on Iran’s central bank— are effective only 
 because  these entities deal in U.S. dollars. As such, each time the United 
States uses  these sanctions, Washington may be hastening other countries’ 
search for alternatives to the dollar, which in turn would undercut the 
 future effectiveness of sanctions. For example, Rus sia’s state- owned energy 
com pany Gazprom has started to accept payment in rubles and yuan, 
rather than euros and dollars, amid escalated sanctions  toward Moscow 
over Ukraine.71

Cyber

While much about the precise nature and magnitude of cyberattacks re-
mains fuzzy,  there is good reason to view cyber as among the newest, most 
power ful geoeconomic instruments.72 Some aspects of the prob lem are 
clear: the overwhelming share of attacks can be traced back to IP addresses 
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inside Rus sia and China.73 According to one private study, cyberattacks ac-
count for roughly 15  percent of global Internet traffi c on any given day. 
This fi gure “plummeted to about 6.5%” around October 1, 2011, China’s 
National Day, “when many workers take leave.”74

Certainly not all cyberattacks are geoeconomic. One example is Rus sia’s 
July 2008 cyberattacks against Georgia’s Internet infrastructure in the run-
up to hostilities between the two over South Ossetia; another is the 2009 
Stuxnet attack against Ira nian nuclear facilities, thought to have been 
launched by Israel and the United States in a bid to disrupt Iran’s nuclear 
weapons program; a third is Iran’s 2013 attacks on U.S. Navy computers, 
seen by some as pos si ble retaliation over escalations in sanctions weeks ear-
lier. All of  these would be considered non- geoeconomic, as they all sought 
primarily to alter a given military equation between states. The same is true 
of the per sis tent attacks by Chinese hackers targeting private fi rms, typically 
government contractors, searching for information around U.S. military 
systems. According to press reports,  these hacking attempts against the U.S. 
military and defense contractors have succeeded in stealing information 
from more than two dozen weapons programs, including the Patriot mis-
sile system, the F-35 joint strike fi ghter, and the navy’s new littoral combat 
ship; concerning as this is, it is not geoeconomic by our defi nition.75

To be considered geoeconomic, a cyberattack should meet two basic cri-
teria.  Because geoeconomics is necessarily concerned with state be hav ior, a 
geoeconomic cyberattack must be state sponsored (or at minimum, mate-
rially encouraged by government actors). It must also involve an attempt 
at economic infl uence. A cyberattack on a major Internet ser vice provider 
for the sole purpose of reading emails would not be geoeconomic in na-
ture, but attacking the same provider in a way that aimed to weaken the 
com pany itself or wreak economic havoc in the target country by causing 
widespread internet disruptions would be geoeconomic.

Generally speaking, geoeconomic cyberattacks are  those making use of 
economic or fi nancial market mechanisms and seeking to impose economic 
costs as part of a larger geopo liti cal agenda. In practice, this  will entail cy-
berattacks meant to degrade or compromise another country’s critical 
economic or fi nancial infrastructure or its major economic or commer-
cial entities ( whether such infrastructure or entities are privately or publicly 
owned)— again, in a way that produces  actual or potential geopo liti cal ben-
efi ts for the attacking country. In addition to massive theft of commercial 
intellectual property, geoeco nom ically directed cyber capabilities provide 
governments the means to bring down individual companies, undermine 
entire national economic sectors, and compromise basic infrastructure from 
electrical grids to banking systems. All this over time can produce weaker 
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nation states more susceptible to external geopo liti cal manipulation, in-
cluding in times of crisis.76

Of course, as a practical  matter, distinctions are hard to come by. Some 
cyberattacks manifestly involve both geoeconomic and non- geoeconomic 
elements. In 2007, in what  were the fi rst known state- sponsored cyberat-
tacks leveled against another country, Rus sia unleashed a three- week wave 
of massive distributed denial- of- service (DDoS) cyberattacks on Estonia. 
The attacks came amid a heated row between the two states over the Esto-
nian government’s removal of a Soviet war monument from the city center 
in Tallinn to a military cemetery. Websites  were suddenly swamped by tens of 
thousands of visits, thus disabling them. According to reports, the main vic-
tims of  these attacks  were a mix of geopo liti cal and geoeconomic targets: the 
websites of the Estonian presidency and parliament, Estonian government 
ministries, po liti cal parties, three of the six major news organizations, two 
national banks, and one communications fi rm.77

In the days and weeks following the ordeal, most of the headlines fo-
cused on the attacks against government targets; the private targets got 
relatively  little notice. But Estonian offi cials saw in the latter far greater 
reason for concern. “All major commercial banks, telcos, media outlets, 
and name servers— the phone books of the Internet— felt the impact,” Es-
tonian defense minister Jaak Aaviksoo explained at the time.78 Aaviksoo 
was quick to stress that while the medium of infl uence may have been 
economic, the scope and effects of the ordeal  were unambiguously geopo-
liti cal: “This was the fi rst time that a botnet threatened the national secu-
rity of an entire nation.”79 Much in the way the Rus sian government has 
employed other geoeconomic tools, Moscow’s cyber intimidation was about 
reminding Estonia (and other Baltic states) of Rus sia’s continued status as 
the region’s dominant actor and geopo liti cal arbiter.

As with most geoeconomic instruments, cyber is a tool better suited to 
some countries than  others.80 Not only do countries such as Rus sia, Iran, 
North  Korea, and China face fewer  legal and popu lar constraints in com-
mitting cyberattacks against private fi rms, but they also tend to be adroit 
at translating the stolen data into national security gains without ever 
leaving the remit of state- controlled channels.

One oft- cited example is China’s Proj ect 863, thought to be at least 
twenty- fi ve years old, which reportedly provides central government funding 
and guidance for clandestine efforts to acquire U.S. technology and sensitive 
economic information.81 It is clear that  these attacks have yielded details 
with vital national security consequences for the United States, including 
the 2015 theft of the confi dential personnel rec ords of millions of U.S. 
government employees. Leading news outlets as well as private security 
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fi rms such as Mandiant conclude that the Chinese military may have 
“obtain[ed] the ability to manipulate American critical infrastructure: 
power grids and other utilities.”82 And, say outside experts, still other at-
tacks may yield similarly detailed blueprints, although for designs too so-
phisticated for Chinese targeting entities to translate into immediate op-
erational use.83

Also like most other geoeconomic forms of statecraft, the motives and 
nature of geoeconomic cyberattacks can vary. While many are about in-
dustrial espionage in sensitive or strategic sectors and tend  toward stealing 
data,  others are more straightforwardly retaliatory.84 Most analysts took 
the 2010 attacks on Google and the 2013 attacks against the New York 
Times (following David Barboza’s exposé on Chinese premier Wen Jiabao’s 
personal wealth) as primarily acts of intimidation.85 In September 2012, 
Telvent, a fi rm that monitors more than half of North Amer i ca’s oil and gas 
pipelines, learned that Chinese hackers had penetrated its computer sys-
tems. Concerned that the Chinese military was attempting to plant bugs 
that would cut off energy supplies and shut down the power grid during a 
 future U.S.- China crisis, Telvent was forced to immediately stop remote 
access to its clients’ systems.86 The Telvent case, say some experts, may be 
a deterrent signal— a sign that, to quote one Asia expert, “the U.S.  shouldn’t 
think that a regional confl ict [in the South China Sea or Taiwan Strait] 
 won’t touch the U.S. homeland.”87

Attacks can persist undetected for years, in some cases reportedly 
draining terabytes of data. Even once attacks are discovered, attribution is 
extremely diffi cult (especially when attacks are state sponsored, as states 
tend to be particularly adroit at covering their tracks). And even when at-
tribution is pos si ble, it remains po liti cally fraught. In the spring of 
2013, U.S. offi cials began openly accusing the Chinese government of per-
sis tent cyberattacks against private  U.S. fi rms and critical infrastruc-
ture— but this was only  after investigative work by private entities pro-
duced a strong body of open- source evidence linking the overwhelming 
share of Chinese- origin cyberattacks to the Chinese army.88 In its 2014 
indictment of fi ve Chinese military members, the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice alleges that the Chinese military targeted a number of Amer i ca’s top 
manufacturers over an eight- year period, from 2006 through early 2014, 
including nuclear power plant maker Westing house Electric, a U.S.- based 
subsidiary of SolarWorld AG, United States Steel, Allegheny Technologies, 
and Alcoa. According to press reporting, sources suggest the U.S. govern-
ment had been readying the case for years, with much of the wait simply 
over convincing the affected fi rms to go public.89
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The sectors most often targeted— fi nance, energy, IT, aerospace, 
 automotive— are by and large also  those sectors that Chinese offi cials 
have designated as priority, or “strategic emerging industries.”90 DuPont, 
Johnson & Johnson, General Electric, RSA, Epsilon, NASDAQ, hundreds 
more— attacks linked to the Chinese government have grown so pervasive 
in recent years that most mid-  and large- scale U.S. and Western fi rms now 
accept that when they express interest in entering the Chinese market (or 
fi nd themselves bidding against a Chinese fi rm), cyberattacks  will follow.91

In one 2009 episode, soon  after Chinese state mining  giant Chinalco 
launched its bid to gain a controlling share of Australian mining fi rm Rio 
Tinto, Rio Tinto along with two other leading Australian mining compa-
nies  were hit by crippling cyberattacks. Australian authorities noted more 
than two hundred attempts to hack into Rio Tinto’s networks. The 
attacks— which continued for the duration of Rio Tinto’s negotiations with 
Chinalco— succeeded in gaining confi dential information related to major 
contract negotiations. Ultimately the talks collapsed. More in ter est ing than 
the outcome is how the cyberattacks against Rio Tinto fi gured alongside 
other, uniquely sovereign bargaining tools Chinese offi cials openly wielded 
in pursuit of a deal in a sector Beijing considered “strategic.” As Australian 
press covering the cyberattacks reminded readers, “Rio Tinto Group faced 
cyber- attacks from China at about the time of the arrest of four executives 
in the country, while BHP Billiton Ltd. and Fortescue Metals Group Ltd. 
have also been hit . . .  by hackers during a takeover bid for Rio.”

And even with sectors that are not particularly strategic, sheer deal size 
can be threatening to the Chinese government, especially when it comes in 
the form of foreign direct investment seeking entry into China’s domestic 
market. Coca- Cola was penetrated by Chinese hackers in 2009, amid a 
failed $2.4 billion bid to acquire the China Huiyuan Juice Group.92 Had it 
been concluded, that agreement would have been the largest foreign acqui-
sition of a Chinese com pany; as such, it would have weakened the Chinese 
government’s own hold on the market, theoretically opening up new ave-
nues of po liti cal infl uence inside China by non- Chinese fi rms. For the Chi-
nese Communist Party, whose po liti cal survival is linked to the degree of 
economic control the Party holds over the country’s domestic markets 
and factors of production, deals of a certain size necessarily stimulate se-
curity concerns. Unsurprisingly, such cases provoke geoeconomic hacking 
attempts that are, at least in the view of the sponsoring government, meant 
to protect against national security threats.

Still,  whether the hacking is offensive or defensive in nature, the degree 
of the prob lem is breathtaking. The overall scope and costs— which 
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concentrate overwhelmingly on  U.S. and Eu ro pean fi rms— are so  great 
that even where motives of a given attack are  either diffi cult to defi ne or 
more straightforwardly commercial than geopo liti cal, such attacks never-
theless come with substantial geoeconomic consequences and co- benefi ts. 
The FBI in 2013 alone privately notifi ed 3,000 U.S. companies that they 
had been hacked, according to James Lewis, a noted cybersecurity expert 
with a Washington- based think tank.93 Problems of underreporting by fi rms 
notwithstanding, more than 20  percent of the Fortune 500 and roughly one- 
third of the Fortune 501–1000 reported exposure to business interruption 
as a result of a cyber event (over 20  percent of Fortune 500 fi rms also re-
ported perceived exposure to cyber penetration).

The costs are diffi cult to know. Problems with systematic underreporting 
by fi rms and with pinpointing state sponsorship make the job of tabulating 
 these costs more impressionism than accounting. One British com pany re-
ported that it lost $1.3 billion from a single state- sponsored attack.94 An-
other attack, believed to have been launched by North  Korea (North 
 Korea’s cyber army receives training and tacit support from China), shut 
down tens of thousands of computers and wreaked havoc on major banks, 
media, and government agencies in South  Korea, where offi cials estimated 
damages at $800 million.95 All told, estimates by private security researchers 
place the annual cost to the global economy from cyber crime (including 
both state- sponsored and ordinary criminal activity) at more than $400 bil-
lion, with U.S. losses accounting for one- quarter of this fi gure.96 If correct, 
 these estimates suggest that cyber crime extracts between 15 and 20  percent 
of the value created by the Internet.97 It also serves to shift employment 
away from many of the most economically- productive jobs. In the United 
States alone, studies estimate that losses from cyber crime could cost as 
many as 200,000 American jobs, tantamount to roughly a 0.3  percent de-
crease in employment for the United States (in other words, in fall 2014, 
with  U.S. unemployment around 6   percent, correcting for cyber losses 
would have reduced unemployment to 5.7  percent).98

Energy is among the most attractive targets. The energy sector, including 
oil and gas producers and infrastructure operators, suffered more targeted 
malware attacks over a six- month period in 2012 than any other industry, 
according to one study.99 Energy companies  were targeted in 41  percent of 
the malicious software attacks reported to the U.S. Department of Home-
land Security in 2012.100  These attacks have successfully penetrated sev-
eral of the world’s major oil and gas producers, including Saudi Aramco 
(offi cially the Saudi Arabian Oil Com pany) and Qatar’s RasGas.101

Arguably the most damaging known attack against American energy tar-
gets was “Night Dragon.” The cybersecurity fi rm McAfee, which fi rst un-
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covered the attack, described Night Dragon as a “coordinated, covert, and 
targeted” campaign by China- based hackers to obtain proprietary data 
from fi ve major Western energy fi rms, “beginning around 2008 and ex-
tending into early 2011.”102 Night Dragon exfi ltrated gigabytes of highly 
sensitive material— every thing from fi nancial transactions and bidding 
data, to information about oil and gas fi eld operations.103 One U.S. oil ex-
ecutive acknowledged that on at least one occasion a rival national oil 
com pany appeared to know his fi rm’s bidding strategy in advance of an 
auction, which resulted in his fi rm losing the bid.104

In 2012, Ira nian hackers attacked Saudi Aramco, the Saudi Arabian na-
tional oil com pany (also the world’s largest oil com pany). Malware linked 
to Iran struck Aramco’s networks, destroying data on and ultimately dis-
abling approximately 30,000 computers and knocking out part of the com-
pany’s system for as long as two weeks, according to intelligence offi cials.105 
Leon Panetta, then U.S. secretary of defense, called the attack “prob ably the 
most destructive . . .  that the private sector has seen to date.”106 According 
to Saudi offi cials, the attack aimed to disrupt oil production and although, 
fortunately, Aramco’s physical operations  were unharmed by the attack, 
some security experts believe it could have eventually succeeded in dam-
aging production had it penetrated further into the network.107

Some months  later, Iran’s cyber army turned its sights  toward U.S. en-
ergy fi rms. Energy economist Blake Clayton and cyber expert Adam Segal 
chronicle an episode that began in February 2013 when “malware uninten-
tionally downloaded by workers incapacitated networks on some rigs and 
platforms. Two months  later, U.S. offi cials revealed that a wave of attacks 
on U.S. companies, particularly energy companies, had been  under way 
for several months. The attacks, which  were unsuccessful in compromising 
their intended targets, appeared to have originated in Iran.”108 The attacks 
seemingly aimed not simply to destroy data but to take control of critical 
internal control systems.109

Concerning as Iran’s attacks  were to U.S. security offi cials, things would 
soon get worse.  Later in 2013, security researchers at several American cy-
bersecurity companies uncovered a Rus sian cyber espionage campaign, in 
which Rus sian hackers  were systematically hacking more than one thou-
sand Western oil and gas computers and energy investment fi rms. Given 
Rus sian dependence on its oil and gas industry, the motive was at least 
partly industrial espionage. But the hackers  were choosing their targets in 
a way that also seemed intended to seize remote control of industrial con-
trol systems, a clear geoeconomic objective.110

The asymmetric nature of geoeconomic cyberattacks— a state actor tar-
geting a private fi rm— can confound the ability of U.S. and other Western 
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government offi cials to respond. In the spring of 2012, the computer 
networks of some of the largest banks in the United States came  under at-
tack. Sites  were brought down for hours at a time. Customers had trou ble 
accessing their accounts. The assaults, believed to have been launched 
by Iran, marked the fi rst major digital assault of its kind undertaken 
against U.S. banks by a foreign adversary. Launched shortly  after the ex-
pansion of U.S. sanctions against Iran, the attacks showed impressive skill 
and went on for months. By September, Wells Fargo, Bank of Amer i ca, 
JPMorgan Chase, and other U.S. fi nancial institutions  were besieged with 
waves of electronic traffi c that had swelled from normal levels of 20 giga-
bits per second to 40, 80, and ultimately 120 gigabits per second— more 
than three times the volume of traffi c that most large banks’ websites  were 
equipped to  handle. Banks  were spending tens of millions of dollars to miti-
gate the prob lem.

Meanwhile, in Washington, experts from dif fer ent agencies debated their 
options.  There  were few good ones, given the risks of confrontation and 
the desire for effectiveness.111  Later that fall, as the assault continued, the 
White House deci ded on a sort of  middle course. In a move that was part 
diplomatic, part technical, offi cials appealed for help to 120 countries, 
asking them to target the traffi c locally and to remove the malicious code 
from  those servers serving as springboards for the attacks.112 It was largely 
though not entirely effective. Attacks slowed, but did not stop entirely for 
several more weeks; when they fi  nally did cease, it was more on account of 
the opening of a diplomatic pro cess for easing the sanctions against Iran. 
Apart from effectiveness in halting the attacks, many saw no real deterrent 
value. “What was the sanction?” intoned one former defense offi cial who 
favored a more aggressive response. “The effort  didn’t hinder the adver-
sary’s objectives in the least.”113

Comparing the episode to the U.S. government’s far swifter response to 
the 2008 attacks on Pentagon computer systems demonstrates how 
confounding it can be for U.S.  legal and policy regimes when states target 
private commercial actors to make a geopo liti cal point. Washington faced 
a similar challenge in December 2014 as policy makers strug gled to deter-
mine the appropriate retaliatory mea sures  toward North  Korea following 
an attack on the American com pany Sony Pictures, a subsidiary of the 
Japa nese multinational.114

Similar plotlines had emerged earlier in 2014 as U.S. fi nancial fi rms again 
fell victim to a wave of sophisticated cyberattacks, once more on the heels 
of a decision by the Obama administration to ratchet up sanctions against 
a major country. This time the attacks traced back to Rus sia, and investiga-
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tors have said they believed  there was at least a “loose connection” between 
the hackers and the Rus sian government (at this writing, investigations are 
ongoing). Certainly  there is circumstantial evidence surrounding the 
timing of the attacks. In April, the Kremlin singled out JPMorgan for criti-
cism when, complying with U.S. sanctions against Rus sia, the bank blocked 
a payment from a Rus sian embassy to the affi liate of a U.S.- sanctioned 
bank. Rus sia’s foreign ministry called the move by JPMorgan “illegal and 
absurd.”115

Attacks on the electronic systems of JPMorgan and nine other major U.S. 
fi rms followed within days of the Kremlin’s criticism. By the time they  were 
uncovered in August, they constituted the largest such attack against any 
American com pany— the breach at JPMorgan alone touched between 76 
million American  house holds and 7 million small businesses.116 The hackers 
penetrated 90 of JPMorgan’s servers, stealing sensitive information on 
com pany executives and a list of  every application and program deployed 
on standard JPMorgan computers.117

As the scale and gravity of the breach became more clear to U.S. offi -
cials,  there  were few answers to the one question the White House thought 
most impor tant: what was the motive for the attack? “The question kept 
coming back, ‘Is this plain old theft, or is Putin retaliating?’ ” one se nior U.S. 
offi cial said, referring to sanctions on Rus sia. “And the answer was: ‘We 
 don’t know for sure.’ ”118

Many months  after the fi rst attacks  were discovered, the source remains 
unclear, and  there is no evidence any money was taken from any institu-
tion (casting further doubt on the notion that the hacks  were mere crim-
inal activity).  Those searching for a motive believe the attack may have 
been intended to give U.S. leaders pause as they make foreign policy de-
cisions. “If you can steal the data—if you can reach in that far and steal 
it— you can do anything  else you want,” former NSA director Keith Al-
exander explained. “You collapse one bank and our fi nancial structure 
collapses. . . .  If you wanted to send a message, do you think that was 
signifi cant enough for the U.S. government to say one of the best banks 
that we have from a cybersecurity perspective was infi ltrated by 
somebody?”119

All of this raises the question of what, precisely, is to be done about the 
prob lem. Analysts believe countries  will tolerate cyber crime as long as it 
stays at “acceptable levels”— thought to be less than 2   percent of GDP 
(current estimates suggest cyber crime in the United States is between 0.64 
and 1  percent of GDP).120 Government tolerance levels for state- sponsored 
cyberattacks, geoeconomic or other wise, are even less well understood. 
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Most analysts interpret the United States as drawing a red line at loss of 
life or major economic damage. But U.S. offi cials have remained intention-
ally vague as to what “major” might mean, so as to avoid specifying a clear 
standard and thereby giving attacking countries a threshold they could re-
main just shy of in their attacks.

To date, U.S. offi cials have attempted to maintain a distinction between 
the type of spying that the United States does, which they claim is done for 
national security purposes, and spying for commercial purposes, which 
they accuse China of  doing. As New York Times reporter David Sanger 
explained, the United States “does not go in and steal trade secrets the way 
they accuse the Chinese of  doing, so that they can then give  those trade 
secrets to American companies.”121 But in countries like China, where eco-
nomic and regime security are so closely linked, and where geoeconomic 
tools are so often the instruments of fi rst resort, the attempted distinction 
tends to be lost on its target audience. Thus, when the Chinese President 
pledged during a visit to the U.S. in September 2015 that, “the Chinese 
government  will not in what ever form engage in commercial theft,” many 
in Washington  were skeptical.122 Indeed, just three weeks  after President 
Xi’s pledge, the cybersecurity fi rm Crowdstrike reported that it had detected 
continued efforts by Chinese attackers “affi liated with the Chinese govern-
ment” to “penetrate U.S. corporate networks— just the kind of be hav ior 
that Mr. Xi promised to stop.”123

“It’s a very American way of thinking about this,” says Sanger. “It some-
what puzzles the Chinese and many other countries for whom their state- 
owned industries are part of their national security structure. They sort of 
look, and  don’t  really understand what it is the United States is trying to 
accomplish by making this distinction.”124

Economic Assistance

The practice of deploying aid— whether military aid, bilateral development 
assistance, or humanitarian assistance—to buy strategic infl uence is one of 
the most straightforward examples of geoeconomic tools and has been 
around as long as diplomacy itself. To be sure, most military and humani-
tarian aid is geoeconomic only in the broadest sense,  because money is 
fungible (meaning that any military or humanitarian assistance dollars a 
government receives can enable it to redirect or save funds that it would 
have other wise spent). This alone makes military and humanitarian aid 
worth at least including— although perhaps not prioritizing—in any con-
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ceptual framework of geoeconomics. But  there are other reasons for in-
cluding them. First,  there are exceptions to this general rule— instances 
where military or humanitarian assistance comes with geoeconomic under-
pinnings that go beyond the mere fungibility of offi cial assistance. Second, 
even when  there is nothing especially geoeconomic about cases of military 
and humanitarian aid beyond their fungibility, they can nevertheless in-
teract with other, more clearly geoeconomic aspects of statecraft in impor-
tant ways.

Some of the largest and longest- running examples come from the United 
States, which spends upward of $5.5 billion in foreign military fi nancing 
 every year. Amounts are often written into diplomatic agreements, as with 
Israel and Egypt within the terms of the Camp David accords.125

But beyond the “how much,”  there are also impor tant questions in the 
“how” of military fi nancing and the motivations under lying it. In par tic-
u lar, as both Rus sia and Saudi Arabia have recently proven, military aid, 
when done well, can register power ful geopo liti cal impacts on parties other 
than the benefi ciary.

Certainly Saudi Arabia’s December 2013 $3 billion aid package to Leb-
anon furthered Riyadh’s desire to help the Lebanese government  counter 
the Shi’a militant group Hez bollah. “If a wealthy patron  were all the Leba-
nese Army needed to  counter the Shiite militant group Hez bollah as 
the dominant force in the country,” press reports explained at the time, 
“the recent $3 billion grant from Saudi Arabia might make a decisive dif-
ference in the country’s complex po liti cal landscape.”126 But, curiously, the 
package— nearly twice Lebanon’s $1.7 billion annual defense budget— 
came earmarked to buy French (rather than U.S.) arms and, as such, would 
be “unlikely to give the army what it needs most,” according to both sup-
porters and opponents of Hez bollah in Lebanon.127 And even if it does, it 
 will likely take years to make an impact.128

Why would the Saudis accept less than maximum strategic return on 
their investment?  Because weakening Hez bollah was not Riyadh’s only 
geopo liti cal aim. Though the Saudis are “clearly alarmed at Hez bollah’s 
staying power and its intervention in Syria’s civil war,” the December aid 
package to Lebanon “was intended as much to send a message to the 
United States as to shift the military balance.”129 The Saudis  were declaring 
what some called a “tactical divorce” from Washington over their frustra-
tions with U.S. policies on Syria and Iran.130

Armenia was among several countries from the former Soviet Union 
that, on considering enhanced links with the Eu ro pean Union, found itself 
subject to intense pressure from Moscow beginning in 2013. Intent on 
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seeing Armenia remain within Rus sia’s orbit and having exhausted other 
powers of persuasion, Rus sia stepped up military aid to Azerbaijan,  delivering 
nearly $1 billion worth of tanks, artillery systems, and infantry fi ghting 
vehicles in 2013— thereby exaggerating tensions lingering from the 
Nagorno- Karabakh War of 1988 to 1991.131 Shortly thereafter, Armenia 
announced that it would not sign an association agreement with the Eu ro-
pean Union and would join instead the Eurasian Customs Union, which to 
that point included only Rus sia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan.132 From Azer-
baijan’s perspective, the episode itself seems a fairly straightforward case 
of military assistance. Other than the fact that this military assistance po-
tentially allowed Azerbaijan to redirect at least some of its planned mili-
tary spending to other uses, it evinces  little geoeconomic logic. But from 
Moscow’s perspective, $1 billion in military spending was a cost- effective 
means of signaling that Armenia could expect disastrous geopo liti cal con-
sequences for any refusal to join Rus sia’s customs  union. As such, the epi-
sode attests not just to how traditional politico- military and geoeconomic 
tactics can work in tandem but also to how some states are putting military 
activities fi rmly in the ser vice of geoeconomic aims.

Humanitarian aid, while arguably an even less in ter est ing form of geo-
economics than military assistance, can yield outsized geopo liti cal divi-
dends. Humanitarian aid tends to come with a crisis discount of sorts: for 
countries on the receiving end, reeling from disaster, vulnerability tends to 
magnify the geopo liti cal signifi cance of aid (or the lack of it, in some cases). 
This seems straightforward enough. But a survey of some of the most 
geoeco nom ically resonant cases of humanitarian aid demonstrates that it 
is not so much that geopo liti cal sensitivities are magnifi ed  because of crisis 
or disaster; rather,  these are cases where geopo liti cal stakes  were height-
ened well prior to humanitarian assistance. As a result, states are not shy 
about treating humanitarian aid as a geoeconomic exercise. In the wake of 
2013’s Typhoon Haiyan, for example, the outpouring of foreign assistance 
to the hundreds of thousands of homeless Filipinos quickly proved to be a 
testing ground for geoeconomic tools.133 The United States and its allies 
worked intensely to get the Philippines—an impor tant actor in the U.S. 
pivot to Asia— back on its feet through aid and other support. China, on 
the other hand, kept its attention on its maritime disputes with Manila 
around the Scarborough Shoal, choosing to keep its aid at what many de-
scribed as “paltry” levels.134 The Obama administration’s prompt response 
was geopo liti cally advantageous, cementing the Aquino government’s shift 
 toward the United States.

If military and humanitarian aid can be sometimes borderline in their 
geoeconomic dimension, bilateral economic (development) assistance has 
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no such ambiguities. Not only is it often squarely geoeconomic, but— 
courtesy of a newly emergent set of development donors, replete with their 
own rules—it is also the most in ter est ing class of aid as a geoeconomic tool. 
Offi cial development assistance (ODA) reached a rec ord high in 2013, 
helped along by spending increases topping 20–30   percent in countries 
such as Rus sia and Japan.135 With the rise of new donors, the profi le of 
recipient states is shifting as well. Even as overall assistance levels touched 
rec ord highs in 2013, combined assistance to Africa fell by 5.6  percent over 
the same period.136 Aid fl ows to certain  middle- income states, meanwhile, 
are on the rise— some of the largest aid increases have gone to states such 
as Pakistan, Egypt, and India, which also tend to carry greater geopo liti cal 
weight. This at least raises the question of  whether bilateral assistance fl ows 
are, on the  whole, growing more oriented  toward strategic goals than pure 
development ones.

No set of countries better epitomizes this new donor class than the Gulf 
Cooperation Council countries, nor is  there any better demonstration of 
the geoeconomics motivating the GCC’s aid than in Egypt, where pledged 
GCC assistance has totaled roughly $22 billion between 2011 and 2013 
alone. Between President Mubarak’s downfall in February 2011 and Presi-
dent Morsi’s ouster in July 2013, Qatar provided $8 billion to Egypt, in-
cluding $4 billion in central bank deposits and $1 billion in grants.137 
Qatar pledged a further $18 billion in 2012, intended to support tourism 
and industry projects along Egypt’s Mediterranean coast over fi ve years, 
but the Egyptian military intervened to remove President Morsi before 
Doha managed to deliver on it. Other GCC states took an equal and op-
posite bet on Egypt’s po liti cal  future. Kuwait, United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), and Saudi Arabia responded to Doha’s $8 billion during Morsi’s 
rule by raising the ante, pledging some $12 billion in Egypt immediately 
upon Morsi’s removal. (Kuwait, UAE, and Saudi Arabia have since given 
even more money to Egypt, reportedly totaling more than $20 billion as 
of fall 2014.) For UAE, development assistance increased 375  percent in 
2013.138

At least for some Gulf countries, this strategy of propping up Morsi’s 
successors appears to be paying geopo liti cal dividends.  After two years of 
helping the current el- Sissi regime weather economic and security woes, 
Saudi Arabia and Egypt marked the anniversary by signing the July 2015 
Cairo Declaration, which calls for the establishment of a joint Arab military 
force and the expansion of economic ties between the two countries. Egypt’s 
fi rst contribution to the partnership came soon  after, when, in September 
2015, it sent 800 troops to Yemen to join the Saudi- led fi ght against Houthi 
rebels  there, lending the campaign an air of multilateralism.139
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With neighbors so openly vying for infl uence through assistance, it is 
 little surprise that 10  percent of Egypt’s GDP now comes from foreign 
assistance. A similar if scaled- down version of  these events has played 
out in Lebanon, where the $12 billion the Lebanese government has  received 
in GCC assistance over the past de cade has so embedded itself in the coun-
try’s fi scal picture that “Lebanon cannot survive without the Gulf coun-
tries,” admits Mohammad Choucair, Lebanon’s head of commerce, industry, 
and agriculture.140 Gulf offi cial donors distinguish themselves on sheer mag-
nitude— the $8 billion in assistance Qatar spent on the Morsi government in 
Egypt alone in 2012 and 2013 amounts to roughly 40  percent of the entire 
bilateral economic assistance request presented to the U.S. Congress for 
2013.

GCC donor states are also uninhibited about their geoeconomic motives. 
Such was Qatar’s support (economic, military, and humanitarian) for 
Libyan rebels that, on taking Qaddafi ’s Bab al- Aziziya palace complex in 
August 2012, the rebels raised the Qatari fl ag in appreciation.141 Or take 
the $1.5 billion Saudi Arabia loaned to Pakistan in March 2014 “to help 
Islamabad shore up its foreign exchange reserves, meet debt- service obli-
gations and undertake large energy and infrastructure projects, Pakistani 
offi cials [explained to]  Reuters.”142 According to press reports, “the offer 
[came] in exchange for Pakistani assistance with internal security needs in 
Saudi Arabia.”143 However, Pakistani opposition offi cials claim the Saudi 
aid has “come at the cost of Pakistan’s in de pen dent stand on Syria.”144

It is true that virtually all of the billions in bilateral assistance dollars 
spent by Gulf countries remain confi ned to the  Middle East and North Af-
rica. But it hardly follows that Gulf leaders do not have countries outside 
their region in mind as primary targets of this spending. In fact, Gulf states, 
all too aware they are locked in a neighborhood spending race, regularly 
compete and spend regionally in ways designed to win the  favor of the 
United States, or at least to shift policy in Washington.145 “Qatar is a se-
cure  little kernel with huge resources that has chosen to use  those resources 
in foreign policy,”  Middle East expert Paul Salem told the New York Times 
 after Qatar announced new fi nancial support for Hamas in late 2012. 
“They have no constraints. They can take any position anytime any-
where.”146 And the value of this dexterity goes both ways: Washington 
shows  little pause in calling on Doha’s connections when necessary. Qatar 
led the negotiations with the al- Qa’ida affi liate in Syria that freed Amer-
ican writer Peter Theo Curtis in August 2014, and it engineered the pris-
oner swap that freed  U.S. soldier Bowe Bergdahl in exchange for fi ve 
Taliban prisoners in Guantánamo Bay.
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Beyond the GCC states, this geoeconomic donor set includes new donors 
such as South  Korea, “re- emerging donors” such as Rus sia, and long- 
standing donors such as Japan that are overhauling their traditionally 
large assistance portfolios to bring greater strategic returns.147 The only 
member of the OECD’s development assistance committee that was itself 
once a recipient of aid, South  Korea views its overseas assistance as a cen-
terpiece of its self- described ascent into a “global  middle power.”148 Roughly 
two- thirds of  Korea’s assistance remains in Asia, especially in Southeast 
Asia, where regional press commentators are quick to note that “South 
 Korea’s offi cial development assistance (ODA)  will be a major and useful 
instrument for fostering a new constructive relationship with other ASEAN 
states.”149

Japan’s national security strategy, released in December 2013, directs 
Japan to step up its offi cial development assistance and make a greater con-
tribution to regional peace, in part through the “strategic utilization of 
ODA.”150 In June 2014, an expert panel  under Japa nese foreign minister 
Fumio Kishida fi nalized a report that recommended transforming Japan’s 
foreign aid policy into a strategic diplomatic tool; swiftly embracing the 
panel’s conclusions, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe ordered the reforms to be 
enacted within six months. The move marked the fi nal about- face for Ja-
pan’s long- standing aversion to aid as a geopo liti cal tool.151

In its sharper va ri e ties, however,  these more geoeconomic- minded assis-
tance sums can come with implicit noncompete clauses, as Belarus found 
out the hard way when it caught Moscow’s ire for seeking aid from 
China.152 It can also be used to supplement negative pressure, as Moscow’s 
December 2013 aid package to Kiev proved.153 The aid packages, promul-
gated as they  were in conjunction with punishing trade sanctions,  were 
Moscow’s way of making crystal clear its ability to reward and punish Ki-
ev’s foreign policy choices with equal force.154

Among the newest, most power ful conduits for converting development- 
minded investment dollars into geopo liti cal infl uence are the cohort of 
state- owned development banks, which are extending fi nancing to the de-
veloping world at less than market rates and in rec ord volumes. As of 
April 2014, Brazil’s BNDES had amassed four times more lending capacity 
than the World Bank, while the China Development Bank CDB, with 
total assets in excess of $980 billion, offers a loan book bigger than that 
of JPMorgan Chase.155  These state owned banks have far, far deeper cof-
fers than most organs of government policy; in some cases, as with China’s 
CDB,  these banks are also  under  orders to build a customer base outside 
their domestic borders. Thus far this has included not just private clients 
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but other foreign government entities, often drawn in by substantial fi -
nancing at below- market terms (the $40 billion Venezuela has received from 
the CDB— about $1,400 for  every Venezuelan man,  woman, and child— 
being a leading example).156

The emergence of the BRICS Bank— billed somewhat openly as a BRICS-
 led alternative to the World Bank—is one of the clearest signals yet that as-
sistance  will no longer always be dictated on Western terms. Capitalized 
initially at $100 billion and almost sure to focus on Africa, the bank  will 
provide China with additional means of fi nancing its expansion on that con-
tinent. But  there may be more to it. Given the plethora of existing tools to 
fi nance resource investment in the developing world, the move to set up a 
multilateral development bank of which no Western nation is a member 
signals not only confi dence in an alternative model but also a desire to instill 
it with a knowledge base and, say some, to rethink basic organ izing princi-
ples of the international fi nancial system.157 The bank is still a long way 
from completion, but BRICS leaders have begun to outline certain structural 
features— for example, the new bank  will come with an agreement meant to 
safeguard a role for the many state- owned enterprises of its member coun-
tries (similarly, analysts expect that projects stemming from the new Chi-
nese- led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank  will be dominated by Chi-
nese fi rms).158 The idea was initiated by Beijing and met with strong 
interest from the remaining BRICS participants— all reportedly  eager to 
ensure that their state champions  were not cut from BRICS bank- funded 
projects.159

Financial and Monetary Policy

From the Maidan in Ukraine to the vegetable vendor in Tunisia, the ten-
dency to cast popu lar uprisings and individual fi gureheads as the leading 
protagonists in revolution or the rise of empire seems as strong  today as in 
Bismarck or Napoleon’s day. But several historians have tended to argue 
that “quiet transformations in management of fi nance have a much greater 
effect on national power and its global expressions.”160 Jeremi Suri surveys 
some of the world’s most dominating empires— the United Kingdom, Qing 
China, and the Soviet Union—to demonstrate how “ambitious ideological 
projects and impressive territorial conquests have less enduring infl uence on 
the leverage of states than the mobilization and management of capital. . . .  
National power is fundamentally fi nancial.”161

Suri’s view recalls similar arguments by Paul Kennedy, Charles Tilly, 
Michael Mazarr, and David Landes, among  others, each pointing to the 
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availability of cheap capital for investment and spending as forming “the 
necessary foundation for all manifestations of state power.”162 Consider the 
British Empire. The single largest reason British imperialism prevailed 
against improbable odds and hostile powers was the late seventeenth- 
century creation of a new system for the management of revenue and 
credit. In return for favorable borrowing terms, the British crown  under 
William III provided  legal sanction for London credit markets and judicial 
enforcement of contract obligations, even obligations against the crown. 
By binding the crown as subject to credit obligations, British rulers suc-
ceeded in opening up new, vastly more affordable fi nancing streams and 
fl exibility that “in turn greatly strengthened its options in war and other 
forms of international competition,” Suri explains.163

The chief lessons learned by William III and his successors are at least as 
relevant  today. And while again  there is no shortage of casual observation 
linking a country’s fi nancial and fi scal health to its power projection in 
general terms, strikingly few have attempted to pinpoint the precise trans-
mission channels between the two, or to revisit how, if at all,  these chan-
nels have evolved in light of the sweeping changes that have redrawn the 
global fi nancial and monetary landscape over the past de cade or so.164

The reasons for this may be largely structural.  These fi elds are not well 
incentivized to interact, especially in Western policy- making circles. 
Prob ably more than any other dimension of geoeconomics, fi nancial and 
monetary policy tends to lie beyond reach for U.S. offi cials primarily pre-
occupied with geopolitics— just as fi nance and monetary offi cials down-
play the geopo liti cal dimensions of their work, perhaps more so than any 
other brand of U.S. international economic policy maker. Both sides have 
their reasons. And this strict bifurcation worked well enough for the more 
than six de cades of Pax Americana.

But  there are several reasons to think that over the coming years the geo-
politics of monetary and fi nancial policy might resurface in sharpened 
form: a rising renminbi (RMB), a set of countries agitating for a smaller 
role for the dollar, a euro that despite current troubles may continue to 
mature, and global debates about quantitative easing. If a sharpened brand 
of fi nancial and monetary geopolitics does resurface, it is doubtful that the 
current norms— unwritten rules that keep the work of Western foreign 
ministries comfortably distant from that of fi nance ministries and central 
banks— will serve  either side well.

Beyond the general ties linking sound monetary policy to a healthy 
economy and then to geopo liti cal infl uence,  there are three basic transmis-
sion channels through which states can translate monetary policy tools into 
geopo liti cal infl uence: the global footprint of a country’s currency, the 
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ability to raise funds at low cost, and the ability to impact another country’s 
borrowing costs. And while  these channels themselves are not new, they 
operate on such a vastly altered landscape as to bear  little resemblance to 
their former shape.

Beginning with the fi rst of  these, how does the global footprint of a coun-
try’s currency allow it to proj ect power?

As Charles Kindleberger once put it, “a country’s exchange rate is more 
than a number. It is an emblem of its importance in the world, and a sort 
of international status symbol.”165 Consider the introduction of the euro. 
When the Eu ro pean Union launched its common currency in 2001, the 
euro was widely hailed as the largest development in global currency mar-
kets since the Bretton Woods conference of 1944.166 But  whether or not 
the euro’s introduction indeed marked “the start of a new era for Eu rope,” 
a period in which Eu ro pean economies are knitted into a “single, more ef-
fi cient, and productive  whole,”  these benefi ts  were of secondary impor-
tance to the euro’s early architects.167 A clearer account begins in 1970s 
Germany—in par tic u lar with German chancellor Helmut Schmidt’s visit 
to the German Bundesbank in 1978, on the eve of the Eu ro pean Council 
gathering that initiated the Eu ro pean Monetary System. In a transcript that 
merits quoting at length, Schmidt exhorted German central bankers to 
support a Eu ro pean monetary (and currency) union— making clear that 
this was, above all, an issue of geopolitics:

What now concerns German policy, I  will say in all simplicity, yet all urgency, 
without an effi ciently functioning Common Market, without an eco nom ically 
and po liti cally infl uential Eu ro pean Community, German foreign policy is not 
to be conducted successfully. German foreign policy rests on two  great pillars: 
the Eu ro pean Community and the North Atlantic alliance. . . .  The  whole 
game that we have played in the last ten years towards the Soviet Union, to-
wards the eastern Eu ro pean countries, that we have played over Berlin, in 
order to steady this fateful city in its position, all this would not have been 
pos si ble without  these two pillars  behind it. . . .  

By holding fi rmly to our duties we have grown ever stronger relative to our 
own Western allies. And we have also attained very  great po liti cal weight in 
their eyes. It is all the more necessary for us to clothe ourselves in this  Eu ro pean 
mantle. We need this mantle not only to cover our foreign policy nakednesses, 
like Berlin or Auschwitz, but we need it also to cover  these ever- increasing rela-
tive strengths, economic, po liti cal, military, of the German Federal Republic 
within the West. The more they come into view, the harder it becomes to secure 
our room for manoeuvre. The more desirable it is that we are able to lean on 
 these two pillars, which are si mul ta neously  here a mantle for us, in which we 
can conceal our strength a bit. . . .  
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On the other hand, I said the Eu ro pean Monetary System involves risks. I 
repeat: it involves essential chances too, especially if it is successful, the chance 
for us that the Eu ro pean Community  will not decay. It is  really a vital pre-
condition for German foreign policy and its autonomy. It offers chances of the 
economic sort too, which I have not placed in the foreground of this pre sen ta-
tion, but which I do not wish to hide. . . .  

 Here  there are limits even for us, ladies and gentlemen. We cannot intervene 
ad libitum in favour of a dollar that is treated like a football by its own govern-
ment, by its own trea sury, by its own Federal Reserve Bank. We cannot do that. 
But if we then sometime have to say: this is the end of the line, we  will then 
need allies  here in Eu rope. For that is not so easy to do to the chief military 
member of the North Atlantic alliance. Then we  will need comrades who  will 
stand by us and say: yes, indeed, the Germans are right and it’s not in our 
French interest that Eu ro pean currencies constantly be sacrifi ced in market 
intervention in favour of a dollar badly treated by its own country . . .  [F]or 
me the  whole  thing has been embedded from the start and remains embedded 
[in] foreign policy considerations.168

Nearly four de cades on, several EU member states continue to regard the 
euro as mostly a geopo liti cal proj ect. In January 2014, even as the euro 
crisis remained far from resolved, Latvia became the eigh teenth EU member 
to adopt the currency. Headlines greeted the move in straightforwardly geo-
economic terms: “Latvia Sees Joining Euro as Extra Protection against 
Rus sia.” Latvian fi nance minister Andris Vilks pointed to the crisis in Ukraine 
as underscoring the importance of Latvia’s move  toward the euro. “Rus sia 
 isn’t  going to change,” Vilks explained to the media.169 “We know our 
neighbor.  There was before, and  there  will be, a lot of unpredictable condi-
tions. It is very impor tant for the countries to stick together, with the EU.” 
Lithuania joined in early 2015, with ministers in Vilnius couching their deci-
sion in similar terms. “It has a symbolic connotation: we see ourselves being 
as integrated as pos si ble into Eu rope,” explained Rolandas Krisciunas, 
Lithuanian vice- minister for foreign affairs.170

When it comes to understanding how having a large global footprint for 
a country’s currency can bring geopo liti cal benefi ts, beyond the euro  there 
is only  really one other present case, only one other truly global currency, 
from which to draw. To be sure, the United States enjoys a number of stra-
tegic benefi ts arising from the dollar’s global role.171 It serves as “disaster 
insurance”—in times of international fi nancial or geopo liti cal turmoil, 
money fl ees to dollars, boosting U.S. buying power and hence the nation’s 
capacity to respond effectively.172 It affords the United States the unique 
ability to run sizeable fi scal and current account defi cits while borrowing 
in its own currency.173 And it enables the sort of fi nancial sanctions 
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that— whether leveled against par tic u lar banks or companies or meant to 
isolate entire countries, as with Iran— now seem a fi xture of U.S. foreign 
policy.  After more than sixty years,  these geoeconomic “privileges” have so 
permeated American thinking as to become implicitly assumed.

Yet doubts are growing about how long the dollar’s unrivaled status  will 
last.174 Reserve holders have been diversifying— the share of minor monies 
in global reserves has tripled over the last six years.175 Calls to replace the 
dollar’s global role, stoked by the 2008–2009 fi nancial crisis and more re-
cently by the string of fi scal and debt ceiling domestic po liti cal stand- offs in 
Washington, are now standard refrains in the yearly BRICS summitry— and 
can also be heard in friendlier capitals, including Paris and Brussels.176 
“Among Chinese offi cials and scholars,” explains Financial Times jour-
nalist Geoff Dyer, “ there is a widely held view that the  U.S. has been 
abusing its position as controller of the main reserve currency by pursuing 
irresponsible economic policies. Nor do they hide the under lying geopo-
liti cal objective of the currency push—to place limits on the role of the 
dollar in the international monetary system.”177 In its commentary amid 
the October 2013  U.S. debt ceiling debates, the offi cial Chinese press 
agency, Xin hua, strengthened its call for a new reserve currency with “a 
scathing indictment of the United States’ broader role in the world,” calling 
for a “de- Americanized world” and criticizing the United States on a series 
of po liti cal and security issues well beyond the realm of monetary or eco-
nomic policy.178

If present trends continue, the next de cade may see the largest changes 
to the world’s monetary architecture since 1945 and (equally impor tant 
to China) since the reforms of Deng Xiaoping.179 Chapter  4 outlines 
China’s long- term strategy for the renminbi in more detail; at this stage, 
just two points are worth noting. One, an internationalizing RMB comes 
with several economic and geopo liti cal implications, some of which are in 
tension with one another, at least in terms of U.S. interests. Sanctions are 
made harder, even as certain U.S. economic interests (a market- determined 
exchange rate for the RMB, for example) are helped.  Because reconciling 
 these tensions would require trade- offs across U.S. national interests,  these 
issues tend to defy Washington’s ability to consider them in any comprehen-
sive way.

Second,  little is known about the ability of the global monetary system to 
accommodate an additional reserve currency.180 The world already has two 
reserve currencies, the dollar and the euro, and beyond general assumptions, 
the effects of accommodating a third are largely unknown and untested.181 
History provides  little pre ce dent for the world’s ability to operate with 
multiple “fi at” reserve currencies (previous such eras of fl oating exchange 
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rates among major currencies all ultimately linked back to gold), and it re-
mains an open question as to  whether the United States can retain enough 
of the economic advantages of reserve currency status while accommo-
dating the emergence of the RMB as a reserve currency.182 Further, the 
world has no modern pre ce dent for a global reserve currency that is not 
administered by a demo cratic country.183

Even if the United States can retain enough of  these economic advantages, 
 there are geopo liti cal considerations to weigh, including dampened effec-
tiveness for U.S. economic sanctions and diminished regional infl uence in 
Asia and beyond. In  today’s fi nancial world, it is diffi cult to know  whether 
 these American “privileges” reside on a spectrum or are more binary in 
nature. What is clear is that losing  these advantages would force the United 
States to confront new trade- offs between foreign policy objectives and 
the higher domestic economic costs required to support  those objectives.

Such uncertainty comes at an in ter est ing time. Questions of reserve cur-
rency status  matter more  today than in previous eras  because reserves are 
now at far greater levels than in previous eras (ten times what they  were 
fi fteen years ago), with much of this reserve buildup in developing Asia.184 
Some argue that Asia’s acquisition of reserves is a function of its security 
environment.185 Further,  these reserve stockpiles tend to be far more opaque 
than in de cades past, creating more uncertainty and potential for reverber-
ations into geopolitics. In March 2014, for example, the U.S. Federal Re-
serve saw the sharpest- ever weekly drop in U.S. government debt held on 
behalf of offi cial foreign institutions— $105 billion in a single week. While 
it was offi cially unclear which country was responsible for the drop, all 
sides  were virtually certain that it was Rus sia, withdrawing its U.S. hold-
ings in response to tensions and threats of sanctions over Ukraine.186

 These concerns pale against  those posed by the size and opacity of 
Beijing’s holdings.  Because China uses intermediaries, typically based in Eu-
rope, to mask large portions of its holdings, neither global markets nor U.S. 
offi cials have a clear understanding of exactly how much U.S. debt China 
holds.187 By February 2014, for example, Belgium had vaulted past coun-
tries known for their fi nancial centers, as well as major oil- exporting na-
tions, to become the third- largest foreign holder of U.S. government debt 
 behind China and Japan, with $341.2 billion (up from $166.8 billion just 
six months earlier, in August 2013)— this in a country of 11 million  people 
with an annual gross domestic product of $484 billion.188

The curious climb in Belgium’s U.S. Trea sury holdings merely refl ects the 
secret buying of top- rated sovereign debt by other countries using interme-
diaries to mask their purchases. “We know it’s not Belgium buying, it’s way 
too much. We need to look at that country’s custody ser vices,” said Marc 
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Chandler, chief currency strategist at Brown  Bro th ers Harriman.189  Others 
in the fi nancial blogosphere  were more direct: “In summary: someone, un-
clear who, operating through Belgium and most likely the Euroclear ser vice 
(pos si ble but unconfi rmed), has added a rec ord $141 billion in Trea sury 
holdings since December, or the month in which Bernanke announced the 
start of the Taper, bringing the host’s total to an unpre ce dented $341 bil-
lion!”190  Others eventually traced the mysterious Belgian purchases back to 
Beijing.191

Beyond the size of a currency’s footprint in global markets, a second 
channel through which monetary policy can translate into geoeconomic 
infl uence is the extent to which a country can raise funds at low cost. This 
is mostly a story of how a nation’s domestic economic  house keeping can 
determine its ability to mobilize and sustain fi nancing for wars and other 
less extreme security contests. Certainly this channel can be related to the 
fi rst, insofar as the ability to borrow cheaply in one’s own currency, espe-
cially at times of po liti cal or economic uncertainty, undoubtedly constitutes 
one of the biggest perks of reserve currency status. But the point is also 
broader. For example, countries where debt is primarily domestically held 
tend to be somewhat better insulated in times of crisis—as with Japan 
 after the 2011 earthquake and Fukushima nuclear disaster.192

 There are plenty of examples attesting to how one state’s ability to im-
pact another’s borrowing costs can confer geopo liti cal leverage— often 
when states are at their most vulnerable. “Weak currencies make for timid 
states,” as Cornell’s Jonathan Kirshner has put it, referring to the geopo-
liti cal headaches that precarious borrowing positions can create for coun-
tries.193  Here the 1956 Suez Canal crisis again enters as the paradigmatic 
case. The U.S. use of loan guarantees to force Israel to the negotiating 
 table with the Palestinians in 1991 is equally instructive.194 When Israel 
requested $10 billion in loan guarantees from Washington to fi nance the 
resettlement of Soviet Jews in late 1990, President George  H.  W. Bush 
asked Congress to delay action on the loan guarantee while he worked to 
arrange an Arab- Israeli peace conference. Only  after Israeli prime minister 
Yitzhak Rabin announced a settlement freeze was the loan guarantee pro-
gram approved.195

More recently, in response to the EU’s April 2013 proposed bailout for 
Cyprus (which would have entailed losses for Rus sian investors), the 
Kremlin threatened to review the euro’s share in Rus sia’s €537 billion of 
foreign exchange reserves, while the Rus sian fi nance minister issued un-
specifi ed warnings of retaliation. Few took the Kremlin’s threats seriously. 
But, coming as they did amid a fl aring of the eurozone crisis, portents of 
this sort did not necessarily need to stand up to individual scrutiny in order 
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to register effect. Investors’ nerves  were frayed, and threats, even seemingly 
minor ones, had a way of compounding in self- reinforcing and unpredict-
able ways.

Alongside cases like this, where a state brandishes but does not act on 
threats to manipulate another state’s borrowing costs,  there are also op-
posite cases: states that actually follow through on what are almost cer-
tainly geoeconomic gestures involving another state’s borrowing costs, all 
without any offi cial acknowl edgment of what is afoot. Qatar tripled its 
holdings of Egyptian trea sury bills in the third quarter of 2013— immediately 
 after President Morsi was ousted, and right as Egypt’s new military rulers 
 were in the pro cess of giving back billions in Qatari assistance that Doha 
had lavished on President Morsi’s administration. Given Doha’s newly lim-
ited options for leverage in a post- Morsi Egypt now hostile to its attempts 
at infl uence, Egyptian trea suries  were not merely a cost- effective alterna-
tive but  were arguably among Doha’s only options.

And not least, some geoeconomic attempts to capitalize on a state’s 
borrowing costs in moments of crisis are just that: neither threats nor 
denials, merely attempts. Take Rus sia’s November 2013 bailout package to 
Ukraine. In its initial proffering, the package stood out as an example of 
how Rus sia, by meeting Ukraine’s pressing fi nancing needs at rates Ukraine 
could afford (well below what the market would have commanded and 
without any of the diffi cult reforms the IMF would have demanded), man-
aged to bend the course of Ukraine’s foreign policy  toward Moscow’s pref-
erences at a critical juncture. But within months, the package, or at least 
the $3 billion in euro- denominated bonds that Moscow actually delivered 
before halting the remaining portions, came to stand for the leverage that 
a sovereign creditor can have over a sovereign debtor.196 “Ukraine has two 
debt problems,” as Anna Gelpern put it. “First, it  faces shrinking revenues, 
rising costs, and a spike in foreign debt payments over the next two years. 
This is a common prob lem, easily managed with familiar market tools and 
international institutions. Ukraine’s other debt prob lem is neither common 
nor manageable: its leading bond holder is annexing parts of its territory 
and stoking militant separatists from within.”197

Together Ukraine’s two debt problems expose an awkward oversight in 
the world’s fi nancial architecture. “The system is set up as if market fi nance 
and po liti cal patronage  were distinct,” adds Gelpern. “When governments 
participate as debtors or creditors in the global capital markets, they are 
expected to use private deal technology, and abide by the rules and incen-
tives of  these markets. When governments put on their power- political hats, 
they are expected to retreat to po liti cal fora, removed from the markets. 
Being sovereign, they do not have to.”198
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Rus sia can be counted on to act crudely in its geoeconomics more often 
than not. But in many respects, the more power ful examples  here are the 
more subtle ones. China’s decision not to devalue its currency during the 
1997–1998 Asian fi nancial crisis earned Beijing gratitude across the region 
that lingers  today and provided Beijing an opportunity to buoy up its 
neighbors, especially newly repatriated Hong Kong.199 The U.S.  handling 
of the 1994 Mexican peso crisis also reaped signifi cant geopo liti cal returns. 
 After President Bill Clinton failed to pass a stabilization act in Congress, he 
went to a fallback option, authorizing U.S. fi nancial assistance through the 
Trea sury’s Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF). The ESF allowed the provi-
sion of funds to Mexico without legislative approval; unilaterally drawing 
upon $20 billion to stabilize Amer i ca’s southern neighbor was, in the words 
of Trea sury secretary Robert Rubin, the “largest nonmilitary international 
commitment by the U.S. government since the Marshall plan.”200 Largely 
thanks to U.S. assistance, the Mexican economy averted disaster.201 And, of 
course, a stable Mexico is essential to U.S. power projection in the world.

The most power ful present- day example is that of Germany and its 
 handling of the eurozone.202 Harnessing the power of bond markets, as 
Helmut Schmidt anticipated in 1978, Germany has done more to remake 
Eu rope in its likeness in the past four years than it had accomplished in the 
past  century.203 Through forging the eurozone, German has also realized 
its  century- long quest for a pliant Eu ro pean market for German manufac-
turing.204 Both of  these  were things it had previously tried (and failed) to 
accomplish by force. Further underscoring the growing extent to which 
market realities are shaping geopo liti cal outcomes, Germany is effectively 
dictating the terms on which foreign capital into the eurozone is solic-
ited.205 Often this occurs in ways that impinge on U.S. leverage.206

Obviously, the degree to which a state depends on external creditors for 
fi nancing determines the degree of vulnerability. Japan has for more than a 
de cade managed with debt that was predicted to hit 230  percent of GDP 
by late 2014— a level that for most other countries would be considered 
as risking saturation among bondholders.207 But, again, a far greater share 
of Japan’s debt is domestically held. For other nations, a much higher 
percentage of debt is externally held. In par tic u lar, this is true of the United 
States, where one creditor, China, possesses more than half of all outstanding 
debts at certain maturities.208 Reserving the specifi cs of this China- U.S. case 
for Chapter 4,  there are, generally speaking, three points worth keeping 
in mind when it comes to sizing up the potential geopo liti cal leverage 
that might come from the ability to infl uence another country’s sovereign 
borrowing costs.

The fi rst point is that, from a geopo liti cal standpoint, it matters  whether 
a country’s external debt is in mostly private or sovereign hands. Returning 
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to the British Empire, one lesson that William III’s successors failed to 
appreciate is how the Bank of  England’s investors would also become sup-
porters of the revolutionary settlements, their fi nancial fates intertwined. 
But if King George misjudged just how easily creditors’ investment portfo-
lios can come to dictate their foreign policy preferences, Amer i ca’s early 
found ers made no such  mistake. This,  after all, is exactly what Alexander 
Hamilton had in mind with the Bank of the United States and the assump-
tion of state debts. The bank’s creation meant that creditors of the United 
States, wealthy elites in all thirteen colonies, now had a vested interest in 
the success of the Union.

The second point is that  there is still a good deal of domestic bias in most 
sovereign debt markets, meaning that a sizeable portion of a country’s 
sovereign debt is still domestically held; the United States and Eu rope are no 
exception. But with this sharp rise in offi cial reserves and the corresponding 
preference for “safe” assets, reserve managers can and do account for a large 
share of some markets (in recent years foreign offi cial investors have held 
around 55  percent of the one- to- fi ve year segment of the U.S. Trea sury 
curve, with China likely accounting for more than 20  percent of the out-
standing $10 trillion stock of marketable U.S. government debt).209 This in 
turn creates the risk of large and destabilizing portfolio shifts. The pros-
pect of such a sudden shift is remote—to be sure, the U.S. Federal Reserve 
has proven its ability as a purchaser of resort— but it is not zero.

The third general point is that  there is at least the potential— again, al-
beit remote— that foreign offi cial purchasers could marshal  these assets to 
make a geopo liti cal statement. Evidence to this effect is scant and generally 
not well supported.  After leaving public offi ce, former Trea sury secretary 
Hank Paulson claimed that Moscow had approached China in 2008, 
urging that their governments execute a coordinated shorting of  U.S. 
government- sponsored enterprises (GSEs), including Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac, in an apparent effort to put fi nancial pressure on the U.S. 
government.210 As noted earlier, Moscow more recently signaled its dis-
plea sure with the EU’s  handling of the Cyprus bailout by threatening to 
review the euro’s share in Rus sia’s €537 billion of foreign exchange re-
serves (the outsized Cypriot banking sector serves as an offshore hub for 
substantial Rus sian savings).211 Similarly, during tensions between the West 
and Rus sia over Ukraine, Moscow threatened to dump its holdings of U.S. 
sovereign debt (a feat that would go well beyond simply moving  these 
holdings so as to remove them from any risk of sanctions) and not so subtly 
withdrew more than $100 billion in custodial holdings from the U.S. Fed-
eral Reserve.212

Still, most of  today’s large external creditor states have so far largely 
shied away from overt attempts to exercise the geoeconomic power implied 
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by their respective offi cial savings— Costa Rican bond purchases for repu-
diating recognition of Taiwan are the exception, not the rule. Nor, in the 
case of China, is  there any evidence that observed portfolio shifts in Chi-
nese offi cial holdings have been driven by anything other than loss aver-
sion; at worst, certain shifts have been accompanied by offi cial statements 
meant to help punctuate policy positions and messages to Washington that 
Chinese offi cials had long sought to underscore.

The reason most often cited for why any large- scale sell- off is unlikely is 
that it is eco nom ically irrational, as it would affect the value of the seller’s 
holdings. This, though, assumes an economic lens on a question that may 
well be motivated by geopo liti cal interests. Most  people think nothing of 
it when countries spend billions of dollars developing and deploying mili-
tary weapons systems. If, say, Rus sian president Vladimir Putin is looking 
to invest $100 billion in blunting the power projection capacity of NATO 
and the EU, why is it seen as so forthrightly rational to spend this sum on 
weapons that are unlikely to alter the balance of military power in the re-
gion, but somehow irrational to spend the same $100 billion to undermine 
the ability of Ukraine’s new government to borrow at reasonable rates and 
thus its capacity to resist Rus sian demands? For many states, if the aim is 
geopo liti cal rather than economic return on one’s investment, it is far from 
clear that investment in military hardware is the wiser of the two choices.

 There may be reason to hope that as China internationalizes the RMB 
and fi nds itself in the position of having sovereign creditors for its sover-
eign debt, the prospect of direct reciprocity may further raise the costs of 
geopo liti cally motivated buying or selling of debt. A notable step in this di-
rection unfolded in March 2012, when Japan became the fi rst major devel-
oped country to receive Beijing’s blessing to invest in Chinese sovereign 
debt (a handful of other countries have since followed suit). More recently, 
the IMF announced in November 2015 that it would include the RMB in 
its basket of currencies which comprise the IMF’s Special Drawing Right, 
or SDR.

But rising stockpiles and purchases of reserves still means expanding 
geopo liti cal infl uence. Consider announcements by Chinese offi cials in the 
fi rst half of 2015 outlining plans to recycle the country’s reserves into sev-
eral of Beijing’s signature foreign policy projects, including its “New Silk 
Road” initiative and its Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.213 And the 
concentration of U.S. (and to a lesser extent eurozone) liabilities in the hands 
of a few sovereigns carries certain risks and vulnerabilities, which necessarily 
come with geopo liti cal consequences. Even though any  wholesale sell- off 
of U.S. Trea suries has drawn analogies to mutual assured nuclear destruction 
(and the possibility is therefore extremely remote), when any single creditor 
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holds a substantial enough potion of the total marketable pool of a 
given U.S. security, it may be able to cause undesired shifts in  these mar-
kets without harming its economic interests—or without even necessarily 
bearing any malign intent.

National Policies Governing Energy 
and Commodities

In 2006 and again in 2008, Rus sia suspended gas supplies to parts of Eu-
rope amid a po liti cal dispute. In all, Rus sia has brandished or acted upon 
this threat more than fi fty times since the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
according to analysis.214 Part of the Kremlin’s strategy in building Novoros-
siya, or New Rus sia, has been to match its diplomatic embrace with deals 
and investments in key commodity sectors. In January 2014, Gazprom took 
control of Armenia’s state gas com pany, even renaming it Gazprom Armenia. 
In April of that year, it paid $1 for Kyrgyzstan’s gas com pany, now called 
Gazprom Kyrgyzstan. Analysts say the push is geopo liti cal. “What’s the eco-
nomic purpose of Gazprom acquiring the Kyrgyz gas network? It’s clear 
that the goal  there was strategic,” explains Columbia University’s Alexander 
Cooley.215 The gas deals are matched by similar Rus sian state investments in 
nuclear, hydroelectric, and oil sectors across Rus sia’s “near- abroad”— leading 
one former Kyrgyz member of Parliament to complain that  these sales have 
turned Kyrgyzstan into a “client state of the Kremlin.”216

Increasingly, Moscow is extending this reach beyond its “near- abroad.” 
Rus sia is fast “becoming the nuclear Wal- Mart of the  Middle East,” as one 
expert put it, positioning itself as the main supplier of no- strings- attached 
nuclear power technology in the  Middle East.217  After landing a fl urry of 
nuclear cooperation agreements with Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, and Saudi 
Arabia, Rus sia broke ground on its fi rst nuclear power plant in Turkey in 
April 2015. For Rus sia, at least some of  these deals seem to defy commer-
cial logic.218 But for states on the receiving end of this Rus sian nuclear 
technology, it is cheaper and faster than Western alternatives, and, unlike 
the United States and other Western partners, it comes unencumbered by 
certain conditions on nonproliferation.219

The tendency to put energy and commodities to geopo liti cal use is not 
uniquely Rus sian. In fact, many of  these same central Asian countries are 
balancing Rus sia’s tightening embrace through energy deals with China. A 
week before signing the Eurasian Economic Union into existence in May 
2014, Kazakh president Nursultan Nazarbayev announced a string of energy 
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deals with China. Nazarbayev used the joint press conference with Chi-
nese president Xi to reiterate that “both Kazakhstan and China have much 
common ground on major issues” and, in an unsubtle message to Moscow, 
that “both sides stick to the princi ple that countries have the right to 
choose their own development path.”220

Thus far, China has not evinced any real desire to use its economic weight 
to challenge Rus sia geopo liti cally in Central Asia.221 However, in conver-
sations with leaders in the region, it is clear that this possibility weighs 
heavily on their minds.222 Certainly, Beijing has not shied away from en-
ergy and commodities as instruments of geopolitics in other parts of the 
world. China in 2010 enacted export bans on rare earth elements as a 
means of registering dissatisfaction with the policies of neighboring coun-
tries around the South and East China Seas. In 2012, again amid tensions 
in the South China Sea, China National Offshore Oil Corporation chairman 
Wang Yilin characterized China’s deepwater rigs as “mobile national terri-
tory and a strategic weapon.”223

But leverage can be fi ckle, and healthy appetite is the next best  thing to 
market share. China’s energy and resource scarcity is a crucial driver of 
global politics in the post– Cold War era.224 And it is no doubt a strategic 
vulnerability. At the same time, though, and perhaps counterintuitively, 
the sheer size of China’s resource appetite also functions as a form of 
geopo liti cal leverage. To understand why, consider Amer i ca’s oil depen-
dence. A major reason the United States has infl uence in the  Middle 
East— the reason oil is pegged in dollars—is that Amer i ca is among the 
largest consumers of the region’s oil exports.225 But a more limited U.S. 
appetite for  Middle Eastern oil,  either  because the United States is using 
less oil or  because it is securing oil domestically, may mean diminished 
geopo liti cal sway in the area and perhaps an eventual decision in the dis-
tant  future by some of the countries to price oil in RMB rather than U.S. 
dollars.

States enlist energy or commodities to help with all sorts of geopo liti cal 
needs. The totemic case tends to be fairly overt coercion—an image ini-
tially formed by the Gulf petropolitics that played out in the 1970s Arab 
oil embargo and then reshaped by Rus sia’s pipeline politics in more recent 
years (though  there are other examples, including China’s periodic threats 
to cut off fuel supplies to North  Korea amid geopo liti cal spats).226 In April 
2014, with tensions over Ukraine still mounting, in place of a customary 
letter from the head of Gazprom to counter parts at Eu ro pean gas fi rms 
came instead a letter from President Putin addressed not to  these fi rms but 
to eigh teen Eu ro pean heads of state. In it, Putin openly suggested that Eu-
ro pean gas supplies  were at risk of a shutoff.227 As often is the case, though, 
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this geoeconomic coercion need not be threatened explic itly to be effective. 
In fact, the mere prospect that Rus sia might use gas supplies to Eu rope as 
a weapon in its standoff over Ukraine was enough to temper EU policy.

But energy and commodities need not be coercive at all to make for ef-
fective geoeconomic tools. For some, they can be an insurance policy of 
sorts. Qatar, long obsessed with maintaining its autonomy and survival in 
a tough neighborhood, now supplies 85  percent of the United Kingdom’s 
natu ral gas needs— a fact that would surely weigh in Doha’s  favor should 
the United States, the United Kingdom, or NATO ever fi nd itself in the po-
sition of needing to prove its security commitments regarding the tiny 
country.228 For  others, pipeline politics are neighborly shows of enlightened 
self- interest. In a bid to shore up friendly Sunni monarchies in its neigh-
borhood, Saudi Arabia has allowed the Bahraini government— traditionally 
more popu lar with Bahrain’s Sunni population—to produce oil from a 
Saudi fi eld “on loan” to Bahrain.229 Fi nally, in still other cases, the geoeco-
nomics of energy can be more about collateral consequences. In its quest 
for oil China sold twelve oil tankers to Iran, even with sanctions against Iran 
in place. With each tanker capable of carry ing 2 million barrels of oil in the 
years ahead, Iran  will presumably continue oil exports to China, among 
other countries— thereby better insulating itself from the United States.230

Leading Geoeconomic Endowments

If a central question is how states work their geopo liti cal  will in the world 
through the application of economic leverage, then at least as impor tant 
as  the tools and tactics— aid dollars, sanctions, trade policies, and the 
like— are the under lying geoeconomic capabilities and attributes that help 
explain  whether  these instruments work. In other words, just as not all 
states are created equal in terms of their capacity to proj ect military power, 
 there are certain structural features—or geoeconomic endowments, as we 
call them— that dictate how effective a country is likely to be in the use of 
geoeconomics.

E N D O W M E N T  1

Ability to control outbound investment.

First is a state’s willingness and ability to put domestic capital to geopo-
liti cal use—be it outbound portfolio investment or outbound FDI, debt or 
equity. Across several of  today’s rising powers, governments control not 
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just vast sums but a growing array of mechanisms for channeling this 
investment: state- owned investment vehicles for deploying reserve assets, 
sovereign wealth funds, state- owned banks, and state- owned enterprises, 
to name a few.  These mechanisms also tend to be mutually reinforcing.231

Many of the cases involving the use of investment as a geoeconomic tool 
are distinctly ill- suited to several countries, including the United States. A 
mix of  legal, po liti cal, economic, and cultural factors renders it highly un-
likely that the United States would create a sovereign wealth fund at the 
national level, for instance. And compared to the more traditional invest-
ment tools that are more universally available to states (for example,  free 
trade agreements, or FTAs, and bilateral investment treaties, or BITs), many 
of  today’s geoeconomic tools differ in two key respects. One, they are often 
direct rather than indirect conduits for the state— that is, FTAs and BITs 
channel investment only insofar as they shape the choices of private sector 
actors. And on balance, private sector actors are far less likely to pull out 
their investment over foreign policy disputes. But  today’s SWFs, state de-
velopment banks, and SOEs are taking  orders from their government 
 owners, whose motivations may not always be primarily commercial. The 
fact that nearly all top executives of Chinese SOEs have red “Party phones” 
(and Rus sian SOEs have similar “white phones”) on their desks, or that 
many of  these SOEs would be loss- generating if stripped of their subsi-
dies, would seem to support the idea that SOE decisions are made within 
the province of Party offi cials, whose motivations go beyond revenue and 
profi t.232

This key difference in turn helps to account for a second: direct eco-
nomic channels tend to retain their geopo liti cal value far better than indi-
rect channels. The fact that, for example, Moscow, Riyadh, or Beijing can 
reroute substantial sums in investments if a country makes a choice at odds 
with the major power’s national security interests can confer leverage long 
 after the investment is made. As alluded to earlier, the patterns of Gulf fi -
nancing to Egypt across the vari ous stages of Egypt’s revolution and coun-
terrevolution punctuate the point, as Saudi and UAE fi nancing abruptly 
halted following the ouster of President Mubarak, never to return during 
the year that the Muslim Brotherhood drove the country’s po liti cal pro cess. 
Within days of the Egyptian military’s ouster of President Morsi, however, 
Saudi and UAE pledges of state- led investments (apart from pure assistance 
dollars) reappeared, reaching into the tens of billions.

By contrast, in the case of FTAs or BITs, it is highly unlikely that a 
country could “turn off” an FTA or other wise reroute trade or investment 
fl ows it enables, once such agreements become a  matter of domestic and 
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international law. While the WTO does have a national security exemption 
that member states could invoke, as a practical  matter the fact that no state 
has ever done so does not inspire confi dence as to its relevance.

E N D O W M E N T  2

Domestic market features (overall size; degree of control over 
one’s domestic market, both in dictating terms of entry and in 
controlling import levels from a given sector or country; asym-
metries in economic relationships with other states; perceptions 
of  future growth).

As Chapter 4 highlights, China’s geoeconomic per for mance is in part a 
story about the advantages of size and speed. The fact that, as former for-
eign minister and current state counselor Yang Jiechi put it, “China is a big 
country and other countries are small countries” may work to its advan-
tage in using economic instruments in pursuit of the country’s geopo liti cal 
objectives.233

Size may still  matter, but this is less true in geoeconomics than in tradi-
tional geopo liti cal and military realms. Singapore and Qatar are two of the 
strongest examples.234 Singapore punches far above its weight with its two 
primary SWFs, Temasek and the Government of Singapore Investment 
Corporation (GIC), accounting for 60  percent of the $23 billion in cross- 
border deals by global SWFs in early 2014. Along with the country’s cen-
tral bank, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the two SWFs generate 
the fi nancial returns necessary to sustain the tiny city- state’s nearly $10 
billion defense bud get.235 Qatar— a country smaller in size than the state 
of Connecticut and with a population (of 260,000 citizens) on par with 
JPMorgan’s workforce— emerged as a pivotal player in nearly  every vio-
lent revolution to unfold in the  Middle East since 2011.236

Beyond sheer size, sums, and growth rates, four more variables help ex-
plain a country’s ability to translate its domestic market into geopo liti cal 
leverage: ability to exercise uniquely tight rein over access to domestic mar-
kets, capacity to redirect domestic import appetites to make a geopo liti cal 
point,  actual or perceived consensus that a country’s domestic market is 
too large to ignore (this, of course, especially applies to China and is merely 
a regional dynamic in the case of Rus sia), and a growth trajectory that 
makes other countries see rising  future costs to opposing its foreign policy 
interests  today. Of the vari ous geoeconomic instruments currently in use, 
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 these domestic market features are prob ably most relevant in determining 
how fruitful par tic u lar trade and investment policy and sanctions efforts 
 will be in producing geopo liti cal benefi ts.

E N D O W M E N T  3

Infl uence over commodity and energy fl ows.

 There are three basic variables that determine how successfully a country 
can, through its energy policies, infl uence its geopo liti cal standing: mono-
poly power (market owner ship, as with OPEC members), monopsony 
power (purchasing power, as with the United States and China), and cen-
trality as a transit point between major buyers and sellers (e.g., the Suez 
Canal, as a major international oil route, enhances Egypt’s strategic rele-
vance). All three are undergoing serious shifts. The shale revolution gener-
ally, and the ascendance of the United States as a net energy exporter in 
par tic u lar, places new pressures on an already strained OPEC that could 
ultimately dissolve the cartel.237 As growing energy appetites in China, 
India, and elsewhere come to absorb sizeable shares of a given country’s ex-
ports— and as  these deals take the form of multiyear bilateral contracts be-
tween states— this purchasing power can come with new sources of geopo-
liti cal leverage for the importing country. Consider the 2014 deal between 
Rus sia and China fi nalizing the terms of a thirty- year gas supply contract: it 
was Beijing’s purchasing power and geopo liti cal importance to Rus sia that 
ultimately gave China the upper hand, fi  nally steering the agreement to 
completion  after a de cade of negotiations. Fi nally, long- standing transit 
 arteries— the Panama Canal, the Strait of Malacca, the Strait of Hormuz, 
gas thoroughfares in central Asia— may become more or less strategically 
impor tant as new sources of supply begin to redraw existing trade and de-
mand patterns.

E N D O W M E N T  4

Centrality to the global fi nancial system (e.g., reserve currency 
status, some forms of fi nancial sanctions).

The reason that the dollar’s global footprint carries greater geopo liti cal 
benefi ts for Washington than, say, the Peruvian nuevo sol does for Lima is 
the same reason that U.S. sanctions carry greater bite than would similar 
sanctions from Peru: a vast share of global transactions directly touch, or 
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at least rely upon, the  U.S. fi nancial system in some way. But this is 
changing.238 Countries that have large, systemically vital fi nancial sectors 
also tend to have a relatively easier time raising and mobilizing capital at 
low borrowing costs, and relatively greater ability to impact another coun-
try’s borrowing costs.239 At the same time, the link is easily exaggerated, as 
policy choices (e.g., fi scal health) and asymmetric dependencies (e.g., 
banking exposure) can of course also weigh heavily on a given geopo liti cal 
landscape. And again at the opposite end of this spectrum, North  Korea 
has proven how a lack of fi nancial market integration can be advantageous, 
at least for countries on the receiving end of geoeconomic coercion. In early 
2015,  after President Obama leveled new sanctions on North  Korea fol-
lowing the cyberattack on Sony Pictures, U.S. Trea sury offi cials privately 
admitted that their newfound power to implement sanctions would amount 
to  little; their prob lem was not a lack of power but a dearth of targets. 
North  Korea has shown itself highly resilient and creative in the face of 
sanctions, ironically aided by its own self- imposed isolation from global 
markets.240

While  these systemic endowments might help offer some predictive 
insight into a country’s effectiveness in wielding vari ous geoeconomic in-
struments, they, like any structural features, can only predict so much. 
Countries are hardly operating in a vacuum. Beyond  these endowments, 
other variables  will  matter greatly in deciding the effectiveness of geoeco-
nomic tools. Many of  these variables  will be case- specifi c: targets  matter, 
for instance, and it is impor tant to keep in mind that the targets may be 
multiple. As Baldwin aptly points out, identifying primary, secondary, and 
tertiary goals and targets of geoeconomic tools is advantageous, for while 
“not all goals or targets are equally impor tant . . .  none is intrinsically un-
important.”241 And certainly  there is the question of aims, as some geopo-
liti cal goals lend themselves more readily to geoeconomic instruments than 
do  others.242

But the issue  here is also broader. Where, for example, a country’s goal 
is regime change rather than something more targeted, how well do geo-
economic instruments as a  whole perform in that regard? How well do 
certain geoeconomic tools perform compared to  others?

 These are but a few of the questions and pos si ble variables that could 
meaningfully infl uence the success of a country in any par tic u lar instance 
of geoeconomic power projection. Assessing how suited a given country is 
to using a given economic tool in a given situation  will inevitably depend 
on the circumstances at hand and invariably be a highly fact- bound exer-
cise. It is impor tant to recognize, fi rst, the basic logic and operation of  these 
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as specifi cally geoeconomic tools, as well as their vari ous interactions 
and tensions, and, second, the structural features likely to count most in 
determining a state’s overall ability to proj ect geoeconomic power. And 
perhaps most impor tant, when weighing the relative utility of  these tools, 
it is crucial to do so not only through a cost- benefi t calculus or even a 
stacking up of relative costs (“does it cost country X more than country 
Y?”). Rather, efforts to size up the relative utility of a geoeconomic approach 
should be judged by the same mea sure used to weigh any other form of 
statecraft: against the next best alternative. With this basic taxonomy in 
place, the remaining chapters turn to the specifi c cases of China and the 
United States.



C H A P T E R  F O U R

Geoeconomics in Chinese Foreign Policy

China is using economic statecraft more frequently, more assert-
ively, and in more diverse fashion than ever before.

— Dr. James Reilly, East Asia specialist at the Lowy Institute

Never in history has one government controlled so much wealth.1 As 
China’s economic might has grown, so too has its ability and tempta-

tion to use this power to advance geopo liti cal ends. China is often correctly 
described as the world’s leading practitioner of geoeconomics. It is also the 
major reason regional and global power projection has become such an eco-
nomic (as opposed to military) exercise. “Beijing has been playing the new 
economic game at a maestro level,” as one observer aptly put it, “staying out 
of wars and po liti cal confrontations and zeroing in on business— its global 
infl uence far exceeds its existing economic strength. Nations do not fear 
China’s military might; they fear its ability to give or withhold trade and 
investments.”2

Taking China as the best available lens to understand how geoeconomic 
tools operate in practice— and, crucially, how they can be combined—we 
now turn to explore China’s use of geoeconomics through six case studies. 
We begin in Taiwan, which has been a fl ash point for Chinese Communist 
Party leaders since their earliest days in power. Beijing well understands 
how the threat of force is far more useful for defending the status quo than 
it is for forging any pro gress  toward reunifi cation. For that, Beijing has 
instead taken to a two- prong economic encirclement strategy, steadily 
picking off Taiwan’s remaining international allies through a mix of geo-
economic mea sures while also aiming plenty of geoeconomic pressure di-
rectly at Taipei. Next we move to North  Korea, where Beijing’s close and 
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complicated alliance with Pyongyang has been as much a constant as its 
tensions with Taipei. Unlike Taiwan, though, Beijing has no credible threat 
of force at its disposal, and as Pyongyang has grown more diffi cult to con-
trol, China has moved beyond its long- standing reliance on economic aid 
and  toward a fuller battery of energy, trade and investment, and monetary 
tools to keep North  Korea in line.

We then move eastward to Japan— for Beijing, also a case plenty fraught 
with historical tension, but one that more directly involves the United 
States, as Japan’s only defense treaty ally. Looking to assert Chinese terri-
torial claims while undermining the U.S.- Japan alliance, Chinese leaders 
once again realize that military strength alone  will not suffi ce; hence their 
decision to vent geopo liti cal frustrations with Tokyo through a variety of 
geoeconomic mea sures, nearly all of them purpose- built to exploit Japa-
nese economic dependence on China’s manufacturing and consumer base. 
Likewise, many of  these same geoeconomic tactics are well represented in 
China’s foreign policy throughout Southeast Asia. But things in this region 
are more complicated, the region itself more up for grabs, and so China’s 
geoeconomic posture is just as often one of positive inducement.

We conclude in South Asia, on China’s dealings with both India and Pak-
istan. Even as the familiar story of triangular relations between  these coun-
tries remains largely intact, the tactics have evolved.  After de cades of mili-
tary dynamics largely dictating the mood between Islamabad, Beijing, and 
New Delhi— nuclear rivalry between Pakistan and India, border skirmishes 
between India and China, and Chinese military aid to Pakistan— China 
has come to rely more on geoeconomics in its dealings with both coun-
tries.  These mea sures range from the straightforward and transactional 
(unabashed bud get support and pipeline politics directed at Pakistan, for 
instance, or blocking multilateral aid to India amid tensions over territo-
rial disputes) to the longer- term and more strategic (solidifying Pakistan’s 
place in China’s New Silk Road, or making India the newly appointed 
Chinese premier’s fi rst offi cial stop outside of China, with forty- one Chi-
nese companies in tow). Among the most striking features of this case, 
however, are early signs that  under Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Delhi 
is also migrating  toward a similarly geoeconomic posture, appearing to be 
at least partly in answer to Beijing’s geoeconomic turn.

Divergent and unique as  these six cases are, common patterns and simi-
larities emerge between them. That China’s leadership opts for many of the 
same tactics across such wide- ranging circumstances and objectives raises 
the possibility that its foreign policy apparatus has forged some basic op-
erational consensus as to the when, how, and why of its geoeconomics. The 
evident refi nement and revision to  these tactics suggest that China’s brand 
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of geoeconomics comes with a capacity and eagerness for learning. At the 
same time, it is a learning curve with plenty of room left, as the several geo-
economic attempts that  were  either botched or have somehow backfi red 
make clear. This in turn raises larger questions of just how effective and 
signifi cant  these geoeconomic mea sures are. While the six cases themselves 
certainly offer some initial clues, we turn to  these questions more fully in 
Chapter 5.

Taiwan: Beijing’s Geoeconomic Endeavors 
on a Path Aimed at Reunifi cation

From Beijing’s perspective, all historical facts and laws prove that “Taiwan 
is an inalienable part of China.”3 Taiwan, meanwhile, insists on the rights it 
has retained as a self- governed entity since 1949, when Chiang Kai- shek’s 
forces escaped to the small island  after suffering defeat by Mao Zedong’s 
Communist army. Even beyond  these highly sensitive sovereignty issues, 
 there are other, broader geopo liti cal stakes. Beijing understands that in 
peacetime, Taiwan could constrain China’s ability to develop and proj ect 
naval power and maritime security; in times of high tension, Taiwan could 
serve as a base for foreign military operations.4 Chinese leaders hope that 
strict adherence to the one- China princi ple  will yield peaceful reunifi cation 
and the emergence of “one country, two systems” across the Taiwan Strait. 
Beijing  will not rule out the use of force, however, and some 1,600 missiles 
still pointed at Taiwan help punctuate the point.5 This threat of force has 
been a fi xture of cross- strait relations for de cades, though, and cannot 
alone explain Beijing’s pro gress in tilting regional and global perceptions 
of the Taiwan issue in its  favor in recent years.

Backstopped by this threat of force, Beijing has supported its desire for 
reunifi cation by pressuring Taipei with a full range of geoeconomic instru-
ments. China now increasingly relies on a strategy of economic encircle-
ment and penetration to push Taiwan in the direction of eventual reunifi -
cation. It has two parts: the fi rst is multilateral, refl ected in how China uses 
geoeconomics in its relationships around the world to advance a one- China 
policy on its terms; the second mirrors this, but on a bilateral level, seen in 
how Beijing makes use of geoeconomics in its direct dealings with Taiwan.

Internationally, China has long-conditioned aspects of its diplomacy on 
disavowal of Taiwan. For example, in 1992, France sold Mirage fi ghter jets 
to Taiwan, and the Chinese government responded by shutting down the 
French consulate in Guangzhou, thereby denying French companies the 
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chance to construct a subway  there.6 The one- China policy, which pro-
claims that Taiwan is an inalienable part of China and countries cannot 
have relations with both China and Taiwan si mul ta neously, also served as 
the fi rst step in “normalizing” South Africa’s economic relationship with 
China.7 China has worked to extend these same diplomatic conditions 
to the Western Hemi sphere and Africa as well.8

The strategy has worked.  Because support for China’s position on 
Taiwan is a prerequisite, in some cases an explicit one, for Chinese invest-
ment or economic ties of any consequence, Gambia in late 2013 became 
the most recent nation to accede to Beijing’s one- China policy, leaving 
Taiwan with just twenty- two allies, mostly small nations in Latin Amer i ca, 
Africa, and the Pacifi c such as Nicaragua and Tuvalu.9

And in what marks a major ideological shift for China, Beijing has also 
begun hinting at a willingness to use sanctions against countries it views as 
engaging in mea sures that reinforce Taiwan’s de facto in de pen dent status. 
In 2010, following the U.S. announcement of a $6.4 billion arms sale to 
Taiwan, Chinese vice foreign minister He Yafei threatened Ambassador Jon 
Huntsman that China would “impose sanctions against [U.S.] companies 
that . . .  engage in arms deliveries to Taiwan.”10

The open declaration that it would employ economic sanctions has since 
allowed the Chinese to clear what James Reilly, a China expert at the Uni-
versity of Sydney, calls a huge “ideological hurdle— they [have] opened the 
path for more explicit use of sanctions in the  future.”11 Pos si ble  future sce-
narios could include export, import, fi nancial, or investment sanctions, 
and—if past pre ce dents hold— the deliberate slowing or withholding of 
business.12 China could dramatically reduce its interaction with Taiwan’s 
economy, creating an asymmetric vulnerability that leaves Taiwan far more 
exposed than China.13

Taipei has long been aware of the geoeconomic pressure Beijing can 
exert upon the island—in fact, some of the most power ful reminders have 
come even without Beijing needing to exercise that pressure in explicit 
fashion. In 1995,  after President Lee Teng- hui delivered a speech asserting 
the de facto status of the Republic of China on Taiwan, Beijing responded 
with threats and conducted military exercises and missile tests off the 
coast of Taiwan.14 The episode, which has since been termed the Third 
Taiwan Strait Crisis, caused the Taiwanese stock exchange (TAIEX) to 
lose approximately 30   percent of its total value. The magnitude of the 
decline set off speculation that China had perhaps had a more direct 
hand; Beijing denied any concerted manipulation, while acknowledging 
that po liti cal relations at the time  were strained.15 Taiwan was again re-
minded of the economic costs of po liti cal rupture with Beijing when,  later 
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in Lee’s years as president, comments on a “special kind of state- to- state 
relationship” with China caused TAIEX to drop 13.25   percent in one 
week.16 It is impossible to know  whether the drop was anything more 
than purely market- driven. Regardless, Taiwan learned an impor tant lesson 
with Lee’s suggestion of Taiwanese in de pen dence: po liti cal ruptures have 
economic consequences.

But the story of China’s growing use of geoeconomics in its direct deal-
ings with Taiwan  really begins in 2000, when the president of Taiwan at the 
time, Chen Shui- bian, lifted a fi fty- year ban on direct trade and investment 
with mainland China. Taipei was not blind to the geopo liti cal risks that eco-
nomic opening could entail— government reports openly cited worries that 
Beijing would “use economic interaction to force po liti cal concessions.”17 
But Taiwan’s domestic challenges— rec ord unemployment, a worn- out 
economy, and the specter of municipal and presidential elections— left Presi-
dent Chen  little choice.18

And so it was that Taiwan embarked on a historic shift away from its 
well- established “no haste, be patient” stance to one of “aggressive opening, 
effective management,” scrapping a long- standing $50 million ceiling on 
individual investments in China and allowing offshore units of Taiwanese 
banks to remit money to and from China.19  Under President Ma Ying- jeou, 
who succeeded President Chen in 2008, the two sides followed  these initial 
steps with a series of specialized agreements that furthered economic ties. 
Formal restoration of the “three direct links”— direct postal ser vices, trade, 
and transportation across the strait—in 2008 eliminated the need for 
transit cities and dramatically reduced travel time in both trade and 
tourism.20 In June 2010, the Economic Cooperation Framework Agree-
ment (ECFA) was signed with the aim of establishing a “systematic mecha-
nism for enhancing cross- strait economic cooperation.” In a departure from 
the hard- bargaining negotiating posture China is known to take in many 
trade deals, the ECFA strongly favors agricultural interests in Taiwan’s 
“green South”— a traditional stronghold of anti- mainland sentiment.21 Be-
ginning with preferential duty cuts and protection for bilateral invest-
ments, the ECFA aspires to the full elimination of nearly all cross- strait 
trade restrictions, opening each side’s markets to the other in “unpre ce-
dented ways.”22 To date, Taiwan has made available more than 400 sectors 
to Chinese investment, including manufacturing, ser vices, public construc-
tion, and fi nance.23

 These economic policies  were aimed at more than economic outcomes. 
They arose as part of a largely unspoken mutual consensus on both sides 
of the strait to address more pressing economic issues fi rst rather than tack-
ling more diffi cult po liti cal questions.24 That is, Taiwan may have had  little 
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alternative given its dire economic situation, but improving economic ties 
stood as a geoeconomic proj ect for both sides. Defending his rec ord in a 
late 2013 interview with the Washington Post, Ma explained that  these 
economic gestures both marked a necessary point of departure in a broader 
strategy aimed at improving the  whole of cross- strait relations and in-
creased what Ma called Taiwan’s “international room for maneuver.”25 
Ma described how  these economic gestures have changed cross- strait rela-
tions from a “vicious cycle” into a “virtuous cycle,” citing a long list of 
economic benefi ts, as well as elevated international standing for Taiwan— all 
made pos si ble by this economic détente.

Still,  these newfound ties have also left Taiwan in a position of asym-
metric dependence on China. In part,  these vulnerabilities  were inevitable— 
merely the ordinary market physics one could expect from liberalization, 
and no one ever promised that market physics would be neutral in its geo-
economic consequences. But the magnitude and pace of  these consequences 
do help explain Beijing’s reasoning in leading with an economic détente. 
By 2003, only three years  after lifting the ban, China replaced the United 
States as Taiwan’s largest trading partner, and by 2020, Taiwan expects to 
send some 62  percent of its exports to the mainland, bolstering its substan-
tial trade surplus with China.26 Already, Taiwan is moving in that direction, 
with China consuming 40 percent of the island’s exports in 2015.27

This cross- strait economic liberalization has also proven to be a source 
of indirect leverage for Beijing over Taiwan. Describing this newfound “in-
ternational room for maneuver,” for example, Ma was fairly explicit that 
Taiwan’s ability to sign economic deals with other countries hinges on im-
provements in cross- strait relations. “ After we signed with mainland China 
the ECFA in June 2010, two months  later, in August, Singapore expressed 
willingness to begin talks about signing an economic cooperation agree-
ment,” Ma explained. “Since we have signed the ECFA agreement with 
mainland China, many countries have shown interest in holding talks with 
us.”28 Ironically, Ma’s statements came as an attempt to fend off criticisms 
over precisely the issue of Taiwan’s vulnerability to Chinese geoeconomic 
pressure. But in citing  these recent economic deals (Ma signed twenty- one 
trade agreements with China during his fi rst six years in offi ce), as well as 
other recent achievements in joining several international institutions, Ma 
made it clear that all paths to economic and po liti cal pro gress run through 
Beijing.29

And as Taiwan’s economic dependence on China has grown, Beijing has 
gradually toughened its stance on po liti cal and military negotiations. In 
October 2013, at a meeting with envoys from Taiwan, Chinese president 
Xi said a fi nal resolution on Taiwan’s status must be reached and that the 
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island’s po liti cal estrangement from the mainland “cannot be passed on 
from generation to generation.”

During the Chen Shui- bian years (2000–2008), Beijing voiced staunch 
opposition to what was perceived as Taipei’s gradual steps  toward in de-
pen dence. In real ity, Chen, sensing that pro gress  toward both po liti cal and 
economic in de pen dence was not an option, chose po liti cal in de pen dence. 
He pushed to rewrite the Taiwanese constitution with an emphasis on the 
island’s in de pen dence while allowing greater economic interdependence. 
He continued large weapons purchases from the United States, even as 
he christened offi ces and industries bearing the name “China,” steps aimed 
at solidifying Taiwan’s identity as the one in de pen dent China.30 In retro-
spect, it is doubtful that po liti cal and economic dependence could be 
separated for purposes of strategy, and in any case, Chen’s steps  toward 
po liti cal in de pen dence wreaked economic consequences. Beginning with 
President Chen’s inauguration, Taiwanese investments took a hit. Upon his 
election, TAIEX fell by 2.7  percent on concerns that Chen would infl ame 
relations between China and Taiwan, causing the Taiwanese government 
to intervene.31 And on his fi rst day in offi ce, the stock market fell by nearly 
3.5  percent.32

Investors had good reason to be ner vous, it turned out, as Beijing offi -
cials subsequently announced (twice) that China would no longer welcome 
investments by pro- Taiwanese- in de pen dence businessmen.33 Beijing also 
reportedly delayed the granting of visas to some Taiwanese trying to visit 
the mainland, and boycotted the Computex 2004 conference in Taipei.34 
Some PRC actions went further, targeting specifi c companies seen as having 
ties to Taiwan’s Demo cratic Progressive Party. A Taiwanese plastics com-
pany, Chi Mei, saw its stock price drop 5  percent overnight, while its plans 
to open a factory in China  were postponed in defi  nitely.35 Offi cials in Bei-
jing  were uncharacteristically forthright about it all, explaining that 
“Beijing has been actively encouraging Taiwan investment in the mainland 
despite lingering po liti cal tension. . . .  [T]he policy stems from a strong be-
lief that closer economic ties  will benefi t and help accelerate eventual re-
unifi cation of the mainland and Taiwan . . .  [B]ut a small number of Taiwan 
investors have abused the policy . . .  they have funded pro- in de pen dence 
politicians with profi ts earned on the mainland.”36 Zhang Mingqing, a 
former spokesman with the PRC’s Taiwan Affairs Offi ce, noted that Beijing 
“does not welcome  people who make money on the mainland and return to 
Taiwan to support in de pen dence.”37

When President Chen was reelected in 2004, Beijing embarked on what 
became known as the “fruit offensive” of 2004–2005, aiming to “woo 
farmers in rural southern Taiwan by offering economic carrots to  those 
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who might have an interest in gaining access to the Chinese market.”38 Bei-
jing allowed the importation of eigh teen types of Taiwanese fruits (up 
from fi ve) and promised to give duty- free status to fruit exports as well as 
ensure that customs clearance, inspection, and quarantine procedures  were 
expedited.39

When the Kuomintang’s candidate, Ma Ying- jeou, was elected president 
of Taiwan in 2008, TAIEX stock prices soared, a not- so- subtle sign that Bei-
jing’s approval still weighed heavily on investor approval for the country.40 
Just as Beijing has been quick with geoeconomic ways to punish earlier proin-
de pen dence administrations, it showed equal zeal in using geoeconomics to 
reward Taipei for its choice of leadership in President Ma. The Taishang (Tai-
wanese business leaders who view economic interdependence as a catalyst 
for common visions of shared national identity, and who perhaps not coinci-
dentally have hefty business deals and investments inside mainland China), 
always welcomed on the mainland, found even more  favor.41 From Beijing’s 
perspective, the more economic interdependence  there is between the two 
sides, the less likely Taiwan’s bid for in de pen dence becomes.

President Ma proved to be a reliable supporter of Beijing’s efforts to 
deepen economic interdependence. A cross- strait currency swap agreement 
signed in August 2012 has cleared a path for China to use monetary policy 
as a means for further infl uencing Taiwanese be hav ior at the global level.42 
Renminbi- denominated bonds, or “Formosa bonds,”  were issued by four 
Chinese state- owned banks in late 2013, a move that further boosts Tai-
wan’s bond market and sets a pre ce dent for other mainland Chinese is-
suers. With combined values of RMB 4 billion, the fi rst issuance of  these 
bonds helps give mainland China broader access to offshore renminbi 
funds as the market for Formosa bonds continues to develop.43

China’s currency efforts— these Formosa bonds as well as a currency 
swap agreement that  will reduce exchange rate risks between the two coun-
tries in both the trade and fi nancial sectors— may well be as purely eco-
nomic in motive as anything ever can be when it involves Taiwan.44 But 
from Taiwan’s perspective, even if the reasons are purely economic, when 
dealing with China it is the contingencies that  matter. “With Taiwan 
hoarding hundreds of billions of yuan, especially now average citizens are 
also including renminbi as part of their assets, any signifi cant fl uctuation 
in the yuan’s exchange rate may undermine Taiwan’s fi nancial stability,” 
explains Kenneth Lin, an economist at National Taiwan University. “With 
the renminbi’s exchange rate controlled by the government rather than 
deci ded by the  free market, Beijing could wield it as a weapon.”45

Keenly aware that reliable friends across the strait can be diffi cult to fi nd, 
China worked to infl uence Ma’s reelection. Recalling its fruit offensive 
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nearly a de cade earlier, China embarked on another agricultural buying 
spree— this time of Taiwanese milkfi sh—as the 2012 presidential elections 
approached. In a bid to help President Ma win reelection, a com pany based 
in Wuhan signed a letter of intent to buy 200 tons of milkfi sh and milkfi sh 
products within two years— targeting Tainan milkfi sh farmers, concen-
trated in a part of the island that traditionally favors Taiwanese in de pen-
dence and is more closely aligned with Ma’s rival party, the Demo cratic 
Progressive Party.46

Even better, when Beijing’s milkfi sh farming tactics did not translate into 
voter support, China’s ranking offi cial regarding Taiwan visited the prov-
ince to learn why.47 Perhaps, as one commentator wrote in Taiwan’s leading 
newspaper shortly  after Beijing’s listening tour, “the big fanfare China made 
about how much money it was spending to buy milkfi sh from Taiwan of-
fended Taiwanese  people’s sense of dignity.”48 At the same time, he cau-
tioned against dismissing China’s geoeconomic tactics, heavy- handed as 
they  were. Arguably most striking about the episode was not so much that 
China attempted to buy geoeconomic infl uence in such an open fashion or 
that the effort seemingly failed but rather that Chinese leaders  later came 
to Taiwan to understand why. For Du Yu, deputy chairman of the Taiwan 
Affairs Offi ce, and  others, Zheng Lizhong’s visit came as evidence that Bei-
jing is always learning, always seeking out ways to hone its geoeconomic 
techniques.

Learning and adaptation aside,  there may be limits to how far Beijing’s 
geoeconomic reward strategy can reach. Taiwanese citizens are becoming 
acutely aware of their deepening vulnerability to Chinese geoeconomic 
pressure, and public opposition to continued economic liberalization with 
China has caused Taiwan to partially hit the brakes.49 Nowhere  were  these 
anx i eties more in evidence, however, than in the mass demonstrations that 
erupted in Taipei and across the country in March 2014, with crowds of 
100,000 or more rallying against an acceleration of the Cross- Strait Ser-
vices Trade Agreement.50 Polls suggest that roughly 90  percent of Taiwanese 
 were against the agreement even though it favored Taiwan on paper, 
opening up eighty mainland ser vices sectors to Taiwanese investment, com-
pared with sixty- four Taiwanese sectors opened to mainland investors.51

Nor has Beijing restricted itself to just incentives. Beijing’s patriotic army 
of hackers has actively used cyber warfare to target the Taiwanese govern-
ment and infrastructure networks. For over a decade, Chinese hackers 
have launched countless cyberattacks intended to harass, disrupt, or par-
alyze Taiwan’s fi nancial, transportation, shipping, military, and other net-
works.52 The external websites of at least one government agency  were 
attacked by hackers 3.34 million times in 2012.53 The attacks have been 
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enough to convince Taipei that a targeted, coordinated cyberattack could 
alter the strategic calculus, possibly “[determining] the tactical landscape 
before a kinetic [Chinese] military operation” aimed at reunifi cation.54 Bei-
jing insists it is falsely blamed for hacking in Taiwan, all the while conceding 
the utility of cyber warfare in shaping economies and infrastructure.55

Beijing’s use of geoeconomic instruments to infl uence cross- strait dy-
namics in its  favor has clearly been most effective when least aggressive. 
High- profi le, high- pressure geoeconomic tactics used during the Lee and 
Chen presidencies backfi red more often than not.56 But the far- reaching use 
of trade, investment, monetary policy, cyber warfare, aid, and the threat of 
sanctions has helped prevent Taiwanese in de pen dence and supported re-
gime be hav ior favorable to Beijing. Given the economic interdependence 
linking the two sides, Beijing  will inevitably continue to use geoeconomic 
tools to infl uence Taipei, thereby guiding the island’s geopo liti cal trajectory 
 toward gradual reunifi cation.57

Fi nally, so much of the effectiveness of China’s economic interdepen-
dence strategy stems from the fact that it not only raises the costs of con-
fl ict for Taiwan but— because of the fi nancial center that Taiwan represents 
to the world— also raises the costs of confl ict for the rest of the world.58 
China is quite aware that for Washington, Tokyo, or  others who might look 
to deter China from military action to take Taiwan,  there are reasons to 
think the economic costs for outsiders could be far higher than for virtu-
ally any other territorial dispute in the world. In this way, Taiwan’s systemic 
importance to global markets is likely more of a geoeconomic vulnera-
bility than an asset for Taipei.

North  Korea: Preserving Chinese Infl uence 
over Pyongyang through Assistance Flows 

Absent Chinese assistance fl ows to North  Korea, which are almost entirely 
geopo liti cal in design and objective, the Korean Peninsula would look 
vastly dif fer ent  today. The China– North  Korea bilateral relationship, once 
deemed by Mao Zedong to be as close as “lips and teeth,” continues to be 
dominated by North  Korea’s heavy reliance on China.59 Since the end of 
the Cold War, China, through its bilateral assistance to Pyongyang, has 
dictated the terms of North  Korea’s domestic stability and its economic 
relations with the outside world. China has fashioned  these terms along a 
series of core Chinese national interests, defi ned by Samuel Kim, a se-
nior researcher at Columbia University, as the “fi ve no’s”: no instability, 
no collapse, no nuclear weapons, no refugees or defectors, and no confl ict 
escalation.60 Ensuring the continuation of the status quo on the Korean 
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Peninsula, promoting stability along its borders, and expanding Chinese 
infl uence in the region has been the modus operandi for China’s assistance 
to North  Korea.61 Chinese geoeconomic policy  toward North  Korea, in 
short, supports an overarching geopo liti cal strategy of buffering against 
any intensifi ed foreign presence in the region.

Despite ideological preaching of self- reliance (or juche), North  Korea has 
been anything but self- sustaining since the end of the Korean War. While 
assistance from Beijing to Pyongyang has steadily increased since the 1950s, 
reaching new highs during the severe famine of 1994–1998, it was not  until 
the late 1990s that China began to utilize its economic ties with North 
 Korea in support of China’s geopo liti cal relationships within and beyond 
northeast Asia.62 Beijing’s leverage is considerable. China accounts for be-
tween 65 and 85  percent of North  Korea’s total trade volume.63 It also 
serves as North  Korea’s chief food supplier; while exact numbers remain 
unknown, fertilizer aid totals are thought to average 200,000 tons per year, 
while annual food aid from Beijing exceeds 2 million tons.64

China has on three occasions also purchased gold from Pyongyang, cash- 
only transactions that point to the feeble state of the North Korean econ-
omy— and China’s desire to keep the hermit kingdom afl oat.65 The last  thing 
Beijing wants is a collapse of the Kim regime, a po liti cal transition thought 
to be rife with opportunity for U.S. intervention along China’s periphery.66

But by far the most signifi cant component of China’s geoeconomic le-
verage over Pyongyang is the export of approximately 500,000 tons of oil 
per year, which accounts for roughly 90   percent of North  Korea’s energy 
imports ( these export levels are all the more striking considering China’s 
own energy insecurity).67 Without this oil, the North Korean military would 
be seriously weakened and the already faltering industrial sector would 
come to a standstill. Beijing demonstrated its awareness of this depen-
dence, using it to send a message to the Kim regime by shutting off the 
Liaoning– North  Korea pipeline for three days  after Pyongyang conducted 
missile tests in 2003.68 In April 2014, reports surfaced that monthly ship-
ments of crude oil from China to North  Korea had been halted in the fi rst 
quarter of the year, suggesting Beijing’s dis plea sure at indications that 
Pyongyang sought to escalate tensions on the peninsula.69

China has also shown itself unwilling to be supplanted by other oil sup-
pliers. In October 2013, light oil heading to North  Korea from Iran was 
held at port in China  under a penalty of $2 million in storage expenses. 
Terms of a North  Korea– Iran oil export contract dictate that Pyongyang 
pays Tehran for light oil but must route its purchase through China’s state-
 run petroleum companies for refi ning.70

No one  really knows the full sums of Chinese aid and investment to 
North  Korea each year. In the words of one expert, “The aid that Beijing 
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gives Pyongyang is kept and treated in China as a national top secret.”71 
What is clear is that  there is a gap between what North  Korea expects to 
receive and where China actually directs its aid. Pyongyang may request 
support in niche sectors, but the majority of Chinese aid is funneled into 
sectors where China’s own needs lie (e.g., resource extraction, infrastruc-
ture development).72 The special economic zone (SEZ) currently  under de-
velopment in the North Korean city of Rason is one such example. Rason 
was already a warm- water port for both China and Rus sia, but China won 
fi fty years of control over the port  after promising an airport, new boat 
piers, a coal- fi red power plant, a railway line connecting Rason with Chi-
na’s Jilin province, and an additional $3 billion in investments. Chinese 
development of the SEZ creates trading opportunities for landlocked Jilin 
province, the potential for an Arctic shipping route to Eu rope, and a stra-
tegic port city for the Chinese navy.73

Similar se lection patterns are seen in China’s infrastructure development 
assistance to North  Korea— essentially, the bigger the strategic benefi t to 
China, the more likely it is that Beijing  will support development. For in-
stance, three high- speed rail tracks are currently planned to link Chinese 
and North Korean cities.74 Sources suggest that North  Korea offered China 
development rights in seven major mines in exchange for railroad develop-
ment.75 Thus, the Chinese have turned to building new bridges and wider 
roads at key border crossings— namely, Dandong and Rajin—to better 
transport coal and iron ore back into China.76 All infrastructure projects 
also serve the overarching geopo liti cal purpose of bringing North  Korea 
more tightly into China’s web of geopo liti cal infl uence.

China’s largest investments in North  Korea are prob ably in commodi-
ties and natu ral resources. While the terms of  these deals tend to refl ect a 
“strategic discount” for Beijing, from China’s perspective a reduction in 
price does not always translate into commercial success.77 In 2012, for ex-
ample, a $40 million investment by one of China’s largest mining compa-
nies, Xiyang, fl opped when the North Koreans again seized the iron ore 
mines and evicted the Chinese.78 Apart from a few high- profi le failures, 
China undoubtedly has access to  these resources with  little to no competi-
tion and at low prices.79 Price discounts of this sort aside, it seems safe to 
conclude that China’s commodities investments in North  Korea,  whether 
in iron ore or gold, also serve its broad geopo liti cal interests in promoting 
Pyongyang’s stability (and consequently its ability to act as a buffer 
against U.S. and South Korean encroachment).

Beijing seems to be evolving its sense of what this stability requires, how-
ever; increasingly, Chinese direct investment in North  Korea, in addition 
to supporting Chinese geopo liti cal objectives and keeping Pyongyang 
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afl oat, is also now targeted at encouraging economic reform.  After Pyong-
yang’s nuclear test in 2009, as the West sought to further eco nom ically 
isolate North  Korea, China has taken the opposite approach, seeing it as 
an opportunity to engage with and invest in North  Korea in hopes of 
nudging its po liti cal and economic trajectory  toward reform.80 More than 
150 Chinese enterprises have invested in North  Korea, primarily in min-
eral resources, manufacturing, construction, food, medicine, transporta-
tion, and light industry, since at least 2003.81 To further encourage private 
sector investment, in August 2012 China established a $490 million fund 
for investment in North  Korea  under the auspices of the central govern-
ment’s China Overseas Investment Com pany.82 The renminbi is also slated 
to become  legal tender in special economic zones at Rason, Hwanggeum-
pyong, and Wihway Island.83

Beyond  these nudges  toward po liti cal and economic reform, China has 
also used its investments in North  Korea to encourage forthrightly 
helpful geopo liti cal be hav ior from Pyongyang. Using infrastructure de-
velopment as an incentive, Beijing hoped to encourage Pyongyang 
 toward participation in the six- party talks aimed at dismantling North 
 Korea’s nuclear program, for instance, with the donation of a $24 mil-
lion glass factory in 2004.84 In fact, by virtue of its geoeconomic  handling 
of North  Korea, China holds virtually all of the external infl uence over 
the country.

China’s considerable trade and assistance statistics with North  Korea 
would actually be far higher  were they to account for black market trade 
or to include Chinese assistance in building and exporting weapons from 
North  Korea to other rogue states.85 In late 2009, a com pany named Union 
Top Management was created in Hong Kong just days before an Il-
yushin IL-76 aircraft transported arms from Pyongyang to Iran.86 North 
Korean tank parts and other military equipment bound for the Republic 
of Congo  were discovered  behind sacks of rice on a boat that had been 
loaded in China while it was refueling in Durban in early 2010.87 A ship-
ment of missile parts from North  Korea thought to be headed for Syria 
on a Chinese- fl agged ship was intercepted in 2012 outside Pusan, South 
 Korea. North  Korea’s illicit traffi cking networks allow Beijing a backdoor 
means of evading its stated nonproliferation  commitments.88

UN-  and U.S.- led sanctions regimes have done  little to curb Chinese eco-
nomic assistance to North  Korea. Since 2006, China has supported all UN 
Security Council resolutions against North  Korea, but only  after it fi rst di-
luted the proposed mea sures. Despite issuing a 236- page list of goods 
banned for export to North  Korea and shutting down ties to North  Korea’s 
Kwangson (Foreign Trade) Bank, Beijing circumvents its own sanctions. 
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Money can be readily transferred into North  Korea from the Bank of 
Dandong, a state- owned Chinese bank.89 Although Chinese exports to 
North  Korea may have shrunk to $1.59 billion in the fi rst half of 2013, 
even embargoed goods are fi nding their way back into the North via Dan-
dong’s thriving black market.90 Ultimately, China’s plans to expand trade, 
investment, and infrastructure around its North Korean border are at the 
core of a geopo liti cal strategy aimed at buffering against the U.S. pivot to 
Asia and bolstering China’s regional infl uence— strategic objectives that 
China’s UN obligations are unlikely to change.91

The Xi Jinping government may be realizing that North  Korea’s value 
as a geopo liti cal ally is eroding and that North  Korea  will not reform and 
open up to the world as hoped, despite Beijing’s seemingly endless eco-
nomic incentives intended to coerce Pyongyang to the contrary. North 
 Korea may well in some ways be growing as a liability to Beijing at this 
stage. But that is hardly the point. Simply  because the geopo liti cal risks 
North  Korea poses for Beijing have increased is not to suggest that China 
can or  will abandon Pyongyang. And while it may be a bad hand all 
around, China still holds all of the cards, largely thanks to its geoeconomic 
policies over the last fi fteen years. In evaluating a given country’s geoeco-
nomic options, just as with its geopo liti cal options, the operative calculus 
is not a cost- benefi t analy sis but rather an assessment of next- best alterna-
tives. In this case, in Beijing’s view, the next- best alternative— more geo-
economic pressure on Pyongyang— would risk North  Korea’s collapse.

Japan: Abating Territorial Sovereignty Concerns 
and Keeping U.S. Infl uence in Check

Relations between China and Japan, typically characterized as “warm eco-
nomic ties, cold po liti cal relations,” have become “po liti cally cold and eco-
nom ically cool.”92 Chinese and Japa nese ambassadors have accused each 
other of provocations and fl agrant disregard for their neighbors, even sum-
moning images of famed Harry Potter villain Voldemort.93 Charged rhe toric 
aside, Beijing has employed geoeconomic statecraft readily, and punitively, in 
getting its message to Tokyo (and its ally, the United States).

 Behind Beijing’s use of geoeconomic tools  toward Tokyo lie two funda-
mental geopo liti cal objectives. First is protecting Chinese claims to territo-
rial sovereignty. Once driven by the desire to develop oil and gas reserves 
around the islands, China’s claims to the disputed Diaoyu/Senkaku island 
chain now carry as well notions of national honor and regional strength.94 
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Second, China’s efforts to pressure Japan geoeco nom ically are often meant 
to weaken the strength of Tokyo’s alliance with Washington.

Over the course of the past de cade, China has repeatedly cut trade fl ows 
to Japan amid po liti cal disputes. In 2001, following testimonies in a Tokyo 
court about World War II– era germ warfare research conducted on Chi-
nese nationals and a visit by Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi to the Ya-
sukuni shrine memorializing Japan’s war dead (including convicted war 
criminals), Beijing announced plans to cut the annual quota for Japa nese 
automobile imports by 40 to 60  percent.95 Five years  later, when Tokyo ap-
proved new history textbooks that glossed over Japan’s war time atrocities 
in China, Beijing engineered huge anti- Japanese demonstrations and con-
sumer boycotts, dealing a further geoeconomic blow.96 The boycotts 
strengthened quickly over a short period of time, bolstered implicitly by 
the support of various Chinese ministries (what one Commerce Ministry 
spokesman called “rational patriotic activities”).97 Economic retaliation 
manifested in other mediums, too, as inspections of seaborne imports from 
Japan grew stricter, approvals of work visas for Japa nese  were signifi cantly 
delayed, Japa nese fi rms  were requested to withdraw from an international 
trade fair in Chengdu, and outbound Chinese tourists  were discouraged 
from putting Japan on their itineraries.98 As James Reilly of Australia’s 
Lowy Institute points out, even more noteworthy was the decision by Chi-
nese banking and fi nancial offi cials to withdraw from the annual World 
Bank– IMF meeting, held in October 2012 in Tokyo.99 As in 2001, declines 
in Japa nese car sales and investments in China led JPMorgan to down-
grade its projections for Japan’s economy for the fi nal quarter of 2012.100

Beijing has used regulation of commodity trade fl ows to infl uence ac-
tions surrounding the Diaoyu/Senkaku territorial disputes. In 2010, a Chi-
nese fi shing trawler collided with two Japa nese coast guard vessels near the 
contested island chain. The Chinese captain was arrested by Japa nese of-
fi cials; China retaliated by halting shipments of rare earth oxides, rare 
earth salts, and pure rare earth metals to Japan.101  These materials are 
crucial components in Japa nese industries and manufacturing. Without 
them, Japan cannot produce electrical components required by U.S. and 
Eu ro pean companies. China’s geoeconomic move, one with signifi cant im-
plications for the global supply chain, ultimately contributed to Tokyo’s 
decision to release the fi shing captain.102

A second instance of China’s leverage of rare earth exports was seen just 
a year  later in attempts by Beijing to incentivize foreign companies reliant 
upon rare earths to move their production centers and technology to China 
in exchange for a low- cost supply of rare earths. Both Hitachi Metals and 
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 Toyota ultimately relocated plants in China, decisions that fold into Bei-
jing’s strategic objective of growing its domestic rare earths industry.103

China’s intermittent use of rare earth bans  toward Japan is striking for its 
brazenness. Beijing’s initial resolve to curtail Japan’s access to eco nom ically 
impor tant materials seemed to mark a geoeconomic coming- out moment 
for China. Earlier instances of geoeconomic bullying  toward Taiwan or 
North  Korea seem feeble in comparison, as the rare earth bans highlight 
the fi rst time China so boldly coerced a U.S. treaty ally. It is particularly 
telling that Beijing chose to strike out at Japan through geoeconomics 
rather than military actions. Some analy sis of the rare earth bans miss this 
point: coercion, quite clearly, need not be explic itly stated to be effective. 
In fact, the arbitrariness of China’s regulatory system is part of what makes 
Beijing so effective in its use of geoeconomic instruments.104

In the case of  these rare earth bans, China achieved far more through 
smartly adapting tools of geoeconomic coercion than it could have ob-
tained through other means. Beijing successfully sent a signal of strong 
protest against Japan’s territorial claims (but not to the point of Tokyo in-
voking the  U.S.- Japan treaty alliance); secured the release of a Chinese 
fi shing captain (ended one of the  causes of the 2010 crisis); and consoli-
dated its market share (by forcing Japa nese rare earth fi rms to relocate to 
China), thereby enhancing its ability to translate supply chain power into 
geopo liti cal leverage.105 Perhaps most impor tant,  these geoeconomic moves 
signaled to the world that Beijing was no longer afraid to take on a U.S. 
treaty ally. In fact, some analysts have suggested that the rare earth export 
bans  were aimed not at Japan but rather at the United States. “The evidence 
has shown that Japan was prepared and resilient regarding the pos si ble 
risks of a rare earth shortage,” notes Yun Zhang, an associate professor of 
international relations at National Niigata University in Japan.106 “On the 
contrary, the U.S., and its defense sector, in par tic u lar, was much less pre-
pared as it had lost capability throughout practically the entire rare earth 
supply chain.”107

Two years  later,  after the Japa nese government purchased part of the dis-
puted Senkaku/Diaoyu island group (a step Japa nese leaders claim was in-
tended to prevent Tokyo’s conservative governor from buying the islands), 
riots forced the shutdowns of Japa nese manufacturers located in China, 
costing Japa nese carmakers alone upward of $250 million in losses.108 In 
the context of relentless anti- Japan media coverage, nearly two- thirds of 
Chinese citizens voluntarily boycotted Japa nese products, a trend that in-
creased Japa nese concerns about an economic recession.109  Here China is 
uniquely positioned, able to exercise certain kinds of geoeconomic leverage 
in ways that other countries are not. Following the escalations over the Sen-
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kaku/Diaoyu islands, Japa nese exports to China fell 14  percent in September 
2012 from the previous year. As a result, the bilateral trade defi cit reached 
around $7 billion, while Japan’s overall exports sank 10.3  percent year- on- 
year.110 Japa nese automobile manufacturers again took the brunt of the 
damage, with  Toyota posting the largest drop, 48.9  percent on year in Sep-
tember 2012.111 As tempers fl ared, Chinese authorities began other economic 
recriminations, including cutting commodity fl ows to Japan (decreasing the 
number of permits to mine rare earths by 41  percent).112

 These continued territorial disputes and Japa nese prime minister Shinzo 
Abe’s December 2013 visit to the Yasukuni shrine have only continued the 
geoeconomic fallout from Beijing. Incensed Chinese consumers produced 
a substantial decline in bilateral trade levels in the fi rst half of 2013, the 
fi rst such in four years. And in the last few years Chinese producers have 
shifted en masse to new components suppliers, replacing Japa nese parts 
with  those manufactured in South  Korea— clarifying the costs that Tokyo 
could expect for  future assertive geopo liti cal be hav ior.113

Chinese monetary policy  toward Japan has remained relatively un-
changed amid territorial disputes and other geopo liti cal disagreements. 
But  there are signs of at least rhetorical bluster. In 2012, again surrounding 
the Japa nese purchase of the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands, an op-ed in the 
China Daily by prominent trade expert Jin Baisong urged China to use its 
power as Japan’s biggest creditor, with $230 billion in bonds, to “impose 
sanctions on Japan in the most effective manner” and bring Tokyo’s fi scal 
crisis to a tipping point.114

Jin further threatened that China should do what no other country ever 
has— invoke the WTO’s security exemptions clause to impose economic 
sanctions upon Japan.115 While sanctions ultimately did not materialize, 
Japan- related stocks fell sharply in both Hong Kong and Shanghai, im-
pacting Japa nese automobile and appliance manufacturers in par tic u lar.116 
Chinese investors blamed “barriers” for an overall drop of 9.1  percent year- 
on- year.117 It is not just Japan that suffers from  these tactics. China also pays 
a price, borne primarily by Chinese consumers and manufacturers. That 
boycotting Japa nese goods and suppressing Japanese investment in China 
hurts Chinese workers, however, only underscores Beijing’s tolerance of pain 
when it comes to accepting domestic costs for its geoeconomic policies.118

China also actively uses cyber tools in hopes of weakening Tokyo’s 
resolve for staking Japanese territorial claims. Shortly  after cyberattacks 
on the Japa nese parliament in the summer of 2011, Chinese hackers at-
tacked Japa nese commercial fi rms, stealing information pertaining to 
Japa nese defense equipment (fi ghter jets, he li cop ters, submarines, and 
destroyers) as well as nuclear power plant design and safety from Japan’s 
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.119 Despite Japan fi nding Chinese- language 
script in both instances of hacking, Beijing denied having any hand in the 
attacks.

China’s geoeconomic pressure against Japan has not gone entirely un-
checked. Some experts believe that “economic coercion has proven 
counterproductive in China’s maritime disputes.”120 In response to eco-
nomic pressure and the consumer boycotts of 2013, Japan has refused to 
back down over the island claims, instead strengthening its cooperation 
with other Asian neighbors. The Japa nese have realized their vulnerability 
to Chinese geoeconomic infl uence and have slowly begun to look elsewhere 
in the region for support, including India and Vietnam.121

Japan has also initiated a geoeconomic blitz with the Pacifi c Islands, sev-
eral of which are connected to the so- called second island chain, a term 
often used by military strategists to describe the likeliest path that attempts 
at expanded Chinese maritime infl uence may take beyond the South China 
Sea. At the seventh Pacifi c Islanders Leaders Meeting (PALM), held in 
Fukushima in May 2015, Japan pledged $440 million in aid to Pacifi c 
Rim countries, bringing its total aid commitment to $1 billion from 2013 
to 2019. In addition to outspending China in the region, Japan is also far 
more proactive in humanitarian and disaster relief efforts— all of which ap-
pear to be paying off. At Japan’s urging, the thirteen Forum Island Coun-
tries (Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua New 
Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Cook Islands, and the 
Federated States of Micronesia), together with Australia and New Zealand, 
ended the recent PALM gathering with as forceful a message— clearly in-
tended for Beijing—as Tokyo could have hoped to send, resolving that 
“maritime order should be maintained in accordance with the universally 
recognized principles of international law,” and reiterating the signifi cance 
of “exercising self- restraint and peacefully resolving international disputes 
without resorting to the threat or use of force.”122

Seen in its dealings both with Japan and (as the coming section discusses) 
across Southeast Asia, China’s larger goal is a test of the U.S. alliance system 
in Asia. Thus far, the United States and Japan appear to be responding with 
political- military mea sures, which is helpful but hardly suffi cient. This is a 
geoeconomic contest— China’s entire strategy is predicated on the belief 
that exercising a military option in the next de cade would simply prove too 
costly for the United States and Japan, and for that  matter China itself. 
Thus Beijing builds and exercises its power projection not primarily 
through the deployment of military assets (except in the South and East 
China Seas) but rather through coercive and incentivizing geoeconomic 
policies toward its neighbors.
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Southeast Asia: Expanding China’s 
Sphere of Infl uence

In December 2009,  under heavy pressure from China and despite UN objec-
tions, Cambodia agreed to deport twenty ethnic Uighurs seeking asylum 
back to China to face prosecution in connection with the violent antigovern-
ment protests that had occurred in Xinjiang months earlier.123 Shortly after, 
China’s vice president, Xi Jinping, arrived in Phnom Penh bearing gifts: $1.2 
billion in grants and loans.124 The U.S. State Department responded to Cam-
bodia’s decision to deport the Uighurs by scuttling a shipment of 200 mili-
tary trucks to Cambodia.125 Three weeks  later, Beijing sent 257 trucks.126

In China’s neighborhood, a fast- changing and heavily contested test case 
for Beijing’s use of geoeconomics is Southeast Asia. The many projects 
demonstrating China’s geoeconomic infl uence in Southeast Asia are all 
cross- subsidized by China’s considerable non- geoeconomic strengths— 
namely, that it is a proximate power, and a big one at that.127 China directs 
its geoeconomics in the region primarily at three deeply interrelated objec-
tives: imposing costs on countries that cross China on territorial disputes, 
disrupting the U.S. system of alliances in Asia, and keeping old friends 
(including Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar) close.

Beijing has staked its claims in no fewer than eight territorial disputes in 
the South China Sea. Broadly speaking, China’s “nine- dash line” (the short-
hand reference to China’s self- drawn maritime map) claims the bulk of 
 these waters, overlapping with claims of Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
and Vietnam, and stretching over roughly 90  percent of the South China 
Sea.128 The Chinese have staked claims to island reefs  there, including the 
Paracel and Spratly Islands as well as the Scarborough and James Shoals. 
Chinese claims to  these territories, however small, suggest an interest both 
in developing untapped energy reserves and in building strategic military 
outposts.129 China also disputes a series of maritime bound aries along the 
Viet nam ese coast, off Borneo, in the waters north of Indonesia’s Natuna 
Islands, and near the Philippine islands of Palawan and Luzon.

Beyond simply recovering territory China perceives as its own, prevailing 
in  these claims would enable China to maintain close control of trade routes 
and, more impor tant, expand its military umbrella to much of Southeast 
Asia— eventually resulting in a “string of pearls” that could  counter the re-
balancing of the U.S. military to Asia and the rise of Indian power projection 
in the region.130

For Beijing, however, realizing this vision requires weakening the cur-
rent U.S. alliance system. China’s territorial strategy is designed to push 
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the U.S. Navy beyond the “fi rst island chain,” usually understood to include 
the Greater Sunda Islands, Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan. Should it suc-
ceed, China would be able to seal off the East China Sea, the South China 
Sea, and the Yellow Sea, rendering it nearly impossible for the U.S. Navy to 
reach  Korea in the event of war.131 Some in China talk about  going further, 
eventually pushing the U.S. Navy beyond the “second island chain,” which 
runs along the eastern coast of Japan to Guam and then down to the Ma-
luku Islands.132 This would mean Japan and the Philippines could be cut 
off from American naval support.133

Beginning roughly in 2010, Beijing has grown increasingly aggressive in 
 these claims, exerting administrative prerogative and tightening fi shing reg-
ulations in the contested areas, moving a large oil rig inside waters within 
Vietnam’s exclusive economic zone, instigating near- collisions between 
Chinese and U.S. naval vessels and aircraft, and declaring an East China 
Sea air defense identifi cation zone (generating speculation that China  will 
soon declare a similar zone for the South China Sea).134 China has paired 
 these more conventional military escalations with a full spectrum of geo-
economic pressure— positive to coercive to forthrightly punitive. As de-
scribed earlier, Japan found itself on the receiving end of Chinese geoeco-
nomic fallout, beginning with the 2010 rare earth ban and still continuing 
intermittently in vari ous forms.

In 2012, the Philippines came in for similar geoeconomic treatment amid 
territorial disputes with Beijing.  After a Philippine naval ship attempted to 
arrest Chinese fi shermen working off the disputed Scarborough Shoal in 
2012, China refused to allow 150 containers of bananas to enter its mar-
kets, claiming that the bananas  were “crawling with insects.” This was a 
symbolic move with the suggestion of more to come; it hit the core of the 
Philippine agricultural sector and cost farmers some $760,000. Subse-
quently, the Chinese also slowed inspections of papayas, mangoes, coco-
nuts, and pineapples from the Philippines.  These targeted geoeconomic 
steps dealt a substantial blow to Philippine exports, as more than 30  percent 
of local fruits go to China.135 Around the same time, the Chinese govern-
ment announced that it would begin an annual ten- week fi shing ban on 
waters around the Scarborough Shoal, allegedly to replenish the fi shing 
stock.136 Additionally, China sent out a directive to travel agencies that 
tours to the Philippines  were highly discouraged.137

To help Manila absorb some of the economic shock, the United States 
accepted more fruits from the Philippines. But while this marked pro gress 
in Washington’s geoeconomic acumen, it was far from enough to help Ma-
nila withstand the pressure. Within several weeks the Aquino government 
relented. As soon as the Philippines pulled its ships from around the Scar-
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borough Shoal, Beijing dropped the banana ban and abandoned the eco-
nomic coercion. At least in this case, Beijing’s heavy- handed use of geoeco-
nomics was unambiguously effective in getting Manila to stand down over 
its claims to the shoal.

More often than not, however, China’s geoeconomic coercion in South-
east Asia happens in a far more subtle fashion. Foreign fi rms routinely feel 
the pressure of  doing business in an environment marked by Chinese in-
timidation: any ratcheting up of tension that impedes the fl ow of supplies 
and products between China and Southeast Asian nations— especially 
Vietnam or the Philippines— will  ripple across the global economy.138

China’s leverage in the region is helped by strong bilateral trade levels. 
Trade between China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) reached $350 billion in 2013; in that year bilateral trade reached 
$36.4 billion with the Philippines, $40 billion with Vietnam, and $60 bil-
lion with Indonesia.139 China’s emergence as the most impor tant trade and 
investment partner for virtually all of Southeast Asia lends a preemptive, 
foreshadowing quality to any geoeco nom ically coercive threats Beijing may 
issue. Vietnam, for instance, has softened its approach to territorial claims 
with China as a result of watching what happened to the Philippines.140 
China’s economic hold over Vietnam is such that Hanoi remains more vul-
nerable than Manila to Chinese coercion: Vietnam is highly dependent 
upon the PRC for rubber, and major Chinese imports are used in the goods 
Vietnam ultimately exports.141 Unlike the Philippines, Vietnam does not 
enjoy a mutual defense treaty with the United States. Perhaps not coinci-
dentally, China’s claims in the South China Sea are particularly aggressive 
 toward Vietnam, threatening 70  percent of Vietnam’s exclusive economic 
zone— not particularly auspicious for a country so reliant on fi shing as a 
food source.142 Nor are the trend lines comforting. The Viet nam ese gov-
ernment has set a “very bold” target for the maritime economy to account 
for 60  percent of the country’s GDP by 2025.

Viet nam ese leaders have developed contingency plans of sorts to diver-
sify away from the Chinese in the case of economic sanctions, but current 
de pen dency levels make the prospects for diversifi cation limited.143 And, 
perhaps telling of the preemptive power of China’s geoeconomic coercion, 
Hanoi has not asserted its claims in a way that has tested  those contingency 
plans.

In a region where “nothing is as charming as money,” China’s geoeco-
nomic efforts in Southeast Asia, in addition to policing territorial dis-
putes, have been equally pinned on the broader goal of disrupting and 
supplanting U.S. infl uence.144 Xi Jinping and the rest of China’s current lead-
ership seem to have a renewed appreciation for the power of institutions, 
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particularly given how many of China’s geopo liti cal objectives in the re-
gion are dependent upon preserving legitimacy. For Beijing, this realization 
pro cess began with the 2010 ASEAN summit, hosted by Vietnam, where, 
country by country, ASEAN succeeded in advancing a largely united front 
against China’s more exotic maritime claims, resulting in a joint statement 
that was sharply, if implicitly, critical of China.

China’s learning curve proved quick. During its tenure as ASEAN chair 
the following year, Indonesia mainly reiterated the statements of the pre-
vious year, neither conceding nor gaining pro gress on the issue. By the time 
Cambodia took its turn as ASEAN chair in 2012, Beijing had amply learned 
its lesson. China pledged $2.7 billion worth of loans and grants to Cam-
bodia that year (a sharp uptick over the $1.9 billion it had invested in 
Cambodia in 2011); it was more than double the investment by all ASEAN 
countries combined and ten times that provided by the United States.145 
Beijing’s benevolence paid off. Cambodia used its power as chair of the 
ASEAN summit to block a joint statement criticizing China’s approach to 
territorial disputes in the South China Sea— marking the fi rst time in forty- 
fi ve years that the ASEAN countries failed to reach consensus on a joint 
communiqué.146 The fact that the summit was hosted at the Peace Palace, 
completed in October 2010 with Chinese funding, lent a fi tting irony to 
the  whole affair. In 2013, China blocked Philippine president Benigno 
Aquino III from attending a China- ASEAN trade expo, insisting that he 
withdraw the Philippines’ UN arbitration case on the disputed South China 
Sea islands as a condition of attending. Rather than caving in to Beijing’s 
demands, President Aquino deci ded not to go to China, sacrifi cing poten-
tial trade opportunities both with China and throughout the region.147

As ASEAN chairs in 2013 and 2014, respectively, Brunei and Myanmar 
both succeeded in maintaining a more middling course, keeping the mari-
time disputes on the agenda but without prioritizing them or explic itly ref-
erencing China. In comparing the Brunei and Cambodia summits, many 
attribute Brunei’s lesser vulnerability to Chinese pressure to the fact that, 
thanks largely to its oil wealth, it is less eco nom ically dependent on 
China.148 For its part, Myanmar fell  under what some ASEAN offi cials de-
scribed as enormous pressure from China, but thanks to the priority that 
Burmese offi cials have assigned to the country’s efforts to reduce economic 
dependence on China, and the fraught relations between Naypyidaw and 
Beijing since Myanmar’s 2011 opening, China did not overreach and 
Myanmar “acquitted itself quite well as ASEAN chair,” according to press 
commentary.149

China has also sought to create altogether new institutions.  Under the 
leadership of Xi Jinping, China is launching a new Asian Infrastructure In-
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vestment Bank (AIIB). Notably absent from AIIB discussions, however, 
have been the PRC’s regional rivals Japan, India, and the United States.150 
Notwithstanding U.S. opposition, China ultimately lured some 57 coun-
tries to join its new bank, including fourteen advanced economies of the 
G20 and  every major treaty ally of the United States save one (Japan). Left 
alone in its opposition, the United States was forced to soften its posi-
tion.151 Management and operational details have also been conspicuously 
lacking, but China would likely be the institution’s largest shareholder, with 
a stake of up to 50  percent of the registered capital of around $50 bil-
lion.152 The bank  will offer quick fi nancing for transportation, telecom-
munications, and energy projects in underdeveloped countries across the 
region, rivaling the reach and responsibilities of the World Bank. U.S. of-
fi cials have been uncharacteristically blunt in their assessment, warning 
that the bank is a deliberate attempt to undercut the international fi nan-
cial institutions established  after World War II (and dominated since by the 
United States, Eu rope, and Japan). Beyond attempting to weaken the 
U.S. alliance fabric of the region, the AIIB could allow China to pull its 
neighbors closer into its orbit, into relationships that promise increased 
geoeconomic benefi ts including decreased tension over territorial claims.153

China has focused intensely on deepening trade and investment with 
Southeast Asia. While driving a hard bargain in trade talks with large, 
wealthy nations, Beijing has been munifi cent  toward smaller if strategically 
impor tant partners.154 China included a generous Early Harvest Program 
in the 2002 China- ASEAN  Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), opening Chi-
na’s markets to ASEAN agricultural imports. Rather than extracting the 
best pos si ble deal for China, Beijing instead structured CAFTA to reas-
sure China’s Southeast Asian neighbors and give them a stake in China’s 
economic success, striving, as one analyst put it, to present itself as a “be-
nevolent regional hegemonic power.”155 CAFTA also bolstered Beijing’s 
pursuit of WTO recognition as a market economy— a status ASEAN ac-
corded China in September 2004.156

This strategy offers Beijing what China expert James Reilly calls “a classic 
‘win- win’ opportunity: drawing nearby countries into China’s economic 
orbit while bolstering its diplomatic leverage and creating commercial op-
portunities for Chinese fi rms.”157 China’s steady push for regional infra-
structure lies at the heart of this effort. Beijing has fi nanced an increasingly 
dense network of cross- border railways, roads,  water projects, and oil and 
gas pipelines across mainland Asia in recent years.  These projects enhance 
China’s access to strategic natu ral resources and, by addressing severe infra-
structure shortfalls in the region, curry po liti cal  favor for Beijing— all while 
bringing  these countries more tightly within Beijing’s infl uence. Crucially, 
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 these infrastructure projects also help to lessen China’s heavy dependence 
on maritime trade routes that are secured by the  U.S. Navy. Currently, 
90  percent of China’s trade travels by sea, and to reach ports on China’s 
eastern coast, seaborne trade from the west must pass through maritime 
choke points such as the Strait of Malacca (through which 82  percent of 
China’s crude oil imports passed in 2013).158

As New York Times China bureau correspondent Jane Perlez wrote in 
August 2014, “A favorite export from China to its neighbors  these days are 
high- speed rail lines designed to make trade routes in the vast stretches of 
Asia more accessible and fortify Chinese dreams of turning its southern 
reaches into the capital of mainland Southeast Asia.”159 Referring to one 
rail proj ect proposed by China that would pass through the mountains of 
northeast Myanmar to the coastal plains on the Indian Ocean, giving China 
a shortcut to the  Middle East and Eu rope, Perlez explains how “for China, 
the strategic importance of the proposed line can barely be overstated: The 
route would provide an alternate to the longer and increasingly contentious 
trip through the South China Sea.”160 China has pitched similar plans for 
a high- speed railway in Laos, to be built by the Chinese. Minerals  will be 
used as collateral, allowing Laos to borrow $7.5 billion from Beijing to pay 
for the railway.161 But the railway would connect Laos and Thailand with 
China, allowing for Chinese goods to move south and impor tant resources 
to come into China.162 In all, China wants to build thousands of miles of 
track that  will loop through Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, and Malaysia, 
heading south to Singapore as part of a  grand trans- Asian rail accord 
signed by nearly twenty Asian countries in 2006. When the  people of the 
mainland countries soon fi nd that through the con ve nience of high- speed 
rail the Chinese province of Yunnan is their closest neighbor merely a few 
hours away, Yunnan and its capital city, Kunming, may well eventually 
become the effective capital of mainland Southeast Asia.163

Beyond high- speed rail are  water, agriculture, commodities, and energy. 
China’s state- owned China International  Water and Electric Corporation 
(CIWEC) has fi fteen infrastructure projects across the Philippines to date, 
one of which is the  water improvement proj ect at Angat Dam, Manila’s 
primary source of  water supplies. In 2007, China’s biggest state power 
com pany won a $3.95 billion bid for a twenty- fi ve- year contract to manage 
the Philippines’ entire electricity grid.164 As of 2014, the State Grid Corpo-
ration of China owned as much as 40  percent of the Philippines’ National 
Grid Corporation (NGCP), and four se nior offi cials of the State Grid of 
China sat on the board of NGCP. A se nior Philippine government offi cial 
told the South China Morning Post that the government was “quite con-
cerned” that a Chinese state- owned com pany controlled the technical as-
pects of the national grid.165
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Two states among the most central to China’s success are Malaysia and 
Indonesia. Neither is among Beijing’s out spoken skeptics in the region, nor 
its reliable supporters. And both are sizeable in their own right. Two new 
Malaysia- China industrial parks  were launched in 2013, Kuantan Indus-
trial Park and Qinzhou Industrial Park, to further boost bilateral trade 
and investment. Similar to the Singapore- Suzhou Industrial Park,  these 
areas  will offer attractive land prices, tax incentives, and fi nancial support 
for Malaysian and Chinese investors.  These deals also help solidify Kuala 
Lumpur’s place in China’s “maritime silk road” (the term, fi rst coined by Xi 
Jinping in October 2013, appears to be  little more than a euphemism for 
what more- skeptical observers call China’s “string of pearls” strategy), al-
lowing Beijing to stake a claim to the Malacca Strait, challenging the 
United States’ geopo liti cal advantage in  those waters.166 Indeed, China is 
expected to insert $62 billion into state- owned “policy banks” to support 
this strategy to build infrastructure and increase infl uence in Southeast 
Asia.167

In Indonesia, China’s geoeconomic infl uence is partly aimed at checking 
Jakarta’s desire to play a leading role in Southeast Asia.168 Often, it comes 
down to timing and vigilant opportunism. China timed investment deals 
to coincide with the October 2013 Asia- Pacifi c Economic Cooperation 
summit in Bali, and the two sides signed $28 billion worth of investment 
agreements, including province- specifi c initiatives, with bilateral trade 
exceeding $50 billion annually.169 In the words of one Chinese saying, 
“sending coal in the midst of a snowstorm” maximizes po liti cal benefi ts.170 
For Beijing’s geoeconomic aspirations in Southeast Asia, the 2008–2009 
global fi nancial crisis, just like the Asian fi nancial crisis a de cade before, 
marked a proverbial blizzard—an opportunity for Beijing to purchase po-
liti cal capital at a discount.171 Often the investment deals themselves are 
designed in such a way as to register maximum geopo liti cal returns for 
Beijing. Southeast Asian diplomats describe how “Chinese aid is often 
carefully targeted, so that money to Malaysia, for example, is directed spe-
cifi cally to the state of Pahang, the po liti cal base of the prime minister.”172 
“In Myanmar and Thailand, [the Chinese] make sure the generals get their 
share of the contracts,” one diplomat from the region explained.173

As China’s economic strength grows, so too does its urge to take care 
of old friends. Atop this list are Cambodia and Laos, countries linked to 
China through historical legacies of Chinese support. In the case of Laos, 
Beijing has a par tic u lar interest in propping up one of the few remaining 
Marxist- Leninist single- party socialist states. Included in China’s 2009 
crisis support package to fund ASEAN regional infrastructure was a $15 
billion line of credit for poorer ASEAN nations, and $40 million in “spe-
cial aid” for Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar. In the aftermath of the 1997 
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coup in Phnom Penh, China extended a $10 million loan to Cambodia to 
replace aid suspended by traditional donors; two years  later, Chinese pre-
mier Zhu Rongji visited Phnom Penh and announced the cancellation of 
all Cambodian debts. China is the largest outside investor in Cambodia, 
and the Chinese are pouring ten times more money into Cambodia than 
the United States, simply to keep the country functioning.174 According to 
the Cambodia Investment Board, Chinese investment pledged in Cambodia 
has totaled $9.1 billion since 1994, including almost $1.2 billion in 2011—
nearly 10 percent of Cambodia’s GDP that year.175

Myanmar used to be on Beijing’s list of reliable clients. But things are 
now more complicated. For China’s part, it wants to avoid a burgeoning 
democracy on its back porch, particularly one that looks to assistance from 
the United States to supplant Chinese infl uence. Myanmar fi gures as a key 
part of China’s plans for a New Silk Road, which, as noted above, aims to 
link China’s western Yunnan province to Myanmar and on to Bangladesh, 
India, and westward. Beijing also sees Myanmar as vital to diversifying its 
energy routes, allowing for shorter transit to  Middle Eastern oil. Even 
more impor tant, geopo liti cal connections with Myanmar enable the Chi-
nese navy to access the Pacifi c and Indian Oceans more quickly, shortening 
the distance for military ships—as well as energy tankers—by forgoing the 
need to pass through the Strait of Malacca to the Bay of Bengal.

In 2011, shortly  after Myanmar’s historic opening, the country was hit 
with a devastating earthquake. China responded with more than $500,000 
in humanitarian aid— a rather feeble offer compared to India’s $1 million, 
but greater than the $100,000 or $200,000 offered by Thailand and South 
 Korea, respectively.176 The two sides have since signed more than fi fty eco-
nomic and technical aid agreements through mid-2014.177 The Economic 
and Technical Cooperation Agreement of 2012 allowed China the chance 
to provide “350 sets of integrated housing with 30 million RMB and $1 
million in cash [for] the resettlement of [earthquake] victims.”178 The do-
mestic energy sector in Myanmar has seen an infl ux of Chinese investments 
and development efforts since opening up to external investment.

In par tic u lar, China has succeeded in laying two oil and gas pipelines 
traversing Myanmar. Owned and operated by China National Petroleum 
Corporation (CNPC), more than 2,500 kilometers of pipeline became op-
erational in 2013, and at full capacity, the pipeline is expected to send as 
much as 12 billion cubic meters of natu ral gas across Myanmar and into 
southwestern China annually (the pipeline continues on from Yunnan into 
China’s northwest and eastern provinces).179 An additional $2 billion oil 
pipeline became operational in 2014, allowing China to import oil from 
the  Middle East and Africa. The pipeline is expected to move up to 200,000 
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barrels of oil per day, 40,000 of which  will go to Myanmar along with an 
additional $7 million in transit payments per year from Beijing. Such are 
the benefi ts of serving as a transit country.180

At the same time, the oil and gas pipelines built through Myanmar stand 
as a lesson in how things do not always go as intended. China’s Wanbao 
Mining—an offshoot of weapons manufacturer China North Industries 
Corporation— agreed in 2013 to invest just  under $1 billion in the Lat-
padaung copper mine proj ect.181 The deal sparked violent local protests, 
prompting renegotiations on the contract. The new contract allocates 
51  percent of profi ts to the Myanmar government, 19  percent to the Union 
of Myanmar Economic Holdings Ltd. (owned by Myanmar’s military), 
and 30  percent to Wanbao.182 And in August 2014, Burmese offi cials allowed 
a memorandum of understanding regarding China’s proposed high- speed 
rail line through the country to lapse.

The scuttled rail line comes as the second major Chinese proj ect to be 
suspended in Myanmar since a civilian government took over in 2011. 
Construction of another Chinese- fi nanced hydroelectric dam at the source 
of Myanmar’s Irrawaddy River was suspended  after protests by locals and 
ongoing vio lence between the military and the Kachin In de pen dence 
Army.183 Local concerns center on the fact that if the dam is completed, 
China  will likely generate 90  percent of the electricity needed in Myanmar.184 
“China has not been the fl avor of the month for some time,” said Thant 
Myint- U, a Burmese historian.185 According to Viet nam ese offi cials, “It can 
be seen, although not very clear, that Myanmar has been trying to reduce 
the infl uence of China in its country, eco nom ically and po liti cally.”186

But as wary of further dependence on Beijing as Myanmar’s new leaders 
are, they are also mindful that they may be too late in arriving at such con-
cern, given how much of Myanmar’s viability already depends on China’s 
trade, aid, and investment in the country. Certainly Myanmar is not in de-
pen dent enough for Naypyidaw to behave in ways that risk angering Bei-
jing over sensitive issues such as the South China Sea.187 China’s trade 
with the once- closed country has risen sharply, with Myanmar’s exports to 
China surpassing $8 billion in 2013, up from $1.2 billion in 2004 (a sub-
stantial sum considering that Myanmar’s overall GDP in 2013 was just 
$60 billion). China’s success in capitalizing on Myanmar’s opening is partly 
thanks to a twenty- fi ve- year head start over other countries.188 Even 
amid U.S.- led sanctions on Myanmar in the 1990s following the military’s 
nullifi cation of election results, China  rebuffed pressure from the West, 
maintained economic relations with Myanmar, and criticized Washington 
and  others for intruding upon the internal affairs of a sovereign nation.189 In 
a sign of just how confi dent Chinese leaders are that Myanmar  will  eventually 
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sign up for its high- speed rail proj ect, Beijing is moving ahead with plans 
to gouge an eighteen- mile rail tunnel out of the rugged Gaoligong Moun-
tains that straddle China’s border with Myanmar and serve as the entry 
point to Yunnan province.190

Fi nally, at perhaps the subtlest end of China’s geoeconomic spectrum lies 
the expanding role of the renminbi as a regional reserve currency across 
Southest Asia. As the RMB’s footprint in the region grows, Beijing  will in-
herit many of the same perks that have heretofore translated the dollar’s 
reserve status into strategic infl uence for the United States. Vietnam, for 
instance, has expressed a willingness to work with China in expanding the 
current scale of currency swap and settlement agreements in order to “help 
advance liberalization and facilitation of trade and investment”—in other 
words, to further the renminbi’s continued globalization.191 Direct trading 
between the Singapore dollar and renminbi was introduced in 2013, rein-
forcing Singapore’s role as an offshore trading center and further interna-
tionalizing the Chinese yuan. Beijing also granted Singapore- based inves-
tors an $8.2 billion investment quota to allow  those holding renminbi to 
invest in Chinese stocks, bonds, and money market instruments.192

In many instances, Chinese geoeconomic coercion has proven costly but 
effective— the Philippines is one clear example. In other cases, China has 
merely signaled to its neighbors the costs of risking geopo liti cal daylight 
between it and them, making  those governments less inclined to act in ways 
that would run  counter to China’s strategic objectives; Cambodia, Vietnam, 
Myanmar, and Malaysia are prime cases of this. However, in some in-
stances, even where it has achieved short- term objectives, China’s eco-
nomic pressure has reinforced the longer- term resolve of governments, such 
as those in Manila and Hanoi, to act in ways far less conducive to Beijing’s 
under lying strategic objectives. At bottom, though, China does not per-
ceive self- defeating costs to this geoeconomic coercion, and  until this 
changes, China is likely to persist.

Pakistan and India: China- Pakistan- India 
Triangular Relations and the Growing 

Role of Geoeconomics

When it comes to China’s current relationship with Pakistan and India, the 
old story is still the dominant one— China- Pakistan relations can only be 
understood within the context of each’s relationship with India.193 In 1950, 
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Pakistan became one of the fi rst countries to end offi cial diplomatic relations 
with Taiwan, initiating the start of an enduring “all- weather friendship” 
between China and Pakistan. By contrast, the “pendulum” of China’s rela-
tions with India has “swung from friendship in the 1950s to confronta-
tion that escalated in the border war of 1962 to vari ous forms of confl ict 
and cooperation in the 1990s” that continue  today.194

While the familiar refrain of triangular relations between India, Paki-
stan, and China has endured across the last half  century, it has evolved in 
substantial ways. In part it has grown deeper, with more complex interac-
tions and interests. China and Pakistan have long valued each other as a 
strategic hedge against India.195 On rare occasions, each has looked to New 
Delhi as a means of gaining tactical leverage vis- à- vis the other. But as India 
has graduated into the ranks of an aspiring global power, New Delhi has 
evolved from an occasional hedge or foil in this triangle into a full and di-
rect participant in its own right.196

As this triangle has grown deeper and more complex, it has also come to 
rely more on geoeconomic strategies. Pinpointing exactly why geoeconomics 
has become a preferred medium of infl uence among  these three countries 
is diffi cult, but three factors stand out. For starters, Chinese leaders well 
appreciate that if China is to expand its infl uence vis- à- vis India or Paki-
stan without escalating military tensions or regional rivalries between 
them (inevitably drawing in the United States), much of what they have at 
their disposal to accomplish this task is geoeconomic in nature.197 Histori-
cally, Beijing has relied on military infl uence in its relations with Pakistan 
and, dating back to the U.S. embargo on weapons to Pakistan in 1965, 
China has played a major role in building up Pakistan’s defense capabili-
ties by supplying arms factories and weapons systems.198 But Beijing has 
come to understand that, unlike supplying fi fty JF-17 fi ghter jets to Pakistan, 
initiating a currency swap agreement between the  People’s Bank of China 
and the State Bank of Pakistan is less likely to provoke a security response 
from the United States or India.199

Another reason  behind China’s relatively greater focus on geoeconomic 
ties with both countries is that  after more than a de cade of strong growth 
averages and global ambitions, India has become too eco nom ically and po-
liti cally valuable to China to risk intensifying tensions. Indeed, many ex-
perts expect that India  will outpace China in real growth sometime in 
2016.200 Given the massive (and growing) economic footprints of both 
countries, cooperation between China and India also offers both sides a 
potentially potent means of challenging U.S. prerogatives. The point is not 
lost on  either New Delhi or Beijing, surfacing, for example, in each side’s 
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commitment to the BRICS pro cess, a largely geoeconomic proj ect for all 
involved.201

A third reason China is turning to geoeconomics in its relationship with 
Pakistan may have to do with limitations to its more traditional military 
means. Put plainly, the United States has cornered the military relationship 
with Pakistan in the past fi fteen years.202 Notwithstanding China’s his-
tory of supplying military technology and expertise to Pakistan, China’s 
military contribution is overshadowed by that of the United States since 
9/11. “The immediate aftermath of 9/11 saw US- Pakistan relations grow 
dramatically as they collaborated in the war on terror,” explains Rajshree 
Jetly, of the Institute of South Asian Studies.203 Washington designated 
Pakistan as a major non- NATO ally and sent it massive economic and 
military aid as a front- line state in the war on terror. Though China is Paki-
stan’s primary supplier of sophisticated military technology from missiles, 
to combat aircraft and radar equipment, to submarines, it cannot match U.S. 
military aid levels, which totaled $15.8 billion from 2002 to 2012.204 Even 
if the diplomatic returns to  these investments have not been what the 
United States and NATO have hoped,  these military ties between Wash-
ington and Islamabad have been such that China is likely to gain more 
strategic infl uence in Islamabad through geoeconomic means.

 There is a more fundamental motivation in China’s geopo liti cal calculus 
with both countries. Beijing’s dealings with Pakistan and India seem in-
creasingly motivated by a  silent fourth party in this strategic triangle: the 
United States. Beijing’s foreign policy choices regarding Pakistan draw sub-
stantially from the fact that Pakistan is an enduring serious prob lem 
for U.S. foreign policy. For China, having strong ties with one of the Amer-
icans’ greatest geopo liti cal headaches is itself a considerable source of le-
verage over the United States. To be sure, China and the United States have 
substantial convergence in their interests in Pakistan, and at least over the 
past de cade China has been urging Pakistan to be more restrained in its 
relationship with India.205 But the point  here goes deeper. However aligned 
China’s interests and constructive its actions in Pakistan from the stand-
point of the United States, the fact remains that Pakistan needs China far 
more than the reverse, and so long as Pakistan remains one of the world’s 
most skilled countries at causing problems for the United States, China’s 
signifi cant leverage over Islamabad marks an impor tant if indirect source 
of leverage for Beijing vis- à- vis the United States.206

 There are recent examples of Beijing’s long- standing readiness to supply 
a wide array of strategic options to Pakistan, especially when Pakistan is 
acting contrary to U.S. and Indian interests. In 2011, when Osama bin 
Laden was captured and killed, Chinese offi cials responded by expediting 
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a deal to sell Pakistan fi fty more J-10 advanced fi ghter jets; the United 
States, in contrast, “repeatedly delayed delivery of F-16s to Pakistan, and 
insisted that they not be used against India.”207 Not long  after this ex-
pedited weapons deal with China, reports surfaced that the Pakistani 
military allowed the Chinese access to the  U.S. stealth he li cop ter that 
crashed and was abandoned during the raid on bin Laden’s compound in 
Abbottabad.208

China’s interest in Pakistan as an indirect hedge against the United 
States, while far from new, is heightened by the fact that India and the 
United States have been steadily transforming their relationship since 2001. 
On his 2014 visit to New Delhi, U.S. secretary of defense Chuck Hagel 
quantifi ed the expanding  U.S.- Indian partnership, noting, “Since 2008, 
over $9 billion in defense contracts have been signed between the United 
States and India, compared with less than $500 million for all the years 
prior.”209 In the last de cade, the United States has dispensed with its long- 
standing policy of parity in its dealings with India and Pakistan, seen most 
clearly in Washington’s 2010 decision to formally back India’s bid for a 
permanent seat on the UN Security Council. The unqualifi ed U.S. support 
for India’s emergence as a power ful democracy— one that could help to 
limit the negative consequences of the rise of Chinese power— now adds 
new stakes and complexities to triangular relations among neighbors 
India, China, and Pakistan.210

Chinese anx i eties at the warming ties between India and Washington sur-
faced acutely in May 2013 when Chinese premier Li, shortly  after taking 
offi ce, made a visit to India his fi rst trip outside of China. In press coverage 
of the Li trip, China did  little to hide its concerns. “We would not like to 
see India become a tool of other major countries, especially the U.S., to 
counterbalance or check or contain China,” Hu Shisheng, an India spe-
cialist at CICIR, a Chinese- government- backed think tank in Beijing ex-
plained at the time. “We want, through closer relations, to support New 
Delhi’s policy that maintains equal distance. It’s not realistic to expect 
India to be closer to one country than the other.” Premier Li’s trip was it-
self a display of Chinese geoeconomic power. Li, traveling with executives 
from forty- one Chinese companies, called on the two countries to do more 
business together instead of relying on  others for development. “With a 
long border and extensive common interests, China and India should not 
seek cooperation from afar while neglecting the partner close by,” he said.211

Fi nally, leading with geoeconomics in its approach to India and Pakistan 
may be intuitive for China not simply  because it is the best available me-
dium for infl uence in present circumstances but  because, once again, it is 
an area where Beijing has plenty to work with. China’s asymmetric trade 
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relations (China is the largest trading partner for both India and Pakistan), 
heavy assistance levels in the case of Pakistan, and sporadic investments in 
the region suggest that China has the potential to exercise geoeconomic le-
verage in its dealings with both countries.

As for how China actually exercises this leverage, some of its geoeco-
nomic attempts are straightforward (and indeed often constructive, from 
the standpoint of U.S. interests). In March 2012, for instance, the Party 
chairman of China’s Xinjiang province decried that extremist groups in the 
province have a “thousand and one links” with Taliban forces in Pakistan.212 
Despite Pakistan’s best efforts to convince Beijing that it would not allow 
extremism to be exported across its borders, a few weeks  later China with-
drew promised fi nancing for a gas pipeline from Iran to Pakistan, signaling 
Beijing’s dis plea sure.213

More often, though, China prefers incentives in its dealings with Islam-
abad. The China- Pakistan Economic Corridor marks one of Beijing’s most 
ambitious efforts to keep Pakistan within China’s sphere of infl uence. With 
a total investment of $46 billion, it is a centerpiece of China’s New Silk 
Road initiative (also known in China as the “ Belt and Road” initiative) 
and what Pakistani prime minister Nawaz Sharif calls “an example of the 
very close friendship between the two countries.”214 Other Pakistani offi -
cials have gone further, hailing the initiative as “the game changer for the 
entire region.”215 As part of the agreement, Beijing has promised to en-
hance transportation and trade by constructing an airport at the Chinese- 
managed port of Gwadar, as well as renovating roads between Lahore and 
Karachi and upgrading the region’s rail system. Other longer- term projects 
include building a new nuclear power plant near Karachi and developing 
Gwadar as a major international oil port between the  Middle East and 
East Asia, as well as specialized economic zones modeled  after China’s 
Shanghai  free trade zone. The planned corridor  will originate at Gwadar 
and pass through to the Karakoram Highway in Pakistan before  going to 
the Pakistan- China border and on to Urumqi and western China.216 The 
Chinese government estimates that, upon completion, more than one- 
quarter of China’s foreign trade  will travel through the corridor.217

It is an example of how Chinese geoeconomic leverage, even used con-
structively, is leverage all the same. Built by China, the Gwadar port, in-
tended to be “a nexus between Pakistan, Iran, China and Central Asian 
States,”  will be  under the control of the China Overseas Ports Holding 
Com pany, ensuring that the economic corridor’s expansive blueprint  will 
remain fi rmly within China’s sphere of infl uence.218 Indian security offi -
cials, for their part, view the plan with suspicion, “fearing China wants to 
increase its economic infl uence in South Asia and use Gwadar as one of a 
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string of Chinese- fi nanced ports in the region, where [China’s] navy could 
seek shelter and supplies as it expands operations in the Indian Ocean.”219

And just as with much of China’s infrastructure investment in Southeast 
Asia, another aim of China’s New Silk Road initiative is to mitigate Chi-
na’s dependence on maritime trade routes that remain  under the control of 
the U.S. Navy. In fact, part of Beijing’s diversifi cation strategy is to fi nd 
new ways to link land and maritime routes, bypassing the South China 
Sea choke points and minimizing the distance of any single maritime leg 
of Chinese shipping.220 The China- Pakistan Economic Corridor could prove 
helpful, allowing some Chinese goods to travel overland to Pakistan before 
embarking for Eu rope at the Chinese- constructed port at Gwadar.

Other large- scale energy projects by China in Pakistan tell a similar story. 
In 2013, China agreed to build two 1,100- megawatt nuclear power plants 
for Pakistan in Karachi  under a $9 billion deal, fi nanced largely through a 
concessional loan from China. In October 2015, following a summer heat 
wave that claimed around 2,000 Pakistani lives, China announced that it 
would construct a 2,000 km power line from Xinjiang province to Lahore 
by 2020 to support Pakistan’s over burdened power grid.221 Pakistani gov-
ernment offi cials have committed to improve security in areas where it is 
seeking Chinese investment— a diplomatic win for Chinese leaders increas-
ingly unnerved by restive provinces along the China- Pakistan border. 
“We’ve always cooperated with them on security,” one offi cial said. “The 
success of the Economic Corridor depends on stability.”222

But the U.S. government sees it differently. As Pakistan expert Daniel 
Markey summarized the reaction in Washington, “The Chinese have an-
nounced plans to fi nance two new nuclear reactors in Pakistan. The move 
has rankled U.S. policy makers who consider it a violation of China’s obli-
gations to the Nuclear Suppliers Group.”223 Especially given Pakistan’s 
history of proliferation, the United States has, what journalist Pir Zubair 
Shah described as, “serious concerns over this cooperation.”224

Beyond the sort of strategic investments seen in China’s New Silk Road 
vision, China’s geoeconomic sway with Pakistan also tends to show itself 
in the breach—in how China responds to not- infrequent crisis moments in 
Pakistan. Compare Beijing’s fi nancial backing for Pakistan in 1996 to that 
it provided in 2008. In 1996, China offered $500 million in balance- of- 
payments support, pulling Pakistan back from the brink of default. Javed 
Burki, Pakistan’s then fi nance minister, recalled how  simple the fi x was 
back then: he simply fl ew to Beijing to ask for the money. But that time has 
passed, for “China is no longer inclined to grant cash outright without 
structural reforms from the receiving government,” he said.225 By 2008, 
Pakistan again found itself verging on default. With the United States and 
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other nations preoccupied by the global fi nancial crisis, and Saudi Arabia, 
another traditional ally for Islamabad, refusing to offer oil concessions, 
China was again seen as the last port of call before the IMF. Despite press 
accounts noting how “accepting a rescue package from the fund would be 
seen as humiliating for Mr. Zardari’s government,” which had been in of-
fi ce less than a year at that point, Chinese offi cials this time largely did not 
oblige, giving Pakistan only $500 million and sending Islamabad instead 
to the IMF for the remaining $7.5 billion it needed.

A third variant of China’s geoeconomic displays vis- à- vis  these two 
countries tends to aim more at India than Pakistan and is simply about 
undermining Indian po liti cal  will when it comes to territorial disputes still 
simmering along the Sino-Indian border. In 2009, China blocked approxi-
mately $3 billion in multilateral aid to India amid tensions surrounding 
Arunachal Pradesh, a region currently governed by India but claimed by 
China.226 The episode does not bode well for what the United States and 
 others can expect as China gains the infl uence it is seeking in multilateral 
organizations such as the IMF and the China- led Asian Infrastructure In-
vestment Bank: should  future initiatives in  these institutions infringe on 
what Beijing sees as its core national interests,  there  will likely be geoeco-
nomic consequences.227

Fi nally,  there are signs that India, for its part, is beginning to turn more 
 toward geoeconomics- led foreign policy. It is in part a function of the lead-
ership style of Prime Minister Modi. Since taking offi ce in May 2014, Modi 
has consistently cited strengthening India’s under lying economic funda-
mentals as the country’s surest route to projecting infl uence and power: “I 
believe a strong economy is the driver of an effective foreign policy,” as 
Modi put it in an October 2013 speech.228 Modi may intend a turn  toward 
geoeconomics in the broadest sense (as shoring up domestic economic foun-
dations necessary for enhanced power projection).

But  there may be more to it.  There are reasons to think that India’s na-
scent geoeconomic instinct is partly a response to China’s own geoeconomic 
statecraft.229 New Delhi appreciates that India is in a contest for infl uence 
with China over its neighborhood. With the exception of Pakistan, India 
has enjoyed generally stable ties with its South Asian neighbors. But critics 
charge that Modi’s predecessors, the previous center- left Congress Party, 
started to take things for granted, allowing China— which shares a border 
with four of India’s neighbors—to step into the breach.230

That appears to be changing  under the Modi government. Billed as an 
upgrade to India’s long- standing “Look East” approach, the country’s new 
“Act East” policy comes as an effort to remedy any regional vacuum left 
by the previous government; as local media explain the policy, it aims to 
strengthen “strategic and economic ties with Southeast Asian countries that 
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would possibly act as a counterweight to the infl uence of China in the 
region.”231 Modi has signaled his aim to reset India’s relationship with its 
neighborhood, evidenced by securing the participation of most South Asian 
Association for Regional Cooperation leaders, including Pakistani prime 
minister Nawaz Sharif, at his swearing-in ceremony and by choosing Bhutan, 
a country actively courted by China, as his fi rst foreign destination  after 
becoming prime minister.232

In their direct bilateral dealings, India and China may look to economics 
as a means of anchoring relations amid rising geopo liti cal struggles. “Modi 
is well aware that China needs the big Indian market, while India desper-
ately seeks large Chinese investments to build transit and other infrastructure 
critical to its economic revival,” India expert Niranjan Sarhoo explains. 
“Acrimony over borders and geopo liti cal rivalry in the region notwith-
standing, trade  will be the centerpiece of India’s policy  toward China.”233 
At minimum, China’s heavy- handed geoeconomic tactics seem to be col-
oring New Delhi’s decision making.  There had been expectations Modi 
would pick Tokyo for his fi rst trip, “but such a choice could have upset 
China,” according to Indian press reports.234

Fi nally, India’s priority on improved economic ties with the United States 
and its allies in the region offers further circumstantial evidence of a more 
concerted geoeconomic tone from New Delhi, driven at least in part by 
concerns over China. “The prime minister is an unabashed pioneer of trade 
and economic diplomacy. As chief minister of Gujarat, he made several 
trips to China, Japan, and South  Korea, cultivating a personal rapport with 
leaders like Japa nese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. Modi plans to expand his 
Gujarat template to all of India. He  will seek trade routes to deepen rela-
tions with big powers that  matter to India’s economic revival and geopo-
liti cal rise.”235

Indeed, the fi rst- ever reference to the South China Sea in a joint Indian-
 U.S. statement came during Modi’s September 2014 trip to Washington, a 
fact that “has riled Beijing, and revived the latter’s fears about the world’s 
two largest democracies acting in concert on a larger China containment 
strategy.”236 Modi’s joint statement with President Obama pledged coop-
eration on plans to integrate the subcontinent with the markets of East Asia 
through an “Indo- Pacifi c Economic Corridor”— a proposal unmistakably 
similar to China’s own plans for a maritime silk road linking the Pacifi c 
and Indian Oceans. For India, which appears wary of China’s plans for the 
Indian Ocean, “the Indo- Pacifi c Economic Corridor could be the fi rst step 
towards building its own maritime silk road.”237

Enlisting Pakistan in a  grand hedge to slow India’s rise as a regional rival, 
single- handedly propping up the Kim regime in North  Korea, intensifying 
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maritime disputes with six of ASEAN’s ten member states—it seems clear 
that China employs geoeconomics as a tool of fi rst resort in pursuing a 
broad range of foreign policy aims across Asia. But where China’s brand 
of geoeconomics has proven effective, what do  these cases tell us about 
why it has succeeded? What do other, less successful cases say about 
why  those attempts fell short? In Chapter 5, we turn to exactly  these 
questions.



C H A P T E R  F I V E

Geoeconomic Strength 
in Beijing and Beyond

We want the Chinese to leave and the old colonial rulers to return. 
They exploited our natu ral resources too, but at least they took 
good care of us. They built schools, taught us their language and 
brought us the British civilisation. . . .  [A]t least Western capitalism 
has a  human face; the Chinese are only out to exploit us.

— Zambian opposition leader Michael Sata, 2007

I have come  here to thank China for helping Zambia to develop. 
The Chinese have done tremendous things in Zambia.

— Zambian president Michael Sata, 2013

The cases outlined in Chapter 4 focus only on China’s use of geoeco-
nomic tools in its region, but the phenomenon stretches beyond Asia. 

Since the Norwegian parliament awarded Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 2010, Beijing has frozen relations with Oslo, dealt a 
serious blow to Norway’s share of the Chinese salmon market, and aban-
doned talks on a bilateral  free trade agreement.1 With relations still frosty 
nearly four years on, Norway began to look for ways to appease Beijing. 
The Norwegian prime minister refused to meet with the Dalai Lama when 
he visited Oslo in May 2014, a visit partly intended to celebrate the twenty- 
fi fth anniversary of the latter’s Nobel Peace Prize. “The Dalai Lama has 
visited Norway roughly a dozen times since receiving the prize in 1989— 
but things are dif fer ent now. . . .  We need to focus on our relationship with 
China,” Norway’s foreign minister, Borge Brende, told reporters on April 
2014. Beijing’s message had been received not only in Norway but appar-
ently too in neighboring Denmark, where Prime Minister Helle Thorning- 
Schmidt similarly declined a meeting with the Dalai Lama the following 
spring— a stark about- face for a politician who, prior to becoming prime 
minister, spent years staking out highly public support for the Tibetan 
leader.2

High as the domestic po liti cal costs were for the Danish and Norwegian 
leaders in snubbing the Dalai Lama, the economic fallout from such a 
meeting would likely have been much worse. For  those countries that are 
willing to host the Dalai Lama, one study shows that export levels to China 
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drop by an average 8.1  percent  after meetings between a prime minister or 
monarch and the exiled Tibetan leader, a decrease that takes roughly two 
years to return to normal.3

China’s geoeconomic infl uence has also found its way—to a lesser 
degree— into multilateral institutions, from the UN General Assembly, to 
ASEAN, to the IMF. In August 2012, countries that  were absent, abstained, 
or voted against a resolution on the vio lence in Syria  were largely  those 
 under China’s geoeconomic sway. (In opposing the mea sure, China re-
mained true to its long- standing voting solidarity with Rus sia on the UN 
Security Council. Rus sia, a loyal ally of the Assad regime, staunchly op-
posed the mea sure; in return, China enjoys Russian support at the United 
Nations on issues related to North  Korea and Taiwan.)4

Collectively,  these cases raise two fundamental questions. First, does geo-
economic pressure work? Much depends, of course, on one’s metric for suc-
cess, but at least in the case of China, the body of evidence points  toward yes: 
China openly fl exes geoeconomic muscle— both positive and negative— and 
much of the time it succeeds in advancing Chinese geopo liti cal interests, at 
least to some degree, on issues of concern to it. This is not to suggest that 
China’s geoeconomic tactics are always effi cient, in  either economic or 
geopo liti cal terms, or that  there are not cases of overreach and backfi re. But 
by exercising this pressure China has managed to deter arms sales to Taipei 
and to steadily reduce the number of countries to recognize Taiwan; it has 
curtailed the activities of the Dalai Lama; it has deterred countries from po-
liti cal showings of support for  human rights issues; it has registered notice-
able impacts on votes in the UN and frustrated vari ous Western efforts to 
pressure North  Korea; it has given tactical support to a newly emboldened 
Rus sian foreign policy; and, not least, it has challenged the balance of 
power in Southeast Asia, forcing some countries to alter course in pur-
suing territorial claims, and placing  others on notice.

The ability to pass judgment on a country’s level of geoeconomic savvy 
presupposes another, even more basic question: how does one recognize 
geoeconomic statecraft when it is occurring?  There is no defi nitive means 
to inventory cases of geoeconomic pressure, or then to mea sure  whether 
such cases are on the rise. But at least by recent historical standards, the 
incidence of such overt geoeconomic efforts by China and by  others cer-
tainly seems to be growing— threats to shut off gas pipelines in the dead of 
winter, geopo liti cal aims candidly aired as  factors in the production deci-
sions of major oil producers, investment deals now openly predicated on 
disavowal of Taiwan, explicit stipulations in aid agreements requiring a 
leader to step down at the end of his or her term, or prohibitions on pur-
chases from fi rms in a given third country.5
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When it comes to evaluating a country’s use of geoeconomics, it helps to 
have clear instances like  these. More often, though, evidence of geoeco-
nomic pressure is circumstantial— especially in cases that are coercive in 
nature. Take, as noted earlier, China’s quarantine of bananas from the 
Philippines amid escalations of tensions over competing claims to the 
Scarborough Shoal, or Rus sia’s ban of Moldovan wine in the run-up to 
Moldova’s deadline for signing a cooperation agreement with the EU. 
Compared to open po liti cal demands, such coercion is sometimes more 
diffi cult to mea sure.

Fortunately, limiting this story strictly to  these two categories— explicit 
or circumstantial uses of geoeconomic power— would be too narrow in 
any case. Like military power, geoeconomic sway can carry a long shadow 
of infl uence. It need not be exercised or even brandished to register a de-
sired effect. According to press reports, some energy companies drilling in 
the disputed South China Sea have publicly admitted to the necessity of 
partnering with Chinese state- owned energy fi rms so as not to be harassed.6 
The fact that the China Development Bank and Brazil’s BNDES have port-
folios larger than the World Bank’s means that  these states can wage diplo-
macy with capital on a scale largely unmatched within the West.7 This 
infl uence tends to be subtle— more often correlation patterns than clear 
causal arrows. But it is nonetheless real.

At the same time, geoeconomic success is sometimes exaggerated, in-
cluding with re spect to China.  There are natu ral limits and internal ten-
sions  running through many of Beijing’s attempts to use geoeconomics to 
advance geopo liti cal aims. It is pos si ble that China’s ability to employ such 
instruments  will be increasingly hampered by domestic problems— housing 
and stock market bubbles, a weak social welfare system, reform of the 
hukou (house hold registration) system, government corruption.8 Power ful, 
protectionist- leaning industries and agencies have added to their domestic 
po liti cal power in recent years, strengthened by absorbing the preponder-
ance of China’s post- fi nancial- crisis stimulus. In China, just as anywhere 
 else, the pursuit of geopo liti cal objectives and the importance of purely 
economic interests can clash, and  these actors, newly emboldened, seem 
less willing to be trumped by geopo liti cal needs.  There are regional chal-
lenges, too. China’s heavy dealing has sparked a collective desire on the 
part of Southeast Asian states to achieve a mea sure of balance by drawing 
closer to the United States. In China’s case, geoeconomic power, like most 
other forms of power, may well prove most effective when implied rather 
than exercised outright.

Unlike in other areas of statecraft, when sizing up the effectiveness of 
geoeconomic attempts,  there is an odd tendency against assigning partial 
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credit. To be sure, in its bid to escape U.S. and EU sanctions pressure, Rus-
sia’s efforts to buy off certain cash- strapped EU countries— the so- called 
weak links in the U.S.- EU sanctions coalition— may not have succeeded in 
sinking the sanctions during 2015. But it was hardly as if Rus sian leaders 
 were, to believe press reports at the time, simply “shoot[ing] themselves in 
the foot and wast[ing] this money.”9 The Kremlin’s well- timed overtures 
and outright fi nancial support (to Greece, Cyprus, and Hungary, as some 
examples) scored impor tant geopo liti cal victories, raising the costs to U.S. 
and EU leaders of maintaining the sanctions, puncturing  U.S. hopes of 
imposing even tougher sanctions on Moscow, and ultimately making the 
daunting task of keeping the eurozone together even tougher, ensuring 
that Eu rope’s attention stayed focused inward.

In any event, simply  because countries have a mixed rec ord when it 
comes to geoeconomics does not necessarily mean they  will abandon even 
the most misguided attempts. This in turn raises a larger point: even where 
states try to wield geoeconomic power and  either partially or fully fail to 
achieve their aim, the results and collateral damage can carry real, destabi-
lizing consequences in their own right.

Consider virtually all of Qatar’s foreign policy in the years following the 
Arab Spring. As revolution spread around it, Qatar took to spending enor-
mous sums— and accruing a large and curious mix of bedfellows—as its 
survival strategy. “They like to back winners,” as one  Middle Eastern offi -
cial summarized.10 Qatari offi cials are forthright about their actions. When 
asked how much Qatar spent in the Libyan revolution, Qatar’s prime min-
ister answered, “It’s a lot. It cost us a lot.”11

And yet a survey of Qatar’s largest bets— billions of dollars in support 
to rebels in Libya and in Syria (often paying rebel salaries); roughly $8 bil-
lion in aid to the Morsi regime and Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt; $400 
million to Hamas (coming at a crucial time when Hamas began to distance 
itself from Tehran and Damascus over the confl ict in Syria)— reveals that 
Doha has  little to show for its expenditures, at least in terms of its desired 
outcomes.  There was, however, no shortage of unintended, and unhelpful, 
outcomes. In fact, in a region where consensus is rare, nearly all sides agree 
that Qatar has had an impor tant hand in destabilizing nearly  every trou ble 
spot in the region and in hastening the rise of radical and jihadi factions.12 
“The results have ranged from bad to catastrophic in the countries that are 
the benefi ciaries of Qatari aid,” Gulf- based journalist Elizabeth Dickinson 
summarized.13

If  there is a silver lining, it is that Qatar’s meddling has become a minor 
rallying point among other GCC countries, which have begun pushing 
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back in unison— pressing their case in Washington and threatening to dis-
miss Qatar from the GCC membership ranks if Doha does not moderate 
its spendthrift foreign policy adventurism. In August 2014, neighboring 
UAE took the  matter of Qatari damage control into its own hands and, 
using U.S.- made jets and operating out of Egypt, began several rounds of 
airstrikes to roll back Qatari- funded Islamists in Libya.14

Prob ably the most damaging of  these foibles was the early funding that 
Qatar, as well as Kuwait (and to a perhaps lesser degree Saudi Arabia), fun-
neled to more extremist factions of Syrian rebels— factions that,  after some 
mergers and acquisitions, would eventually incorporate as the Islamic State 
of Iraq and al- Sham, or ISIS. Press reports describe how, at the height of the 
vio lence in Syria, Qatari- based businessmen would moonlight as remote 
leaders of entire brigades of Syrian rebels. So constant  were the streams of 
delegations shuttling through Doha to petition the Qatari government for 
fi nancial support that one could guess at a del e ga tion’s odds of success based 
simply on which of Doha’s fi ve- star hotels it was staying at. As Elizabeth 
Dickinson recounts, “The Four Seasons and Ritz- Carlton are old favorites; 
Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal has stayed at the former, the Syrian opposi-
tion at the latter. The W  Hotel is a posh newcomer, mostly housing  eager 
Eu ro pean delegations seeking investment or natu ral gas.”15

Alarmed by the swift ascent and brutality of ISIS, Qatar did begin to 
crack down in 2014, although only as a result of strong pressure from 
 others in the Gulf and the West. But it was too late. “Armed with the loot 
of half the Iraqi military, [ISIS]  doesn’t need its Gulf patrons to buy it sniper 
rounds anymore,” one commentary put it.16 Counterfactuals are inherently 
diffi cult, but the extraordinarily swift rise that ISIS enjoyed and its ability 
to threaten the entire region and the West almost certainly would not have 
occurred— certainly not to the extent and in the manner it did— absent the 
early funding  these extremist factions received from Qatar and Kuwait.17

The unfortunate rec ords of Qatar and Kuwait are only among the most 
recent, most disastrous lessons in how geoeconomic adventures can some-
times not just fail, but backfi re, creating new challenges. The 2013 Cyprus 
bailout was an episode partly brought about by, and then further compli-
cated by, geoeconomic factors from Rus sia, even as the EU’s package ulti-
mately prevailed over Moscow’s alleged offer. (Two years  later, however, 
the Kremlin did win access to Cyprus’s largest port for Rus sian military 
vessels— reportedly among the concessions Moscow had sought as part 
of its 2013 bailout overtures— as well as Nicosia’s support against fur-
ther U.S.- EU sanctions on Rus sia, in exchange for a $2.5 billion loan on 
generous fi nancing terms.) Or take the tricky diplomacy facing several of 
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Libya’s African neighbors  after Qaddafi ’s ouster— compelled by economic 
coercion from his regime, many of  these states had voted against UN or 
African Union action in the run-up to Qaddafi ’s removal, complicating 
relations with their new Libyan government counter parts  later.18

China, too, has seen attempted shows of geoeconomic power go awry, 
especially where Beijing has coupled heavy- handed geoeconomics with ag-
gressive naval be hav ior in the East and South China Seas. The China ex-
perience shows that geoeconomics is not a perfect tool (nor, for that  matter, 
are conventional diplomatic or military instruments). But it does not need 
to be.  Whether successful or not,  whether tried or merely implied, China’s 
brand of geoeconomic statecraft produces a substantial coercive overhang 
that  will be an Asian real ity for at least the next few de cades, potentially 
causing a number of states to alter their geopo liti cal course  under its weight.

What, then, is it about China’s brand of geoeconomics that makes it so 
seemingly effective? In looking back across the cases detailed in Chapter 4 
for patterns and clues, what emerges is clearer insight into the how, why, 
and when of China’s geoeconomic prowess. Certainly it is in large part a 
structural story— China undoubtedly has more than its share of the geo-
economic endowments outlined earlier— but this oversimplifi es. First,  there 
are plenty of tensions and complications even within  these structural en-
dowments; it is not as if  these endowments are unalloyed positives, nor, 
taken together, do they all row in the same direction for Chinese foreign 
policy makers. Second is the obvious and easily forgotten fact that any full 
account of China’s geoeconomic clout must look beyond structural factors 
to the role of deliberate policy calculations by Chinese leaders. And, as with 
any policy calculations, geoeconomic calculations are malleable— subject 
to change as new factors (including actions by other states) serve to alter 
how China’s geoeconomic options compare to vari ous alternatives.

Trade and investment. Compelled by its export- led growth model, China 
has been assiduous in pressing to liberalize tariff barriers. For many coun-
tries, according such a vital role to exports might translate into a weak ne-
gotiating posture in bilateral or multilateral dealings, and potentially 
limit the extent to which trade questions might be deci ded on geopo liti cal 
over economic aims where the two differ. Not so with China.  Because of 
the sheer size and perceived growth potential of its domestic market, China 
has proven effective at using access to its domestic market as a means of 
shaping other states’ geopo liti cal be hav ior. As Singapore statesman Lee 
Kuan Yew once put it, “China is sucking the Southeast Asian countries into 
its economic system  because of its vast market and growing purchasing 
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power. Japan and South  Korea  will inevitably be sucked in as well. It just 
absorbs countries without having to use force.”19

What distinguishes Chinese geoeconomics on trade and investment 
is not only a willingness to put its market- opening initiatives to geo-
po liti cal use (seen, for example, in the more concessionary terms China has 
offered up in its most strategically valuable trade deals).20 It is also an ability 
to foster asymmetrical economic dependence on China among certain 
countries— and, once that is achieved, to shape their foreign policies in ways 
congenial to China’s national interests.21 Certainly, the threat of force can 
loom over the  whole equation, as with Taiwan. But recognizing that a mili-
tary campaign to prevent Taiwanese in de pen dence would undermine much 
of Taiwan’s value to China (which, apart from principled arguments of 
territorial integrity, is largely economic), China has sought to answer this 
prob lem through this same  giant sucking sound that Lee Kuan Yew describes. 
Taiwan’s economic de pen dency upon China has effectively forestalled the 
prospect of Taiwanese in de pen dence.22

This is mostly a story of deterrence. And as with all such examples, for 
that deterrence to continue working, Beijing must succeed in maintaining 
suffi ciently credible threats of economic reprisal. An unusual feature is that 
Beijing has the ability to shape its domestic economic appetite in ways most 
other countries do not. And Beijing has shown itself capable and willing to 
redirect the consuming habits of its domestic market to punctuate a po-
liti cal disagreement. This is seen, for example, in the way that Japa nese 
exports to China plunged some 14  percent in a single month (October 2012) 
amid tensions over maritime claims, and, more than three years on, still 
have not fully recovered.23 Refl ecting on the slump in Sino- Japanese trade 
during the height of the East China Sea confl ict in 2012, China’s Ministry 
of Commerce spokesperson Shen Danyang hinted that at least some of the 
drop was due to factors beyond economics. While he explained “the drop 
in trade volume between China and Japan [as] mainly caused by economic 
 factors,” he did not stop  there. “Bilateral relations have cast shadows on 
trade relations,” he added. “Japan needs to properly  handle issues between 
the two countries, and provide a proper environment for the development 
of China- Japan economic ties.”24

China has subtler ways of depressing imports as a means of registering 
po liti cal grievances—ad hoc customs mea sures affecting imports, retalia-
tory tariffs on a po liti cally sensitive good or set of goods, new and arbitrary 
regulations on foreign fi rms and importers. In one case, Chinese authori-
ties announced a new licensing requirement for online payments systems. 
Two years  after the licensing requirement was authorized, the approval 
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pro cess for foreign fi rms still had not been released. Curiously, however, 
one foreign fi rm was somehow able to procure a license, notwithstanding 
the fact that no foreign licensing mea sures yet existed.25 Chinese leaders 
draw geopo liti cal leverage from this sort of ad hoc regulatory system and 
the arbitrariness it affords, venting dis plea sure with the foreign policy de-
cisions of another country through punishing its companies (not unlike 
how Rus sia does it, as seen in Moscow’s campaign to expel McDonald’s, 
Apple, and other iconic U.S. brands from the country in the wake of U.S. 
sanctions over Ukraine).26 Following the U.S. Justice Department’s indict-
ment of fi ve Chinese military offi cers on charges of cyber espionage, China 
banned the use of Microsoft’s Windows 8 on all government computers. 
Chinese state media at the time went as far as to brand Google, Facebook, 
Apple, and Yahoo as “pawns” for the U.S. government.27

In sum, China no doubt has an attractive domestic market, but it man-
ages to translate this into geopo liti cal infl uence above and beyond what 
any reasonable appraisal of its market value suggests it should command. 
This is traceable in large part to the relatively tight control Beijing still 
exercises over access to its market. First, Beijing exercises relatively tight 
control over access to its domestic market. Whereas most Western coun-
tries screen would-be investment only on narrow national security 
grounds, China exerts a far higher degree of control, deciding each invest-
ment on a case- by- case basis, closing off entire sectors to foreign invest-
ment, and for other sectors attaching a price of entry— from forced joint 
ventures with state- owned enterprises to mandatory technology transfer. 
(For this reason, China’s pledged commitments to depart from this sort 
of case- by- case adjudication in the course of U.S.- China negotiations on a 
bilateral investment treaty would mark a crucial breakthrough. But  those 
negotiations, frequently stalled since their 2008 start, have once again 
begun to lose steam, leaving many observers expecting that it could be 
years before any agreement is reached).28

Meanwhile many see signs that conditions are growing more challenging 
for companies entering China. A new business in China, for instance, must 
navigate twice as many start-up and construction procedures as it would 
in another East Asian or OECD country.29 According to Kerry Brown, a 
professor of Chinese politics at the University of Sydney, “Increasingly 
multinational companies  will in all sorts of subtle and not subtle ways be 
made to adapt their be hav ior to meet the po liti cal and economic needs of 
the party.”30

When it comes to outbound global investment, no government has more 
working capital at its disposal, or more tools to channel it, than the PRC. 
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Many of  these tools are novel— either in kind, by order of magnitude, or 
both— and found exclusively or almost exclusively in China. To take a few 
leading examples, China has around $3.5 trillion in foreign exchange re-
serves, the majority of which is managed by the State Asset Foreign Ex-
change (SAFE) and the China Investment Corporation (CIC), its leading 
sovereign wealth fund.31 China’s largest SOEs— many of them global com-
petitors and Fortune 500 companies— make their largest purchases and 
overseas investments at the direction of the Chinese government, often with 
geopo liti cal objectives and conditions. SAFE has openly predicated invest-
ment decisions on nations’ disavowal of Taiwan.32 Chinese FDI in Africa 
likewise comes only on recognition of Beijing’s one- China policy. China has 
diplomatic ties.33 (As the striking correlations between voting patterns in 
the African Union on Qaddafi ’s ouster and Libya’s SWF investments on 
the continent suggest, such geoeconomic techniques are not confi ned to 
China.)

Returning to a point raised in Chapter 2, this infl uence is not just unidi-
rectional. China’s substantial strategic investments, often directed towards 
weak and authoritarian states, can in turn shape Beijing’s foreign policy 
instincts, policies, and perceived national interests.34 Some of  these effects 
may be salutary, some not. Recall how years of Chinese involvement in 
Sudan enabled China to help facilitate a North- South peace deal (once 
China fi  nally came to terms with the po liti cal real ity of two Sudans35), but 
for years leading to the eventual peace talks, had also helped to undermine 
U.S. sanctions  there.36

At times this can create a mutually reinforcing dynamic, compelling Bei-
jing  toward greater shows of geopo liti cal muscle to protect  these invest-
ments. In the case of Zimbabwe, China has demonstrated resilience in 
protecting its investments through the use of its veto power on the UN Se-
curity Council. In 2008, a resolution calling for arms embargo and fi nan-
cial and travel restrictions on Zimbabwean president Mugabe and other 
leadership was backed by nine UN member states but vetoed by both 
Rus sia and China.37 Leading up to Zimbabwe’s presidential elections, in 
2011 China paid just $3 billion for exclusive access to the African coun-
try’s extensive platinum rights, a contract estimated to be worth $40 bil-
lion. One headline in the Zimbabwe Mail went so far as to say that China’s 
geoeconomic infl uence over Harare rendered Zimbabwe a “full- fl edged 
Chinese colony.”38 More recently, in the spring of 2014, the  People’s Lib-
eration Army donated $4.2 million to fund vari ous projects for the Zim-
babwe Defence Forces, Mugabe’s military, including development, training, 
and equipment acquisition.39 With the Mugabe government’s continued 
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isolation from the West and a national debt of over $7 billion, the Chinese 
investment is a signifi cant  factor in keeping Mugabe in power.40

Sanctions. The Chinese government typically regards sanctions as an 
abuse of power by developed countries, notably the United States. Sanc-
tions, from the Chinese perspective, are seen to compound crises rather 
than help defuse them.41 China has tended to oppose sanctions particularly 
out of fear of losing out on imports of vital commodities that support eco-
nomic growth at home.42 (By comparison, the United States has been the 
principal country imposing sanctions in more than 120 instances over the 
past  century.)43 In the case of Iran’s nuclear program, while China unsurpris-
ingly opposed unilateral U.S. sanctions on Iran, Beijing did vote in  favor 
of all UN Security Council sanctions against Iran. Beijing has hardly proven 
itself an enthusiastic participant, maintaining economic ties with Iran in 
circumvention of Security Council commitments.44 In July 2013, the U.S. 
government moved to impose penalties on foreign entities that maintain 
commercial ties with Iran. Undeterred, China has continued to seek out 
ways around  these sanctions to further bolster the Ira nian government, be 
it through importing Ira nian crude oil (rather than fuel oil) or, as at least 
one Ira nian lawmaker has claimed, the promise of $20 billion in develop-
ment projects in Iran using oil money.45

Aid. While China has looked much less to offi cial assistance as a source of 
diplomatic leverage than one might expect— the offi cial Chinese bilateral 
aid bud get is a meager $5 billion per annum— there are impor tant excep-
tions.46 Image projects— presidential palaces in Zimbabwe, Togo, and Sudan 
and more than fi fty- two sports stadiums in Africa— are obviously part of 
China’s campaign for closer po liti cal ties.47 According to estimates compiled 
by AidData, a development watchdog group, China paid out $80 billion in 
“pledged, initiated, and completed projects” in Africa from 2000 to 2012. 
But “most of that aid went to areas where national leaders  were born, in-
dicating a strong po liti cal bias,” AidData found.48 “As soon as [a region] 
becomes the birthplace of an African president, this region gets 270% 
more development assistance (from China) than it would get if it  were not 
the birth region of the president,” says Roland Hodler, professor of eco-
nomics at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland and one of AidData’s 
leading researchers.49

 These projects can backfi re. China has come in for criticism over some 
of its development choices, such as its 2007 decision to fi nance a new pres-
idential palace in Sudan. While the international community focused on 
providing aid and supplies to African peacekeeping forces working to sup-
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press the Darfur genocide, China’s leader Hu Jintao provided Sudan an 
interest- free loan to build a presidential palace and called for other nations 
to “re spect the sovereignty of Sudan.”50 The move— coming as it did in the 
run-up to the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, when China was already 
 under intense public scrutiny— attracted widespread criticism, not just for 
the fact of China’s aiding a brutal regime but also for the way that devel-
opment took a backseat to blatantly po liti cal motives.51 “China is not 
fi nancing a presidential palace by  mistake,” Sebastian Mallaby, then a col-
umnist for the Washington Post, wrote of the deal’s announcement, “it 
is  doing so deliberately. It is not fi nancing just any presidential palace; it 
has chosen a president so odious that his fellow African leaders hold their 
noses at him.”52

But, such clumsier missteps aside, have  these sorts of image projects paid 
off for China? Generally speaking, popu lar perceptions of China in Africa 
or Latin Amer i ca remain roughly unmoved from 2007 levels (if anything, 
the two most recent Pew surveys on the question show more cases of de-
clining opinions  toward China than of warming views).53 But then, it is 
hardly clear that improving public opinion in  these regions was the goal 
that Chinese leaders had in mind. Among elites and leaders in  these regions, 
China has fared much better. A 2014 study by the RAND Corporation put 
it this way: “Africans’ reactions to Chinese involvement have been mixed: 
Government offi cials have been overwhelmingly positive, while other ele-
ments of African socie ties criticize China for what they see as an exploit-
ative, neo- colonial approach.”54 In an article in the Financial Times, former 
Senegalese president Abdoulaye Wade wrote, “China’s approach to our 
needs is simply better adapted than the slow and sometimes patronizing 
post- colonial approach of Eu ro pean investors, donor organizations and 
non- governmental organizations.”55 To the extent that China’s moves are as 
much infl uence attempts as aid projects, evidence suggests that they are suc-
ceeding on at least the fi rst of  these scores— and indeed often both.

In addition, China, along with several other emerging powers, has looked 
to state- owned development banks, which are extending fi nancing to the 
developing world at below- market rates—as in Venezuela, which again has 
approximately $40 billion in Chinese loans and counting— and rec ord vol-
umes. By some estimates, the China Development Bank, holding nearly $1 
trillion in assets, outstrips the World Bank’s lending capacity by a  factor of 
thirty- two.56 One can be reasonably confi dent that at least some of this $1 
trillion  will be deployed  toward geopo liti cal purposes, or at minimum with 
geopo liti cal co- benefi ts. And of course, when dealing in sums in the trillions, 
even small percentages can make for impressive investment numbers. 
When China launched the China Africa Development Fund (CADF) in 2007, 
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a $5 billion fund backed entirely by the CDB, it marked the fi rst private 
equity venture by a Chinese state bank. Eight years on, the CADF has in-
vested in more than 80 proj ects across 35 African countries.57 It assumes 
only minority stakes in proj ects alongside other Chinese investors, and al-
lows Chinese fi rms to supply local partners with Chinese capital, technology, 
and know- how. Still, the CADF appears subject to the same ultimate po liti cal 
direction that defi nes  every other Chinese state bank. Martyn Davies, CEO 
of Frontier Securities in South Africa, was telling in his lukewarm endorse-
ment of the CADF’s in de pen dence, calling it “largely commercially driven.”58 
A look at the CADF’s steering committee, consisting of Chinese offi cials, 
suggests this may be a charitable assessment. As one newspaper explained, 
“If the projects interfere with sensitive or material or economic or diplo-
matic policy, then they have to listen to the steering committee.”59

In the case of Chinese aid to Venezuela, Chinese fi nancial support assists 
the Venezuelan government in acting  counter to U.S. national interests. Ven-
ezuela continues to allow Iran to illegally launder billions of dollars and stash 
“hundreds of millions” of dollars in “virtually  every Venezuelan bank  today.” 
It also permits Hez bollah to establish terrorist training facilities on Vene-
zuela’s Margarita Island, a move that has further strengthened the “marriage 
of con ve nience” between narcotics traffi ckers and drug gangs.60

One additional geopo liti cal benefi t of Chinese overseas aid is the con-
tinued diplomatic isolation of Taiwan. Sixteen years  after China broke off 
relations with the African island nation of São Tomé and Principe over its 
diplomatic recognition of Taiwan, China has planned to open a trade mis-
sion to promote aid and investment projects in the tiny country, located in 
the Gulf of Guinea. In a few years’ time, this may well lead to a unilateral 
move by São Tomé and Principe to cut its formal diplomatic ties with 
Taiwan, as was likely the case in Gambia’s unexpected decision to with-
draw diplomatic recognition of Taiwan.61 In the years since Malawi broke 
off diplomatic relations with Taiwan in exchange for recognizing the Bei-
jing government in 2008, China has aided the southern African nation in 
the “construction of a new parliament building, the Lilongwe International 
Convention Center, the Karonga- Chitipa Road, and the Malawi Univer-
sity of Science and Technology.”62 It is no surprise that countries see China, 
with its much deeper wallet, as having a much better payoff— literally— 
than Taiwan. Aid thus serves as a tool for China to protect its own defi ni-
tion of “one China”: namely, that Beijing is the legitimate representative of 
China, to which Taiwan belongs.63

Monetary policy. Underpinning China’s economic ascendancy is its mon-
etary policy. By keeping its currency cheap, China has managed to make 
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its exports more competitive than  those from other developing countries, 
from Bangladesh and Vietnam, to India and Mexico. While the real exchange 
rate of the RMB against the U.S. dollar has appreciated signifi cantly in 
recent years, China has intervened steadily since roughly 2001,  doing so at 
rec ord levels in 2014 (orchestrating some of the largest single day devalua-
tions in de cades in 2015).64 While in most countries domestic politics would 
balk at the economic disadvantages that such currency restraint inevitably 
generates, China has more or less managed to buy off the opposition.65 
Many states resent how the undervalued yuan undermines their competitive-
ness, but offers of Chinese fi nancial assistances, trade opportunities, and 
 simple fear of Chinese po liti cal infl uence are enough to mute criticism.66

Increasingly, Chinese currency policy is about much more than simply 
maintaining a competitive exchange rate.  Great powers have  great curren-
cies, and  great currencies in turn help to build power. China is undeniably the 
biggest challenger to the dollar- led system.67 The PRC is becoming a  great 
power, and the internationalization of the renminbi is an impor tant part of 
a  grand strategy to accomplish this rise.68 Nevertheless, fears of the RMB 
“replacing” the dollar are overblown. As experts such as Sebastian Mal-
laby and Olin Wethington argue, the narrative about the rise of the ren-
minbi is mostly wrong. As they see it, “the global rise of China’s currency 
 will be slower than commonly predicted, and the yuan is more likely to 
assume a place among secondary reserve currencies . . .  than it is to dis-
place the dollar as the dominant one. Nor is it even clear that China wants 
the yuan to replace the dollar. . . .  China’s uncertain effort to internation-
alize its currency has exposed the profound struggles that lie  behind the 
country’s larger push to transform its economic model.”69

But given its growing footprint, the RMB hardly needs to replace the 
dollar to reap real geopo liti cal benefi ts for China. If historical pre ce dents 
around the rise of the dollar, the deutsche mark, and the yen all serve, then 
the internationalization of the renminbi  will likely occur steadily as Chi-
na’s economic size grows, as other countries have increasing confi dence in 
the currency, and as China’s own fi nancial markets deepen.70

For some experts,  these changes cannot come too soon.  Today’s world, 
say economists such as Fred Bergsten, is one where emerging markets are 
growing faster than the United States, deepening their fi nancial markets in 
ways that demand central bank holdings far above what the United States 
can sustainably provide.71  Were the RMB to become a reserve currency, 
China could serve as a provider of this insurance, not just a demander. 
Launching the RMB as a reserve currency would also require China to 
liberalize its fi nancial sector and undergo a slew of reforms that are funda-
mentally in Amer i ca’s national interest.
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But the geopo liti cal implications surrounding reserve currency status 
for the RMB are less straightforward. The rising status of the RMB indi-
cates that China is gaining regional infl uence through fi nancial channels, 
activity that is much less well studied and understood than China’s impact 
through traditional economic means.72  Were the RMB to become a global 
reserve currency, its dominance would be largely concentrated in Asia 
(though more than fi fty central banks from around the world have indicated 
that they plan to invest part of their foreign currency reserves in the ren-
minbi).73 This would give China substantial leverage— from the perspective 
of monetary policy as well as foreign policy— over countries in Asia in par-
tic u lar, potentially counteracting efforts by Asian countries to reduce their 
economic dependence on China.74 According to a 2014 report from the 
Bank of International Settlements, changes in RMB/USD rates have a sig-
nifi cant impact on other Asian currency movements against the dollar.75 
Looking beyond the region, with an estimated 60  percent of China’s foreign 
exchange reserves in U.S. dollars, China would no longer be nearly as sus-
ceptible to fl uctuations in the value of the dollar and changes in U.S. eco-
nomic policies.76 An internationally recognized RMB also would create 
ample opportunity for China to play a larger role in infl uencing interna-
tional fi nancial institutions, such as the IMF and the World Bank. In what 
many heralded as the RMB’s symbolic graduation into the ranks of the 
world’s elite currencies, the IMF announced in December 2015 it would 
begin including the RMB in its market basket of currencies (which cur-
rently includes the dollar, yen, pound, and the euro) that together comprise 
an accounting unit known as the IMF’s “special drawing right.” The move 
required the IMF to certify that the RMB satisfi ed a two- pronged test for 
inclusion— that it was both “widely used” and “freely usable.” While China 
had long met the fi rst criterion— the RMB already widely used to  settle trade 
between countries— the “freely usable” question was more fraught and the 
reason the IMF’s move did not come much sooner (for some, the IMF’s 
decision came without suffi cient pro gress by Beijing, as nation- wide caps 
still limit the amount of RMB- denominated debt foreigners can hold).77

By removing itself from the dollar system and becoming less reliant on 
low- yield government bonds from developed markets, Beijing will gain 
greater pricing power over global commodities markets, where China is 
already often the largest consumer.78 A reformed, rebalanced economy that 
rapidly expands its imports would also provide the Chinese government 
more leverage over other economies, especially as China pays for increas-
ingly more of  those imports in yuan.79 Renminbi internationalization 
would also be accompanied by growing Chinese FDI, some Chinese 
scholars predict, which in turn implies a need for China to protect its over-
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seas assets.80 To adequately guard  these new overseas assets, explains Chi-
nese po liti cal economist Di Dongsheng, “Beijing  will have to be capable of 
projecting power. Time and again in modern history hard power has fol-
lowed where capital leads, fl owing from advanced economies to developing 
nations regardless of the religion, culture, and ideology of the home country. 
Thus, China is likely to abandon its foreign policy orthodoxy of non- 
interference in order to protect its overseas investments.”81

China’s steady march  toward internationalizing the RMB is already 
lending it new forms of infl uence, not just in Asia but more broadly as 
well.82 Even Taiwan is tempted with the opportunity to sign a RMB cur-
rency swap agreement, a move that would create yet another irreversible 
cross- strait linkage.83 A successful currency swap agreement  will, in the 
words of the Central Bank of Taiwan’s deputy governor, Yang Ching- long, 
“not only contribute to Taiwan’s goal of becoming an offshore RMB 
market . . .  but [it]  will also facilitate China’s bid to internationalize its 
currency.”84

Even where  these infl uences are more symbolic than real— many suggest 
that the world’s ac cep tance of the RMB as a global reserve currency would 
give China greater symbolic sway within the region— these beliefs can come 
to infl uence China’s foreign policy in ways that are diffi cult to predict. As 
Chinese analysts themselves describe the prospects, “China’s traditional de-
pendence on the dollar- based system  will gradually give way to more bal-
anced relations as use of the renminbi spreads. Consequently, competition 
between the  great powers  will rise, even leading to a bipolar—or tripolar, 
alongside the eurozone— global po liti cal economic system in the coming 
de cades.”85

Fi nally, a rising RMB may also come with costs for par tic u lar aspects 
of U.S. fi nancial leverage, especially in the realm of sanctions. Certain fi -
nancial sanctions— like  those imposed on Iran’s central bank— are effective 
only  because  these entities deal in U.S. dollars. But the stakes change if 
countries begin to  settle transactions in RMB or other currencies. Ac-
cording to reports from the Financial Times, Iran and China began settling 
oil transactions in RMB— which, while not freely convertible, allowed Iran 
to evade sanctions and use the funds on Chinese imports.86 Rus sian 
companies are hastening to switch contracts to renminbi and other curren-
cies amid concerns that Western sanctions targeting Moscow for its incur-
sion into Ukraine  will freeze them out of the U.S. dollar market.87

If Beijing’s ability to translate reserve currency status into geopo liti cal 
heft remains largely on the horizon, another power ful monetary tool that 
is already fully incorporated into Beijing’s geoeconomic arsenal is the ability 
to impact another country’s borrowing costs.  There are several concrete 
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examples attesting to how the PRC’s ability to do this can confer geopo-
liti cal leverage— often when states are at their most vulnerable. China’s 
decision not to devalue its currency during the 1997–1998 Asian fi nancial 
crisis earned Beijing gratitude across the region that lingers to this day. 
Another example is China’s desire for market economy status, a designa-
tion  that served as a point of leverage during China’s negotiations to join 
the WTO prior to 2001.88 Market economy status would give leverage to 
Chinese companies that are accused of dumping— a term used when ex-
port products are priced below their real production cost. Over the last 
de cade, Chinese companies have been investigated for dumping products 
from solar panels to bedroom furniture and tele vi sions.89 At vari ous points 
during the eurozone crisis, the Chinese have rather explic itly set the EU’s 
granting of market economy status to China as the condition for any cap-
ital injection.90 It is a depreciating asset— Beijing argues the status should 
expire in 2016 by the terms of its WTO entry— but if the Eu ro pe ans unilat-
erally move to recognize China as a market economy without U.S. agree-
ment, one could expect a serious transatlantic row that would weaken U.S.- 
European geopo liti cal cooperation, at least in the short term.

But the most well- known example of Chinese leverage in this regard is 
of course Chinese purchases of U.S. debt since 2001. The most often cited 
contingency is that China could undertake a large and sudden sell- off of 
its substantial holdings of U.S. Trea suries. Chinese offi cials have suggested 
that its holdings of U.S. debt could be used in regard to economic and po-
liti cal disputes with the United States (most notably in 2010, when PLA 
military offi cials took to Xin hua, China’s leading news agency, to publicly 
urge Beijing to “dump some U.S. bonds” to punish the United States for its 
decision to follow through on an arms sale to Taiwan).91

Fortunately, Chinese PLA offi cers do not set the country’s monetary 
policy. And as many observers have noted, any signifi cant sell- off of U.S. 
debt would carry substantial costs for China, which would see the value of 
its remaining Trea suries depreciate as a result. This self- infl icted deprecia-
tion, combined with the fact that  U.S. bond markets are the world’s 
deepest, most liquid pool of marketable securities, together relieve Bei-
jing’s holdings of much of their coercive value (indeed, in a rare point of 
agreement between economists and foreign policy strategists, most in 
both groups seem persuaded that, far from a source of strength, China’s 
holdings are on balance a liability for Beijing).92 As one Chinese banker ex-
plained less than a year  after Lehman  Bro th ers declared bankruptcy: “Ex-
cept for U.S. Trea suries, what can you hold? U.S. Trea suries are the safe 
haven. For every one, including China, it is the only option. We hate you 
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guys. Once you start issuing $1 trillion to $2 trillion [of bonds], we know 
the dollar is  going to depreciate, so we hate you guys, but  there is nothing 
much we can do.”93

This is prob ably true. At the same time, any balanced assessment should 
contend with at least four considerations. First, as Yale Law School pro-
fessor David Singh Grewal put it in a 2009 essay on the subject, perhaps 
“the issue is not  really about economics.”94 One could well imagine cases 
with stakes  great enough for Beijing to accept the economic losses: almost 
certainly Taiwan would qualify, but rising tensions around territorial dis-
putes, especially in the South and East China seas, suggest  there may well 
be other fl ash points worth probing  here in terms of the stakes they hold 
for some in Beijing. Most recently,  there have been semi- offi cial calls for 
the use of force to assert China’s maritime claims against the Philippines, 
a U.S. ally, as well as Vietnam. One notable example was an unsigned fall 
2011 editorial in Global Times, a voice of the Chinese government (known 
for its often nationalist editorial stance): “The South China Sea, as well as 
other sensitive sea areas,  will have a higher risk of serious clashes. If  these 
countries  don’t want to change their ways with China, they  will need to 
prepare for the sounds of cannons. We need to be ready for that, as it may 
be the only way for the disputes in the sea to be resolved.”95

Questions about Beijing’s economic pain tolerance seem especially perti-
nent when considering that the “mutual assured destruction” argument 
outlined above rests on assumptions of economic rationality. Such assump-
tions should be considered carefully, though, as China’s very accumulation 
of  these reserves is not eco nom ically rational, at least not as economists de-
fi ne the term. Indeed, for all the international ire surrounding China’s 
currency policies, no country loses from China’s exchange rate policies 
more than China itself: according to estimates by the Bank of Canada, the 
cost to China from delayed adjustment of the RMB is around 12  percent 
of its GDP ( these same estimates place the costs to the United States of 
China’s currency policy at around 6  percent of U.S. GDP).96

At a minimum, the prospect of any signifi cant reduction in China’s Trea-
sury holdings should be viewed against the cost of other relevant policy 
alternatives for Beijing, especially the use of force. And compared to risking 
military confl ict with the United States or one of its allies, the cost to China 
of suddenly and substantially reducing its holdings of U.S. Trea suries may 
not seem all that irrational.

This touches on a related point: it is easy to underestimate the consider-
able domestic pressure Beijing  faces in holding such substantial and 
growing sums of U.S. debt. China’s reserve managers fell  under strong 
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public censure for their owner ship of GSE debt during the fi nancing crisis 
and still face continued criticism for underwriting U.S. consumption. In 
short, while the risk of any sudden reduction in Chinese holdings of U.S. 
debt is currently remote, it is also poorly understood. And Beijing, already 
having proven itself a price- insensitive buyer of Trea suries, could react as 
a price- insensitive seller if confronted with suffi ciently profound geopo-
liti cal contingencies vis- à- vis the United States.

Moreover, any investor with suffi cient market share could shift its hold-
ings from one type of dollar- denominated instrument to another. A signifi -
cant holder could choose to divest all agency mortgage- backed securities 
(e.g., Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) it owns, for instance, or could sell 
longer- term Trea suries and reinvest the proceeds in short- term instruments, 
steepening the yield curve. Such shifts in portfolio holdings could further 
stunt the U.S. housing market or cause a sudden shift in the yield curve 
(thus tightening fi nancial conditions and undermining much of what the 
Fed has done through its asset purchases)— all without affecting the overall 
value of the exchange rate, and thus the value of China’s dollar holdings.

Further, for sovereigns with enough share of a given market, the  simple 
prospect of such action, or indeed even a move simply to purchase fewer 
securities in the  future, may be enough to disrupt markets. For example, 
“if Sino- American relations deteriorate over economic or international 
po liti cal issues,” explains Cornell’s Jonathan Kirshner, “it is likely that U.S. 
macroeconomic stability  will be ruffl ed by China shuffl ing its dollar cards, 
even if it never folds them.”97 In May 2009, Beijing for the fi rst time aired 
public concerns about the viability of U.S. debt, and followed this with a 
relative downsizing in its purchases of long- term U.S. Trea suries.98 The re-
sult was a marked steepening of the yield curve as rates  rose on longer- 
term U.S. bonds.99 While China quickly resumed and even accelerated its 
purchases of longer- term Trea suries, Beijing’s point seemed to register 
clearly on markets.

Fi nally, while central banks can and should offset  these shifts—as the Fed 
did during 2008–2009 (structural limitations prevented the Eu ro pean 
Central Bank from  doing the same)— any disruption, however temporary, 
could prove costly. Beyond a spike in U.S. borrowing costs, temporary 
disquiet in  U.S. bond markets could deepen doubts about the dollar’s 
continued ability to anchor the world’s monetary system and, by exten-
sion, about the U.S. role as lead man ag er of the global economy. Further, 
the Fed’s room for maneuver is neither infi nite— some economists have 
suggested that foreign sovereign purchases of U.S. government debt, espe-
cially by countries with already huge reserve stockpiles constrained the 
Fed’s ability to contain the  bubble prior to 2007 (and Federal Reserve 
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chairman Ben Bernanke has publicly offered similar sentiments)— nor po-
liti cally easy.100

National policies governing energy and commodities. China’s appetite for 
energy and resources is a power ful driver of geoeconomics in the post– Cold 
War era.101 Much of this is structural. With nearly “1.4 billion mouths and 
a growing appetite for nationalism to feed,” China has  little choice but to 
pursue geoeconomic strategies that support its geopo liti cal objectives 
abroad and prioritize the legitimacy of the Communist Party at home.102

At the same time, though, perhaps counterintuitively, the sheer size of 
China’s resource appetites also functions as a form of geoeconomic le-
verage.103 China’s negotiating clout is seen, for example, in Beijing’s ability 
to win equity stakes in its gas contracts— not just in contracts with Central 
Asian suppliers (Turkmenistan is one example) but in  those with Rus sia as 
well.104 It is also seen in the way that a shrinking U.S. energy appetite in 
certain regions, West Africa for instance, can mean a  wholesale shift in the 
foreign policies of countries such as Chad and Angola; as  these producer 
countries re orient their energy sales eastward  toward Asia, their capital 
fl ows and geopo liti cal relationships inevitably follow.105

Structural determinants aside,  there are some cases where China has forth-
rightly pursued or hinted at pursuing energy and commodities policies on 
geopo liti cal motivations— examples noted earlier include export bans on 
rare earths as a means of registering dissatisfaction with policies around 
the South and East China Seas, or the 2012 comments by China National 
Offshore Oil Corporation chairman Wang Yilin characterizing China’s deep-
water rigs as “mobile national territory and a strategic weapon.”106 One 
such glimpse into the dual- use nature of  these rigs came in May 2014 when, 
amid escalations in the South China Sea, China parked its fi rst deepwater rig 
in what one press report described as “one of the most sensitive spots pos-
si ble, about 17 miles off a speck of an island claimed by both China and 
Vietnam.”107 As press reports described the rig’s arrival: “Few believe that 
energy discoveries  were the primary reason for the arrival of rig HD-981, 
which is owned by China National Offshore Oil Corporation, or CNOOC, 
the state- run energy  giant.”108 As Holly Morrow, a fellow in the Geopolitics 
of Energy program at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, put it, 
“CNOOC is a business but also a po liti cal actor. . . .  It’s never about en-
ergy completely, it’s about sovereignty.”109

And  there are still other cases that fall somewhere between the two, 
suggesting that if a state is big enough, a  little coercion can cast a long, 
forward- looking shadow. This is in evidence in Southeast Asia, where energy 
companies drilling in disputed waters admit to preemptively partnering 
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with Chinese SOEs so as to avoid harassment, such as the Philippine- 
British com pany Forum Energy partnering with CNOOC to drill off Reed 
Bank in the South China Sea.110 It is an extension of the dynamic seen for 
years now with major private energy companies, which— seeing no alterna-
tive to mandatory joint ventures as the only means of entering the Chinese 
market— have effectively joined their interests to  those of onetime Chinese 
competitors.

Nature or Nurture? China’s 
Geoeconomic Endowments

Fi nally, it is worth revisiting the geoeconomic endowments outlined in 
Chapter 3 in the par tic u lar context of China. It reveals a country well suited 
to geoeconomics, though again, not without vulnerabilities and weaknesses.

Ability to control outbound investment. First is a state’s willingness and 
ability to put domestic capital to geoeconomic use—be it outbound port-
folio investment or outbound FDI, debt or equity. Between the state- owned 
investment vehicles for its reserve assets, sovereign wealth funds, state- 
owned banks, and its SOEs, Beijing controls not just vast sums but a number 
of mechanisms for channeling this investment.

Often  these mechanisms are mutually reinforcing: its state banks and 
foreign exchange reserves are being spun into fi nancing to support the 
“ going out” of its SOEs, frequently in foreign mergers and deals involving 
strategic industries. In mid-2012, CNOOC swept into Canada with a $15.1 
billion deal to buy one of Canada’s largest energy producers, Nexen Inc., a 
venture intended to enable CNOOC to play a central role in technologies 
reshaping the North American energy landscape. The bid won approval 
from Ottawa and the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States— since Nexen has U.S. interests— giving CNOOC control of Nex-
en’s Long Lake oil sands proj ect in Alberta as well as billions of barrels of 
reserves in the world’s third- largest crude store house.111 In January 2013, 
in another example, the management entity overseeing China’s vast foreign 
exchange holdings (known as SAFE) announced plans to create a new Co- 
Financing Offi ce charged with providing added liquidity to Chinese banks 
as they lend to domestic fi rms investing overseas. “In recent years, the cen-
tral bank and SAFE have been creating new ways of using foreign exchange 
reserves to support the real economy and serve for the ‘venturing abroad’ 
strategy,” as SAFE explained the move in a statement on its website.112
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Six months  later, in June 2013, Premier Li Keqiang hosted a cabinet 
meeting at which, according to Chinese state media, he said the govern-
ment would support domestic enterprises to “go out” and make China’s 
foreign reserves management more “innovative.”113 Weeks  later, China’s 
central bank followed SAFE’s initial moves with a potentially larger initia-
tive of its own, announcing in August 2013 that it was studying a plan to 
set up a new agency to invest the bulk of the nation’s $3.5 trillion of for-
eign exchange reserves overseas for better returns.114 The world got a hint 
of what this could entail when Chinese media reported in April 2015 that 
China would invest some $62 billion of its foreign exchange returns into 
its ambitious New Silk Road proj ect, a proj ect widely hailed as a geostra-
tegic effort to expand Beijing’s infl uence across Asia while also diversifying 
China’s transport routes away from current choke points controlled by 
the U.S. military.115

Domestic market features. China’s geoeconomic per for mance is in part a 
story about the strategic advantages of size and speed. According to one 
estimate, Chinese per- capita GDP  rose from 6  percent of the U.S. level in 
1980 to 22  percent in 2008,116 and India’s  rose from 5  percent to 10  percent.117 
Studies by Robert Kuhn have linked domestic market features to Xi Jin-
ping’s much- vaunted “Chinese Dream,” wherein China becomes a “moder-
ately well- off society” by about 2020— specifi cally, by doubling China’s 
per- capita GDP by 2020 and incorporating 70  percent of China’s popula-
tion into cities by 2030— and becoming “a fully developed nation” by the 
100th anniversary of the establishment of the  People’s Republic of China.118 
China  will eventually overtake the United States in absolute terms as the 
world’s largest economy, a title that the United States has now held for ap-
proximately a  century and a quarter. And so long as China continues its 
climb up the value ladder, supply chains  will continue their relative shift 
away from the West, potentially dealing a hefty psychological and fi nan-
cially costly blow to the United States.

But from Nigeria to Indonesia to India, many countries are big and 
growing quickly, and yet they are without anything approaching China’s 
geoeconomic throw weight. Even if China stands out as superlative in mat-
ters of size and speed,  these attributes are too widespread to alone account 
for China’s geoeconomic leverage. In fact, four more factors help explain 
China’s ability to translate its domestic market into geoeconomic leverage. 
To review: fi rst, Beijing exercises case- by- case discretion over access to its 
domestic market; second, China has the ability to redirect its domestic ap-
petite to make a geopo liti cal point; third,  either in fact or in perception, 
 there is a consensus that its domestic market is too large for other nations 
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to ignore; and fi  nally, its growth trajectory is such that other countries see 
rising  future costs to upsetting Beijing  today. Taken together,  these domestic 
market endowments are most readily felt in China’s use of trade and in-
vestment as instruments of statecraft.

Infl uence over commodity and energy fl ows. Chapter 3 outlined the three 
basic variables that determine how successfully a country can, through 
its energy and commodity policies, infl uence its geoeconomic standing: 
mono poly power (market owner ship), monopsony power (infl uence that 
comes from being the world’s leading customer), and centrality as a transit 
point between major buyers and sellers. While China can only claim one 
of  these— its title as the world’s fastest- growing energy consumer—it has 
nonetheless managed to pull from other strengths in ways that amply 
compensate.

Prob ably the best recent example is China’s thirty- year gas supply deal 
with Rus sia. Announced May 2014  after ten years of negotiations, the deal 
refl ects a clear upper hand by Beijing.119 The deal also demonstrates Chi-
na’s desire for energy supplies that do not need to travel via sea- lanes con-
trolled by the U.S. Navy. The deal should mean greater gas supplies in the 
region (and, in turn, lower prices). While the Russia- China deal was greeted 
by robust press attention, just a year earlier China had concluded an agree-
ment with Turkmenistan that was twice the size of its Moscow accord.120 
With anx i eties over Rus sian neoimperialism rising across Central Asia, 
Turkmen offi cials  were quick to hail the arrangement with China as the 
consummation of a “new strategic partnership” between the two.121 But 
 these supplies  will still be transiting pipelines, and so they  will potentially 
be subject to the same sort of pipeline politics that always make down-
stream customers vulnerable.

Centrality to the global fi nancial system. Of all China’s geoeconomic en-
dowments, it is the country’s centrality to the global fi nancial system that 
remains the least utilized compared to potential. China has yet to liberalize 
its capital account, and its domestic fi nancial sector remains underdevel-
oped in many respects, especially its equity and debt markets. Despite the 
considerable pro gress and maturation that still await, China’s centrality to 
the global fi nancial system is already a driving force  behind its success in 
translating economic power into geopo liti cal clout. As an ever- larger share 
of China’s trade is settled in RMB, and as new offshore fi nancing hubs are 
added to  those already in Hong Kong, Singapore, and the United Kingdom, 
China  will assume new stature as an intermediary of capital, not just a sup-
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plier. As the country’s fi nancial maturation progresses, Beijing may also 
deepen its recent experimentation with sanctions, especially fi nancial ones.

In sum, China’s use of geoeconomic instruments has produced a robust 
diplomatic tool to shape other nation’s policies. Heriberto Araújo and Juan 
Pablo Cardenal argue: “By buying companies, exploiting natu ral resources, 
building infrastructure and giving loans all over the world, China is 
pursuing a soft but unstoppable form of economic domination.”122 But, 
underscoring how collateral consequences can prove just as geopo liti cally 
potent as intended aims,  these policies have also locked up signifi cant 
quantities of global energy resources, grown the coffers of dictators un-
friendly to the United States; lent new momentum to domestic proponents 
of China’s own military buildup, and arguably have increased the odds of 
resource- based confl ict.123



C H A P T E R  S I X

U.S. Foreign Policy and Geoeconomics 
in Historical Context

For its fi rst 150 years, the American foreign- policy tradition was 
deeply infused with economic logic. Unfortunately, thinking about 
international po liti cal economy has become a lost art in the United 
States.

— Robert Zoellick, former World Bank president and 

U.S. trade representative

The present hesitancy in the United States  toward geoeconomics 
stems from several factors— a lack of presidential leadership that has 

spanned both parties; the dominance of economic sanctions as the near- 
refl exive geoeconomic instrument of choice; and diffi cult bureaucratic pol-
itics, refl ected in the steady migration of geoeconomic decision making 
away from the State Department and  those responsible for placing U.S. for-
eign policy interests above all  others.1  These factors are all impor tant con-
tributing  causes, and the United States is unlikely to improve its present 
understanding and use of geoeconomics without meaningfully addressing 
them.

But, taken alone, they do not adequately explain the ambivalence.  After 
all, vari ous U.S. presidents have waned in their enthusiasm for geoeco-
nomic techniques of statecraft over the years— Woodrow Wilson’s rejec-
tion of “dollar diplomacy,” for instance— even as they and their coterie of 
advisors still recognized, debated, and utilized  these techniques with far 
greater sophistication than seen  today. Likewise, the United States has re-
lied heavily on sanctions at several points in its history, but during  these 
periods U.S. policy still evinced a level of comfort with geoeconomic in-
struments beyond sanctions that is not seen  today. Fi nally, while bureau-
cratic politics have long plagued U.S. geoeconomic efforts— congressional 
reports on the issue trace as far back as the 1950s— recent bureaucratic 
impediments are indeed new in some ways, as Chapter 9 discusses.
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 There is yet another culprit contributing to the present ambivalence 
 toward geoeconomics in the United States  today: a faulty historical memory. 
In recent de cades U.S. policy makers have plainly forgotten the traditional 
role that geoeconomics has played in this country’s foreign policy.

Even to the casual witness of U.S. foreign policy debates in recent years, 
 these historical blind spots are not hard to fi nd. As one analyst stressed, 
“While . . .  all governments step into economic matters in one way or 
another,” China and Rus sia  today “do so in ways unthinkable in the U.S.”2 
Economics and politics, according to many mainstream accounts, are “rel-
atively separable and autonomous spheres of activity,” and to the extent 
one has bearing on the other, it is “economic rationality [that]  ought to 
determine po liti cal relations,” not the reverse.3 U.S. offi cials and experts 
concede, for example, that a potential U.S.- EU trade deal, the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), “could be seen as a ‘second glue’ 
to shore up the transatlantic relationship.”4 But “calling TTIP an ‘economic 
NATO’ would . . .  be wrong.”5  These assertions refl ect a widely held world-
view that markets are somehow apo liti cal, to be kept  free from geopo-
liti cal encroachments, and in any case not a proper arena for state power 
politics.6

It has not always been so. The United States declared war on Britain in 
1812 only  after years of embargoes failed to change the latter’s be hav ior. 
William Howard Taft’s “dollar diplomacy” proved to be a long- term 
failure, especially in Asia: it “encouraged Japan and Rus sia to increase co-
operation in dividing Manchuria, alienated their British and French allies 
from the United States, weakened Chinese integrity, and show[ed] Amer-
ican diplomacy to be both naive and heavy- handed.”7 But  whether such 
geoeconomic adventures have been successful or not, the United States has 
a long and extensive rec ord of attempting them. For most of its history, the 
United States has regularly understood— and exercised— geoeconomic tools 
as part of its strategic battery.

In recent de cades, however, Amer i ca began to tell itself a dif fer ent story 
about geoeconomics, both about its role in statecraft generally and about 
its historical role in American foreign policy specifi cally. U.S. policy makers 
began to see economics as its own distinctive realm, to be protected from 
the whims of statecraft. Writing to President Nixon in 1969, Richard 
Cooper— then a young staffer at the National Security Council who would 
go on to become a prominent Harvard economist and se nior U.S. govern-
ment offi cial— acknowledged this growing separation between foreign 
policy and foreign economic policy, viewing it as something between nec-
essary and desirable in promoting the U.S. aim of a liberal trading environ-
ment.8 “Given general guidance for the achievement of a liberal trading 
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environment,” Cooper explained, “it was felt that foreign economic policy 
should be left alone,  free from interference by shorter- term po liti cal 
considerations.”9

As this bifurcation grew more ingrained over successive U.S. administra-
tions, economics largely became the exclusive province of economists, all 
but unavailable to foreign policy makers, and except for sanctions, Amer-
i ca’s comfort level with geoeconomics began to wane. So began a structural 
separation that remains  today. Bridging this divide begins with correcting 
the historical rec ord on Amer i ca’s use of geoeconomics, and with isolating 
when things changed and why. A surer sense of history— and with it, per-
haps a clearer national self- understanding—on  these points  will be crucial 
to deciding where and how geoeconomics  ought to fi gure into American 
strategic calculus and the promotion of U.S. national interests  today.

The American Revolution to 1914: 
The Geoeconomics of Survival

In the years following the American Revolutionary War, the Founding 
 Fathers argued that the United States could not achieve true in de pen dence 
 unless it was eco nom ically robust and self- suffi cient. Thomas Jefferson put 
the point in a May 1797 letter to statesman and eventual vice president 
Elbridge Gerry. The British and French, Jefferson wrote,

have wished a mono poly of commerce and infl uence with us; and they have 
in fact obtained it. When we take notice that theirs is the workshop to which 
we go for all we want . . .  that to them belongs  either openly or secretly the 
 great mass of our navigation . . .  that they are advancing fast to a mono poly 
of our banks and public funds, and thereby placing our public fi nances  under 
their control . . .  when they have shown that by all  these bearings on the dif-
fer ent branches of the government, they can force it to proceed in what ever 
direction they dictate, and bend the interests of this country entirely to the  will 
of another; when all this, I say, is attended to, it is impossible for us to say we 
stand on in de pen dent ground.

It is diffi cult to fi nd a clearer example of geoeconomic concern and intent.
Jefferson voiced the common understanding that Amer i ca’s greatest early 

threats  were geoeconomic in nature. Others never lost enthusiasm for 
shows of geoeconomic opportunism. Keenly aware that Eu rope would 
be the most likely source for pos si ble threats to American security, Ben-
jamin Franklin suggested that Amer i ca should consider offering its com-
merce in exchange for the friendship of Eu ro pean states.10 Thomas Paine, in 
Common Sense, explained how “our plan is commerce, and that, well at-
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tended to,  will secure us the peace and friendship of all Eu rope;  because it 
is in the interest of all Eu rope to have Amer i ca as a  free port. Her trade  will 
always be a protection.” Paine was  under no illusions that Amer i ca’s eco-
nomic interests might somehow be separated from Eu rope’s. Rather, geo-
economics was Paine’s solution. It was through trade that the United States 
might play off Eu ro pean states against each other in international politics. 
“By providing Eu ro pean states with equal access to American ports,” one 
source explained, “each  will have an interest in preventing  others from 
threatening Amer i ca’s in de pen dence.”11 And Alexander Hamilton, the  father 
of American capitalism, saw commerce as a weapon in power politics, a 
proposition not likely to win a referendum among  today’s trade policy 
makers.12

In a rare point of agreement between them, Hamilton and Thomas Jef-
ferson shared a basic enthusiasm for geoeconomic tools of foreign policy. 
Jefferson is rightly remembered for having scored one of Amer i ca’s greatest 
geoeconomic successes in its history: in April 1803, he oversaw the pur-
chase of 828,000 square miles of land between the Mississippi River and 
the Rocky Mountains, doubling Amer i ca’s size for a mere four cents an 
acre ($15 million in total). The economic rationale was self- evident; Jef-
ferson wanted to ensure that American farmers in the Ohio River Valley 
had access to the Gulf of Mexico via the Mississippi River— the river of-
fered  these farmers a crucial vent for their surplus grain and meat. The 
more fundamental motivation, however, was geopo liti cal. In May 1802, 
Jefferson confi ded to James Monroe that “we have  great reason to fear that 
Spain is to cede Louisiana and the Floridas to France.” He knew that the 
United States could not undertake a military confrontation with Napoleon 
Bonaparte’s France; he also assessed, however, that if France secured the 
aforementioned territories, it would be emboldened to expand into and 
plant roots in the very areas on which Jefferson had trained his strategic 
sights. As Jefferson warned Amer i ca’s ambassador to France, Robert Liv-
ingston, “The day that France takes possession of [New] Orleans, fi xes the 
sentence which is to restrain her forever within her low- water mark. It seals 
the  union of two nations, who, in conjunction, can maintain exclusive pos-
session of the ocean.”13

As with recent U.S. administrations and Congress, Amer i ca’s early leaders 
also showed a clear appreciation for sanctions as a geopo liti cal instrument. 
Jefferson believed that economic sanctions could be used to bring peaceful 
pressure on other states, and he instituted an embargo to protect American 
seamen and avert war with Britain on his watch.

Presaging the prolonged Washington debate on U.S. policy  toward Iran, 
in November 1808 Jefferson himself argued that  there  were only three 
policies for responding to En glish belligerence: “embargo,” “war,” or 
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“submission and tribute.” Not unlike the latter- day strug gles of his succes-
sors, Jefferson too lacked a perfect blueprint for the use of the sanctions 
tool. The 1807 embargo against British goods was unsuccessful and was 
eventually repealed. The American economy suffered, American public opinion 
opposed the policy, and the embargo failed to have a consequential impact 
on British actions. In 1815, Jefferson, with geoeconomics on his mind, wrote 
to the French economist Jean- Baptiste Say, lamenting how during war time 
“the interception of exchanges . . .  becomes a power ful weapon in the hands 
of the  enemy,” and extolling protectionism as a means by which the country 
may be secured “against a relapse into foreign de pen den cy.”14

During the Civil War, the Union successfully threatened  Great Britain 
with trade sanctions, vowing a complete cessation of trade, including an end 
to grain shipments, and the loss of billions of dollars invested in U.S. secu-
rities. This potential geoeconomic coercion was one of the factors, along 
with  U.S. willingness to use military force, British suspicion of French 
motives, and British repugnance toward slavery, that led London to stop 
supporting the Confederacy.15 A few years  later, as the task turned from 
warfi ghting to reconstruction, U.S. leaders did not lose sight of geoeconomic 
opportunities that would not merely restore Amer i ca but strengthen it be-
yond its antebellum position. Secretary of State William Seward negotiated 
the purchase of Alaska from Rus sia in March 1867, increasing the coun-
try’s size by more than 586,000 square miles for roughly two cents an acre 
($7.2 million in total).  Going on to begin negotiations similar territorial sales 
in Panama and Hawaii, “Seward laid the foundation for the United States 
to become not merely a continental power but an international empire.”16

In December 1898, the United States paid $20 million to purchase the 
Philippines as part of the peace deal that would end the Spanish-American 
War. Concerned, then as now, about the  future of China and arguing for an 
early pivot to Asia, Arthur MacArthur Jr., appointed in 1900 as the mili-
tary governor of the Philippines, was convinced that “the only open fi eld 
that pre sents any attractions to the practical economist is in the Far East.” 
He concluded that “peaceful possession of the Philippine Archipelago by 
the United States . . .  is absolutely essential to the progressive development 
of American national interests.” MacArthur saw it as “the stepping stone 
to commanding infl uence, if not po liti cal, commercial, and military su-
premacy, in the East” and “a base from which American interests can be 
effectively protected.”17

Thus geoeconomics was in the bloodstream of American leaders from 
the early days of the Republic. Facing predatory Eu ro pean nations and pos-
sessing weak military power projection, the found ers as a  matter of expe-
diency instinctively reached for economic instruments to protect the young 
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and vulnerable United States. As the North American continent was ex-
plored and conquered, their successors used the same tools de cade by de-
cade to broaden the U.S. strategic horizon into Asia and Latin Amer i ca. 
Even as several of the founding leaders, such as Benjamin Franklin, evolved 
their views on basic questions of market orientation, abandoning mercan-
tilism in support of  free trade, their embrace of geoeconomics remained 
constant. The nineteenth- century grand strategy was established: military 
force at home to keep the country together and subdue Native American 
tribes, and geoeconomics abroad to generate wealth and expand the Amer-
ican empire.

As Americans from Alexander Hamilton onward understood with  great 
clarity, the American economy existed within an international trading and 
investment system that was centered on  Great Britain’s naval might and 
industrial ingenuity and capacity. For many generations, geoeconomics in 
the United States involved the question of how the connection between the 
American economy and the British system could be accomplished so as to 
maximize American prosperity and security. But beginning with World War 
I and accelerating through the 1940s, this U.K.- supported global commer-
cial system began to weaken, and London gradually lost its strength and 
eventually its po liti cal  will to defend it, leaving Washington with the pro-
found question of how best to manage world order.

World Wars I and II: 
The Geoeconomics of Total War

The outbreak of war in 1914 brought a profound shift in Amer i ca’s relation-
ship with geoeconomics. By World War I, geoeconomic policies, especially 
ones of economic privation, had entered into the bloodstream of British 
strategic thought. As British foreign secretary Viscount Grey of Fallodon 
recounted in his memoirs, “The object of diplomacy . . .  was to secure 
the maximum blockade that could be enforced without a rupture with the 
United States,” which still clung zealously to its neutral trading rights with 
Germany.18 The British very nearly pushed too hard. But fortunately for 
London, the Germans’ aggressive U- boat campaign in the Atlantic soon 
“helped to put things into a clearer perspective in the USA,” especially fol-
lowing the sinking of the Lusitania in May 1915.19 But once Washington 
entered the war in 1917, the Americans introduced economic embargo 
mea sures even tougher than the British. Within a  matter of months, the 
United States pivoted to full cooperation with the Allies’ food blockade of 
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Germany and then embargoed all exports to the Scandinavian countries 
and the Netherlands, all of which had stayed neutral. Amer i ca’s exposure 
to the horrors of total war in 1917–1918 “appeared speedily to disabuse it 
of any fond belief that the principles of extensive trading rights for neutral 
nations could be upheld in time of war.”20

It was around the same time that Woodrow Wilson became out spoken 
in his criticism of “dollar diplomacy.” Speaking at In de pen dence Hall on 
July 4, 1914, on the nature of liberty, Wilson staked his opposition thus: 
“ There is no man who is more interested than I am in carry ing the enter-
prise of American business to  every quarter of the globe . . .  [But] if American 
enterprise in foreign countries, particularly in  those foreign countries which 
are not strong enough to resist us, takes the shape of imposing upon and 
exploiting the mass of the  people of that country, it  ought to be checked and 
not encouraged. I am willing to get anything for an American that money 
and enterprise can obtain except the suppression of the rights of other men.”21

Wilson took issue with the ends of “dollar diplomacy,” not the means, in 
other words. So long as geoeconomic instruments  were put in the ser vice 
of U.S. foreign policy aims that Wilson considered valid, he believed they 
had a legitimate, even vital, role to play. This was seen certainly in his zeal 
for economic embargo once the United States entered the war. But by 
1919, as Washington was shifting its focus from winning the  Great War 
to the less familiar task of advancing the peace, Woodrow Wilson came to 
believe that the League of Nations could prevent war by imposing an 
“absolute” boycott on aggressor countries. “A nation boycotted is a nation 
that is in sight of surrender,” he explained. “Apply this economic, peaceful, 
 silent, deadly remedy and  there  will be no need for force. It is a terrible 
remedy. It does not cost a life outside the nation boycotted, but it brings 
pressure upon the nation that, in my judgment, no modern nation could 
resist.”22

Even as American isolationism returned in the period following World 
War I, U.S. geoeconomic policy was still at work in the world—if anything, 
deepening during the interwar period. “Disillusionment with the war, inter-
national commitments that could lead to war, and economic uncertainty 
discouraged ambitious  U.S. involvement in global affairs during the in-
terwar period,” as the State Department historian summarized the national 
mood at that time. Even as the United States fatigued of Eu rope’s military 
dilemmas, President Wilson and his foreign policy architects turned to fa-
cilitating U.S. private investment overseas; U.S. investment dollars would 
be their mechanism of choice for expanding Amer i ca’s infl uence abroad.23

The Dawes Plan, for instance, allowed  U.S. banks to lend Germany 
enough money to enable it to meet its reparation payments to France and 
the United Kingdom.  Those countries used the received payments to ser-
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vice their war debts to the United States. Economic policy making in 
Berlin was reor ga nized  under foreign supervision just as the reichsmark 
was  adopted as new currency. Foreign supervision of German fi nances 
only ceased— and the last occupying troops left German soil— under the 
Young Plan in 1929.24

In 1934, the Roo se velt administration established the Export- Import 
Bank with the narrow objective of facilitating trade with the Soviet Union. 
In the late 1930s, however, its focus expanded. “In June 1938,” according 
to one assessment, “the Bank made its fi rst Latin American commitment 
that seemed to be infl uenced by considerations of foreign policy: an agree-
ment with the Haitian government to purchase up to $5 million of notes 
to be issued to an American construction com pany in connection with an 
extensive public works program in the country.”25

The Roo se velt administration intervened to preempt German encroach-
ment in the Western Hemi sphere, and more generally used trade to keep 
Germany out of its backyard. “Between 1934 and 1945, twenty- nine Re-
ciprocal Trade Agreement treaties  were made between the United States 
and vari ous Latin American countries.”26 The administration also at-
tempted to use the Ex- Im Bank to blunt the rise of Japan: citing a “bare 
chance we may still keep a demo cratic form of government in the Pacifi c,” 
Secretary of the Trea sury Henry Morgenthau Jr. helped arrange a $25 mil-
lion loan to China in December 1938.27

A year and a half  after the outbreak of World War II in Eu rope, the Lend- 
Lease policy of 1941 (formally titled An Act to Further Promote the 
Defense of the United States) enabled the United States to supply  Great 
Britain, France, the Republic of China, and  later the USSR and other Allied 
nations with defense materials, effectively ending the American pretense 
of neutrality. In all, some $50.1 billion worth of supplies (with a cost of 
approximately $660 billion in  today’s dollars)  were shipped, or 17  percent 
of the total war expenditures of the United States. Of this, $31.4 billion 
went to Britain, $11.3 billion to the Soviet Union, $3.2 billion to France, 
$1.6 billion to China, and the remaining $2.6 billion to other allies.28

Secretary of War Henry Stimson regarded Lend- Lease as “a declaration 
of economic war.”29 Many in London saw it as a form of economic war-
fare against Britain. Their belief was not entirely unfounded: Lend- Lease 
exercised control over British exports, sought unilateral decision over the 
level of British gold and dollar reserves, and sought to extract U.K. conces-
sions about the character of postwar commitments to participate fully in 
the new economic order. As such, Lend- Lease policies also helped sweep 
away what ever lingering discomforts  there might have been in Washington 
about the unabashed wielding of geoeconomic power, at least in times of 
existential threat.
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Interestingly, had the U.S.- U.K. alliance been less resolute, the British 
might have obtained more favorable terms  under Lend- Lease. Throughout 
the eight years of Lend- Lease, the Americans  were far tougher on the British 
than on the French or the Soviets. Despite massive U.S. aid to Moscow, 
interdependence between the Soviet Union and the United States did not 
exactly foster in Stalin a vested interest in working with the United States 
to create a liberal cap i tal ist postwar world order. Washington’s decision to 
refrain from exercising economic leverage on the Soviets during the Eu ro-
pean war was driven partly by fears of a separately negotiated peace be-
tween the Soviets and Hitler (à la the Nazi- Soviet nonaggression pact of 
1939) and partly by the desire to gain Soviet support for defeating the 
Japa nese.30

With its entry into World War II, Amer i ca would once again see its views 
 toward both neutrality and neutral rights to trade powerfully reshaped. In 
a transformation led principally by FDR, U.S. Trea sury Secretary Henry 
Morgenthau, his assistant Harry White, and Vice President Henry Wallace, 
the United States developed a renewed zeal for economic warfare,  going 
well beyond anything the British had contemplated in their sanctions and 
embargo efforts. Washington widened its defi nition of contraband, and no 
longer insisted that a blockade be physically enforceable to be a blockade— 
innovations that U.S. leaders touted in far more moralistic terms than the 
more  legal, pragmatic rationales favored by Whitehall. “Moralizing was 
not exorcised from U.S. decision- making,” explains historian Alan Dobson. 
“It was simply given a new direction and content.”31

Geoeconomics may have been more strongly represented in U.S. foreign 
policy during this period, but it was not necessarily any easier. Bureaucratic 
tensions within the U.S. government vexed implementation of embargoes 
during World War II. As two members of the Foreign Economic Adminis-
tration (a short- lived offi ce established to overcome  these tensions) sum-
marized the situation:

Even  after we entered the war . . .  the defi nition of responsibilities among the 
[U.S. government] agencies interested in vari ous aspects of  these programs 
was far from perfect. For one  thing, economic warfare was a fascinating sub-
ject to dabble in, and every one had ideas about what should be done. . . .  The 
Board of Economic Warfare . . .  had been intended to provide coordination 
and guidance, but it met infrequently and was abolished  after the Wallace- 
Jones feud broke into the newspapers. Only the President could fi  nally decide 
the controversies, and he usually had other things to do.32

When it comes to formulating and implementing geoeconomic policies, de-
structive U.S. bureaucratic politics have a rich history, it seems; such senti-
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ments could just as well have been written by frustrated American foreign 
policy strategists yesterday.

Nor was foreign policy back then necessarily more self- aware than it is 
 today. In what would go down as one of Amer i ca’s most ironic displays of 
geoeconomic statecraft,  after threatening Sweden with retaliation for not 
upholding its neutral rights in January 1943, U.S. Secretary of State Cordell 
Hull returned to the subject eigh teen months  later, this time warning Sweden 
of retaliation if it did not abrogate  those very same rights (by Hull’s account, 
“nothing short of embargo and radical change in Sweden’s German policy 
would satisfy our [Allied] demands”).33 This serves as yet another reminder 
that consistency has not always been a hallmark of U.S. diplomacy, then 
or now.

But  these geoeconomic efforts  were better resourced, more ambitious, 
and more in the foreground of U.S. strategy than is true  today. In 1943, the 
United States established the Offi ce of Economic Warfare, dispatching more 
than 200 market analysts around the world and housing nearly 3,000 ex-
perts in Washington with  orders to safeguard the dollar by bolstering 
the U.S. current account position and by securing vital imports at favor-
able terms.34 In July 1944, delegates from the Allied countries signed the 
Bretton Woods Agreement, seeing strengthened international economic co-
operation as their best hope for avoiding the horrors of another global 
war. Secretary of State Hull explained: “Unhampered trade dovetailed with 
peace; high tariffs, trade barriers, and unfair economic competition, with 
war . . .  [I]f we could get a freer fl ow of trade— freer in the sense of fewer 
discriminations and obstructions . . .  so that one country would not be 
deadly jealous of another and the living standards of all countries might 
rise, thereby eliminating the economic dissatisfaction that breeds war, we 
might have a reasonable chance of lasting peace.”35 The goal, of course, 
was lasting peace on Amer i ca’s terms. Baldwin notes, echoing a widely 
shared view, that “the American use of trade policy to construct an inter-
national economic order based on nondiscriminatory trade liberalization 
in the period  after World War II was one of the most successful infl uence 
attempts using economic policy instruments ever undertaken.”36

To be sure, other economic techniques, such as aid (especially the Mar-
shall Plan), currency stabilization, and promotion of private investment, 
 were also impor tant components of American foreign policy. But American 
trade policy was the key to success. Even at the time of the Bretton Woods 
conference in 1944, this was well understood. As one attendee, writing in 
the New York Times, put it, “Commercial policy . . .  is the key to the  whole 
show, for  there is practically no one  here who has the slightest confi dence 
in the effi cacy of any of the machinery in the pro cess of building in the 
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absence of an American trade policy that lowers tariff barriers and makes 
it pos si ble for the world’s greatest creditor nation to perform her proper 
function of buyer.”37

The Postwar Period and the Early Cold War: 
A Golden Age of American Geoeconomics

Amer i ca’s geoeconomic refl exes remained in full fl ower  after the war, abetted 
by U.S. economic dominance and the USSR’s economic isolation. As early 
postwar consensus began to  settle on economic factors as being among the 
leading  causes of World War II, U.S. policy makers answered with a largely 
geoeconomic plan for achieving lasting peace, in Eu rope and beyond. 
Lend- Lease was rolled over to become one of the fi rst forms of  U.S. 
postwar assistance. A fi erce debate erupted within the U.S. government 
over  whether to include the Soviet Union among the eligible recipients of 
postwar Lend- Lease fi nancing, with some favoring the move as liberalizing 
and  others seeing the need to use economic leverage to bring the Soviets 
into line. But by 1946 Truman had lost patience with Moscow, declaring 
himself “tired of babying the Soviets,” and by the following year the de-
bate had shifted away from extending postwar fi nancing to applying geo-
economic pressure.38

 These vari ous preoccupations fi  nally came together in June 1947, when 
Secretary of State George Marshall, delivering commencement remarks at 
Harvard University, famously declared that “the United States should do 
what ever it is able to do to assist in the return of normal economic health 
in the world, without which  there can be no po liti cal stability and no as-
sured peace. Our policy is directed not against any country or doctrine but 
against hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos. Its purpose should be the 
revival of a working economy in the world so as to permit the emergence 
of po liti cal and social conditions in which  free institutions can exist.”39

Even though countering the threat of Communism was the central im-
petus  behind the Eu ro pean Recovery Program, Marshall mentioned neither 
Communism nor the Soviet Union in his remarks. In a secret memorandum 
prepared the previous month, George Kennan had advised him to  counter 
a prevalent impression among Americans that “the effort to restore sound 
economic conditions is . . .  not something we would be interested in  doing 
if  there  were no Communist menace.”40 Kennan’s careful efforts to hide the 
geoeconomic under pinnings of the new U.S. policy— even at a time that 
was essentially the high point of geoeconomic thinking in  U.S. foreign 
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policy— illuminates how rarely geoeconomic motives are plainly stated 
(and why, consequently, conceptual frameworks for geoeconomics cannot 
reasonably be expected to rely on states explic itly acknowledging when 
geoeconomic factors are indeed driving policy).

All the same, Truman administration offi cials— including Kennan— 
certainly understood the Marshall Plan’s geoeconomic objectives. In his 
secret memo, Kennan argued that “American effort in aid to Eu rope” should 
attempt to redress “the economic maladjustment which makes Eu ro pean 
society vulnerable to exploitation by any and all totalitarian movements 
and which Rus sian communism is now exploiting.”41 That October, Under-
secretary of State Robert Lovett warned that Western Eu ro pean countries 
“would go to the Soviet [Union]” if the Marshall Plan was not imple-
mented.42 On August 22, 1949, Truman observed that “the military assis-
tance program and the Eu ro pean recovery program are part and parcel of 
the same policy.  There is the closest relationship between economic recovery 
and military defense. . . .  [E]conomic recovery  will lag if the haunting fear of 
military aggression is widespread.”43 Kennan argued that U.S. policy should 
not aim to develop Western Eu ro pean satellites but rather to ensure that 
“elements of in de pen dent power are developed on the Eurasian land mass 
as rapidly as pos si ble, in order to take off our shoulders some of the burden 
of ‘bi- polarity.’ To my mind, the chief beauty of the Marshall Plan is that it 
had outstandingly this effect.”44

Around the same time, U.S. and Eu ro pean allies agreed on a joint em-
bargo against the Soviet Union. Enacted through a coordinating committee 
known as COCOM, the embargo initially prohibited the export to the So-
viet Union of about 130 items deemed strategic. But a constellation of 
factors— the Chinese Communist victory over Chiang Kai- shek, the suc-
cessful test of the fi rst Soviet atomic weapon in 1949, the shift in Wash-
ington  toward a more assertive strategy of “containment” (building largely 
from Kennan’s ideas), and the outbreak of war on the Korean Peninsula in 
June 1950— would combine to push COCOM to expand its embargo. 
Overcoming Eu ro pean reluctance, the United States succeeded in extending 
the COCOM embargo to China and in expanding its scope to include not 
only certain strategic items, but also  those with signifi cant economic po-
tential (“selected items in key industrial areas contributing substantially to 
war potential”45).

What ever assumptions concerning the Cold War had emerged by Jan-
uary 1953, many of them  were gone by July. In January, President Eisen-
hower succeeded Truman, the fi rst U.S. presidential transition since the 
onset of the Cold War; in March, Stalin died; and in July, the Korean War 
ended with the establishment of the demilitarized zone. Faced with a much 
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dif fer ent strategic landscape, U.S. foreign policy considerations— while still 
the sole driver of East- West trade policy— soon began to push things in the 
opposite direction. President Eisenhower came into offi ce committed to the 
idea of achieving relative gains through East- West trade, a prospect that 
would require him to liberalize aspects of the embargo. Within eight months, 
Eisenhower established the Commission on Foreign Economic Policy on 
precisely  these grounds: “The national interest in the fi eld of foreign eco-
nomic policy is clear. It is to obtain . . .  the highest pos si ble level of trade 
and the most effi cient use of capital and resources. That this would also 
strengthen our military allies adds urgency. Their strength is of critical 
importance to the security of our country.”46

Eisenhower prevailed. Between 1953 and 1954, COCOM reduced the 
number of items on its Soviet Union embargo list by 50  percent. But the 
China embargo remained unchanged— partly out of a desire to keep max-
imum pressure on China during the Korean armistice, and partly  because 
of a compromise to assuage opponents of Eisenhower’s push for expanded 
East- West trade.

Eu ro pean allies continued to agitate for further liberalization in the Soviet 
embargo.  There was by that time widespread acknowl edgment that the em-
bargo was neither restricting growth in the Soviet Union nor hindering its 
war- fi ghting potential (a point punctuated by the successful launch of 
Sputnik I in October 1957). Strikingly, while Eu ro pean members of 
COCOM seized on this lack of economic impact in their arguments for fur-
ther liberalization of the Soviet embargo, it did not seem to much enter U.S. 
discussions of  whether to liberalize; if anything, rationales simply shifted to 
justify the embargo on moral and symbolic grounds.47 In 1958, on the heels 
of signifi cant Allied pressure, the COCOM Soviet embargo list was reduced 
further, bringing the total down from the 282 items agreed upon in 1954 to 
155. One salient feature of the debates over liberalizing the COCOM embar-
goes was the singular focus on security and foreign policy considerations— 
disagreements turned only on how best to achieve  these aims, not  whether 
 these geoeconomic aims  ought to be considered against other concerns. 
 There was, in par tic u lar, no debate over a lack of cap i tal ist,  free- market 
principles in U.S. policy  toward China and the Soviet Union.

When President Kennedy assumed offi ce in 1961, he brought his own 
geoeconomic reasons for supporting COCOM liberalizations. For Ken-
nedy, further easing the embargoes made sense not  because they  were 
having no real economic impact but  because he thought it a potential 
means of eliciting quid pro quos from the Soviets. The strategy, known as 
“fl exible response,” was coined by State Department policy planning di-
rector Walt Rostow (also, incidentally, a top- notch economist and one of 
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the few economists to hold that post since).48 “Flexible response” did take 
hold in NATO regarding the nuclear defense of Eu rope, although not to 
any effect on the economic front. Its emphasis on a quid pro quo presented 
a fi rst- mover prob lem, making the plan reliant on some showing of good 
be hav ior from Moscow that never came (or, at least, was preempted by the 
Cuban missile crisis in 1962).

Around this time the importance of the rest of the world came into geo-
economic focus for U.S. Cold War policy makers. In 1960, a task force 
commissioned by President- elect Kennedy argued for liberalization in East- 
West trade, and assistance to developing nations as a means of keeping up 
with the Soviet Union (the task force’s recommendations became known 
as the Ball Report, named for committee chairman George Ball).49 Com-
pared to 1950, when trading capacity in the Soviet bloc countries was neg-
ligible, by 1960, Ball argued,  these countries had developed “the ability to 
export surpluses, which they are now beginning to use in furthering their 
external commercial and po liti cal objectives.”50

While strict economic logic might welcome a pickup in trade between 
the Soviet Union and the non- Communist world as a heartening trend, this 
was not how Washington saw matters at the time. Between its commitment 
to liberal economic principles and fears over expanding Soviet infl uence, 
the U.S. government viewed Communist trade penetration of  these markets 
with real concern, though the feeling was more one of reluctant acknowl-
edgment than outright alarm: “if it had to happen, then the U.S. would try 
to ensure that the USSR abided, as far as pos si ble, by  free market rules.”51 
 Here again, the Ball Report, like earlier discussions of East- West trade, is 
striking for its sole focus on U.S. foreign policy aims (fi delity to principles 
of capitalism and  free markets does not enter as an animating concern) and 
for its  matter- of- fact subordination of economic instruments fi rmly in the 
ser vice of U.S. geopo liti cal objectives—in short, a geoeconomic approach.

Amer i ca’s geoeconomic refl exes continued in ample force  under Presi-
dent Johnson. In 1964, for instance, the United States seized upon the split 
between Moscow and Bucharest by offering Gheorghe Gheorghiu- Dej, 
president of the Romanian State Council, a package of commercial incen-
tives and normalizing trade relations.52 On the  matter of East- West trade, the 
State Department by 1964 advocated loosening the embargo on the forth-
rightly geoeconomic grounds that “the amount of the trade, what ever it 
is, be substantial enough to make it available as a tool of United States 
foreign policy in advancement of United States objectives towards the 
Communist countries.”53

Sensing growing U.S. public support for expanded East- West trade, Pres-
ident Johnson pledged in his 1965 State of the Union address to “explore 
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ways to expand peaceful trade with [Eastern Eu ro pean] countries and the 
Soviet Union,” establishing a task force on the issue. The deliberations and 
conclusions of the task force (known as the Miller Committee, named for 
chairman J. Irwin Miller, of the Cummins Engine Com pany) further un-
derscored a basic comfort with employing trade policy as an effective and 
appropriate tool to advance U.S. foreign policy; even more striking is that 
this subordination of economics to geopo liti cal aims was seen as perfectly 
in keeping with the committee’s explicit embrace of  free- market capi-
talism.54 At least for the historical moment that encompassed the Miller 
Committee and its work, geoeconomics and liberal,  free- market economic 
policies coexisted quite comfortably.

Fi nally, even as se nior U.S. policy makers trained much of their atten-
tion  toward Eu rope and the Soviet Union during  these early post– World 
War II de cades, Washington was also greatly preoccupied with the eco-
nomic vitality and geopo liti cal stability of South  Korea and Japan.  After 
fi ghting a war to defend South  Korea, the U.S. policy  toward that country 
was guided by a strong interest in avoiding its po liti cal or economic col-
lapse and the possibility of a Communist revolution. Thus the U.S. geoeco-
nomic chose to pour aid into South  Korea— aid shifted from grants to 
concessional loans to Ex- Im Bank loans.55 Dynamics  were dif fer ent in 
Japan, however, as Tokyo resisted repeated U.S. efforts to get Japan to open 
its markets more to foreign goods and to change other economic practices 
seen as adverse to U.S. economic interests. But even  here, U.S. geopo liti cal 
preoccupations, centered as they  were on the Soviet Union, led Washington 
to restrain itself from a full- fl edged trade war with Japan.

War in Vietnam, the Defeat of Communism, 
the Rise of Terrorism, and the Steady 

Decline of Geoeconomics

The earliest origins of Amer i ca’s current preoccupation with po liti cal mil-
itary mea sures over geoeconomic instruments trace back to the Cold War. 
Even as U.S. geoeconomic statecraft was at its prime, some of the coun-
try’s most impor tant Cold War policies  were unintentionally helping to 
cultivate a bias  toward military and po liti cal military statecraft. Contain-
ment and détente offer two such examples. In his seminal 1946 “Long 
Tele gram” from Moscow and the article he published  under the pseud-
onym “X” in Foreign Affairs in 1947, George Kennan concluded that Soviet 
foreign policy would refl ect “per sis tent pressure  toward the disruption 
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and weakening of all rival infl uence and rival power.” As such, he advised 
the United States to adopt a “policy of fi rm containment, designed to con-
front the Rus sians with unalterable counterforce at  every point where 
they show signs of encroaching upon the interest of a peaceful and stable 
world.”56

During this period, it was far from clear that the doctrine of containment 
was to be construed primarily in terms of military force. To Kennan’s dismay, 
it slowly became so, but this narrowing pro cess was gradual— elaborated 
largely through vari ous refi nements to containment. It was, for example, 
another historic document, known as NSC-68 (often seen as a corollary 
to Kennan’s earlier containment concept), in which State Department 
policy planning director Paul Nitze and his colleagues in 1950 assessed 
that the United States would have to “possess superior overall power in our-
selves or in dependable combination with other likeminded nations” to con-
front the Soviet Union. Without “superior aggregate military strength, in 
being and readily mobilizable,” they explained, “a policy of ‘containment’ . . .  
is no more than a policy of bluff.” NSC-68 went on to warn that Amer i ca’s 
“military strength is becoming dangerously inadequate.”57 It was clear that 
containment was increasingly interpreted and prosecuted as an overwhelm-
ingly military exercise, embodied in NATO. At the same time, the Soviet 
Union’s minimalist international economic activity meant that although 
geoeconomic levers  were routinely deployed throughout much of the Cold 
War, they  were understood in Washington as having low overall impact on 
Moscow’s policies or the cohesion of the Warsaw Pact nations.

But this is not to say that American geoeconomic efforts did not at times 
cause a stir in the Soviet Union. In the early 1960s, the supposedly contra-
dictory be hav ior of the United States— its deviation from laissez- faire prin-
ciples of capitalism in the name of national security— sparked an angry 
outburst from Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. At the time the Soviet 
Union was hyper-focused on developing its oil industry, partly for strategic 
reasons but also in the hopes of exporting oil and gas to the West in ex-
change for hard currency, which Moscow needed in order to purchase 
Western technology. Unfortunately, one of the production pitfalls involved 
a certain kind of wide- dia meter steel pipes (made only in the West) needed 
to move oil from the wellhead to refi neries and on to the market.58 Rather 
than obliging the Soviets and selling large quantities of piping, the United 
States orchestrated concerted opposition through COCOM, through NATO, 
and via bilateral avenues with countries such as Japan.59 Exasperated, 
Khrushchev reportedly burst out to his advisors, “Who the hell do  these 
capitalists think they are, to believe that they can go around and not act 
like capitalists?”60
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What ever precipitating role earlier Cold War policies such as contain-
ment and its refi nements might have played in the U.S. prioritization of 
military and diplomatic approaches against the Soviets, it was not  until the 
Johnson and Nixon years that geoeconomics noticeably began to wane. 
This is attributable in large part to Vietnam; in an era of nuclear weapons, 
it was perhaps inevitable that the outbreak of armed confl ict and  U.S. 
troops on the ground in Southeast Asia would shift policy makers’ attention 
in the direction of military use of force.61

But  there was more to it. During the mid-1960s, a domestic commercial 
constituency for East- West trade began to emerge. By the December 1969 
passage of the East- West trade bill, it was clear that this was not the legis-
lation that Johnson or the Miller Committee had hoped for and proposed 
back in 1965. Strikingly, the 1969 bill was framed in far more liberal terms 
than  either Nixon or Kissinger wanted; for the fi rst time in the Cold War, 
Congress led the administration in promoting liberalization of East- West 
trade. In its reporting on export controls for the new act, the Senate Banking 
Committee expressly noted that circumstances had changed since the Ex-
port Control Act had been enacted; trying to control Soviet economic 
growth was now untenable, and as a result, the existing Export Control 
Act served only to disadvantage U.S. companies.62 (It is noteworthy that 
exactly the same argument has been reprised by  those who oppose eco-
nomic sanctions against Rus sia regarding its be hav ior in Ukraine). Mere 
economic signifi cance to the Soviet Union would no longer serve as a jus-
tifi cation for export control.

Nixon himself seemed to have  little affection for geoeconomics. Like 
Eisenhower, Nixon was skeptical of trade as a tool to spur po liti cal liber-
alization in the Soviet Union (as he once explained the relationship, “I do 
not accept the philosophy that increased trade results in improved po liti cal 
relations. In fact, just the converse is true. Better po liti cal relations lead to 
improved trade”).63 At the same time, though, it was not as if Nixon had 
alternative geoeconomic- minded strategies,  either on the issue of East- West 
trade specifi cally or as part of his Cold War efforts more broadly. On the 
contrary, Nixon and his advisors viewed détente as a largely geopo liti cal 
exercise, with very  little geoeconomic content.64 Economic issues took a 
deci ded backseat in Nixon’s foreign policy. For earlier administrations 
more inclined  toward geoeconomics— those of Truman, Kennedy, and Eisen-
hower— the steady disintegration of the Bretton Woods system of exchange 
rates anchored by the U.S. dollar would have marked a “primary threat to 
United States interests and the health of the anti- Soviet co ali tion in 1969— a 
threat far greater than anything Ho Chi Minh could ever assem ble in the 
far- off jungles of Indochina.”65 For Nixon, though, worrying about mone-
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tary coordination was hardly the stuff of fi rst- order foreign policy. “I  don’t 
give a shit about the value of the lira!” as Nixon once expostulated to his 
staff.66

Nixon was not alone. Slowly but unmistakably, the mood in Washington 
had begun to turn away from geoeconomics. As po liti cal scientist 
I. M. Destler summarized it, the change in temperament progressed steadily, 
showing itself in the early 1960s, when “congressional leaders complained 
that the State Department neither understood nor represented U.S. economic 
interests.”67 In 1962, Congress forced JFK to establish a trade coordination 
offi ce in the White House (rather than the state department) as a precondi-
tion for launching a major new trade liberalization effort. But a more pal-
pable shift came in 1971, when Nixon ended the dollar’s convertibility into 
gold and pushed allies into diffi cult U.S. economic interests.68 Indeed, with 
his decision on the gold win dow, Nixon demonstrated his unwillingness to 
subordinate economic interests to geopo liti cal aims. (Kissinger was absent 
from the room when Nixon made the decision and informed the Eu ro pean 
allies— a slight that Kissinger would  later recount as among the most dif-
fi cult of all his years in government.)69

Similarly, when U.S. farmers,  eager to turn their crop into cash, won the 
hotly debated question of  whether to hold grain sales to the Soviets hos-
tage to po liti cal concessions, U.S. foreign policy makers  were put on no-
tice. For Kissinger, who argued that “the U.S. grain crop was a tremendous 
asset,” “merely pouring out grain for gold” was “very painful” when it 
“could have bought a year or so of Soviet good be hav ior.”70 The episode, 
which became known as the “ Great Grain Robbery of 1972,” made clear 
that no longer could policy makers expect geoeconomic approaches to be 
as readily available to them. Gone  were the days when economic instru-
ments could be exercised purely for geopo liti cal advantage.71

If Nixon was disinclined  toward geoeconomic approaches to begin with, 
the 1973–1974 oil crisis and the general onset of economic insecurity in 
the mid-1970s only further lessened his enthusiasm, especially when it 
came to trading economic concessions for geopo liti cal objectives. By the 
mid-1970s, the domestic commercial constituencies for East– West trade 
had fully awoken to the possibilities of more liberalized fl ows.  These con-
stituencies, Dobson recounts, “became more infl uential, and although they 
still backed détente, they  were primarily concerned with sales and profi ts; 
exchanging economic advantages for foreign policy gains had  little ap-
peal.”72 Soon Congress mobilized to their cause, and  there  were concurrent 
reviews of the issue. The fi nal report by the Committee on International 
Economic Policy, in marked contrast to the Miller Report four years ear-
lier, recommended reductions in  U.S. lists to COCOM levels and less 
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onerous licensing— not so much on national security grounds but in order 
to make U.S. companies more competitive. In an indication of the deterio-
rating environment for geoeconomics, the new report not only suggested 
that the administration should seek most- favored- nation (MFN) status 
with the Soviets but also cautioned that “we should not seek to use MFN 
as a po liti cal tool.”73

In addition, the bureaucratic reorganizations that followed Watergate, 
coming as they did at the height of U.S. economic insecurity, served to shift 
geoeconomic responsibility and capacity away from the State Department 
and administration foreign policy leaders. During this period, no fewer 
than three reports touched on the making of U.S. foreign policy and what 
Dobson calls “the issue of economic statecraft  toward NMEs” (nonmarket 
economies).74 The Economic Policy Board, created by President Ford in 
September 1974, was to be chaired by the secretary of the Trea sury and 
was to “provide advice to the President concerning all aspects of national 
and international economic policy . . .  oversee the formulation, coordina-
tion and implementation of all economic policy of the United States and 
serve as the focal point for economic policy decision- making.”75

Another impor tant plot point in the steady shift away from geoeco-
nomics came in Ford’s rejection of détente, which carried with it a certain 
hardening of views on the moral superiority of capitalism and a remilitariza-
tion of the Cold War.  After being overruled in the  Great Grain Robbery, 
Kissinger seemingly lost interest in seeking out geoeconomic approaches 
to the Cold War and mainly occupied himself with the SALT II limitations 
on nuclear weapons instead. Next came the crisis in Angola, when the 
Soviets airlifted Cuban troops to fi ght in Angola’s civil war. Not only was 
the move seen as a serious escalation by the Soviets, spurring Kissinger to 
authorize CIA support for anti- Communist forces  there, but it also further 
trained policy makers’ attention on the military aspects of the East- West 
confl ict rather than its geoeconomic dimensions.

President Car ter came into offi ce wary of his pre de ces sor’s remilitarized 
anti- Communist stance. But by late summer 1977, before the end of Car-
ter’s fi rst year in offi ce, out going CIA director George H. W. Bush painted 
a worrying picture of U.S. military decline. So began a major push  toward 
military modernization. NATO embarked on a modernization drive in 
1978; Car ter and Brezhnev scheduled SALT II talks for 1979; in 1980, the 
Rapid Deployment Force was established. That July, a subsequent White 
House directive, known as PD-59, marked the culmination of the Car ter 
administration’s shift  toward a more po liti cal military posture. It ordered 
“mobilization of defense command and control for a long confl ict,” com-
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plete “with fl exible uses of air forces, strategic and general purpose, on 
behalf of war aims that we would select as we engaged in confl ict.”76

It was around this time that Samuel Huntington, then a young staffer at 
the National Security Council, tried to reassert a role for geoeconomics in 
the U.S. Cold War policies of the late 1970s (Huntington would go on to 
become one of the  great international po liti cal theorists of the 20th  century). 
His frustrations paint a striking picture of just how sharply things had 
changed in the fi fteen years since the early 1960s.77 Huntington rejected 
the notion that economic instruments should not be subordinated to U.S. 
foreign policy aims, urging instead that “economic capabilities and economic 
relations must serve the basic U.S. foreign policy objectives of encour-
aging East- West cooperation, containing Soviet expansion, and promoting 
American values.”78 For Huntington, the failure to take a more proactive 
stance to  counter the planned aspects of the Soviet centralized economy 
had led to a situation where the Soviets “had clearly benefi tted more . . .  
than has the United States . . .  What is needed is a new approach of condi-
tioned fl exibility in which changes in the scope and character of US- Soviet 
economic relations are linked to and conditioned by pro gress in the achieve-
ment of US po liti cal and security objectives. . . .  [D]étente must be compre-
hensive and reciprocal.”79

But both Huntington and Car ter had inherited a situation where few 
economic carrots and sticks  were available. “Harnessing economic power 
to foreign policy goals,” Huntington wrote, “pre sents formidable obstacles: 
bureaucratic pluralism and inertia; Congressional interest and group politics; 
the confl icting pulls of alliance diplomacy; and most impor tant, in dramatic 
contrast to military power, a pervasive ideology that sanctifi es the in de pen-
dence, rather than the subordination, of economic power to government.”80 
He summed up his wish list thus: “I am saying that we should be pre-
pared to engage in economic diplomacy.”81

If Huntington ever did have a shot to reassert geoeconomics, events 
would intervene to make that impossible. The 1978–1981 Ira nian hostage 
crisis, followed by the oil spikes and then the Soviet invasion of Af ghan i-
stan, concentrated the U.S. gaze in a decidedly political- military direction. 
Despite all of the troubles between the United States and the Soviet Union 
during the Car ter years, the fact that East- West trade fl ourished throughout 
 these crises and escalations is itself indicative that Amer i ca had struck a 
new balance when it came to commercial and geopo liti cal interests.

 There  were intermittent shows of geoeconomics  under President Car ter. 
In the early days of the Ira nian hostage crisis, the United States froze Ira-
nian assets  because, as President Car ter put it, the Ira nian leaders needed 
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to be brought “to their senses . . .  I thought depriving them of about twelve 
billion dollars in ready assets was a good way to get their attention.”82 But 
the most signifi cant exception to the waning use of American geoeconomic 
power  under Car ter was the grain embargo leveled against the USSR in 
retaliation for the Soviet invasion of Af ghan i stan. Telling of the diffi cult cli-
mate for geoeconomic mea sures at the time, however, Stu Eizenstat, then a 
close advisor to Car ter, argued against the grain embargo on the belief that 
if it  were couched as a foreign policy imperative, Congress would veto. It 
would also put the United States in breach of contract, leaving it vulner-
able to accusations of commercial unreliability. Car ter was unpersuaded. 
The embargo was seen largely as a failure— feeding skeptical views of 
geoeconomic statecraft as often ineffectual— and Reagan repealed it. The 
United States negotiated a new grain agreement with the Soviets in August 
1983, “which included the humiliating provision that the United States 
would not impose export controls for foreign policy reasons.”83

By the end of Car ter’s presidency, ideological opposition to Communism 
(provoked by the USSR’s abysmal  human rights rec ord) together with prin-
cipled opposition to Soviet aggression in Af ghan i stan had combined to 
push the administration to return to moral anti- Communism as the guiding 
assumption of American foreign policy.84 “Morality and economics  were 
back as driving forces in American policy,” Walter Russell Mead wrote of 
Car ter’s foreign policy evolution.85 But this was still the Cold War. And like 
all things during the Cold War, this moral and economic bent to U.S. 
foreign policy still demanded a stark contrast from the Soviet Union. The 
American cap i tal ist system thus became portrayed not just as dif fer ent from 
or irreconcilable with Communism, as in Truman and Eisenhower’s day, nor 
merely as in the self- interest of the United States, as in Kissinger’s realism, 
but as morally superior. What is striking about this period is the way in 
which economics and geoeconomics still sat in tension— but the national 
understanding became less that the United States could simply no longer 
afford to engage in geoeconomics, even though domestic economic insecu-
rity still exerted a pull away from geoeconomics, and more that, insofar as 
repurposing economic tools for geopo liti cal rather than economic goals 
became seen as an intrusion onto laissez- faire liberal capitalism, geoeco-
nomics itself became morally suspect.86

This admixture of morality and economics continued into Reagan’s term. 
As Henry Bienen and Robert Gilpin, writing in 1980, summarized the na-
tional mood concerning geoeconomics at that time, “While this separation 
of international economics and politics (that is, of diplomacy and the 
market) has frequently been  violated by the United States itself, this ideal 
has correctly remained a goal of American foreign policy. . . .  The Amer-
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ican goal of depoliticized and non- discriminatory trade not only fostered 
an unpre ce dented era of world commerce but it greatly reinforced the har-
mony of interest among the United States and its allies.”87 Domestic eco-
nomic insecurity continued to do its part to suppress any appetite for geo-
economics, and concern over U.S. export per for mance in par tic u lar came 
sharply into focus. Between 1989 and 1991, the United States effectively 
wound down its embargo; it would waste little time fi lling the void, pio-
neering new assistance ventures with Rus sia and former Eastern Bloc coun-
tries. In 1992, COCOM was repurposed into a vehicle to help Rus sia and 
the Eastern Eu ro pean countries develop eco nom ically.

 After the Soviet Union collapsed, U.S. policy planners and preeminent 
intellectuals focused on sustaining what some called a “unipolar mo-
ment.”88 As the post- Soviet real ity became more fully absorbed, this new-
found American primacy did  little to change Washington’s thinking that 
the United States had prevailed in the Cold War not  because of de cades of 
savvy tactics— more of them geoeconomic than often appreciated— but 
 because of the correctness of its po liti cal and economic ideas and the in-
trinsic superiority of its system of demo cratic capitalism. To hear Presidents 
Car ter, Reagan, and George H. W. Bush tell it, it was as if the U.S. victory 
could not have been other wise. President Bush’s call for a “new world 
order” and President Bill Clinton’s emphasis on the expansion of  free mar-
kets and  free governments made clear that economic liberalization and ex-
pansion of  human freedom  were now top Washington priorities.89

As U.S. diplomacy occupied itself with transitioning the former Soviet 
Union countries  toward demo cratic capitalism, the economic components 
of this remained squarely focused on economic outcomes. It was trade for 
trade’s sake; fi nancial and investment reform for the sake of deeper, faster, 
more effi cient, better- integrated markets. The so- called Washington Con-
sensus emerged as shorthand for the mix of economic mea sures all good 
market economies would go by— earning the term “golden straitjacket” for 
its constraining effect on government choice to deviate from the prescrip-
tion even for domestic economic reasons, let alone geopo liti cal ones. Cer-
tainly at the time  there was a general belief that economic liberalization 
would, in fostering peace and stability, redound to the geostrategic benefi t 
of the United States. Yet even when it appeared  these economic reforms  were 
too much, too fast— straining the politics of  these countries beyond what 
they could  handle— there was not much willingness in Washington to de-
viate from the economic prescriptions for the sake of geopo liti cal aims.

In the 1997 U.S. National Security Strategy, one can see just how much 
geoeconomics appears to take a backseat to more political- military methods 
for managing the post- Soviet order. Laying out fi ve dif fer ent areas in which 
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the United States had a strategic interest— Europe, the Asia- Pacifi c, the 
global economy (especially in Asia and Latin Amer i ca), the need for peace 
in areas ranging from the  Middle East to Haiti, and countering “growing 
dangers to our security”— the Clinton administration asserted that the 
United States “must have the diplomatic and military tools to meet all  these 
challenges. We must maintain a strong and ready military. We  will achieve 
this by selectively increasing funding for weapons modernization and taking 
care of our men and  women in uniform.”90

And while, from the 1994 National Security Strategy onward, one of the 
goals of the administration was to “bolster Amer i ca’s economic revitaliza-
tion,” geoeconomic instruments— except for the familiar use of economic 
sanctions and an abstract belief in  free trade as a vehicle for po liti cal 
liberalization— were not explic itly seen as part of any strategy to achieve 
overall U.S. foreign policy objectives.91 Rather, political- military tools ap-
peared to dominate U.S. understandings about how best to assert its power 
and leadership throughout the world.

This view stretched across partisan lines. In an infl uential 1996 essay 
that helped to bring neoconservative ideas into the foreground of U.S. for-
eign policy, William Kristol and Robert Kagan argued that the “fi rst objec-
tive of  U.S. foreign policy should be to preserve and enhance . . .  the 
strategic and ideological preeminence” that it had inherited with the So-
viet Union’s collapse. The United States must “make clear that it is futile 
to compete with American power,  either in size of forces or in technolog-
ical capabilities.” Noting that the United States spent more on defense 
than the next six major powers combined, they proposed that Americans 
“may even want to enshrine this disparity in U.S. defense strategy” so as to 
“preserve its military supremacy regardless of the near- term global 
threats.”92 And it was, of course, during this period that U.S. and Eu ro-
pean governments did very  little eco nom ically to help shape the direction 
of Boris Yeltsin’s Rus sia (although  there was plenty of bad private “shock 
therapy” advice)— a profound omission that haunts the world  today.93

The events of 9/11 arguably made the shift to an even more militarized 
national- security strategy inevitable. Now the United States needed to pri-
oritize the accretion of military power not only to preempt threats from 
states but also to  counter nonstate actors displaying homicidal intentions 
and capacities. Although this period saw the beginning of U.S. efforts to 
curtail terrorist fi nancing, al- Qa’ida and its affi liates  were hardly vulner-
able to geoeconomic coercion; in the wake of 9/11, it was primarily ground 
forces, fi xed- wing aircraft, and drones that would have to do the job.94

The ongoing U.S. preoccupation with countering the threat of Islamic 
terrorism, while understandable  after 9/11, has had opportunity costs. In 
2010, one U.S. foreign policy commentator recalled a meeting he had had 
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years earlier with the deputy director of the policy planning staff of Chi-
na’s Foreign Ministry. The offi cial said that China’s  grand strategy was to 
“fi gure out how to keep you Americans distracted in small  Middle Eastern 
countries.”95 No won der, then, that former U.S. defense secretary Robert 
Gates warned that “any  future defense secretary who advises the president 
to again send a big American land army into Asia or into the  Middle 
East or Africa should ‘have his head examined.’ ”96

It is not as if  there  were no attempts or success stories for U.S. geoeco-
nomic power since Vietnam. In the months  after 9/11, President George W. 
Bush launched a new multilateral trade round, hosted in Doha, Qatar, as a 
means of showing to the world that the United States neither was retreating 
from the world nor intended to reduce its relationship with the  Middle East 
to exclusively military and security issues, according to  those involved.97 
The United States  under President Bush also successfully negotiated new 
trade agreements with Jordan, Morocco, and Bahrain partly as a way of 
rewarding their cooperation in the U.S. fi ght against al- Qa’ida.

 There  were also impor tant strides around energy security, even if  these 
 were geared mainly  toward shoring up newly apparent geoeconomic vul-
nerabilities. Just six months before the October 1973 Arab oil embargo 
was imposed on the West, President Nixon announced a package of new 
geoeconomic energy policies designed to alleviate fuel shortages that had 
broken out around the country and reduce U.S. strategic dependence on 
imported oil.98 On November 27, Nixon signed the Emergency Petroleum 
Allocation Act, authorizing price, production, allocation, and marketing 
controls. And in the context of an OPEC decision to use oil as a strategic 
weapon following the October 1973 Arab- Israeli war, a decision that re-
sulted in a fourfold increase in oil prices, Henry Kissinger convened the 
Washington Energy Conference.99 Lastly, with the launch of his Proj ect In-
de pen dence, Nixon became fi rst in a line of U.S. presidents and hopefuls, 
extending to the present day, to establish a national goal of making the 
United States energy in de pen dent.100

To be sure, the evolving integration of China into the global arena— 
begun during this period and still a work in pro gress— marks one of the 
most extensive, protracted uses of American geoeconomic instruments. But 
claims that are quick to cite China’s integration as a potent example of U.S. 
geoeconomics are also easily exaggerated. Certainly the historic 1972 
opening to China contributed to Nixon’s objective of bringing China in 
from the cold, and Nixon’s original strategy involved geoeconomic incen-
tives.101 But to hear Nixon and Kissinger tell it, most of  these economic 
incentives  were of secondary importance.102 And in any case, as the China 
opening and integration agenda was handed down to successive U.S. ad-
ministrations, it largely became reduced to a general belief in  free trade as 
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a force for po liti cal liberalization. For much of Washington’s now forty- 
plus- year effort to integrate China into the international system, the bene-
fi ts and motivations have been more economic and commercial.103

What Changed?

As this cursory sweep of U.S. history attests,  there is much in the historical 
rec ord to support the idea that this latter- day “separation of economics 
from U.S. foreign policy and security policy refl ects a shift from earlier 
American experience,” as former U.S. trade representative and World Bank 
president Robert Zoellick has put it.104

Mr. Zoellick’s and similar accounts certainly come as a welcome correc-
tion of the historical rec ord.105 But if, in fact, the United States was once so 
 adept at this brand of geoeconomic statecraft, why has Washington largely 
forgotten the instrument except for sanctions? What is it about the current 
historical moment that now seems to prevent successive administrations 
from  doing what the United States once did so well?

Certainly  there was a palpable shift in the attention spans of  those 
making foreign policy; with the Cuban missile crisis, Vietnam, confl ict in 
the  Middle East, and Soviet military adventures in Angola, Mozambique, 
Central Amer i ca, and Af ghan i stan, Amer i ca became hyperfocused on the 
military dimensions of the Cold War. And undoubtedly much of the answer 
lies in the material factors described earlier— the onset of economic inse-
curity in the United States for the fi rst time in a generation, and the rise of 
an or ga nized domestic po liti cal constituency for trade.

Bureaucratic and institutional factors also played an impor tant role. U.S. 
po liti cal scientist  I. M. Destler describes how, beginning with “Nixon’s 
shutting of the Gold Win dow . . .  onward, the connections grew between 
domestic and international economic policy.”106 The White House trade of-
fi ce evolved, transforming from a special trade representative with modest 
staff and limited jurisdiction to the much larger present- day Offi ce of 
the U.S. Trade Representative, with a broad mandate to lead and coordi-
nate all U.S. trade negotiations. It also grew steadily more responsive to 
Congress and domestic economic interests, and by 1992 the Offi ce of the 
Trade Representative had a staff of 160 and cabinet status, with two depu-
ties holding ambassadorial rank.

The primary bureaucratic loser in all of this was the Department of State. 
“As long as the cold war persisted, however, the infl uence of the economic 
complex was a function of  whether economic issues could be insulated 
from security concerns,” Destler explains. “With a strong Trea sury Depart-
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ment, an increasingly assertive USTR, with assertive external constituencies, 
this was often pos si ble. But national security concerns retained primacy— 
they engaged presidents the most. But the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and 
the Soviet Union in 1991 led to a questioning of this primacy at its core.”107

Yet the larger answer explaining why the United States shifted away 
from geoeconomics may have less to do with evolving foreign policy habits 
than evolving economic beliefs— and, maybe more to the point, changes in 
the willingness of economists to perceive themselves and their discipline as 
embedded in larger realities of state power. One of the most in ter est ing and 
provocative claims on this subject comes from Yale law professor David 
Singh Grewal, who suggests that what  today’s U.S. policy makers experience 
as a relatively recent phenomenon— this perceived divide between the logic 
and objectives of economics and of statecraft— actually marks a reversion 
to trend. In fact, Grewal argues, when it comes to any happy alignment 
between economists and foreign policy makers in the United States, it was 
the post-1945 period, not  today, that stands as the aberration. Beginning 
roughly with Adam Smith and his critique of mercantilism onward, the 
non- zero- sum logic of liberal (and now neoclassical) economics, which fa-
vors liberalization, has been in tension with the historically more zero- sum 
logic of interstate politics.108 And it was only for a brief moment of U.S. 
history that this tension temporarily abated, owing to what Grewal calls 
the “enormous con ve nience (for the U.S.) of the ideological terms of the 
Cold War.”109 Allowing the propagation of this liberal economic doctrine, 
then— from the original ideas of Adam Smith through to the revisions of 
Milton Friedman— actually quite suited  U.S. foreign policy objectives 
during that time. For, in that unique confl ict, the Soviet Union was opposed 
to  free trade, “which meant that any gain for  free trade anywhere was a 
gain for the Western world in its bid to win the Cold War. Ah, how easy it 
must have been to do ‘ grand strategy’ in  those days!”110

In fact, it was during this allegedly brief moment of alignment that lib-
eral economics saw its intellectual ascendance— a rise that, for several 
scholars including Grewal, Baldwin, and  others, owes much to how well 
the prescriptions of liberal economic thought aligned with the aims of U.S. 
foreign policy at the time.111 This is not to suggest that  these disciplinary 
tensions between economics and foreign policy  were not also present for 
much of the country’s early history— again, a period of relatively astute 
geoeconomic per for mance for the United States— only that classical and 
neoclassical economic ideas  were not at the intellectual helm of the disci-
pline during this long period. Rather, the prevailing standard- bearers of 
economic thought during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries  were 
much more willing to view economics as an instrument of state power.112
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As the Cold War came to an end, the orthodoxy of neoclassical economic 
thought persisted, as did the resulting divides between foreign policy thinkers 
and neoclassical economists (who continued to hold economics and markets 
as a realm to be kept  free from geopo liti cal interference). Again, for a while, 
it was of no  great consequence; in roughly the fi rst two de cades following 
the Cold War, the United States faced no serious strategic challenge that re-
quired revisiting  whether this once- happy alignment between neoclassical 
ideas and the country’s foreign policy needs still held up. However, disci-
plinary tensions between neoclassical economics and U.S. foreign policy, on 
hiatus during past de cades, have now returned— evidenced, for example, by 
the surfeit of commentaries lamenting the present failure of the United States 
“to craft a [foreign] policy that connects our national security and our eco-
nomic interests.”113 Accordingly, any meaningful attempt to return geoeco-
nomics to a considered place within U.S. foreign policy must reexamine the 
most basic assumptions and “[think] outside the bounds of . . .  deeply estab-
lished disciplinary conventions.”114

What the United States  faces  today is a set of states, many of them rising 
powers, that are entirely comfortable employing most of the tools of eco-
nomics to advance state power (defi ned to include geoeconomic and geopo-
liti cal elements alike). Often the results sit uncomfortably with the tenets 
and assumptions of neoclassical economics. For U.S. policy makers, to rec-
ognize this is not to advocate a response in kind. But it is to argue that 
many of the largest strategic challenges America  faces are cases where the 
tools of neoclassical economics are being applied quite apart from the 
priors that have traditionally guided their application.115 And it is perhaps 
to recall the advice of Keynes and other early neoclassical economists who, 
in fashioning Bretton Woods, clearly saw themselves as situated within— 
indeed, guided by— prevailing realities of state power in all its aspects, and 
who saw dangers in illusions to the contrary.116

And as Chapter 7 details,  these geoeconomic factors, even when present, 
are not driving Washington’s decision making.
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Amer i ca’s Geoeconomic Potential

Harnessing economic power to foreign policy goals pre sents for-
midable obstacles . . .  Yet if war is too impor tant to be left to the 
generals, surely commerce is, in this context, too salient to be left 
to bankers and businessmen.

— Samuel P. Huntington, American po liti cal scientist, 1978

The rise of China is arguably Amer i ca’s most impor tant foreign 
policy challenge.1 If so, then in its dealings with China the strategic 

tests facing the United States for the foreseeable  future  will be primarily 
geoeconomic. As China transitions to a more consumption- based growth 
model, takes slow but decisive steps to internationalize the renminbi, and 
continues diversifying away from the dollar, its economic dependence on 
the United States  will diminish— and so, too,  will its hesitation to mount a 
greater geoeconomic challenge to U.S. power and infl uence.

As Henry Kissinger explained about a year  after Lehman  Bro th ers fi led 
for bankruptcy, “As Chinese exports to Amer i ca decline and China shifts 
the emphasis of its economy to greater consumption and to increased in-
frastructure spending, a dif fer ent economic order  will emerge. China  will 
depend less on the American market, while the growing dependence of 
neighboring countries on Chinese markets  will increase China’s po liti cal 
infl uence.”2 That is not to discount China’s military buildup or to suggest 
that China  will inevitably swear off the use of force; rather, it is only to 
argue that, what ever the danger of military confl ict involving China, the 
PRC possesses global power  today largely  because of the dynamism of its 
economy. As Leslie Gelb puts this point, “Nations around the world al-
ready see China as the  future No. 1 economic power, even though it still 
lags  behind the U.S. substantially in most categories. It’s the perception of 
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[China]  going up and [the United States]  going down. And upon such per-
ceptions, power is based.”3

But  there is an even simpler reason any strategic test between the United 
States and China is more likely to be geoeconomic than military: geoeco-
nomics tends to be easier and cheaper.4 As Chapter 1 noted, geoeconomics 
is also a realm where China fi nds itself less outmatched by the United States.

If the next  great strategic test regarding the rise of Chinese power is to 
be primarily geoeconomic, the outlook for the United States is mixed: 
Amer i ca stands well equipped but ill- prepared. Thirty years of neglect have 
clouded the role that geoeconomics played historically in  U.S. foreign 
policy and given rise to a dif fer ent set of understandings about its rightful 
role  today. Consequently, the United States is underperforming compared 
to its present geoeconomic potential. But it is worth remembering that this 
potential is formidable.

Before prognosis or prescription, however, comes the question of diag-
nosis. How might one characterize the present use of geoeconomics in U.S. 
foreign policy  today? Is it that geoeconomics has dis appeared altogether 
from American foreign policy in the past few de cades? Or, rather, are  those 
making foreign policy still wittingly and deliberately practicing geoeco-
nomics, albeit not particularly well? Or is it perhaps that they are still 
practicing geoeconomics, just not in a way they are conscious of, or com-
fortable owning up to?

Good Geoeconomics or Just Good 
Marketing?

In many cases, the United States is clearly pursuing economic policies for 
which a geopo liti cal case can be made. Geopo liti cal considerations can be 
read into certain policy choices— strategic and foreign policy arguments 
can be offered for both the Trans- Pacifi c Partnership (TPP) and the Trans-
atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), for instance. And, in-
deed, as endgames for both agreements drew closer, U.S. offi cials turned 
increasingly to national security and geopo liti cal explanations to gain con-
gressional support.5 Just as when General Colin Powell pushed the passage 
of the North American  Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) through Congress 
in 1993, this is largely  after- the- fact marketing, brought in to sell  these 
agreements to Congress and the American public.6

And just as with NAFTA twenty- fi ve years ago, geopo liti cal consider-
ations, while certainly  there for the arguing,  were not leading consider-
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ations shaping the substance of  either TPP or TTIP. Instead, and in keeping 
with many recent U.S. policies that could be construed as having some geo-
economic logic, it is economic considerations, not geoeconomic ones, that 
largely drive how  these policies are designed and  whether they come into 
effect.

Take TPP, for instance. It was conceived primarily not as a geoeconomic 
answer to growing Chinese geoeconomic power and coercion in Asia but 
rather as a shot in the arm for a  dying Doha Round at the WTO.7 By se-
curing agreement on issues that  were being hotly contested in Doha nego-
tiations, policy makers hoped TPP would unlock a path forward for Doha.8 
A December 2013 report by the Congressional Research Ser vice explains 
this logic: “Past FTAs, such as NAFTA, incorporated new policy ideas . . .  
that  were concurrently being negotiated in the Uruguay Round. . . .  [T]he 
approval of NAFTA among Canada, Mexico and the United States helped 
push the Uruguay Round to conclusion.  Today, the approval of a compre-
hensive, high- standard TPP agreement could signal to recalcitrant members 
of the WTO that trade liberalization can proceed without them and might 
spur action at the multilateral level.”9

Of course, a trade agreement like TPP could be both things. The United 
States could devise policies that are both eco nom ically and geopo liti cally 
minded, in much the same way that other countries enact mea sures meant 
to si mul ta neously advance economic and geopo liti cal goals— China’s “stra-
tegic investments” in Africa, for instance. But if TPP had been conceived as 
a serious means of pursuing U.S. foreign policy objectives regarding China, 
the result would have been a dif fer ent sort of agreement.

In fact, as if to telegraph the extent to which TPP was not a foreign 
policy exercise, when the Obama administration deci ded to go ahead with 
TPP (plans that  were incubated during the fi nal months of the Bush ad-
ministration), the agreement’s name was changed. The original agreement, 
called the Trans- Pacifi c Strategic Economic Partnership, was concluded in 
2005 between Brunei, New Zealand, Chile, and Singapore. The move to 
drop the word strategic proved telling of the administration’s substantive 
approach to the negotiations, as geopo liti cal considerations never mean-
ingfully came to infl uence the agreement’s substance and design.

One area that helps illustrate the lack of foreign policy considerations in 
TPP is currency— namely,  whether TPP would include provisions around 
currency management. Beijing has made clear that it regards global reserve 
status for the RMB as a fi rst- order geoeconomic aim and an impor tant 
contribution to China’s overall power projection  going forward.10 Arvind 
Subramanian and Martin Kessler of the Peterson Institute of International 
Economics suggested that a renminbi bloc is already emerging in Asia, 
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where seven out of the ten East Asian currencies already track the yuan 
more closely than they do the dollar.11 On foreign policy grounds, then, the 
United States would seem to have an interest in advancing provisions in 
TPP that, at a minimum, seek to ensure that any expansion of the RMB’s 
global role does not also serve to strengthen China’s ability to use fi nancial 
and monetary policy to proj ect state power, or as a means of undermining 
U.S. strategic primacy in Asia. Indeed, a foreign policy maker wishing to 
check a feared rise in Chinese power might go further— one could imagine 
TPP provisions that, while almost certainly intolerable to most econo-
mists, would explic itly seek to discourage a global reserve currency role 
for any currencies managed by authoritarian, nonmarket economies.12

And, although the issue is outside the scope of this book, it is worth 
noting that the United States also has compelling economic reasons for in-
cluding currency within the scope of TPP. Since China continues to artifi -
cially restrain the value of its currency to gain export advantage, a TPP 
agreement that managed to establish binding rules against such be hav ior 
would clearly help the U.S. effort to pressure China to adopt a market- 
based currency. On geopo liti cal and economic grounds alike, then, the 
United States would seem to have an interest in seeing currency provisions 
included in TPP. Indeed, the notion has attracted bipartisan support in U.S. 
policy- making circles, championed by international economic policy 
thinkers such as Fred Bergsten, Simon Johnson, and Robert Zoellick.13

Opposition to the idea tends to come from fi nance ministries, typically 
warning of unduly “politicizing” monetary policy by inserting a “monetary 
policy issue” such as currency values into a trade agreement.14  These argu-
ments assume that the issue is not already politicized to an impor tant ex-
tent— a shaky assumption given how openly China has couched its mone-
tary aspirations in geopo liti cal terms, not to mention the extent to which 
currency intervention has driven global imbalances in recent years (and the 
diffi cult domestic politics, especially the exporting of unemployment,  these 
imbalances bring). Concerns over  whether the United States risks unduly 
politicizing currency by introducing it into a trade context also fail to 
acknowledge that current U.S. law already treats currency as a trade issue. 
Indeed, the very reason the U.S. trea sury secretary is obliged to release a 
semiannual report on the incidence of currency manipulation around the 
world is that Congress mandated it as part of the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitive Act of 1988.15 It is precisely this sort of historical distortion 
that winds up with geoeconomics being portrayed as somehow “abnormal” 
in contemporary U.S. policy.

Beyond currency, a second mea sure of how U.S. foreign policy consider-
ations have failed to infl uence the design of TPP is seen in the  handling of 
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provisions on state- owned enterprises. SOEs are among the leading geo-
economic vehicles through which China projects geopo liti cal infl uence 
abroad. To return briefl y to just one of the several examples cited earlier, 
when China sought to assert its claims in the South China Sea by rede-
ploying an oil rig owned by one of its national oil companies to another 
state- owned oil com pany (which then positioned the rig within Vietnam’s 
claimed exclusive economic zone), the move captured Western head-
lines and policy makers’ attention. Following the episode, Asian media out-
lets reported that Chinese SOEs had been quietly ordered to temporarily 
freeze any plans for new business in Vietnam.16 Chinese foreign policy 
experts interviewed by local Chinese media  were not shy about acknowl-
edging the geopo liti cal motivations at play.17

While TPP did opt to include a designated chapter on SOEs,  there is no 
indication U.S. negotiators focused on anything beyond the level- playing- 
fi eld concerns SOEs present, nor did U.S. trade representatives prove willing 
to prioritize  these issues over other strictly commercial objectives. As a re-
sult, the scope of ambition for the SOEs chapter of the agreement has 
narrowed substantially during the course of the negotiations, as Obama 
administration offi cials have themselves acknowledged.18

During TPP negotiations, U.S. offi cials did explic itly confront and de-
bate questions around currency and SOEs. However, looking at what the 
negotiations have ignored altogether can give insight into the effective ab-
sence of foreign policy considerations in TPP. For example,  there is a lack 
of any explicit attention to the growing class of geopo liti cally motivated 
economic and trade abuses seen in East Asia. Further, TPP does not con-
sider the levers of state control (in other words, aspects of state capitalism) 
that enable many of  these geoeconomic moves to occur in the fi rst place. 
The popu lar face of  today’s state capitalists may be state- owned fi rms and 
investment vehicles, but it is  these countries’ unique domestic banking 
sectors— the fi nancial plumbing— that connect and enable state capital-
ism’s other dimensions. The nature and caliber of state control may vary, 
but  today’s most ardent state capitalists, with Beijing and Moscow fore-
most among them, still manage to direct nearly all key decisions in their 
domestic banking sectors, including interbank rates, deposit rates and 
bond prices, spreads, major lending decisions, and the  handling and dispo-
sition of bad loans.

Before fully discounting the possibility that TPP was crafted as a piece 
of foreign policy, however,  there is one additional prospect to consider. 
What ever the geopo liti cal benefi ts of a more geoeconomic- minded TPP, 
 these benefi ts could also carry costs— costs that, from a foreign policy 
perspective, could outweigh the benefi ts. Perhaps for the United States, all 
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things considered, upholding the rules- based system still remains the best 
strategy for maximizing present U.S. geopo liti cal objectives, and perhaps 
policy makers have further determined that the United States would be 
better off with a strategy that did not make this insight manifest.  After all, 
the United States still supplies far more global public goods than any other 
country, including policing of the global commons; the rules- based system 
is in many ways meant to ease the cost of  those tasks, and so the United 
States has more to lose if that system collapses on itself.

To put the point another way, it might be the difference between what 
basketball fans call “big ball vs. small ball”— the difference between 
strategy and tactics. So while the United States does not transparently re-
spond to the vari ous geoeconomic displays by China or Qatar, it does so 
advisedly, in the belief that responding in kind would harm or jeopardize 
other, far larger geopo liti cal benefi ts accruing to the United States. And so 
just as John Maynard Keynes, Harry Dexter White, and other British and 
American offi cials deliberately came to a view that the formula they set-
tled on at Bretton Woods in 1944 was in fact the blueprint most advanta-
geous to U.S. national interests at the time, U.S. offi cials could well conclude 
the same still holds true, albeit for their own, contemporary reasons. How-
ever, arriving at this sort of conclusion  after rigorously evaluating what 
sort of trade policy maximizes U.S. geopo liti cal goals is altogether dif-
fer ent from coming to this same conclusion out of a refl exive belief that 
foreign policy considerations have no real standing in trade deliberations.

In the case of TPP, which was it? Did U.S. offi cials opt to exclude foreign 
policy interests as falling outside of TPP’s scope  after careful consideration, 
or  were foreign policy objectives excluded out of neglect or on princi ple? 
Had the design choices in TPP been to any meaningful degree about 
geopolitics, one would have expected to see some concerted attempt to as-
sess  those relative foreign policy benefi ts against their costs.  There is no 
evidence any such effort was made.

Of course, just  because TPP has not to date been a geopo liti cal exercise 
for the United States does not mean that Washington policy makers have 
shied away from invoking all arguments, including foreign policy and 
national security arguments, in seeking public and congressional support for 
the agreement. In fact, some of the same White House offi cials who oversaw 
the U.S. push to drop the term “strategic” from TPP’s offi cial name have 
gone on to become the most vocal public champions for TPP on foreign 
policy grounds, calling TPP “the perfect example of how the economic and 
strategic logic of U.S. trade policy are mutually reinforcing.”19

A strikingly similar story can be told for the Transatlantic Trade and In-
vestment Partnership. Many in the White House and the Offi ce of the U.S. 
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Trade Representative voiced private disgruntlement in the fall of 2012 
when Secretary of State Hillary Clinton pressed for TTIP as a strategic 
proj ect, presenting TTIP as an “economic counterpart to what NATO rep-
resents on the security side.”20 The complaint was that such a portrayal of 
TTIP unduly geopoliticized trade policy. Yet eigh teen months  later, when 
Rus sian aggression in Ukraine and coercion elsewhere in former Soviet 
space became a rallying point for U.S. and EU trade offi cials, some of  these 
very same U.S. policy makers mounted arguments on TTIP’s behalf before 
Congress and the public with calls for, of all things, an “economic NATO.”21

Such a schizophrenic posture is not surprising. The U.S. government 
comprises a variety of institutions, each with its own mandate and bureau-
cratic culture, and when it comes to accounting for a given policy choice, 
the sorts of reasons that are allowed to count as valid differ across  these 
institutions. So while the principal organizations and policy makers charged 
with crafting U.S. trade policy— those leading the design choices in TPP 
and TTIP, and  those with a veto over  whether or not to negotiate a  free 
trade agreement with a certain country— generally do not regard geopo-
liti cal factors as valid considerations in their policy making, other institu-
tions, notably Congress, have their own sets of considerations guiding their 
decisions. Foreign policy, while largely absent in the U.S. trade representa-
tive’s calculus, generally is included in Congress’s.22 “From a standpoint 
of national security, this agreement is impor tant,” Senator Chris Murphy 
(D- Conn.) explained in a September 2013 public event on TTIP, adding that 
he had opposed previous trade deals when he was in the House of Represen-
tatives but supported TTIP.23 “The geopo liti cal concerns are what  really put 
this over the edge for many of us.”24 In sum, tailoring a pitch to one’s audi-
ence is one  thing; crafting trade agreements with geopo liti cal considerations 
at the forefront— that is, conducting geoeconomic statecraft—is quite an-
other. The prob lem is not so much that U.S. policy makers did not see fi t to 
fashion  these two trade agreements into robust geoeconomic tools; it is that 
they did not even consider it. Worse, for many policy makers the thought 
never even crossed their minds.

In urging the United States to reinvigorate its brand of geoeconomics, 
the point is not to argue for a certain outcome but to shift the terms of 
debate. It may or may not be the case that  were U.S. policy makers to use 
geoeconomic tools more or differently, other impor tant U.S. interests would 
be undermined. Answers  will vary from case to case and depend on facts. 
Before  those judgments can even occur, however, policy makers need to 
specify ground rules for debating geoeconomic options— especially the 
kinds of reasons that are allowed to count as valid arguments. Currently, 
when  U.S. policy makers oppose a potential geoeconomic move, their 
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grounds for opposition often do not even reference maximizing U.S. for-
eign policy interests.  These debates do not now begin with a shared ac cep-
tance of a common geopo liti cal purpose; it is not as if opponents of a given 
geoeconomic proposal simply prefer a dif fer ent route to maximizing U.S. 
foreign policy interests. Instead,  these critics often argue by reference to a 
set of inviolate economic principles and institutions. Whenever a given geo-
economic action is deemed to risk undermining  these economic princi-
ples, or sometimes even just when it comes uncomfortably close to  doing 
so,  these principles are invoked as sacrosanct. Rarely is  there any onus to 
prove that  these economic principles are indeed at risk, let alone that privi-
leging them over a given geoeconomic proposal best serves U.S. foreign 
policy objectives. The mere invocation of threats to the existing rules- based 
order are, for too many, suffi cient to summarily end the debate.

The result is that certain geoeconomic alternatives are never fully con-
sidered— and over time they fail even to be seen as possibilities. This dan-
gerously circumscribes the scope of debate, impedes clear thinking, and 
deprives policy makers of the fullest accounting of all relevant options. 
Ironically, stifl ing debate in this way also poses a risk to the very economic 
rules and institutions that the more refl exive opponents of geoeconomics 
seek to defend. Like all laws and institutions, the international economic 
order and the institutions charged with administering it must have some 
permeability to politics; that is how they evolve and adapt. In too closely 
insulating  these institutions from the tactical impulses and demands of U.S. 
geopo liti cal interests, in couching objections to certain geoeconomic op-
tions purely as threats to the institutional health of  these organizations, the 
defenders of  these institutions risk relegating them to irrelevance. To ask 
the United States (or any other country) to defend the institutional health 
of, say, the WTO or IMF for the sake of  these institutions alone serves 
neither U.S. interests nor the interests of the institutions themselves.

Of course,  there is still plenty of room to argue, without standing atop 
sacrosanct economic principles, that the rules- based system remains Amer-
i ca’s strongest geopo liti cal asset.25 In practice, however, this argument 
suffers from two problems. The fi rst is that it tends to imagine that the 
system’s early benefi ts have continued unchanged and undiminished down 
to the present. This is not the case. However well this system performed as 
a U.S. geopo liti cal asset in the de cades following World War II, it is deliv-
ering less and less in the way of strategic returns as rising powers (often 
through geoeconomic attempts of their own) undercut it.26 China has al-
ready set up more than a dozen parallel structures that analysts say are 
designed to systematically realign the international order away from 
the United States and  toward Beijing.27 “This has been a power strug gle,” 
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one se nior Eu ro pean offi cial explained  after the United States failed to dis-
suade some forty- six countries— including all but one of Amer i ca’s treaty 
allies—to join China’s new Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.28 “And 
we have moved from the world of 1945.”29 The second prob lem is that if 
indeed U.S. policy makers  were rejecting vari ous geoeconomic options out 
of deliberate concern for the rules- based system and the geopo liti cal value 
it holds, then one would expect to see U.S. foreign policy expending equally 
signifi cant po liti cal weight and energy trying to shore up that system.

Shortly  after leaving offi ce as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Ad-
miral Mike Mullen gave an account of what this might look like. Asked 
for his feedback on an early- stage draft of Secretary Clinton’s Economic 
Statecraft vision, Mullen answered that it “successfully paints the moun-
tain.” The next major task is “translating this into a new vision to or ga nize 
our foreign and economic policy.” Mullen went on to liken this task in 
scope and ambition to Amer i ca’s foreign policy  after World War II. Just as in 
the immediate postwar years, when all U.S. offi cials understood that all of 
their efforts— military, economic, or diplomatic— were to advance a liberal 
economic order, Admiral Mullen argued that the United States now needs a 
new organ izing vision to succeed the frayed post– Bretton Woods consensus. 
It needs to articulate why and in what ways our values and interests have 
changed as a result of the past ten years.30

If U.S. policy makers  were in fact convinced that the “rules based order” 
represented one of Amer i ca’s greatest geopo liti cal assets, the task that 
Mullen describes would be unnecessary, for we would see efforts to rein-
force that order similar to what was seen in the years following World War II. 
But it is not as if the current U.S. national security advisor and the secre-
taries of state and defense are spending their days working  toward some 
updated blueprint to Bretton Woods. In fact, quite to the contrary, U.S. 
leaders have allowed an IMF reform deal that is nearly form- fi tted to 
U.S. interests— notably, the deal would allow China a greater role in the 
institution while still protecting Amer i ca’s unique veto position—to lan-
guish, the United States being the only remaining holdout refusing to agree 
to it. As Chinese international lending has soared, Washington has moved 
in the opposite direction, with Congress nearly dismantling the U.S. Export- 
Import Bank and the fi nancing the bank offers for overseas customers. Nor 
has the U.S. government proven willing to put even a fraction of the diplo-
matic muscle it routinely expends on po liti cal and security crises in the 
 Middle East  toward curbing China’s plans to implement a multilateral al-
ternative to the World Bank. “I’ve been searching for a word to describe it, 
and the one I use is ‘withdrawal,’ best I can come up with,” said Edwin 
Truman, a former Trea sury offi cial now with the Peterson Institute for 
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International Economics. “ We’re withdrawing from the central place we 
held on the international stage.”31

Of course, this neglect of geoeconomics matters only when foreign policy 
considerations and economic considerations advise diverging courses. As 
Chapter 6 noted, for the past few de cades a convergence of U.S. foreign 
policy interests and liberal economic prescriptions has meant that such dif-
fer ent prescriptions  were rare. But as the recent TPP experience suggests, 
this happy moment may be coming to an end. As it does, it is reasonable to 
expect more and more divides between economic and geopo liti cal interests.

This, then, raises a crucial question: assuming geoeconomics does 
somehow manage to regain better standing in policy debates, how should 
U.S. policy makers think about what constitutes acceptable and unaccept-
able forms of geoeconomic statecraft?

Certainly, having a clearer baseline would help. Ironically, for all of their 
efforts to distance trade policy from foreign policy considerations, U.S. 
trade negotiators are very much working in a realm that, from its most 
basic component parts on up, refl ects U.S. power. To paraphrase Harvard 
economist Dani Rodrik: Imagine it was Bangladesh or Mozambique that 
designed our global trading system. What are the chances that this system 
would look rather dif fer ent from the one in effect  today?32 It is precisely 
 because the system works to Amer i ca’s advantage that U.S. policy makers 
have all the more incentive to hold up as neutral the disciplines of trade, 
investment, and fi nance that together comprise rules- based order, vesting 
them with the authority of Rawlsian impartiality, blind to the national in-
terests of any one country over any other.

However fi ercely the United States (or any other country) sees fi t to bind 
itself to this rules- based order, and however much internal authority and 
logic such a system might assume, the prob lem is that internal authority 
only goes so far. “ Those who seek to design a  free market on a worldwide 
scale,” phi los o pher John Gray reminds us, “have always insisted that the 
 legal framework which defi nes and entrenches it must be placed beyond 
the reach of any demo cratic legislature. Sovereign states may sign up to 
membership of the World Trade Or ga ni za tion; but it is that organ ization, 
not the legislature of any sovereign state, which determines what is to count 
as  free trade, and what a restraint of it. The rules of the game of the market 
must be elevated beyond any possibility of revision through demo cratic 
choice.”33 Such, at least, has been the vision that the WTO’s champions have 
sought to realize. But  there is no escaping the fact that the WTO’s authority 
ultimately remains derivative— loaned to it by its member states, and there-
fore subject to the same under lying geopo liti cal realities governing how 
 these states interact in other realms.
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Likewise, not only do global fi nancial markets also depend ultimately 
on U.S. power, but  these markets would look vastly dif fer ent  were it not 
for the shaping hand of U.S. geopo liti cal considerations. Gulf countries 
admit to the purchase of U.S. securities as the price of their U.S. security 
reassurance, just as Germany did before them during the Cold War. The 
eurozone was at least as much a geopo liti cal proj ect for the United States 
as an economic one. And as the starkly dif fer ent fates of Mexico and Ar-
gentina can attest, geopolitics certainly becomes a distinguishing  factor 
in U.S. decisions regarding sovereign bailouts and swap lines.

Coming to a clearer understanding of how U.S. power and interests un-
derpin the present system, though, is not to suggest that the present system 
works only to the advantage of the United States. To the contrary, the largest 
benefi ciary of current practices may well be China. By 2011, ten years  after 
joining the WTO, Chinese imports from other WTO members had grown 
substantially, with an average annual net increase of more than $100 bil-
lion.34 China also saw its dollar GDP qua dru ple and its exports almost 
quintuple over this de cade.35 At the same time, however, the fact that China 
and  others are working so hard to undermine the U.S.- led system  ought to 
be a clue that  there are certain system- level reforms that, if made, would 
better advance  these countries’ national interests.36

Beyond muddy par ameters for debate and misguided baselines, a third 
prob lem impeding U.S. policy makers’ overall comfort with geoeconomics 
centers on faulty comparisons and double standards. Arguments against 
geoeconomics often treat decisions as if policy makers  were operating in a 
“fi rst- best world,” when the real ity is almost always one of a second- best 
world (or, often, worse). Such arguments tend to fi xate on the costs associ-
ated with a given geoeconomic technique of statecraft, for instance, without 
assessing  these costs in terms of the next- best alternative, or in many in-
stances without considering any alternative at all. Indeed, “choices are 
costly,” David Baldwin once noted. “Choosing to use economic statecraft—
or any other kind of statecraft for that  matter— costs something.”37

Moreover, where  there is some effort to compare costs, the comparison is 
often not so much between options as between states. This line of reasoning 
is seen, for example, in arguments against a certain geoeconomic policy move 
on the grounds that “it costs us more than it costs them.” Similarly, when it 
comes to questions of expected benefi t,  there is a tendency to arrive at a pes-
simistic view of the effi cacy of a given geoeconomic policy without any at-
tempt to consider how alternatives stack up; for example, we  were told that 
sanctions  were unlikely to work against Iran, but the alternatives— war or res-
ignation to Tehran’s nuclear ambitions— were not discussed.38 Success is usu-
ally a  matter of degree, especially in foreign policy, and a certain geoeconomic 
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course may have a low likelihood of success, but it may still be the best op-
tion available.

Fi nally, criticisms of geoeconomic approaches often fall into the trap of 
judging geoeconomic outcomes by economic ends rather than geopo liti cal 
ones. President Car ter’s decision to freeze Ira nian assets during the hostage 
crisis came despite stiff opposition from the Trea sury Department and the 
U.S. banking community, which warned that the move would deter for-
eigners from maintaining deposits in American banks. As the Wall Street 
Journal wrote at the time, the freeze “reinforced a widely held opinion 
around the world that this administration is not as serious as it should be 
about the integrity of the U.S. dollar and the sanctity of private property.” 
In fact, former Trea sury offi cial Robert Carswell, utterly convinced of the 
large costs that such mea sures would entail, argued the mea sures should 
be considered only  after exhausting “ every pos si ble ave nue of multilateral 
cooperation,” even if this means “substantial modifi cation in U.S. objec-
tives.”39 This gets guiding objectives backward. Rejecting unilateral action 
may be “a fi ne way to protect the dollar, but it would not have been a very 
effective way to demonstrate resolve in the hostage crisis.”40

Even with clearer ground rules for debating geoeconomic choices— more 
scrutiny of alternatives, greater burdens of proof on claims of “defending 
the rules- based system,” and so on— these choices remain a game of line- 
drawing.  There  will still be tough cases, and it is inevitable that dif fer ent 
 people  will draw dif fer ent lines of acceptability. For many policy makers, 
it may well be that, so long as upholding the rules- based system is still seen 
as geopo liti cally advantageous for the United States, most forms of geo-
economic power, to pass as net benefi cial,  will need to be at least neutral in 
their impact on this system. Adhering to this standard  will constrain the U.S. 
far more than many other states, especially in more coercive, shorter- term 
cases, but even working within this exacting standard,  there remains much 
room for improving current U.S. geoeconomic per for mance.

Even though foreign policy considerations have not been leading factors 
in  either TPP or TTIP, in both cases arguments for putting more emphasis 
on  those considerations could meet this limited test. If successfully con-
cluded, both TPP and TTIP could mark impor tant geopo liti cal wins for 
the United States, but not  because the U.S. government formulated them 
with this purpose in mind (and the geopo liti cal benefi ts for the United 
States could have been much greater had the administration set out to 
achieve them). One analy sis suggests that the TPP could cost China as 
much as $100 billion in lost annual income and exports by excluding it 
from the group of countries participating in the partnership, not to men-
tion the disadvantage of being shut out of a consortium that could evolve 
into the nucleus of  future U.S. geoeconomic responses to the rise of Chi-
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nese power.41 Further, in Asia more so than in any other region, economics 
and trade are seen as the geopo liti cal coin of the realm.42 As such, U.S. 
failure to conclude this deal is far more likely to be seen by our allies and 
non- allies alike as foremostly a geopo liti cal failure and a negative test of 
U.S. staying power in the region, a point Lee Kuan Yew made repeatedly.43

When viewed through the same geoeconomic lens, the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership between the United States and the Eu ro-
pean Union offers security benefi ts by creating economic partnerships that 
can strengthen diplomatic ties and shape the international system in  favor 
of American national interests. The economic benefi ts are clear— TTIP 
could add as much as $223 billion to the global economy by 2025, and U.S. 
exports could increase by nearly $124 billion.44 This would of course re-
dound to the general well- being (and thus power projection capabilities) 
of both the United States and its closest allies. But TTIP would also have 
geopo liti cal and geoeconomic consequences around the world. “If the 
United States can complete the Pacifi c and Atlantic partnerships, it  will 
have framed standards and market access for about two- thirds of the global 
economy.”45 From a national security perspective,  these and other geopo-
liti cal benefi ts are what make agreements such as TPP and TTIP, even 
granting their shortcomings, of central importance to the  future of U.S. 
power projection.46

Structural Limitations

If American limitations when it comes to geoeconomics are partly institu-
tional, they are also largely structural. Certain geoeconomic tools  will be 
simply better suited for some countries than for  others. And for better or 
worse, given certain structural realities, the United States  will prob ably 
never be capable of using trade and investment for foreign policy goals— and 
especially not in shorter- term, more transactional or coercive ways. Conse-
quently, the most impor tant question is not how inclined the United States 
is to engage in the geoeconomic uses of trade and investment but rather 
how (and how assertively) the United States sees fi t to respond to the 
growing geoeconomic use of trade and investment by other countries.

Similarly, cyber is another geoeconomic tool that, for a mix of structural 
and ideological reasons— many of them compelling—is not likely to be of 
much use for the United States. Not only do countries such as Rus sia and 
China not face any real  legal or popu lar constraints in committing cyber-
attacks against private fi rms, but  these countries also tend to be adroit at 
translating the stolen data into economic and geopo liti cal gains without 
ever leaving state- controlled channels. The United States has spent billions 
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developing offensive cyber weapons— but to date it has deployed  these 
weapons in only one known instance (a conventional military application).47 
Underpinning this reluctance is a deeper concern about geopo liti cal out-
comes. To put it mildly, in the context of the recent domestic controversy 
regarding the National Security Agency’s acquisition of big data, it is dif-
fi cult to imagine that Washington could ever replicate in peacetime the cyber 
instruments so pervasively used by certain countries, especially China and 
Rus sia. Nevertheless, President Obama told an audience of business execu-
tives in September 2015, “If we wanted to go on offense, a  whole bunch of 
countries would have some signifi cant problems.”48

Considerable as the gap is between potential U.S. geoeconomic power 
and U.S. willingness to use that power on trade and cyber issues, nowhere is 
the gap larger than in the realm of fi nancial and monetary policy. Nor, with 
the exception of cyber, is any realm of U.S. geoeconomic power undergoing 
such dramatic shifts. As Chapter 3 noted, the United States no longer en-
joys a mono poly on where capital originates, how it is intermediated, and 
where it ends up. This fact makes  U.S. fi nancial sanctions more diffi -
cult— and more reliant on multilateral diplomacy. Even short of sanctions, 
it means that countries are more able to challenge the United States without 
exacting a toll on their borrowing costs. Fi nally, the emergence of swap 
lines and deep- pocketed central banks outside the United States means that 
Washington no longer owns a decisive say on  whether a country receives a 
sovereign bailout or credit lifeline in times of crisis.

Even if the United States no longer enjoys a mono poly on  these fi nancial 
and monetary chokepoints, it still retains considerable leverage. Discom-
fort with exercising this potential for geopo liti cal use, however, can amount 
to geoeconomic blinders. It is telling that in the run-up to a potential mili-
tary strike on Iran’s nuclear program in the fall of 2013,  there was no in-
dication that the United States and its allies might seize on what had by 
that time become a full- blown foreign exchange crisis in Iran. Options of 
that sort— intervention in foreign exchange markets, for instance— involve 
real risks and are not to be taken lightly. But the same is even more true of 
war, especially war involving nuclear weapons programs. That the United 
States not only contemplated taking advantage of precisely this sort of cur-
rency weakness at multiple junctures in the twentieth  century but actually 
did so— for example, using Lend- Lease to control the value of the pound in 
World War II, and then threatening to orchestrate a run on the pound 
amid the Suez Canal dispute in 1956 (against an ally as close as the United 
Kingdom, no less)— makes clear just how far norms have shifted in the de-
cades since. Acts such as  those would be deemed unthinkable  today, what-
ever the facts and circumstances.
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Again, the point is not that U.S. policy makers must move  toward a more 
activist use of fi nancial and monetary policy as a geoeconomic tool. It is 
simply that they should not delude themselves into thinking that  these 
realms  either are or can be insulated from geopolitics. The preponderance 
of history shows  these monetary and fi nancial tools to have been regular 
parts of the U.S. foreign policy arsenal. To weigh them alongside Amer i ca’s 
potent and high- risk military and diplomatic tools is the shift in debate we 
are advocating. To fail to consider them and then commit to a military op-
tion (especially one that exposes the United States to costly economic and 
military sacrifi ce), for example, is damning.

Even absent a clearer willingness by Washington offi cials to contend with 
the modern realities of monetary or fi nancial statecraft, the United States 
still enjoys a number of geopo liti cal benefi ts arising from the dollar’s global 
role. The fact that international fi nancial markets tend to operate in dol-
lars gives the United States a power that other countries do not have. That 
it is impossible to foresee exactly  under what circumstances this geoeco-
nomic instrument might be deployed does not mean it should be ignored.49 
Oil and commodities are priced in dollars, sparing the United States ex-
change rate shocks associated with sudden swings in commodity prices. 
The dollar’s global role acts as a form of disaster insurance—in times of 
fi nancial or military turmoil, money fl ees to dollars, boosting U.S. buying 
power and hence the nation’s ability to respond to international crises. It 
also affords Washington the unique ability to run large fi scal and current 
account defi cits while borrowing in its own currency.  After more than sixty 
years,  these privileges have so permeated American thinking as to go largely 
unnoticed— especially by foreign policy and defense offi cials. If lost, 
they would force the United States to confront new trade- offs between 
geopo liti cal objectives and the higher domestic fi nancial costs required to 
support  those external goals. And— underscoring the mutual dependen-
cies that can exist across dif fer ent geoeconomic instruments—so long as 
the United States seems reliant on fi nancial sanctions, protecting the dol-
lar’s global role becomes all the more impor tant.

All this highlights the fact that the effective constraint on geoeconomics 
in U.S. foreign policy  today is not so much ideological discomfort or bu-
reaucratic paralysis as basic neglect. In par tic u lar, geoeconomic tools and 
techniques of statecraft do not register as saliently on the minds of foreign 
policy offi cials as they once did. It is a prob lem that surfaces at all levels 
of U.S. foreign policy. In questions of overarching  grand strategy, for in-
stance, despite a widely shared belief that the rise of China constitutes the 
greatest challenge to American foreign policy in the coming de cades, the 
United States has been largely unable to extract itself from an overwhelming 
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focus on the  Middle East (notwithstanding a noteworthy, if largely unreal-
ized, attempt at precisely this in the Obama administration’s Asia pivot, 
launched in 2011).

One might argue that events in the  Middle East simply made the pros-
pect of such an Asian pivot too diffi cult. Even granting this, however, it 
remains diffi cult to justify certain decisions— like the deliberate choice, how-
ever well intended, to focus intensely on the  Middle East peace pro cess at the 
start of the Obama administration’s second term.  There may have been a 
time when focusing on peace between Israel and Palestine could have made 
sense as a strategy for unlocking stability in the region. But with negotia-
tions over Iran’s nuclear program reaching the moment of decision, with 
Egypt in revolution and counterrevolution, and with Syria and Iraq threat-
ening to pull the region into sectarian strife, the eigh teen months between 
February 2013 and June 2014, when negotiations fi  nally collapsed, was not 
that time. Even had a peace deal been reached, it is diffi cult to see how such 
an agreement would have meaningfully advanced any of the most 
pressing U.S. national interests in the region at that time: it would have of-
fered no solution to the Syrian confl ict and its destabilizing infl uence on 
Iraq, no way to answer the Ira nian nuclear weapons challenge in a way that 
would have been both peaceful and acceptable to the United States and its 
allies in the region, and no clear trajectory for a stable, inclusive Egypt on 
terms that would lend confi dence to Egypt’s treaty commitments (including 
maintenance of the Suez Canal and recognition of Israel).50

Inattention to geoeconomics by U.S. foreign policy makers creates prob-
lems beyond poorly triaged priorities. As noted at the outset of this book, 
Washington has also been hindered by a per sis tent political- military bias 
in how it goes about pursuing its objectives, what ever they may be. Once 
the United States did manage to turn full diplomatic attention to the 
growing threat posed by ISIS in Syria and Iraq, for instance,  these efforts 
still focused overwhelmingly on questions of tactical military advances, 
troop readiness, and arms fl ows, with only belated attention to what made 
ISIS dif fer ent and more successful than other radical Islamic groups in the 
fi rst place: money. From the beginning, ISIS had prioritized securing money, 
lots and lots of money. Had more U.S. military and intelligence efforts gone 
sooner to tracking and halting ISIS’s fi nancial gains, at least some of the 
considerable U.S. and allied military and intelligence efforts now being de-
ployed against their territorial gains might not have been necessary.

Beyond ideological opposition, bureaucratic stasis, and neglect,  there is 
another category of cases in which geoeconomic instincts are vis i ble in the 
design choices of U.S. policy but executing on  these instincts proves too 
diffi cult, even with the benefi t of a fully engaged State Department. Take 
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the case of the Arab Spring, where the U.S. initial responses  were decidedly 
geoeconomic. In May 2011, President Obama outlined a suite of mea sures, 
among them establishing loan guarantees and enterprise funds for Egypt 
and Tunisia, swapping $1 billion of Egypt’s debt into projects meant to 
generate jobs and education for the young  people who led the revolution, 
and repurposing the Eu ro pean Bank of Reconstruction and Development 
to provide capital to North Africa. At the center of  these efforts  were two 
new initiatives: the region- wide  Middle East/North Africa Incentive Fund 
(MENA- IF) and the regional  Middle East/North Africa Trade and Invest-
ment Partnership (MENA- TIP). Both ideas  were envisioned and designed 
within the administration in 2011, in the earliest days of the Arab Spring.51 
In 2013, the State Department asked Congress for $770 million in funding 
for MENA- IF, to “capitalize on the opportunities presented by the Arab 
Spring, supporting  those countries that are moving to undertake the demo-
cratic and economic reforms necessary to address citizens’ demands and 
provide lasting stability in the region.”52 But the plan asked Congress es-
sentially to trust the administration in terms of how best to spend the pro-
posed $700 million. Congressional authority to greenlight (or not) specifi c 
projects and uses was altogether absent.53 Unsurprisingly, Congress proved 
skeptical and the bill never passed.54

With the Obama administration unable to overcome opposition on Cap-
itol Hill, this par tic u lar moment of American geoeconomic opportunity 
has long since passed. Momentum for MENA- IF has been lost, the region 
has moved on, and the administration has also lost interest in the initia-
tive.55 And, however ambitious in design, the program involved a relatively 
small amount of money— certainly so compared to Saudi or Emirati stan-
dards, and too modest, skeptics have argued, to incentivize meaningful 
reforms.

Unlike MENA- IF, MENA- TIP contemplated no large congressional ap-
propriation or new assistance dollars. Instead, it was to rest on active 
diplomacy with governments in the region to encourage trade and invest-
ment reforms— leading ultimately, or so many thought at the time, to the 
prospect of negotiations on a  free trade agreement with the United States. 
Like MENA- IF, however, MENA- TIP has yielded  little geopo liti cal benefi t. 
Any promise of negotiations leading to eventual market access quickly fell 
away. What remained was never bold or visionary enough.56

Despite an accurate assessment of the post- Arab- uprising environment 
as one best suited to geoeconomic initiatives, both MENA- IF and MENA-
 TIP have been underwhelming in their outcomes. The Obama administra-
tion, led in this case by a fully engaged State Department, attempted to 
employ  these geoeconomic tools but ultimately failed to engage Congress 
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or to provide enough incentives and po liti cal  will to make MENA- IF and 
MENA- TIP look valuable and worthwhile to regional governments.57 Both 
efforts proved to be fair mea sures of U.S. geoeconomic attempts in response 
to the Arab Spring. Neither effort redounded to Amer i ca’s credit.

Moving past the MENA proposals, one of the Obama administration’s 
other plans, the $1 billion debt swap proposal that would have supported 
projects targeting Egyptian youth, was championed primarily by the State 
Department and so proved a somewhat diffi cult sell within the interagency 
pro cess. Questions of how to allocate the funds  were bureaucratically con-
tentious, and that leaves aside the diffi culties of fi nding a consistent Egyp-
tian counterparty with which to negotiate. The upshot was that revolution 
and counterrevolution swept in long before the administration could  settle 
on a clear plan for how the money should be spent. Somewhat scarred by 
how diffi cult the debt swap ordeal had become, offi cials at the State De-
partment would  later advocate cash transfers in the case of Tunisia.

Fi nally, in some instances, the issue is not so much a  matter of the United 
States being able or willing to mount a suffi ciently geoeconomic response 
as it is a question of how aggressively the United States is willing to deploy 
geoeconomic tools, and, more fundamentally, how U.S. policy makers come 
to understand and weigh the relative economic and geopo liti cal consider-
ations bearing on their decisions.

Consider U.S. sanctions mea sures in recent years. In June 1998, Presi-
dent Clinton famously told CBS News that the United States “seem[s] to 
have gotten sanctions- happy at a time when we are reducing our foreign 
assistance to the countries that agree with us . . .  We are in danger of 
looking like we want to sanction every body who disagrees with us and not 
help anybody who agrees with us.”58 Around the same time, Republicans 
in Congress, including Jesse Helms and John Ashcroft, worried that without 
sanctions, to quote Helms, U.S. “options would be empty talk or sending 
in the marines. Without sanctions, the United States would be virtually 
powerless to infl uence events absent war. Sanctions may not be perfect and 
they are not always the answer, but they are often the only weapon.”59 It is 
notable that the only geoeconomic instrument that was apparently known 
to Helms and his staff was sanctions.

In all, the United States as of September 2014 had twenty- six sanctions 
programs and thousands of designated entities— more than double the 
number in place during President Clinton’s time— covering countries as far- 
fl ung as Cuba, Belarus, and Syria.60 The Obama administration has sanc-
tioned more entities than any other administration (perhaps even several 
combined).
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Part of the reason sanctions came to occupy a larger role in U.S. foreign 
policy is simply that the United States got better at them. The Clinton ad-
ministration channeled its doubts about sanctions into impor tant revisions, 
introducing “smart sanctions” targeting individuals or entities as opposed 
to entire economies (Mexican and Colombian drug lords who wound up 
on what became known as “la lista Clinton” found it far harder to convert 
their ill- gotten gains into expensive toys).  After the 9/11 attacks, the United 
States again updated its approach to targeted sanctions, this time focusing 
on the global fi nancial system as a force multiplier. Washington began 
blocking illicit fi nancial transfers and sought to use the prevalence of the U.S. 
dollar in global fi nance to shut out what it considered rogue banks. And, 
using Amer i ca’s central role in fi nancial markets, U.S. offi cials also began 
effectively conscripting banks all over the world into enforcement agents, 
presenting them with a  simple choice:  either comply with U.S. sanctions, or 
stop  doing business in US dollars.61 This deputizing of the global fi nancial 
sector in turn allowed U.S. sanctions offi cials to harness vari ous technolog-
ical advances that have so thoroughly reshaped fi nance and banking opera-
tions worldwide: the fact that almost all money trails are now virtual means 
that correspondent banking relationships are more easily targeted by sanc-
tions, as are electronic payments systems.

The most impor tant present test cases for sanctions— Iran and Russia— 
could not be more dif fer ent. Iran is not well integrated into global fi nancial 
markets, many of the sanctions emanated from the UN Security Council, 
and the target of the sanctions— Iran’s nuclear program— spans de cades 
and remains  under the exclusive purview of Tehran. Unencumbered by 
economic costs and buoyed by widespread global support, the U.S. strategy 
was one of maximal economic denial. By contrast, Rus sia is far more inte-
grated into global markets, the sanctions  were mostly a U.S.- EU exercise 
instead of a UN Security Council  matter, and the sanctions  were precipi-
tated by a military confl ict involving Rus sia and another state.  These fac-
tors called for an approach that was more attentive to U.S. and EU eco-
nomic exposure and more calibrated, leaving Rus sia “exit ramps” in what 
was a fast- moving situation. To the degree that U.S. sanctions manage to 
succeed across cases as dif fer ent as  these, it should offer a fairly telling in-
dicator of the strength and effi cacy of U.S. sanctions policy more generally.

The question of what constitutes success in sanctions, though, is more 
varied than most observers appreciate. Sanctions, like any other geo-
economic instrument, can have multiple aims and multiple audiences— 
signaling seriousness to adversaries, demonstrating commitment to 
 allies, sending deterrent signals to third parties, indicating willingness 
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to escalate, or infl icting economic costs. And often aims such as  these exist 
in addition to primary stated objectives, which typically center on changing 
regime be hav ior or policy in some way. Gary Samore, who served as the 
White House expert for arms control and weapons of mass destruction in 
the fi rst term of the Obama administration, argued in 2013 that “the 
sanctions have worked to pressure Iran to accept temporary limits on its 
nuclear program. But  whether the remaining sanctions and the threat of 
additional sanctions  will be suffi cient to force Iran to accept more exten-
sive and permanent nuclear limits is unclear.”62 We now know the answer 
to that question.

Sanctions against Rus sia may have exerted some deterrent effect on 
Moscow’s  handling of the Ukraine crisis but have not thus far led to a fun-
damental change in Rus sian policy. Still, incremental pro gress is impor-
tant, and too often overlooked. The prob lem is that mea sur ing the deter-
rent effect would depend on a counterfactual— what Moscow would have 
done other wise,  were the sanctions not in place— and so is an impossible 
exercise.

Fi nally, sanctions can generate knock-on effects that, while not exactly 
intended, are notable all the same. Take Armenia, for example, where gov-
ernment offi cials in Yerevan are once again keener on some kind of eco-
nomic agreement with the EU, in part  because Rus sia’s fi nancial troubles 
have had a serious impact on the Armenian economy.63 Or the Balkans, 
where Rus sia’s fi nancial limitations in the wake of sanctions have raised 
questions among its Balkan partners about Moscow’s ability to deliver on 
energy infrastructure proposals.64

What success sanctions against Iran and Rus sia have achieved traces 
back to a mix of further innovations to sanctions themselves, together with 
basic teamwork, foreign and domestic. The United States employed novel 
fi nancial instruments to moderate Ira nian be hav ior, and across the Bush 
and Obama administrations has secured widespread international compli-
ance. The Comprehensive Iran Accountability, Sanctions, and Divestment 
Act of 2010 authorized the Trea sury Secretary to require that U.S. banks 
terminate correspondent banking relationships with foreign banks that 
knowingly engaged in signifi cant transactions with designated Ira nian 
banks.65 The Trea sury Department went immediately to work. By the time 
the United States and Iran began secret negotiations in March 2013, the 
Trea sury had “conducted outreach to more than 145 foreign fi nancial in-
stitutions in more than 60 countries as well as to foreign governments, 
regulators, and other trade groups and associations.”66

Impressive as  these strides are, they have not been easy or inevitable. 
What looked from the outside like a steady increase in pressure, in lock-
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step with allies, was far messier than headlines conveyed. On questions of 
escalating sanctions, arguments almost invariably lined up along predictable 
bureaucratic lines. Economic- minded arguments against escalating sanc-
tions tended to cite concerns about provoking a cascade of unforeseeable 
and uncontrollable economic consequences. Such assertions— effectively, 
that one cannot know the costs or risks— are almost impossible to  counter. 
In fact, economic analy sis and predictions offered in support of such asser-
tions often turned out to be fl at wrong— time and again, vari ous horrible 
consequences never came to pass. When in July 2014 Washington and Brus-
sels  were considering proposals to level so- called sectoral sanctions on Rus-
sia’s banking and energy sectors, many prominent economic commentators 
warned si mul ta neously and without any hint of irony that  there was no 
means of predicting the magnitude of economic fallout but that it was likely 
to be higher than anticipated.67 And when,  after all of the hand- wringing, 
 these feared sectoral sanctions fi  nally did come to pass, nothing much 
about the eurozone’s economic woes changed.68 The United States, mean-
while, went on to enjoy its lowest levels of unemployment and fastest 
levels of growth in years throughout the remainder of 2014. And far from 
spiking, oil and gas prices instead touched rec ord lows in the months fol-
lowing the tougher U.S.- EU energy sanctions on Rus sia.

A fi nal prob lem, seen in the 2014 U.S.- EU sanctions against Rus sia in 
par tic u lar, is the lack of willingness to mount meaningful pressure on al-
lies,  either to ensure effectiveness of the sanctions themselves or to curb 
 free- riding by allies. It took nearly seven months to convince France to 
suspend its sale of military equipment to Rus sia; once France fi  nally did, 
its decision had far more to do with Rus sia’s growing military intervention 
into Ukraine than U.S. pressure.69

For the United States, strategic patience may be the largest  factor in 
 whether sanctions manage to achieve their aims. They do not work  until 
they do. Indeed,  after seven years of steadily escalating sanctions on Iran, 
Washington’s fortunes fi  nally changed in 2013. The economic hardships 
brought about by  these crippling sanctions— worsened by profound eco-
nomic mismanagement  under Mahmoud Ahmadinejad— compounded 
popu lar dissatisfaction with the regime and played a role in the election of 
Hassan Rouhani to Iran’s presidency. And sanctions certainly infl uenced 
the Ira nian regime’s willingness to begin negotiations in Geneva and to 
conclude the 2015 agreement.

 After the International Atomic Energy Agency confi rmed that Iran had 
“stuck to its part of the landmark deal agreed in November [2013] to freeze 
its nuclear ambitions,” the United States and the EU deci ded to reward Iran 
by easing some sanctions.70 The lifting of $4.2 billion worth of sanctions 
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over six months by the United States and the Eu ro pean Union in January 
2014 appears to have been a  factor in Iran slowing down its nuclear pro-
gram.71 It thus seems as though both incentives and disincentives have in-
fl uenced Ira nian be hav ior.

The Iran experience suggests that Washington’s new fl air for sanctions 
has one major drawback: it is often easier to impose sanctions than to lift 
them. The 2015 nuclear accord underscores how both the enforcement and 
the removal of sanctions play a positive role in changing the actions of 
countries. In any case,  there is no doubt that economic sanctions remain a 
robust— and improving— geoeconomic tool for the United States.

Like sanctions, U.S. assistance policy seems poised to take a new, more 
geoeco nom ically assertive turn, even as assistance bud gets remain squeezed 
by the 2011–2013 bud get wars in the U.S. Congress and their resulting se-
questration cuts.72 The $1 billion that Washington prepared,  after agoniz-
ingly slow internal deliberations, to extend to Egypt during the past three 
years was hardly likely to help shape its transition trajectory, or to rein-
force American infl uence in Cairo— especially compared to a GCC assis-
tance plan for Egypt that looks poised to spend $40 billion over the next 
fi ve years. Although it is impossible to know  whether more money would 
have improved  these outcomes,  there is good reason to suggest it might 
have. In Egypt, unemployment worsened in the two years following 
Mubarak’s ouster; food prices soared 50  percent between 2010 and 2013, 
while GDP dropped by 50  percent. FDI fell from Mubarak- era levels of 
$10 million to around $1.5 million in 2013. It was enough to draw mil-
lions of signatures on a petition calling for Morsi’s removal on economic 
grounds in the weeks leading up to his eventual ouster by the military. (The 
petition read in part, “ Because the poor still have no place, we  don’t want 
you.”)73 The degree of infl uence Egypt’s largest GCC donors have enjoyed 
in Cairo, meanwhile, lends at least good circumstantial evidence that more 
(and more timely) U.S. assistance dollars in the early phases of Egypt’s tran-
sition could well have increased U.S. geopo liti cal infl uence.

The $1 billion earmarked by the United States is not simply modest in 
comparison to GCC spending in the region (or, for that  matter, the multi-
billion dollar packages in economic aid and investment that China and 
Rus sia each pledged to Egypt in 2015); it is small even by the U.S. histor-
ical standards.74 A latter- day exception to the general departure from 
geoeconomics in the United States in recent de cades was the $3 billion in 
annual aid promised each to Egypt and Israel in 1979 during the Camp 
David accord negotiations, a crucial pillar of the Egypt- Israel peace treaty 
that in turn has underpinned American  Middle East policy for more than 
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three de cades.75 However, given Amer i ca’s current domestic po liti cal cli-
mate and its domestic economic challenges, it is questionable  whether this 
degree of U.S. generosity and strategic ambition  will occur again anytime 
soon.

Even beyond steadily declining aid bud gets, however, another major 
problem facing the United States in terms of translating assistance dollars 
into foreign policy leverage is credibility. The United States has a lot invested 
in how it spends substantial sums in countries such as Pakistan and Egypt. 
And— short of crises like the military coup and subsequent vio lence that 
seized Egypt during the summer of 2013— these countries well appreciate 
how unlikely their actions are to jeopardize  these assistance dollars, no 
 matter how disagreeable  those actions are to Washington.76

That said,  there are some signals that the United States may be more 
willing to consider toughening its stance on aid, more straightforwardly 
connecting  these dollars to pro gress on certain U.S. foreign policy aims, 
especially around demo cratic reforms rather than geopo liti cal objectives. 
Secretary of State John Kerry, on a trip to Africa in May 2014 to discuss the 
Demo cratic Republic of Congo’s steps  toward democracy, offered to in-
crease the American fi nancial commitment to the DRC to $30 million on 
the one condition that President Joseph Kabila not seek reelection  after his 
current, second term in offi ce.77 And despite substantial pressure from 
Egyptian offi cials, as well as mutual allies such as Saudi Arabia, the United 
States withheld civilian assistance dollars from Egypt for nearly a year, and 
certain types of military assistance for nearly two years, following the vio-
lence seen in the summer of 2013. However, several pressures— the urgings 
of GCC allies, concern over losing infl uence in the Arab world’s most pop-
ulous nation, and the emergence of the Islamic State in the Sinai Peninsula— 
prodded the administration to reinstate the full amount of annual aid to 
Egypt in March 2015 (without forcing any real reform commitments from 
Cairo in return).78  These cases notwithstanding, ample opportunity re-
mains for the United States to generate better geopo liti cal returns through 
its allocations of overseas aid.

Fi nally, no dimension of  U.S. foreign policy holds more geoeconomic 
promise than energy. The United States is ushering the world  toward more 
diversifi ed and often localized energy supplies. Among its virtues, this di-
versifi cation  will weaken the geopo liti cal leverage that some energy sup-
pliers have long sought to use to their advantage. The United States, by 
contrast,  will fi nd itself newly and uniquely positioned to use geoeconomic 
energy instruments to support its geopo liti cal objectives into the de cade 
and beyond.
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Sizing Up Amer i ca’s Geoeconomic Potential

American geoeconomic potential is inherently promising. But Washington 
must fi rst face a set of questions about the country’s overall comfort level 
with restoring geoeconomics as a more considered part of its foreign policy. 
Skeptics  will argue that more straightforward attempts to link economic 
and geopo liti cal agendas  will result in a race to the bottom. But the alter-
native cannot be to do nothing. In any case, the surest means of avoiding 
such a downward spiral may be to recognize what the United States is now 
dealing with: a set of states thoroughly comfortable employing most of the 
tools of geoeconomics to advance state power and geopo liti cal goals, often 
in ways that undermine U.S. national interests and chip away at the U.S.- led 
rules- based economic order.

Again, for U.S. policy makers, to recognize this is not to advocate neces-
sarily a response in kind. On the contrary, Amer i ca’s long- term prosperity 
and security are ultimately staked upon what Benn Steil and Robert Litan 
call “a liberal, rules- based international economic and po liti cal order to 
which  people around the globe aspire to be attached . . .  An enlightened 
American fi nancial statecraft  will always be consistent with this princi ple.”79 
It is, though, to advocate a dif fer ent kind of policy debate, one where all 
sides begin from a clear geopo liti cal objective and where geoeconomic 
proposals are mea sured against that objective and in the context of  viable 
alternatives. In extreme instances the alternative may be war. Where this is 
the case, U.S. offi cials need to ensure more appropriate standards of debate 
and comparison in weighing vari ous options and their relative trade- offs.

Fi nally, history provides pre ce dent for a more robust strand of economic 
statecraft that balances U.S. goals of openness and security; changes do not 
necessarily need to be dislocating ones. As noted earlier, during World War II 
the United States established the Offi ce of Economic Warfare, charging it 
to safeguard the dollar and secure vital imports on favorable terms.80 The 
United States supported  these efforts with an economic intelligence- gathering 
infrastructure, which carried over into the Cold War period, equipping the 
country from the outset with the information it needed to fi ght that war.

To be sure, the United States should not re- create an offi ce focused on 
“economic warfare.” But the under lying lesson remains valid. For example, 
coming to terms with the uncomfortable real ity that markets represented 
an unavoidable front in the war on terror was not easy.81 But once this 
point won reluctant interagency ac cep tance following 9/11, the U.S. gov-
ernment launched a range of initiatives that have since drawn wide praise 
for their effectiveness in targeting terrorism without sacrifi cing American 
lives and economic liberties.82 Paradigm- shifting approaches and tools 
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have often seemed impossible or sacrilegious when they  were fi rst intro-
duced, from convincing NATO allies to adopt nuclear “fl exible response” 
at the height of the Cold War to proceeding with new forms of sanctions 
(targeting energy and central banking, for example). But  after a hard- fought 
 battle for ac cep tance,  these have proven crucial in addressing the nuclear 
ambitions of North  Korea and Iran.

In short, vital and very impor tant U.S. national interests are again at 
stake in how we wage a very dif fer ent sort of campaign. This time the goal 
is to shape the be hav ior of states that wield substantial economic and fi -
nancial muscle and are in some ways, though not in  others, using this 
leverage to pursue policies that could be damaging to U.S. national interests. 
As one market observer summarized the task facing policy makers, “It’s 
[about] re- writing the rules of diplomacy to better engage” in a world 
where infl uence “is determined by economic power.”83 The United States 
has such geoeconomic assets. The abiding question is how effectively it  will 
use them, including, as Chapter 8 addresses, in the energy arena.



C H A P T E R  E I G H T

The Geoeconomics of North Amer i ca’s 
Energy Revolution

Thanks to the boom in American unconventional oil and gas pro-
duction, the United States is swapping its long- suffered vulnera-
bility to imported energy in  favor of a new strategic asset.

— Meghan L. O’ Sullivan, professor at Harvard University’s 

John F. Kennedy School of Government

For many, many de cades, energy has been a strategic liability for the 
United States.1 Amer i ca’s ever- growing thirst for oil has  shaped its for-

eign policy and national security strategy in ways that created sometimes 
incongruous alliances and complex obligations— all in the interests of se-
curing access to reasonably priced energy.

 These patterns are being upended. The United States is at the center of 
an energy revolution driven by the widespread use of fracking, with the 
result that it is poised to become the world’s leading producer of crude oil 
and natu ral gas liquids as well as of natu ral gas.2 For the coming de cade 
and beyond, this pre sents Amer i ca with a major new geoeconomic windfall.

The quest to secure energy has  shaped global diplomacy and warfare for 
more than a  century— consider the search for coaling stations to supply 
 Eu ro pean fl eets before World War I, the Japa nese decision in 1941 to invade 
the Dutch East Indies, Cold War competition in the  Middle East, the 1991 
war with Iraq, and China’s increased engagements in the  Middle East, 
Africa, and Latin Amer i ca in recent years. For much of the last hundred 
years, energy scarcity or the fear of it has sculpted the nature of global chal-
lenges and the response by governments to them.

The historic shift in global energy production is reshaping the geopo-
liti cal landscape as well. The United States is in the vanguard of moving 
the world to much more diversifi ed and oftentimes localized supplies of 
energy. While renewables, coal, nuclear, and hydro  will remain part of the 
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new mix, and even as coal remains the world’s fastest- growing energy 
source, a dramatic shift is occurring in oil and gas. In addition to its eco-
nomic benefi ts, this diversifi cation of supply  will diminish the geopo liti cal 
leverage that some energy suppliers have enjoyed for many de cades. All the 
 great powers  will be affected by  these developments. Above all, the United 
States  will remain uniquely positioned to use this new geoeconomic instru-
ment to advance its geopo liti cal objectives around the globe for the fore-
seeable  future.

The New Energy Landscape: Gas Is the New 
Gas, Oil Is the New Oil

In the early 2000s, headlines featured concerns about “peak oil” and po-
tential new dependence upon imports of liquefi ed natu ral gas (LNG). 
 Today we live in a dif fer ent world.3 During the past seven years, the locus 
of global energy production has begun to shift away from traditional en-
ergy suppliers in Eurasia and the  Middle East. New energy resources are 
being tapped around the world, including in the waters off Australia, 
Brazil, and Africa, and, to a lesser extent, in the eastern Mediterranean 
(Israel and Cyprus). The United States, however, has emerged as the leader 
of unconventional gas and oil production. Fracking is the main driver of 
this transformation. During the past two de cades, energy innovators in 
North Amer i ca modernized and combined two technologies whose lineage 
goes back more than thirty years: the precise horizontal drilling of wells 
that penetrate bands of shale, and hydraulic fracturing, whereby fl uid is 
injected  under high pressure into the rock to create fractures and then re-
lease gas or oil when the fl uid is extracted. The impact of this produc-
tion is now defi ning the economic contours of the new global energy 
landscape.

Consider the dramatic increase in U.S. natu ral gas production. As fracking 
unlocked new energy plays, U.S. Geological Survey estimates of technically 
recoverable gas in the United States increased by over 680  percent between 
2006 and 2013. At the rate of U.S. consumption in 2013, the United States 
is estimated to have enough natu ral gas to meet domestic demand for at 
least eighty- fi ve years.4 Shale gas production  rose by over 50  percent annu-
ally between 2007 and 2014, a trend expected to broadly continue  until 
2040.5 In a dramatic turnaround, shale  will soon dominate U.S. gas produc-
tion. Whereas in 2007 shale gas accounted for only 5  percent of U.S. pro-
duction, by the end of 2013 it represented over 40  percent.6 While terminals 
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 were previously being constructed to move foreign gas to  U.S. con-
sumers, U.S. companies are now competing to build new plants to export 
American LNG to the world.

Developments in oil have the potential to be just as signifi cant. Total U.S. 
crude oil production has risen from 5.6 million barrels per day in 2010 to 
9.4 million barrels in March 2015, nearly as high as daily oil production 
in Saudi Arabia.7 Fracking has generated dramatic increases in American 
production of Light Tight Oil (LTO) in places such as the Bakken forma-
tion in North Dakota and the Ea gle Ford and Permian formations in Texas. 
Between 2008 and 2014, Amer i ca experienced a 56   percent increase in 
LTO production—an increase that, in absolute terms, is larger than the 
total output of each of eight of the twelve OPEC countries.8 The Bakken 
alone crossed the 1- million- barrel- a- day threshold in December 2013. The 
long decline in  U.S. oil production has been reversed: between 2008 
and 2014, overall production increased by 77  percent.9

The United States is poised to become an energy superpower, a position 
it  will likely retain for many years to come.10 Fueled by unconventional gas 
and oil developments, the United States surpassed Rus sia in 2013 as the 
world’s leading producer of oil and gas.11

Signifi cantly, other countries  will not easily mimic U.S. unconventional 
developments. Fracking took off in North Amer i ca not just  because of fa-
vorable geology. In addition, a distinctive convergence of factors— capital 
market fi nancing that supported risk taking, a property rights regime that 
gives private  owners outside federal lands the right to the natu ral resources 
beneath the surface, a dense network of private pipelines, a developed and 
competitive oilfi eld ser vices industry, and an industry structure defi ned by 
over a thousand in de pen dent operators and entrepreneurs rather than a 
monolithic national oil com pany— provided an environment favorable to 
the unconventional revolution. While some other countries possess the 
right rocks, none matches the United States and Canada in this alignment 
of other factors. While many may well develop  these resources, the path to 
signifi cant production  will be longer and more fraught, and most of the 
risks are aboveground.

Up  until recent years, gas producers such as Qatar and Nigeria geared 
up to meet what was expected to be a burgeoning U.S. demand for LNG 
imports. The shale revolution is forcing  these gas producers to deliver to 
new markets. While  these exports fi rst found a home in Eu rope in 2010 
and 2011, they have since been partially redirected to Asia, where the thirst 
for gas continues to grow, especially  after the Fukushima nuclear disaster. 
Given  these opportunities, investors are now pushing forward with permits 
for new LNG terminals that  will enable the United States to begin ex-
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porting LNG. While projections vary, most energy analysts agree that such 
exports would boost U.S. production of LNG within the next de cade, con-
tributing to increased global supplies.12 While an integration of interna-
tional gas markets  will require years of infrastructure investments and 
even then  will not reach the same level as global oil markets, increased li-
quidity and exchange between the North American, Eu ro pean, and Asian 
markets could help put further downward pressure on prices in Asia and 
potentially Eu rope in the de cade ahead.

The development of unconventional oil in the United States is having 
similar impacts on global oil fl ows. U.S. oil imports have declined steadily 
in recent years, a result of lowered demand due to the 2008 recession, 
growing energy effi ciency (primarily in transportation), and, importantly, 
increased LTO production. The United States has begun to “back out” 
imports, starting with  those countries whose oil is closest in composition 
to LTO. Imports from Nigeria and Angola, for instance, are now at their 
lowest level since the 1990s. As this trend continues, the east- to- west trans-
atlantic fl ow of oil  will dwindle. Suppliers in the  Middle East and Africa 
 will thus shift to selling in Asian markets. In the coming de cades, China and 
India are projected to more than double their current imports of  Middle 
Eastern crude.13 At a very practical level, the number of oil tankers tran-
siting through the India Ocean and the Straits of Malacca to East Asia  will 
increase two-  or threefold in the next ten years, accelerated by the shale 
revolution. While insurers  will adjust the risk premium for this altered trade, 
the question of who should protect the global commons and  free transit in 
 these sea- lanes  will become increasingly impor tant.

Energy Reshapes the International 
 Geopo liti cal Landscape

Recent history instructs humility in predicting the  future of global energy 
markets. That said, the North American energy revolution is transforming 
global energy markets, and we can see the broad outlines of how  these eco-
nomic forces  will reshape the geopo liti cal landscape. Most fundamentally, 
the North American energy revolution  will continue to increase and diversify 
the global supply of energy and give the United States a new and power ful 
geoeconomic instrument.

Many of the more dramatic geopo liti cal consequences of the North 
American energy revolution rest on the near certainty that substantial ad-
ditions of  U.S., Canadian, and Mexican oil to non- OPEC supply  will 
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substantially lower global pricing for oil in a sustained way. Historically, 
OPEC has used spare production capacity to stabilize the global price of 
oil. While  there is much debate around OPEC’s willingness and ability to 
use spare capacity to regulate global oil prices, spare capacity  will remain 
an impor tant metric closely correlated with the price of oil on the global 
market.14 When the market is very tight, oil prices generally spike up-
ward. Such spikes can undercut overall global growth, which eventually 
leads to reduced demand and downward price recalibrations. In recent 
years, when  there has been a few million barrels a day of spare capacity in 
the international system, OPEC has been able to manage the overall price 
of oil around $90–110 per barrel. In mid-2014, however, it appeared that 
OPEC was beginning to rethink its priorities. Since mid- June 2014, the price 
of Brent crude oil has fallen by nearly 25  percent,  going from a high of 
$115 to below $36 a barrel— the lowest oil price since 2009, and an unex-
pected decline that has led the Energy Information Administration to 
issue a downward revision of U.S. oil production estimates to 8.8 million 
barrels per day in 2016.15

Most analysts predict that prices  will drop further before recovering— 
possibly dipping as low as $20 per barrel, which is the breakeven cash cost 
for highly levered high- cost U.S. shale producers.16 Much of the downward 
pressure on oil prices traces to a shift in OPEC strategy.17 OPEC’s decision 
to maintain its production ceiling of 30 million barrels per day throughout 
2015, even in the face of soft demand and a glut of excess supply, marked 
a clear shift away from prioritizing price stability in order to compete for 
shares in the global energy market.18 Analysts at Goldman Sachs further 
suspect that OPEC production  will exceed that quota of 30 million barrels 
per day, extending the downward pressure on prices. Indeed, Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq, and Rus sia all produced in 2015 at the highest level for many years, 
and this was before Iran returned to the global oil market.19

If oil prices remain low for a sustained period of time,  every government 
in the world that depends upon revenue from hydrocarbons as the main-
stay of public fi nance would be  under domestic strain. Countries as diverse 
as Vietnam and Indonesia in Asia, Rus sia and Kazakhstan in Eurasia, Co-
lombia, Venezuela, and Mexico in Latin Amer i ca, Nigeria and Angola in 
Africa, and of course Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia in the  Middle East would 
all feel such a shock.20 Each country has a dif fer ent capacity to endure 
such a blow, depending on the duration of the lowered prices, the structure 
of its economy, and its institutions and their ability to absorb fi scal cut-
backs. Some of the biggest losers from falling oil prices are countries not 
especially friendly to the United States and its allies, such as Venezuela, Iran, 
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and Rus sia. As Harvard professor Martin Feldstein notes, “ These countries 
are heavily dependent on their oil revenue to support their governments’ 
spending . . .  [and] even at $75 or $80 a barrel,  these governments  will 
have a diffi cult time fi nancing the populist programs they need to maintain 
public support.”21 But when oil prices plummet, all such countries are en-
during the shock at the same time, which magnifi es instability throughout 
the international system.22

While policy makers should consider a scenario in which multiple 
energy- producing countries are experiencing fi scal strains and corre-
sponding po liti cal instability, they should also focus in par tic u lar on the 
implications for countries that have used their energy to infl uence geopoli-
tics, usually in ways  counter to American interests.

Rus sia is the country that has the most to lose from the U.S. energy boom 
in the next de cade. While it has large amounts of its own shale oil in 
Western Siberia that could be developed over the medium and long runs, 
the more immediate impact of the unconventional revolution  will serve to 
weaken Rus sia across several dimensions. First, the shale revolution in the 
United States (and, over the very long term, perhaps in Eu rope) could even-
tually diminish Rus sia’s ability to use its energy resources to geoeconomic 
ends. The unconventional revolution  will not completely  free Eu rope from 
Rus sia’s infl uence, as Rus sia  will remain the continent’s largest supplier of 
energy  under almost any energy scenario. Rus sia supplies Eu rope with both 
Urals crude, oil products, and natu ral gas; all three are  under pressure in 
terms of volume (with higher U.S. exports) and price ( because of excess 
supply). But in the de cades ahead, Eu ro pean countries— particularly  those 
in the east— should become less dependent on Rus sian energy and thus less 
vulnerable to Moscow’s geoeconomic coercion.23

With the United States ending its forty- year ban on exporting crude oil 
in December 2015, U.S. crude oil exports could eventually develop into an 
impor tant check on the longstanding Rus sian mono poly over Eu ro pean 
energy supplies.24  It is not as if Washington could route U.S. crude exports 
 toward its desired customers; like any other export,  these crude exports would 
be sold by private companies looking to maximize profi t. Still, increased 
access to U.S. oil by Eu ro pean consumers would allow  these countries a po-
tential alternative to Rus sian oil (currently Eu rope obtains about 30  percent 
of its oil supply from Rus sia). Similarly, Eu rope’s ability to look elsewhere 
for oil supplies would make Rus sia compete harder in the global market, 
diminishing revenue from sales to neighboring Eu ro pean countries.25

Even if the unconventional revolution is limited to the United States and 
Canada, the extra gas in the market should—as it did in 2010 and 2011— give 
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Eu ro pean countries more leverage in their negotiations over price with 
Rus sia.26 If Eu rope continues with its efforts to integrate its natu ral gas 
market, builds more LNG terminals capable of accepting imports of natu ral 
gas from the United States and elsewhere, and extends its transmission in-
frastructure, the diversifi cation of supply alone  will increase its energy se-
curity in general; it  will certainly give Eu rope greater options for managing 
crises such as when Rus sia discontinued gas supplies to Ukraine in 2006, 
2009, and 2014 in the midst of the Rus sian interventions in Crimea and 
eastern Ukraine.27 Moreover, if divisive EU domestic politics permit, the 
development of indigenous shale resources in Europe— seeking to replicate 
the U.S. production boom— could help the continent stem its decline in 
overall (conventional) gas production and could further buffer countries 
such as Ukraine and Poland from Rus sia’s energy- induced coercion.

Second, Rus sia could also face po liti cally destabilizing consequences of 
a sustained drop in oil prices, and lower oil prices  will also drive down 
Gazprom’s oil- linked gas export price. With crude prices slumping below 
$40 at the end of 2015, hitting a seven- year low, and the ruble  under se-
vere pressure, Rus sia’s expectations for economic growth in the period ahead 
are dismal.28 Without energy largesse to maintain Rus sia’s highly personal-
ized po liti cal system, Putin could fi nd his infl uence diminished, creating 
openings for new po liti cal developments. As other nations in the area observe 
this decline in Rus sian resources and perhaps domestic stability, Moscow’s 
power and infl uence in its near abroad could be substantially weakened.

While this may sound like unequivocally good news to the United States 
and other Western governments, they must consider that a weakened 
Rus sia is not necessarily synonymous with a less troublesome Rus sia. The 
most that policy makers contemplating the longer- term face of U.S.- Russian 
relations should count on a surlier, more volatile Rus sia. Particularly if 
more nationalist po liti cal forces are the ones to succeed Putin or if Putin 
becomes even more aggressive, Rus sia could seek to secure its infl uence over 
its “near abroad” in more direct ways, as it did with Georgia in 2008 and 
Ukraine in 2014.

The unconventional revolution in energy  will also have overall negative 
implications for Gulf energy producers and their ability to wield infl u-
ence in the international system. Although less vulnerable than Rus sia in 
the short term, the Gulf monarchies, led by Saudi Arabia, must also be con-
cerned about signifi cant and sustained price troughs. To be sure, rising U.S. 
output  will continue to reduce U.S. oil imports from the region, but the fact 
is that  Middle East supply has not loomed very large in the overall U.S. pe-
troleum picture for some time now, and it should be clear that Amer i ca’s 
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geopo liti cal stake in the  Middle East  will not diminish  because of the North 
American energy revolution.29

While Riyadh  will most likely continue its attempts to play a stabilizing 
role in international energy markets, it now  faces constraints on its ability 
to reduce production that it did not have in the past. Saudi Arabia has re-
sponded to the Arab uprisings and instability in the region with signifi -
cantly increased public spending at home, combined with economic and 
security assistance to its neighbors. The kingdom’s break- even price for 
oil— where its bud gets would balance— was roughly $70 per barrel in 
2010, then jumped to $85 per barrel a year  later, and reached $104  in 
2015.30 High birth rates in earlier de cades mean that an extremely young 
population is demanding more education, more health care, better infra-
structure, and— most importantly— more jobs. Absent signifi cant changes 
such as plentiful natu ral gas discoveries or price- driven effi ciency improve-
ments, rapidly growing domestic energy demand to support such economic 
development means that Saudi Arabia could reach its own “peak export” 
scenario in the 2020s, when it begins to consume more energy than it 
exports.31

Riyadh is well aware of  these demographic pressures and associated eco-
nomic ones and is pushing hard to diversify its economy. Analysts warn 
that Saudi Arabia’s long- term fi scal position is not sustainable, and pro-
longed slack in the price of oil  will eventually test Riyadh’s ability to 
maintain the public ser vices that are an impor tant basis for the regime’s 
legitimacy. But this would take many years, given the kingdom’s enormous 
insurance policy in the form of another geoeconomic instrument: its roughly 
$700 billion in holdings of foreign exchange reserves.32 Thus, a world 
marked by lower oil prices, while hardly foretelling the end of the Saudi 
monarchy, would represent increasing domestic strains in the kingdom 
with uncertain outcomes. It would also render Riyadh potentially less able 
to compete as aggressively in contests for geoeconomic infl uence, especially 
should the Saudis no longer fi nd themselves in a position to extend mas-
sive, predictable sums to fi nance their preferred regimes in Egypt and else-
where in the region.

Even greater challenges could come to Iran’s ruling regime. Iran’s deci-
sion to enter nuclear negotiations might well not have happened  were it 
not for the shale revolution which managed to replace sanctioned Ira nian 
oil exports with U.S. LTO and avoid a spike in oil prices (although the 
prospect of U.S.- EU sanctions and denial of SWIFT payments may have 
been even more consequential).33 With the July 2015 completion of a nu-
clear deal with the permanent members of the UN Security Council and 
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Germany, and—if the deal is implemented— the prospect of some sanctions 
relief within a year, Tehran intends to increase its oil production from its 
July 2015 level of about 3 million barrels per day to 4 million barrels per 
day by mid-2016.34 And its longer- term goal is even more ambitious—by 
2020, Tehran hopes to raise its production levels to roughly 6 million bar-
rels per day, even higher than before the sanctions took effect. While  these 
projections are prob ably overly optimistic and would require some $100 
billion in foreign investment, Tehran  will have considerable new energy 
revenue to enhance its power projection capabilities in the region. In addi-
tion, this surge of Ira nian oil exports  will be one further  factor in down-
ward pressure on global oil prices over the medium term.35

While the world’s major energy producers, on the  whole, have reasons 
to worry about the unconventional energy boom, energy-importing coun-
tries can look forward to benefi ts unexpected just a few years ago. Of course, 
lower energy prices would be an economic blessing for energy- importing 
countries. Just as the spike in the price of oil following the 1973 OPEC 
embargo created severe diffi culties for the developing world, saddling it 
with debt that lasted at least a de cade, a decline in the price of energy would 
be a boon for such economies; it is a transfer of real income from energy 
producers to consumers. China and India in par tic u lar, given their anticipated 
growth in oil demand of 40  percent and 55  percent, respectively, would 
fi nd themselves better equipped to meet energy needs while si mul ta neously 
tending to other pressing fi scal challenges.36 This is true as well of Japan 
and  Korea, which import most of their energy.

China also stands to take advantage of the energy boom in other ways, 
even if we discount current efforts to access its own very substantial re-
serves of shale gas ( there are issues with complex geology, lack of  water 
for fracking, deep deposits, pushback from farmers, and high cost). As the 
world’s largest importer of oil and largest consumer of energy in the world, 
China  will benefi t from the downward pressure on price that higher U.S. 
(and Canadian and Argentine) LTO supply  will provide.37 Less obvious but 
equally impor tant, the shale revolution could compel Beijing to alter how 
it engages in commodity- rich states.38 Over the long term, if China is able 
to pi lot its own planned shale extraction programs successfully, Beijing 
could lessen its reliance on African and  Middle East countries that provide 
the bulk of current energy supplies.39 No longer would China need to offer 
aid or investments to backstop uninterrupted energy fl ows from Africa and 
elsewhere. But such a prospect would be in the far distant  future, if it ever 
occurs. Both oil and gas demand  will grow substantially in China, and it is 
an open issue  whether Chinese shale gas  will be signifi cant or even com-
petitive with Rus sian/Kazakh pipeline gas and LNG imports. As far as LTO 
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is concerned, China does not seem to have the best rocks, so for the fore-
seeable  future it  will keep importing  either crude from the Gulf or Rus sia 
(to be refi ned in joint- venture refi neries) or oil products from the Gulf or 
Singapore.

In addition, the unconventional revolution could provide an unexpected 
spur to better relations between Rus sia and China, relations in which China 
has the strong upper hand. For de cades,  these two countries— despite the 
obvious rational basis for a long- term partnership between the world’s 
largest energy producer and world’s largest energy consumer, which share 
a 2,600- mile border— have strug gled to come together for a common pur-
pose. History, suspicion, and ideology continue to pose serious challenges. 
However, Rus sia  will increasingly need to secure energy markets in the East 
to compensate for the unconventional energy revolution and Eu rope’s 
move away from Rus sian gas exports, and China requires greater sources 
of energy to meet the burgeoning demand that underpins its domestic 
growth. While pro gress is slow, all signs point to the fact that Moscow and 
Beijing are moving closer together, not further apart, on long- stalled energy 
deals and pipelines.40 Take the $400 billion gas deal China and Rus sia 
signed in May 2014. The contract between Gazprom and China National 
Petroleum Corporation runs for thirty years and requires the construction 
of pipelines and other infrastructure that  will move 38 billion cubic meters 
of gas per year to China. Once implemented, such energy deals could pro-
vide the basis for a more extensive geopo liti cal relationship between Bei-
jing and Moscow, with China in the dominant position and Rus sia making 
unpre ce dented concessions to Beijing in the context of pressure from the 
West.

Other friendly Asian countries, such as Japan, South  Korea, and India, 
are also looking forward to more LTO and natu ral gas coming into global 
energy markets.41  These Asian countries eagerly anticipate the explosion 
in global LNG expected in coming years. While not the main source of 
their enthusiasm, the potentially dramatic uptick in gas and oil being trans-
ported through the South China Sea  will increase the costs of a confl ict 
 there (for China and  others) and could, depending on the character of Bei-
jing’s foreign policies, provide additional incentives for cooperation. But 
 these countries have even greater hopes that increased liquidity in the gas 
market and the growth of a spot market  will force down the price Asian 
nations currently pay for gas. Similar to Gazprom’s Eu ro pean export price, 
Asian LNG prices are mostly oil- linked, so higher LTO supply from the 
United States, lowering world oil prices,  will also lower Asian LNG prices—
as  will U.S. LNG exports to Asia.
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The Sources of American Advantage

While other countries  will have to adapt to a new energy landscape, the 
United States  will be uniquely positioned among the major powers to defi ne 
and benefi t from  these developments. How well American leaders under-
stand, articulate, and leverage that strength  will help defi ne the geopolitics 
of the coming era.

Most fundamentally, unconventional energy  will make the U.S. economy 
stronger. The North American energy revolution  will continue to 
boost U.S. GDP through three channels. First and most obvious, the rapid 
expansion of North American energy production  will create new wealth 
and generate new jobs in the energy sector; IHS, a global energy consul-
tancy, assesses that the unconventional energy boom supported 2.1 mil-
lion jobs in the United States in 2012. Second, since the United States has 
one of the lowest gas costs in the world, American manufacturers are 
competitively advantaged in any pro cess that relies primarily upon gas for 
feedstock. Energy- intensive industries such as petrochemicals and even 
steel— which make up over half of the U.S. manufacturing sector, mea sured 
by output— are already receiving a competitive if modest boost. In just one 
sign of this resurgence in U.S. petrochemicals, major players such as Dow 
have announced plans to build new facilities and expand current produc-
tion that  will increase overall U.S. ethylene production by 40   percent.42 
Third, the energy boom is fueling indirect gains in terms of infrastructure 
investment, construction, and ser vices. All told, the energy boom could 
boost U.S. GDP between 1 to 4  percent, depending on the price of oil.43 Nat-
urally, some of  these gains in employment and investment  will fl uctuate 
over time as higher LTO output drives world oil prices down and leads to a 
contraction in U.S. oil and gas drilling  until a new supply- demand equilib-
rium is reached. (Indeed, since summer 2014, the U.S. oil industry has cut 
costs substantially and shed almost 86,000 jobs).44

U.S. policy makers  will need to forge a nuanced and nonpartisan under-
standing of the signifi cance of this new geoeconomic strength for Amer i-
ca’s position in the world. The North American energy revolution should 
help put to rest narratives of American “declinism” at home and in foreign 
capitals from Beijing to Berlin. The lessened requirement for overseas en-
ergy supplies— and the reduced dependence on producer countries with 
which the United States has prickly, volatile relations— will increase Amer-
i ca’s strategic self- confi dence in addition to boosting its economy. One 
might already detect a new candor, for instance, in the way the United 
States is publicly venting its frustration over the steady fi nancing from 
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countries such as Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and  others that lent signifi cant early 
support to radical Islamists in Syria and Iraq.45 And in the absence of the 
North American energy boom, it is unlikely that Washington would have felt 
the same leeway to move as swiftly as it did to sanction Rus sia in the wake 
of the latter’s Ukraine intervention.

However, as noted earlier, declining dependence on energy imports 
should not be confused with full energy in de pen dence from developments 
beyond American shores. The United States  will remain linked to global-
ized energy markets, and it  will also have the opportunity to play a greater 
role. As net imports of crude oil drop, U.S. oil production  will continue to 
climb, allowing for increased oil exports across the global energy market.46 
But any dramatic disruption of global oil supply would still ultimately 
impact the price at the pump in the United States and derail overall global 
growth. This means that U.S. interests in preserving stable international 
energy markets  will endure. Nowhere is this truer than in the  Middle East, 
where the United States  will continue to have vital national interests, in-
cluding counterterrorism, counterproliferation, and overall regional security 
to help protect our allies in the region (such as Israel) and ensure global 
fl ows of energy.47

Against this backdrop, U.S. leaders  will need to explain clearly and con-
sistently—to both the American  people and audiences abroad— that the 
North American energy revolution  will not change the national interests 
of the United States (a topic examined in Chapter 10). The United States 
 will remain the most power ful country by almost any mea sure, yet it cannot 
isolate itself from shocks to the globalized economy— even if its more fl ex-
ible economy and continued dollar pricing for energy  will minimize the 
relative impact of  these shocks. The United States  will still have an en-
during national interest, therefore, in protecting the global commons, such 
as the major sea- lanes upon which trade—of energy and other goods— 
fl ows. Neither the American public nor allies or adversaries overseas 
should mistakenly conclude that North American LTO  will propel the 
United States to disengage from the world. Washington  will have to reas-
sure the world— and especially its partners in the  Middle East—of this fact, 
given the coincidence of the timing of the North American energy revolu-
tion with the announced pivot  toward Asia and uncertainty surrounding 
American policy  toward the region.

At the same time, U.S. administrations  will need to commit themselves 
to protecting this emerging energy largesse. So far it has been almost ex-
clusively private sector players who have driven the North American en-
ergy revolution, with the vast majority of activity occurring on private 
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rather than federal lands.48 Nonetheless, a supportive  legal and regulatory 
environment was critical to accelerating  these developments. Leaders at the 
state and federal levels  will be challenged to fi nd the right balance between 
legitimate concerns over environmental and other risks linked to fracking 
and the overall economic and geoeconomic benefi ts.49 Similarly, the United 
States  will face the necessity of adapting old energy infrastructure and 
building new infrastructure in order to harness fully the unconventional oil 
and gas developments.

Sharpening Geoeconomic Instruments

The North American energy revolution promises to sharpen U.S. instruments 
for geoeconomic statecraft: sanctions, trade negotiations, reassurance of 
allies, and negotiation with rivals. Recent experience with Iran suggests 
how impor tant the increased diversifi cation of energy supplies could be in 
eroding energy suppliers’ market leverage. Sanctions have been denigrated 
since the end of the Cold War as “chicken soup diplomacy”— measures 
taken to make the imposer of sanctions feel good about a situation that does 
not merit military force. The unpre ce dented sanctions against Iran, how-
ever, would have been nearly impossible to put in place in the absence of 
the North American energy boom.50

Unlike less successful earlier sanctions against Iran, Iraq, Sudan, and 
Libya that  were instituted during oil gluts, the international community 
placed wide- ranging sanctions on Iran in the context of a tight oil market 
with high prices. Getting the support of allies and other countries reluctant 
to impose such robust geoeconomic mea sures on Iran required a credible 
case that a removal of Ira nian oil from the international market would not 
cause a spike in oil prices. U.S. legislation even contained a provision al-
lowing the administration to waive the implementation of certain sanctions 
against consumers of Ira nian oil if it judged that further removal of Ira-
nian oil supplies from the global market would cause economic distress by 
driving up prices. But President Obama did not have to use this provision. 
Steadily increasing U.S. LTO production compensated for the over 1 million 
barrels per day of Ira nian oil that came off the market. The administration 
then assuaged fears of oil price spikes and ultimately won support for the 
rigid and exacting sanctions regime, which signifi cantly damaged the Ira-
nian economy and pushed Tehran fi rst to the negotiating  table and then to 
an agreement. It remains to be seen if this episode was a historical oddity 
or a talisman for the  future.
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The U.S. energy revival also provides U.S. trade negotiators with a new 
instrument. At this writing, and as discussed at length in Chapter 7, Wash-
ington is immersed in engineering two major multilateral trade deals, one 
with the Eu ro pean Union and the other with a number of Pacifi c countries. 
American law favors natu ral gas exports to countries with which the United 
States has  Free Trade Agreements (FTAs). Applications for LNG terminals 
intended to ship gas to countries with FTAs are automatically approved, 
while  those to all other nations require a review to determine  whether such 
trade is in the national interest. Given the intense desire of many countries 
in Asia and Eu rope to diversify their sources of energy by including U.S. 
natu ral gas exports in their mix, achieving this special trade status 
holds  extra value. In fact, the link between FTAs and approvals for the 
export of natu ral gas was a  factor in convincing Japan— hungry for gas in 
the wake of the Fukushima disaster that took its entire nuclear power in-
frastructure offl ine—to join the TPP talks.

The United States has the potential to use energy diplomacy as a new 
geoeconomic instrument for reinforcing alliance and partner relationships. 
Take Poland and Ukraine— two countries that, with some help, could diver-
sify their energy supplies and reduce their dependence on Rus sia by devel-
oping their shale gas and oil resources. If EU politics and regulations permit, 
development of Poland’s huge shale gas resources could allow that country 
to emerge as one of the star economies of  Europe— and therefore all the 
better equipped to push back against a newly hostile Kremlin.51 The Polish 
economy, currently the sixth- largest in Eu rope, has been growing rapidly 
for the last two de cades at more than 4   percent per year— a faster rate 
than any other EU nation.52 In 2013, Poland produced 4.2 billion cubic 
meters of conventional gas while importing 9.6 billion cubic meters from 
Rus sia and 1.8 billion cubic meters from the rest of Eu rope. With roughly 
60  percent of its gas currently coming from Rus sia, Poland has aggressively 
sought out international help to develop its shale resources, which are 
among the largest in Eu rope.53 But, absent outside help, the outlook for both 
Poland and Ukraine is gloomy. As of late 2015, both countries are making 
 little or no  actual pro gress as far as shale developments are concerned—in 
Poland  because the rocks are not promising, and in Ukraine  because of 
confl ict where the rocks are located.

Looking to the  future, the United States could also use its shale energy 
edge to reassure allies  under pressure from energy suppliers. Imagine situ-
ations in which Rus sia again attempts to obtain geoeconomic leverage over 
countries in Eastern Eu rope by restricting gas supplies or linking po liti cal 
positions to the  free fl ow of energy at reasonable rates. The United States 
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could signal support for any allies  under such pressure through well- timed 
and public delegations of private sector energy experts and investors aimed 
at assisting the country to develop its own shale resources. Although results 
would not be immediate, the development of shale resources takes years even 
in the most favorable environments— their presence could nonetheless pro-
vide a public symbol of American geoeconomic support and solidarity.

Similarly, the United States  will be able to tap into its unconventional 
energy expertise as a new ele ment in its broader diplomatic engagement 
with other countries ranging from Argentina and Algeria to, most impor-
tantly, China. The United States has multiple, diverse interests with 
China— but, at least in the realm of energy security, Washington’s and Bei-
jing’s interests are more similar than not. As massive consumers of en-
ergy, both countries have an interest in a stable and growing global 
economy, which depends in part on the reliable fl ow of energy at reason-
able rates. They also share the goal of fi nding ways to reduce green house 
gas emissions to minimize the impact of economic activity upon the cli-
mate. Given its vast and expanding demand for energy, Chinese energy 
policy is effectively “all of the above”— involving a diversifi ed portfolio of 
oil, gas, hydroelectric, nuclear, coal, and renewables. As the United States 
has demonstrated, the retirement of coal power plants or their conversion 
to gas has been the single biggest driver for rapidly reducing green house 
gas emissions.  These common interests in diversifying energy supplies and 
reducing green house gas emissions point to an energy- economics nexus 
that provides an ave nue for U.S.- Chinese collaboration.

Onlookers in Beijing see the U.S. shale revolution as an opportunity that 
can, in due course, be exported to China with equally successful results. 
However, as noted earlier, China’s rocks are not especially good, and most 
of the issues the PRC  faces are aboveground: institutional problems to 
which solutions cannot be imported, as they confl ict with the way the Chi-
nese economy and society are or ga nized.54 Given the impor tant role the 
United States plays in the  Middle East and in protecting the global com-
mons upon which China relies for the  free fl ow of energy,  future dialogues 
could be expanded beyond unconventional developments.55 Such energy 
dialogues have already begun, in fact, yielding a joint U.S.- China announce-
ment on climate change and clean energy cooperation at a November 
2014 summit; depending on China’s external be hav ior,  these should be ex-
panded.56 Conversely, a hostile China would give Washington few incen-
tives to assist Beijing in confronting its profound energy challenges.

Fi nally, the unconventional revolution can provide a boost to American 
leadership in the pursuit of more robust mea sures to address climate 
change. Natu ral gas, while still a hydrocarbon, emits at least 50  percent 
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less carbon than coal. And the downward trend in emissions in the United 
States provides Washington with some credibility in assuming a more 
forceful stance  toward  others reluctant to rein in emissions.57

 These developments represent a new chapter in the global history of en-
ergy and geopolitics. Especially as the United States moves  toward becoming 
a net energy exporter by 2020, the world  will see downward pressure on 
the supply side of the supply- demand balance. The geoeconomic power of 
traditional energy producers such as Rus sia, Iran, and the Gulf monarchies 
 will diminish. OPEC  will be challenged to regain its traditional role as man-
ag er of global energy prices and its consequent geoeconomic infl uence. 
Overall, most consumers  will welcome this diversifi cation of supply and the 
potential for lower energy prices.

The United States  will be uniquely positioned to seize the geoeconomic 
opportunities presented by the unfolding North American energy revolu-
tion, and its foreign policy must embrace its transformed position on the 
energy stage. The North American energy revolution  will add fuel to the U.S. 
economic revitalization. The steady diminishment of U.S. dependence upon 
energy imports and the potential power of its exports  will provide greater 
degrees of geopo liti cal freedom and infl uence. The United States  will have 
power ful new geoeconomic instruments to support its allies and friends and 
to engage with China in redefi ning the energy infrastructure to sustain a 
globalized economy in the twenty- fi rst  century. Chapter 9 addresses  these 
energy issues and many  others, while proposing specifi c U.S. geoeconomic 
policy prescriptions for the period ahead.



C H A P T E R  N I N E

American Foreign Policy in an 
Age of Economic Power

 There is no more diffi cult administrative undertaking in the United 
States Government than that posed by the management of the 
vari ous economic assistance programs and the necessity for as-
suring their conformity to foreign policy objectives.

— Composite Report of the President’s Committee to Study 

the United States Assistance Program (Draper 

Report), August 1959

The preceding chapters have sought to establish the basic instru-
ments and requirements of geoeconomic power, explore how it is cur-

rently deployed by a variety of nations as a tool of statecraft, and consider 
what sort of changes  these new power realities imply for the logic and 
conduct of U.S. foreign policy. Taken together,  these explorations highlight 
two main points: the importance of emphasizing geoeconomics as a dis-
tinct foreign policy discipline, endowed with its own set of questions, as-
sumptions, and organ izing principles, and (the subject of this chapter) the 
need to re orient Amer i ca’s foreign policy to suit an era of geoeconomics, 
akin to similar reappraisals in response to the Cold War and the events of 
September 11, 2001.

Given the per sis tent use of geoeconomic instruments by China, Rus sia, 
and  others,  there is no reason to expect that the issue or the stakes  will di-
minish anytime soon. Washington’s focus should therefore shift to a new 
organ izing question for U.S. foreign policy, namely: how does Amer i ca 
maintain global leadership in an age importantly defi ned by geoeconomic 
power?

Coming up with a specifi c geoeconomic vision for U.S. foreign policy 
and translating it into initial lines of action is a complex task. It requires 
specifi c policy solutions; such recommendations are outlined at the end of 
this chapter. But  because reasonable minds can differ on the specifi cs, it is 
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worth ensuring they derive from the right framework. Accordingly, the fi rst 
part of the chapter pre sents four lessons drawn from the previous chap-
ters, which should help provide a foundation for specifi c policy choices.

L E S S O N  1

National power depends above all on the per for mance of the 
domestic economy and the ability to mobilize and allocate its 
resources.

The fi rst set of questions that a more geoeconomic- centric U.S. foreign 
policy would need to confront involve how to mobilize and allocate re-
sources. What ever one thinks of overall spending levels and the tools we 
use to determine them,  there are impor tant questions of allocation. In par-
tic u lar, if one agrees that U.S. foreign policy has become overmilitarized in 
the de cade following the 9/11 attacks, then a central question that should 
follow is what, in power projection terms, is the United States getting for 
all of this military spending?

 After surveying a wide body of empirical research, international rela-
tions expert Dan Drezner concludes that “the fungibility of military power 
is more circumscribed than advocates of military primacy contend.”1 Ac-
cording to Drezner, the lesson for U.S. foreign and fi scal policy is clear: 
Amer i ca’s overreliance on military power is “badly misguided.” To be 
absolutely clear, it is not that military power is useless. Rather, it is yielding 
diminishing returns. To quote Drezner, “Excessive reliance on military 
might, to the exclusion of other dimensions of power,  will yield negative 
returns.”2  There is a mounting need to shift Department of Defense re-
sources to the application of geoeconomic instruments to advance U.S. na-
tional interests.

L E S S O N  2

If the currency of power is shifting  toward the geoeconomic, 
so too must the attention spans, competencies, and priorities 
of U.S. foreign policy makers.

One of the central lessons of Chapters 2–4 is that geoeconomic forces and 
instruments now do much of  today’s diplomatic work. Increasingly, this is 
as true for the United States as it is for, say, Rus sia. For example, our ability 
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to isolate Iran eco nom ically has proven to be our best hope for realizing 
the aim of curbing Iran’s nuclear weapons program without war. To take 
the Rus sian example, Moscow’s strategy for sowing dependence among its 
neighbors is geoeconomic as well as military, and Moscow’s calculus on 
how and how far to press military intervention into Ukraine has turned 
partially on the relative economic interests at stake between Rus sia and the 
West. But between Washington and Moscow, only the latter seems to re-
alize the importance of geoeconomic instruments and their widespread 
uses. The under lying preoccupations and self- understandings of American 
foreign policy need to catch up to  these realities. But old habits die hard, 
and the U.S. foreign policy apparatus still tends to fi xate on crises that code 
as political- military in nature, while it views projecting geopo liti cal infl u-
ence through economic means as too complicated, too slow- burning, or 
somehow apart from the central issues of the day.

Often only in hindsight do Washington policy makers come to appre-
ciate the geopo liti cal salience of issues mistakenly perceived as narrowly 
economic. For years now, the U.S. government has done  little to curb forced 
joint venture or localization rules, whereby countries mandate that Western 
companies seeking to enter their markets partner with local, often state- 
owned fi rms, or that they  house critical infrastructure or intellectual prop-
erty within the country. But when the Obama administration was forced 
to consider vari ous sanctions possibilities on Rus sia over the Ukraine crisis, 
years of allowing the steady creep of  these localization rules compli-
cated U.S. options, narrowing the scope for maneuver and raising the costs 
of potential actions.3

 There is also a parallel tendency to misdiagnose crises as predominantly 
military in nature, often neglecting substantial economic components. 
Compare, for instance, the number of U.S. government man- hours spent 
scoping the size and composition of the Afghan National Security Forces 
versus thinking through how to ensure Af ghan i stan’s economic viability, or 
debates about arming the Iraqi Kurds rather than about promoting the 
long- term health of their economy.

Better responding to and projecting geoeconomic power requires a fresh 
look at how Amer i ca’s foreign policy and national security apparatus con-
centrates on traditional security and military challenges, and the effect on 
how we apportion fi nite diplomatic infl uence and, more fundamentally, how 
we spend the time and energies of our se nior offi cials. It should mean more 
focus on rising theaters of geoeconomic power, especially the Asia- Pacifi c 
region. It should mean more willingness to take a tough approach against 
international economic coercion and the fl outing of economic norms, in-
cluding by China and Rus sia.
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Fi nally, infusing  U.S. foreign policy with greater geoeconomic logic 
should require retooling our closest security alliances for an era of geoeco-
nomics. This is especially true of Eu rope and Amer i ca’s Asian allies. Again, 
certainly insofar as TTIP and TPP strengthen the economies of Eu rope and 
of Asian nations friendly to the United States, thus making for stronger U.S. 
allies and partners, both would be positive geopo liti cal steps. But domestic 
economic strength is not enough. It is a dif fer ent  thing to retrain  these alli-
ances to deal as effectively in geoeconomic power as they have done in mili-
tary power for the past seventy years, to seek geopo liti cal benefi ts from 
their exercise of economic instruments.

Both the transatlantic and U.S.- Asian alliances  were purpose- built to re-
spond to security threats primarily through military means. As Rus sia’s 
recent geoeconomic coercion and eventual military intervention into 
Ukraine brought into sharp relief, however, when presented with threats 
that are geoeconomic in nature, or when called upon to exercise geoeco-
nomic power, the United States and EU member states are usually caught 
fl at- footed, often with dangerous rifts exposed for the world to see. As 
noted earlier, why was enormous po liti cal pressure necessary to compel 
France to suspend military arms sales to Rus sia in the  middle of Moscow’s 
military thrust into Crimea? Or to pressure Germany and the United 
Kingdom  toward sanctions when it was most immediately the security of 
Eu rope, not the United States, at stake? Worse, Washington was forced to 
consider sanctions against Rus sia on the safe assumption that any loss for 
American companies would almost certainly produce windfall gains for 
French, British, or German fi rms.

In short, any meaningful attempt by U.S. foreign policy offi cials to re-
store geoeconomics to a more prominent place in U.S. statecraft  ought to 
entail an early effort to engage our allies in a deliberate, educational discus-
sion. American offi cials must open more space for geoeconomics to become 
primary in  these alliance relationships, describing to our closest allies what, 
in Washington’s view,  today’s brand of geoeconomics consists of; calling out 
geoeconomic coercion  every time it takes place and developing responses 
together with our allies; fi nding inventive ways to use geoeconomic instru-
ments to promote Western geopo liti cal objectives; and more generally col-
laborating with  these partners on the rightful role of geoeconomics in 
Western  grand strategy.
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L E S S O N  3

Many of the most diffi  cult geopo liti cal challenges the United 
States  faces are cases where states, often rising powers, are 
applying geoeconomics as a tool of fi rst resort.

Understanding the nature of the exercise one is engaged in tends to boost 
one’s odds of success. Surveying the global landscape, we see that geoeco-
nomics is on the march. With Rus sia, China, and the Gulf states all enthu-
siastic exponents of geoeconomics, and with India showing similar intent, 
geoeconomic- led foreign policies are unfolding across a large swath of the 
world’s population. And in terms of the foreign policy challenges of most 
pressing concern to the United States and its allies, geoeconomics fi gures 
prominently in nearly all of them. From revisionist and increasingly asser-
tive tones out of China and Rus sia to Gulf states struggling for infl uence 
over their tumultuous region, as varied as  these challenges are, they share 
at least one impor tant feature. Each is a case where the tools of liberal eco-
nomics and fi nance are being deployed by other nations quite apart from 
the  handling instructions that have traditionally guided their application. 
This realization should in turn prompt the United States to revisit certain 
basic foreign policy assumptions. It should also spell new policy concerns 
and new margins for patience.

For one, it should mean expending more diplomatic energy and po liti cal 
capital on issues that go to the core of this new appreciation of geoeco-
nomic tools, such as cyber, economic espionage, and state capitalism. It 
should also compel a fresh look at many of  these tools themselves, stripped 
of certain liberal (often neoclassical) economic assumptions that no longer 
always apply. Would it be nice if Rus sia and China  were not using the 
World Trade Or ga ni za tion and International Monetary Fund as a routine 
part of how they conduct geopolitics? Of course. But that is not the real ity, 
and the longer U.S. policy makers remain content to perceive  these institu-
tions as they  were intended rather than as they are now functioning, the 
more diffi cult it becomes to police and punish abuses. The same holds true 
for the instruments and institutions of monetary and sovereign debt, pro-
curement, investment, and new forms of protectionism that can serve the 
dual purpose of geoeconomic coercion.

U.S. administrations also require updated margins for patience.  These 
international economic institutions  were meant to emit a gravitational pull 
that compelled countries along a steady reform path; as such, they are the 
mechanics  behind the widely held assumption that investment abroad  will 
change China and Rus sia more than China and Rus sia  will change the 
global market.4 Given enough time, enough economic growth, and enough 
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channeling of capital into the United States and Eu rope, the argument goes, 
places like China, Russia, and the Gulf  will come to resemble their invest-
ments. State investors  will transition into private investors, illiberal regimes 
into liberal ones. Such a Ptolemaic view of market transitions, though, re-
quires the magnetic pull of a far healthier set of global economic institutions 
than the world seems to have at its disposal. (Even in the case of Rus sia, part 
of the rationale for fast- tracking Moscow’s inclusion into the global economy 
was to use interconnections as a check upon aggression. As events between 
Ukraine and Rus sia prove, the Kremlin has fi gured out that this can be fl ipped, 
further bolstering the need for capacity building for the West to deal with 
disinformation and to track the role of Kremlin- connected infl uencers).5

When pressing rising powers for reform, in other words, what is Amer i-
ca’s margin for patience? Is China changing the rules of the game more 
quickly than the existing rules are changing China? And if the answer is yes, 
what is Washington prepared to do? What geoeconomic resources are we 
willing to commit to tip this ratio back  toward a more favorable balance for 
the United States? Again, considering the scale of military operations and 
defense dollars spent policing perceived military or security threats to U.S. 
national interests, U.S. offi cials should show at least some more- comparable 
determination in policing geoeconomic incursions on  those same interests.

L E S S O N  4

As we confront a set of powers that do not make the same 
distinctions between public policies and private companies, it  will 
require more interplay between our own domestic economic 
decisions and national security decisions.

The United States should be prepared to air in the interagency pro cess the 
delicate issues that span all the interests and competencies of the U.S. ex-
ecutive branch. The decision to treat currency as a trade issue, for example, 
or to use geoeconomic pressure on Iran beyond sanctions requires that all 
sides within U.S. administrations be represented. At other times, it is a 
 matter of new issues that do not map well onto U.S. bureaucratic orga-
nizational lines. Take technology- driven issues such as cyber espionage 
and data privacy. In both cases, the United States  faces outsized harm from 
cyber intrusions, including geoeco nom ically motivated cyberattacks, com-
pared to emerging powers. Yet neither the U.S. government nor existing 
international arrangements are well suited to tackle the blend of intrusive 
state and nonstate actors and the prevalence of American private sector 
targets inherent in the cyber security and espionage threats. And in cases 
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where a potential tougher U.S. stance on geoeconomic coercion or abuses 
might come into tension with security and military priorities, the latter 
wins virtually  every time.

What, as a practical  matter, would such a geoeconomic- centric U.S. for-
eign policy agenda specifi cally entail? What would it require? We believe it 
would be animated by the following presidential and congressional vision: 
U.S. foreign policy must be reshaped to address a world in which eco-
nomic concerns often outweigh traditional military imperatives and where 
geoeconomic approaches are often the surest means of advancing American 
national interests. It must also systematically address the domestic economic 
sources of American power projection.

 There  will inevitably be times where our security or our demo cratic 
values lead us to act abroad. We  will always face international threats. But 
returning geoeconomics to the helm of U.S. foreign policy means that, for 
 these cases and indeed  every foreign policy decision we make, we must ask 
three questions: How does this affect Amer i ca’s economic position in the 
world? How can we use geoeconomic tools to advance our strategic inter-
ests? And how can we shape emerging economic trends to produce geopo-
liti cal results benefi cial to the United States, to our allies and friends, and 
to a rules- based global order?

U.S. Foreign Policy in an Age of Geoeconomics: 
A Twenty- Point Agenda

Next comes the diffi cult task of translating this vision into concrete lines 
of action. We offer twenty specifi c policy prescriptions—by no means an 
exhaustive list, but taken together, they would amount to a meaningful and 
self- reinforcing improvement in U.S. geoeconomic per for mance.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1

Nothing would better promote Amer i ca’s geoeconomic agenda 
and strategic  future than robust economic growth in the United 
States.6

Economists are a contentious lot, but  there is a wide, bipartisan consensus— 
further backed by the IMF— that U.S. growth over the next de cade  will 
require increased public and private investment in the near term, and a so-
lution to the U.S. entitlement pressures over the longer term.7 By 2016, 
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non- defense- related discretionary spending is projected to reach its lowest 
level as a share of GDP since the early 1960s and to continue dropping 
from  there. As a result, funding for U.S. science and R&D is at its lowest 
levels in more than forty years, with China now expected to overtake the 
United States as the world’s leading investor in R&D within fi ve years.8 
Both at the federal level and in most states, the United States is spending less 
on education in 2015 than before the 2008–2009 recession— amounting in 
some cases to a 10  percent drop in spending per child. And the Congres-
sional Bud get Offi ce assesses that federal infrastructure spending is roughly 
60  percent of what is needed to maintain current economic growth rates. By 
contrast, according to the  U.S. Chamber of Commerce, citing economic 
analy sis by the University of Mary land, a “targeted and long- term increase 
in public infrastructure investments from all public and private sources over 
the next 15 years would increase jobs by almost 1.3 million at the onset of 
an initial boost, and grow real GDP 1.3% by 2020 and 2.9% by 2030.”9

Even if one’s only concern  were federal debt and defi cits, and even if 
one’s sole criterion for evaluating spending  were long- term impact on fi scal 
health,  there are a set of public investments—in infrastructure, in educa-
tion, and in basic science and R&D— that  will immediately stimulate 
growth while improving the U.S. debt- to- GDP picture over the longer term. 
Returning to more normal baseline averages in federal investments would 
help the United States confront its other major obstacle to long- term 
growth: its entitlement pressures. Recalling the Reagan- era R&D push of 
the 1980s, libertarian thinker and computer engineer Jim Manzi argues for 
a similar federal effort  today, treating basic research outlays as “infrastruc-
ture” spending, akin to education, transportation, and utilities— all of 
which form the necessary ecosystem for an innovation economy.10 Manzi is 
correct: the United States should create a capital investments column in the 
national bud get for education, infrastructure, and science R&D funding, 
committing to return to more normal historical funding levels for each. The 
United States should also get serious about addressing spiraling entitlement 
costs; as Erskine Bowles, cochair of the bipartisan Simpson- Bowles Com-
mission, pointed out, the across- the- board cuts put in place by the 2012 
sequester help neither objective.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  2

The president must speak to geoeconomic policy.

The next president should lay out an affi rmative vision for a geoeconomic- 
centered foreign policy— backed by a mandate for the changes, big and 
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small, it  will require of her or his foreign policy establishment. Without 
presidential geoeconomic leadership, Pavlovian political- military responses 
are likely to most often carry the day in Washington, and thus drive the 
bureaucratic responses to Amer i ca’s external challenges.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  3

The leadership of the Congress should schedule a comprehen-
sive set of hearings on the potential of the United States to use 
economic tools to further U.S. geopo liti cal objectives.

Much of the needed  U.S. geoeconomic agenda cannot be implemented 
without congressional approval. The Constitution gives Congress the pre-
eminent role in U.S. trade policy, yet the last signifi cant congressional over-
haul came in the Trade Act of 1984.  After thirty years, it is time for a broader 
legislative overhaul of the current legislative authorities governing U.S. trade 
policy.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  4

Funds should be shifted from the Pentagon to be used to pro-
mote U.S. national interests through geoeconomic instruments.

The administration’s State Department bud get request for fi scal year 2016 
was $50.3 billion, while the Department of Defense’s total FY16 request 
was $585.2 billion.11 The State Department fi gure is 8.6  percent of the De-
fense Department’s request, a ratio that is incompatible with an era of 
geoeconomic power projection.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  5

Develop a more concerted understanding of geoeconomics 
across all executive branch agencies with responsibilities in U.S. 
foreign policy and national security.

In order to discern when geoeconomics is at work and how it matters for 
U.S. foreign policy, the U.S. government fi rst needs a common understanding 
of what geoeconomics is. Such a conceptual framework should, at min-
imum, be capable of distinguishing geoeconomic from non- geoeconomic 
instruments and infl uence, as well as determining what makes them more or 
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less effective; it should also offer policy makers a means of evaluating geo-
economic policy options against other policy alternatives.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  6

Pass TPP Round 1.

Geopo liti cal strategy by the United States in Asia cannot succeed without 
delivering on TPP Round 1, bringing a “comprehensive, high- standards 
 regional trade agreement” to the region.12 Even though TPP began as a 
straightforward exercise in liberalizing trade barriers, its geopo liti cal stakes 
largely brought in as  after- the- fact marketing to win the domestic support 
needed for its passage in Congress are now real, and  were made all the 
more so by the Obama administration’s repeated emphasis. Certainly, TPP 
could have better prioritized certain U.S. geopo liti cal interests (and again, 
often in ways that would have also advantaged U.S. economic interests, 
tougher provisions on SOEs and currency as two examples). Still, the real ity 
remains that TPP, however imperfect, is now the overriding geoeconomic 
component of the Asia pivot, tying together Amer i ca’s friends in Asia and 
negotiating the terms of engagement between  U.S. collaborators in the 
Western and Eastern Hemi spheres.13

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  7

Conclude the TTIP agreement with Amer i ca’s Eu ro pean allies.

Nothing  else  will so further transatlantic geoeconomic prospects— 
especially if both sides seek to make this a trade agreement that prioritizes 
geoeconomic aims in its design choices. Like the TPP accord, any deal of 
this magnitude  will require strong and sustained presidential leadership, 
but this is especially true of an agreement that attempts to move beyond 
the twenty- fi ve- year- old template of  free trade agreements. One could 
imagine in TTIP explicit commitments to develop joint responses to eco-
nomic coercion by third parties for geopo liti cal purposes. Lessons learned 
from the U.S.- EU sanctions efforts could be incorporated throughout the 
deal. An energy chapter could help spell out preemptive safeguards and 
common responses to  future attempts at pipeline politics on the continent. 
Especially given the unlikelihood of fi nalizing TTIP by the end of President 
Obama’s term,  there are fewer and fewer disadvantages to both sides ex-
ploring what a more sophisticated set of geoeconomic mea sures within 
TTIP might entail.
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P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  8

Reboot U.S. alliances for geoeconomic action focused as 
 intensely on shared geoeconomic as on po liti cal and military 
challenges.

For a de cade or more, Amer i ca’s economic relationships with many of its 
closest allies have lagged  behind security cooperation. With the EU, we 
should design TTIP not just as a means of reducing market barriers bilat-
erally but also as a vehicle to curb geoeconomic coercion and global market 
abuses, and to positively promote Western geopo liti cal interests (again, the 
United States and the EU could use the agreement to develop common re-
sponses to geoeconomic coercion applied by an outside party,  whether 
that coercion happens to be directed against a state that is party to TTIP 
or against some third country that is not party to the agreement). Wash-
ington and Brussels should also develop a coordinated position on  whether 
to accord China market economy status.

To push Eu rope to take responsibility for its core security interests, Con-
gress, as part of reauthorizing NATO bud gets, should require the secretary 
of state to certify that the EU has made substantial pro gress  toward diver-
sifying its energy supplies and building in greater resilience to threatened 
shutoffs— always, of course, with a presidential waiver. The degree to which 
companies have fi lled in  behind any U.S. sanctions regime should also be 
considered when approving countries and companies, Eu ro pean and other-
wise, for U.S. export licenses.

The same goes for our treaty allies in Asia. As noted above, fi nalizing a 
TPP Round 1 deal that includes Japan would be a signifi cant modernizing 
force for the U.S.- Japan alliance. But it should not stop  there. Washington 
should lead collective negative responses to economic coercion in the re-
gion. Recent U.S. efforts to expand economic engagement with the member 
countries of ASEAN  will help, but it is likely that the United States  will 
need to invent new sources of geoeconomic leverage and infl uence, drawing 
on treaty allies.14

With Canada and Mexico, while we should have used NAFTA’s twentieth 
anniversary to chart a new agenda for North American competitiveness, the 
case only continues to strengthen. In the words of former Mexican foreign 
secretary José Antonio  Meade, NAFTA  doesn’t need to be reopened per se, 
but rather built upon, constructing and revitalizing “the idea of a dynamic 
North Amer i ca.”15 Invigorating the economies of Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States and forging a higher level of competitiveness should include 
rallying public support, eliminating transportation and ser vices restric-
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tions, building infrastructure for new trade corridors, melding North Amer-
ican regulatory requirements, and making antitrust policies continental.16

Such deeper trade and investment ties, done well, should also come with 
updated standards for corporate governance,  labor rights, and environ-
mental protection (all areas where NAFTA remains well  behind more re-
cent trade agreements).17 Certain options building upon NAFTA, such as a 
pos si ble North American Investment Fund  under the auspices of the World 
Bank, could provide much- needed funding for U.S. infrastructure through 
the North American Development Bank.18 All  these mea sures would not 
only strengthen the United States at home and thus improve its power pro-
jection capabilities but also ensure that Amer i ca’s neighborhood is stable 
and prosperous rather than an uncertain diversion from the indispens-
able U.S. role in the world.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  9

Construct a geoeconomic policy to deal with China over the 
long term.

Amer i ca’s economic pivot to the Asia- Pacifi c has lagged  behind our diplo-
matic and military investments. But more than any other region, economics 
is the coin of the realm in Asia. As we now work out the content of the 
rebalancing, our strategy must change to refl ect this basic real ity. Finishing 
the TPP is an indispensable ele ment of this challenge, but too often TPP is 
couched in almost valedictory terms— touted as a “centerpiece” of Amer i-
ca’s renewed regional presence. It needs to be construed and communi-
cated, both in Washington and in the region, as more an opening act than 
a fi nale.

Washington should also outline clear, credible security par ameters for 
resolving maritime and territorial disputes. Secretary Clinton drew praise 
from Republicans and Demo crats alike for inserting the United States into 
the maritime disputes in the South and East China Seas, outlining a code 
of conduct but not taking a position on the disputes themselves (as Clinton 
asserted in 2012, “No party should take any steps that would increase ten-
sions or do anything that would be viewed as coercive or intimidating”).19

But Amer i ca’s more recent lack of focus on the region has undone this 
momentum, inviting escalations by an increasingly aggressive Chinese 
leadership. As scholars have rightly noted, China continues to work to 
“Finlandize” Southeast Asia, allowing regional governments to “maintain 
nominal in de pen dence but in the end abide by foreign policy rules set by 
Beijing.”20 China has heightened its use of geoeconomic incentives, both in its 
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neighborhood and beyond, with the goal of increasing the stake other coun-
tries have in maintaining good relations with China.21  Little has been done—
in Washington or elsewhere—to check China’s geoeconomic infl uence.22

To help give teeth to the current principles for resolving the region’s ter-
ritorial disputes, the United States should build on recent warnings against 
the use of force, and make clear to Beijing that economic coercion, too,  will 
have negative consequences. The United States should work to fortify coun-
tries, from Japan to India, against economic coercion— identifying their 
leading vulnerabilities and assisting with resiliency and diversifi cation 
efforts to plug  these exposures, as well as developing a policy across U.S. 
treaty allies in the region to ensure that if one ally suffers economic coer-
cion, another  doesn’t take advantage by fi lling in  behind.

 There are at least some promising data points. Some experts have 
looked at regional instances where countries on China’s periphery have 
realized their vulnerability to Chinese geoeconomic manipulation and 
have developed targeted policy responses.  There is frequent discussion of the 
vulnerability of democracies versus nondemocracies to geoeconomic infl u-
ence; Hufbauer, Schott, Elliot, and Oegg argue that democracies are funda-
mentally more susceptible to economic pressure than autocracies.23 Thus for 
democracies on China’s periphery, as is the case with democracies elsewhere 
around the world,  there remain several frequently discussed geoeconomic 
defensive policy options: trading with a third party, import- substitution 
policy, or smuggling and resource conservation programming.24 What re-
mains missing in  these discussions, though, is how a democracy adequately 
mobilizes a populace and private sector it often cannot compel.25

At the same time, we should outline collaborative approaches to Beijing’s 
two largest sources of anxiety: securing China’s energy needs in exchange 
for a PRC foreign policy that abandons its recent aggressive streak and re-
turns to a more moderate posture, and assisting with its transition to do-
mestic consumption.26

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 0

In another aspect of rebalancing to Asia, the United States 
should make geoeconomic investments in India’s emergence as 
a Pacifi c power.

The last two U.S. administrations have rightly noted that the relationship 
between India and the United States is one of the defi ning partnerships of 
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the twenty- fi rst  century. Washington has demonstrated commitments to 
help India gradu ate into the ranks of global actors— backing India’s bid for 
UN Security Council membership; supporting the four multilateral non-
proliferation regimes; deepening defense cooperation, including in the Indian 
Ocean; initiating a trilateral strategic dialogue with India and Japan; and 
enhancing our coordination with India in the East Asia Summit, the Asian 
Regional Forum, the ASEAN Defence Ministers’ Meeting (ADMM- Plus), 
and other Asia security forums. Washington has launched all  these initia-
tives despite the troubling fact that India is arguably the most diffi cult 
country in the world on the subject of trade. One hopes that  under Prime 
Minister Modi this may eventually change.

Nevertheless, U.S. efforts to anchor India as part of a broader Indo- 
Pacifi c theater make sense for several reasons— they help reinforce Asia’s 
current stabilizing balance of power, and they offer ASEAN states a crucial 
means of diversifying their economic and security relationships. But so 
far, U.S. efforts have focused primarily on security dimensions. Washington 
needs to make similar investments on the geoeconomic side, especially 
when nearly  every major U.S. initiative from Central Asia to the Pacifi c re-
lies on India’s continued growth trajectory and cooperation: the U.S. New 
Silk Road vision (quite separate from China’s “One  Belt, One Road” ini-
tiative which also stretches into Central Asia, and, as such, is sometimes 
referred to as China’s New Silk Road) seeks to tie Af ghan i stan’s  future sta-
bility to the markets and values of India, and the Indo- Pacifi c Economic 
Corridor concept and the  U.S. Expanded Economic Engagement with 
ASEAN seek to do the same for our partners in Southeast and East Asia. In 
this context, the United States should continue support for Indian infra-
structure projects, building upon the Infrastructure Collaboration Platform 
agreed to by President Obama and Prime Minister Modi.27

With so much staked on an India that is growing eco nom ically and en-
gaged regionally, supporting India in its bid for greater multilateral clout— 
backing New Delhi in its long- running desire to join the Asia- Pacifi c 
Economic Cooperation (APEC), for instance— would seem a minimum 
ante for the United States. We should also elevate our own economic en-
gagement with India by launching a study group akin to the effort that 
laid the groundwork for the  U.S.- EU trade agreement. The fi nal pillar 
of U.S.- India strategy should be a maturing of the Indo- Pacifi c Economic 
Corridor. This vision of an economic corridor powered by new energy and 
transportation infrastructure would undermine Myanmar’s economic de-
pendence on China and offer an answer to Beijing’s plans for its own cor-
ridor from the Indian Ocean to southern China.
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Additional recommendations for the U.S.- India geoeconomic relation-
ship could begin with a look at the use of collaborative development funds 
abroad.28 India is the top assistance power in its region; perhaps it is worth 
examining the potential for collaboration with the United States on aid to 
other countries of geopo liti cal importance. U.S. administrations should 
also not rule out the use of infrastructure development, modeling any such 
initiatives  after Japan’s overseas development fund for India. India lacks 
the capital markets that would make it even more eco nom ically attractive, 
a gap the United States should be instrumental in helping to fi ll.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 1

Construct a geoeconomic policy to deal with Rus sia over the 
long term.

One of the central truisms shared across virtually all schools of interna-
tional relations theory holds that it is dangerous to reduce analy sis of a 
country to the personhood of its leader. If  there is an exception to prove 
this rule, it is found in Vladimir Putin’s Rus sia, where Putin is the best 
lens for understanding and predicting the country’s be hav ior. Many long-
time Rus sia followers consider force and threats of force to be the only 
languages Putin reliably understands— and certainly  there is much in the 
empirical rec ord, much of it supplied by Mr. Putin himself, to support that 
view.29

Undoubtedly, Putin’s Rus sia is a case where a more robust geoeconomic 
approach by Washington and its Eu ro pean counter parts would require the 
backing of conventional military power in NATO. And happily, if slowly, the 
United States and the Eu ro pean Union are rallying a meaningful response 
to Rus sian aggression through NATO, centered in a new rapid reaction force 
expected in 2016 (a prototype of which became operational in January 
2015).30  These NATO mea sures, together with intensive U.S.- EU efforts 
around sanctions, have formed the bulk of the U.S. response. Given the 
nature of the challenges presented, however— German chancellor Angela 
Merkel and President Obama  were quite correct that  there are no military 
solutions to  these problems— and indeed the heavily geoeconomic strategy 
that President Putin has himself employed since his 2012 return to power, a 
narrow focus on military power and sanctions is not suffi cient.

A more geoeconomic- minded strategy is needed. This includes working 
closely with allies, toughening the U.S. posture on backfi lling economic 
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voids created by sanctions, reducing Eu rope’s dependence on Rus sian oil 
and gas, increasing economic support for Rus sia’s neighbors in former So-
viet space (including ramping up support for Western private investment 
as an alternative to Rus sian and Chinese state- led investment, an alterna-
tive that many Central Asian and Eastern Eu ro pean leaders are desperately 
seeking precisely for this reason), and punishing Moscow’s neoimperial be-
hav ior.31 The market has heaped its share of opprobrium on Moscow for 
the country’s aggressive be hav ior, certainly helped along by threat of U.S. 
and EU sanctions and the steep drop in oil prices that began in mid-2014.32 
But beyond allowing the Darwinian logic of global markets to impart its 
own helpful lessons,  there remains plenty to be said for affi rmative state 
responses to state provocations. Working with the EU to initiate a new 
standing policy of jointly policing and punishing acts of geoeconomic co-
ercion and intimidation in Rus sia’s “near abroad,” in what ever form, would 
not only help habituate the Eu ro pe ans into swifter actions but also send 
stronger signals of U.S.- EU resolve to Moscow and to other countries that 
may be looking to visit similar tactics on their regions.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 2

Convert the energy revolution into lasting geopo liti cal gains.

The strategic premium the United States can gain from the unconventional 
energy boom is just as signifi cant as the improvements seen in U.S. energy 
production.33 But the geopo liti cal benefi ts to Amer i ca cannot be realized 
if the production of U.S. unconventional energy resources is not given the 
priority it deserves. As Chapter 8 underscored, energy as a geoeconomic 
tool has massive potential, and Rus sia’s continued insistence on using en-
ergy fl ows in pursuit of geopo liti cal objectives may have galvanized the 
beginning of a bipartisan U.S. po liti cal consensus supporting its use.

The United States should begin by expediting its approval pro cess for LNG 
projects, which currently is unnecessarily laborious and expensive. The ap-
provals system can and should be reshaped by, for instance, eliminating 
the need to review projects that involve shipping to countries with which 
the United States has  free trade agreements.

With our allies, the United States should further the interconnectedness, 
productivity, and continuity of global gas markets.34 Indeed, the unconven-
tional energy revolution should become a pillar for core U.S. relationships 
with Amer i ca’s Eu ro pean and Asian allies. Closer to home, some adminis-
tration policies— export bans in particular— have unintended consequences 
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for both Canada and Mexico. Lifting  these bans and approving the necessary 
infrastructure to link energy networks makes sense to ensure that our 
neighbors are able to enjoy the geopo liti cal benefi ts of the shale boom. 

Long- term strategic decisions in the post- OPEC order also necessitate a 
reconceptualization of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve and management 
of the International Energy Agency’s strategic reserves system. Given that 
energy price volatility can be as detrimental to economic growth as steady 
high prices, U.S. national security offi cials—in close collaboration with 
policy makers in the Departments of Energy, Trea sury, and State— should 
consider how the existing Strategic Petroleum Reserve might be revamped to 
play an active balancing role should other countries become unwilling or 
unable to do so in the  future. Similarly, a post- OPEC world  will see increasing 
instability among regional powers. Rus sia, Nigeria, Venezuela, Iran, and 
perhaps even Saudi Arabia could be facing tough times if the emergence 
of shale energy production continues to put downward pressure on energy 
prices. The United States should actively begin to look for ways to help 
friendly nations deal with potential fallout as well as employing other 
geoeconomic instruments where appropriate in  handling rogue regimes.

In addition, the United States should include energy as a key component 
of TTIP and should consider forging a Pacifi c Energy Zone designed to link 
North American energy supplies with customers in Asia. The United States 
should include an energy chapter within TTIP with the overarching aim of 
reducing Eu rope’s energy dependence on Rus sia. In addition, the chapter 
should include a fast- track dispute settlement pro cess that, even beyond its 
immediate function in resolving contract disagreements, might also serve 
as a model for similar efforts elsewhere.

The United States should also lead in the creation of a Pacifi c Energy 
Zone that would include North Amer i ca (the United States, Canada, and 
Mexico), Japan,  Korea, and perhaps China if its external policies permit. 
The goal would be to create a comprehensive energy framework for the 
region that, by bringing North American supplies to Asian markets, allevi-
ates supply insecurities, sets norms, and begins to close the disparities in 
gas prices across the region. Such a plan could help to stabilize relations 
between the United States and China. It could defuse tensions between 
China and its neighbors— many of which begin with and escalate thanks 
to the actions of state- owned energy companies— while also providing the 
United States with a more direct foothold in preempting economic coercion. 
It would help answer the geopo liti cal infl uence of the thirty- year, multibillion- 
dollar gas deal signed in 2014 to supply Rus sian gas to China.
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P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 3

Meet the test of climate change.

As former head of the U.S. Pacifi c Command, Navy Admiral Samuel  J. 
Locklear III was Amer i ca’s top military offi cer charged with managing hos-
tile actions by North  Korea, tensions between China and Japan, and a 
spike in computer attacks traced to China. And when asked what he re-
garded as the largest long- term security threat facing the United States in 
the Pacifi c region, his answer was climate change. Like many other issues 
in the geoeconomic domain, solving the prob lem of climate change requires 
harmonizing domestic and foreign policies, an objective often not currently 
being accomplished.35

A more geoeconomic approach by the United States might mean in-
cluding climate provisions in key trade agreements, for instance— such as 
a TPP Round 2 or a U.S.- EU agreement. To date, most of our environ-
mental provisions in trade and investment agreements are more about en-
suring a level playing fi eld based on existing U.S. environmental standards 
than about incentivizing strategic pro gress on climate change as such. Apart 
from including climate provisions more explic itly within trade agreements, 
the United States should also explore  whether  there is value in a new form 
of bilateral agreement, akin to a scaled- down  free trade agreement or bi-
lateral investment treaty.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 4

Blunt the threat of state- sponsored geoeconomic cyberattacks.

The costs of geoeconomic- minded cyberattacks fall disproportionately 
on U.S. (and to a lesser extent EU) fi rms, as the leading suppliers of R&D 
and tech- intensive goods and pro cesses. For this same reason, however, it 
is  little secret that the United States has more to lose in any tit- for- tat esca-
lation in cyber hostilities. This has so far caused the United States to stop 
short of launching geoeconomic cyberattacks, even in cases where Wash-
ington offi cials have managed to trace back an attack to a state sponsor. 
The bar for provoking a U.S. government response— generally understood 
to be “massive economic harm or potential loss of life”—is purposely vague 
but still enables states to test the upper reaches of this standard.

The United States should create more intermediate costs to geoeconomic 
cyberattacks through two broad lines of effort. First, Washington should 
better empower private U.S. companies to engage in self- help, especially 
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clarifying the rules surrounding defensive attacks (empowering companies 
to make their own decisions on  whether to engage in so- called hackbacks, 
whereby companies hack into an attacker’s computer,  either to ascertain 
the damage of the initial attack or to nullify its benefi ts to the attacker). 
Second, to help to mitigate the sort of whack- a- mole quality that remedies 
can often assume (where exclusion from one market is remedied simply by 
shifting to other markets), the United States should work diplomatically to 
enact coordinated cyber mea sures, beginning with enacting binding mea-
sures between the United States and the Eu ro pean Union in the context of 
TTIP, and then expanding  toward other major economies from  there.

Cooperation on cyber- related theft of intellectual property and trade se-
crets in the TTIP context could take a number of dif fer ent forms and levels 
of ambition. At the most basic level,  there is utility in engaging with the 
EU within the context of  these negotiations to explore potential responses 
to  these problems (and forced technology transfer more broadly). Specifi c 
mea sures could include:

• Pos si ble uses of Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, authorizing 
countervailing duties (CVD) or CVD- like remedies for cyberattacks 
against private U.S. fi rms, jointly agreed and implemented with the 
EU, that would take effect in both U.S. and EU markets.

• An update of Sec. 337 (which allows the United States to keep 
pirated goods out of U.S. markets) to include cyberattacks and 
harmonize it with an EU equivalent.

• The creation of new cause(s) of action for U.S. and EU fi rms harmed 
by cyber espionage to bring suit against fi rms benefi tting from the 
stolen data, allowing for variation in remedies from country to 
country.

Fi nally, the United States, the Eu ro pean Union, and  others could enact co-
ordinated mea sures targeting the ability to contract (or, more narrowly, 
the cost of fi nancing) for foreign companies found to have committed cyber 
theft and/or to have other wise benefi tted from ill- gotten trade secrets or 
intellectual property. Much in the way that British crown companies in the 
1700s drastically lowered their fi nancing costs by binding themselves as 
subject to contracts, a set of rules targeting the ability of certain offending 
companies to contract could substantially increase their borrowing costs. 
Such restrictions could be limited to certain types of contracts and/or cer-
tain countries (e.g.,  those already on a designated watch list), and provi-
sions could include a number of mea sures:

• Targeting the cost of fi nancing (e.g., for any deal where a U.S. or EU 
fi rm is found to have suffered a result of cyber- related economic 
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espionage, contracts would not be enforceable in U.S. or EU courts, 
which would essentially increase borrowing costs for suspicious 
companies)

• Coordinating whistleblower protections designed to incentivize fi rms 
to report cyber  espionage

• Anti- retaliation regime(s) that would seek to create coordinated 
penalties and sanctions, similar to countervailing duty remedies, for 
any state or state affi liate found to be retaliating against a U.S. or EU 
com pany for pursuing a claim for cyber- related theft of trade secrets 
or intellectual property

Fi nally, given the evidentiary diffi culties,  there may be value in shifting pre-
sumptions, burdens of proof, and evidentiary thresholds so that claims are 
easier to bring and to adjudicate, especially where state- backing or spon-
sorship is alleged. It might also be worth exploring the assignment of dis-
proportionately large remedies, which would serve to alter the cost- benefi t 
ratio of entering into retaliatory tactics.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 5

Reinforce economic foundations for democracy and peace in 
the  Middle East and North Africa.

Years  after President Obama announced the creation of two new enterprise 
funds, one with Egypt and one with Tunisia, both funds have only just begun 
to cut checks. Years  after the United States announced a new regional trade 
vision, no evidence of any pro gress exists. Instead, Washington has spent 
most of that time infi ghting and other wise walking back the president’s 
initial commitment.

The United States should move immediately to articulate a mid-  to long- 
term economic vision for the  Middle East/North Africa region in order to 
strengthen U.S. power and infl uence  there and to help stabilize  these socie-
ties. For the past few years, as the Arab revolt has grown darker, the United 
States has by necessity focused on immediate stabilization, but with paltry 
results; a broader, longer- term vision can no longer wait, especially as the 
lack of such a vision is hampering our ability to manage the short- term 
challenges.

Such a strategy should center on revamping the MENA Incentive Fund 
(MENA- IF) and the MENA Trade and Investment Partnership (MENA-
 TIP), elevating them to presidential- level initiatives. For the MENA- IF, the 
goal should be a modifi ed proposal that allows Congress greater oversight 
while still maintaining enough fl exibility to keep pace with fast- moving 
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developments in the region. MENA- TIP, meanwhile, should live up to the 
president’s initial concept: it should envisage real market access for  those 
countries genuinely interested; it should weave together its existing bilat-
eral  free trade agreements, transforming the fi ve separate agreements into 
a single, updated set of trade terms that apply between all participating 
states (a pro cess known as cumulation); and it should incentivize partici-
pation through new, specially dedicated lines of economic assistance linked 
to incremental benchmarks.

With Egypt, the United States should rewrite the ground rules for assis-
tance. The Egyptian government is ever hopeful that U.S. assistance fl ows 
 will return with the same unfl inching reliability that characterized U.S.- Egypt 
ties before the Arab Uprising, which would serve as a seal of approval for the 
country’s changing po liti cal environment. Ever since the fall of Mubarak, 
though, Egypt has been a story of halting pro gress, with more fi ts than 
starts. Even should  there be demo cratic pro gress, U.S. assistance to Egypt 
 will remain choked by interference from the country’s Ministry of Interna-
tional Cooperation— the Tammany Hall of Egypt.36 A better use of U.S. 
assistance to Egypt, then, would be a push to rewrite how aid is delivered, if 
pos si ble removing the Ministry of International Cooperation from the pro-
cess. At the same time, the United States should increase transparency and 
develop a publicly accountable pro cess for how it dispenses its aid. Large 
amounts of democracy aid would be counterproductive in the current cli-
mate, but Washington could discreetly support civil society initiatives within 
Egypt. Such geoeconomic mea sures would make at least a minor contribu-
tion to the stability of Egypt, a crucial objective of U.S.  Middle East policy.

With Tunisia, Washington should launch negotiations on a  free trade 
agreement. Tunisia marks the one success, the one country transitioning to 
democracy in the wake of the events of January 2011. The Obama admin-
istration has committed nearly $700 million to support Tunisia’s transi-
tion, targeting elements of internal and external security, the promotion of 
demo cratic practices and good governance, and supporting sustainable 
economic growth.37 The leadership in Tunis is taking all the right steps— 
ratifying a progressive constitution, hitting reform benchmarks pursuant 
to its IMF deal, and conducting elections.38 Tunisian leaders are now 
looking to a  free trade agreement with the United States as the govern-
ment’s top priority. Beyond the diplomatic goodwill  toward the United 
States it would engender, a  free trade agreement would, as former chairman 
of the House Rules Committee David Dreier aptly noted, lock in structural 
reforms by creating “the resources necessary for sustainable demo cratic de-
velopment and prosperity in Tunisia.”39 And  because Tunisia is a country 
of just 11 million  people, the economic impacts of such a deal for the 
United States, the sum total of winners and losers, would be negligible.
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Next, the United States should establish a region- wide, high- profi le, 
private- sector- led investment initiative. This would start from a familiar 
premise: channel willing capital, especially surplus capital in the Gulf states 
and Asia,  toward infrastructure investments in Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, 
Yemen, and other transitioning countries in the  Middle East and North 
Africa. The investment mechanism would have three basic elements: (1) a 
multisovereign trust fund (overseen by third parties, such as the World 
Bank or United States) with windows to attract public and private invest-
ment, (2) a proj ect development team and assistance secretariat to help 
countries propose projects and coordinate third- party fi nancing (e.g., the 
Eu ro pean Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Islamic Infrastruc-
ture Financing Fa cil i ty, World Bank, and  others), and (3) a policy forum, 
composed of representatives of investor states, that would provide a venue 
to discuss regional employment and transition issues, and also help set 
policy objectives, country allocations, and vari ous working requirements.40

This plan differs from the current crowded landscape in several ways— 
most notably in its largely private- sector dimension. Unlike the current 
G8 Deauville framework, this is Arab- centered and focuses on investment 
rather than sovereign loans; unlike the Arab Financing Fa cil i ty for Infra-
structure, capital would be channeled directly to the private sector; and 
perhaps most impor tant, would-be investors from the Gulf Cooperation 
Council would have a meaningful seat at the  table. If successful, the plan 
should help foster a much- needed indigenous leadership presence in  these 
countries— providing at least a partial answer to the economic leadership 
defi cit across the region.

The plan’s fi nancial viability hinges on earning the support of GCC ac-
tors, who are prone to infi ghting and their own internal struggles for infl u-
ence in Cairo. The primary role for the United States likely would be in 
publicly planting the initial call for such a plan and in offering quiet sup-
port for the plan to GCC offi cials— emphasizing the GCC’s common stra-
tegic interest in stabilizing  these economies as the best prevention against 
Islamic radicalism. Washington should also underscore the benefi ts of the 
plan’s multiparty vehicle for the GCC (e.g., controlling shareholder status 
and return on investment).

Fi nally, the G8 Deauville Partnership should be transitioned into a per-
manent, APEC- like body for the  Middle East and North Africa, notwith-
standing the current turmoil in the region. Just as APEC provided the 
Asia- Pacifi c an organ izing princi ple for economic integration and spurred 
domestic reforms, a similar organ ization in the very dif fer ent— and much 
more challenging— Middle East/North Africa region could spur the rein-
forcement of demo cratic pro gress with economic reforms. Specifi cally, it 
would provide the means for the countries of the region to agree on a 
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common agenda of expanding intraregional and interregional trade. 
APEC’s Bogor Goals, which set the goal of a  free trade area for the Pacifi c 
within twenty years, offers a loose model. As was noted by Egypt’s fi -
nance minister, Hany Dimian,  there is no need to reinvent the principles of 
economic integration for the  Middle East and North Africa.41 For such a 
body to materialize, stepped-up support from the international community 
should bolster the regional economic and po liti cal reform already  under 
way. The United States and  others  will need to continue providing fi nancing 
so that public spending can support regional economic growth.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 6

Refocus U.S. development aid  toward cultivating the next 
generation of emerging markets, especially in Latin Amer i ca and 
Africa.42

The China Development Bank and Brazil’s BNDES each now have 
lending portfolios that outstrip the World Bank’s. More than half of 
global development aid comes from the EU and its member states but 
depends upon fulfi llment of select criteria.43 Canada has also actively sent 
aid and development- minded investment dollars into countries identifi ed 
as having mineral resources of interest to Canadian fi rms, including Mon-
golia, Peru, Bolivia, Ghana, and even the confl ict- torn Demo cratic Re-
public of the Congo; it smacks of corporate welfare for some critics, of 
crass commercialism for  others. But they are taking Canadian standards 
with them.44

The United States should respond in six ways:

• Explore aligning Canada and the United States with the Pacifi c 
Alliance. The Pacifi c Alliance is a co ali tion that unites Chile, Co-
lombia, Mexico, and Peru in support of  free trade and open econo-
mies.45 As a current observer to the alliance, the United States should 
pursue full membership while continuing to expand cooperation 
with member countries.46

• Initiate a new Plan Central Amer i ca. The goal is to promote better 
security, governance, and economic development in the region with 
support from Mexico, Colombia, Panama, and Canada.47 Further-
more, the United States should work to manage the complexities of 
dealing with regional governments in pursuing a Plan Central 
Amer i ca initiative, addressing root  causes of weak governance and 
uncertain public expectations as necessary.
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• Create a development fi nancing institution. As offi cial aid sources 
account for an ever- smaller share of development budgets— falling 
from 70  percent to 13  percent in the past de cade alone— achieving 
U.S. development goals  will require greater private sector investment. 
Presently, only a limited share of U.S. annual development resources 
is devoted to private sector investment. The Overseas Private Invest-
ment Corporation (OPIC), the U.S. government’s primary private 
sector development partner, invested $2.58 billion in 2014 and 
returned $269 million profi t to U.S. taxpayers (providing a net 
resource, as opposed to net expense, to the $56 billion international 
affairs bud get).48 Other smaller, disparate private- sector- focused 
activities are spread throughout the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (through the Development Credit Authority), the U.S. 
Trade and Development Agency, the Millennium Challenge Corpora-
tion, the State Department, and the Export- Import Bank. Despite all 
of  these vari ous efforts, the U.S. government does not offer a com-
prehensive set of investment tools with the range of equity, debt, and 
guarantee products needed to support private investment in more 
challenging and risky landscapes.

This makes the United States something of an outlier among its 
G7 peers. Japan’s Bank of International Cooperation, along with 
Eu ro pean development fi nance institutions such as the Dutch FMO 
and Germany’s KfW, and multilateral mechanisms such as the 
International Finance Corporation (the private sector lending arm of 
the World Bank) are innovating new, private sector development 
approaches through a broad set of fi nancial offerings, including 
equity. They also invest a sizeable share of their resources in busi-
nesses that are locally owned in developing countries, provided  those 
investments are projected to have a positive development impact (in 
comparison, OPIC is limited to debt fi nancing and is required to 
have a U.S. business involved in any investment).

China has grown foreign direct investment fl ows to low- income 
countries (primarily in Africa) an estimated twentyfold between 2003 
and 2009. As Chapters 4 and 5 underscored,  these fl ows are quickly be-
coming choice tools in Beijing and elsewhere for waging  geopolitics and 
exercising infl uence. Once operational, the BRICS bank and the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank will only compound these disparities.

OPIC is likely the most attractive and effi cient foundation on which 
to build a robust U.S. development fi nance institution. Several changes 
in OPIC’s mandate and structure would be required, including en-
abling equity investments as well as fi rst- loss and other risk- sharing 
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arrangements; permitting investment in a wider range of businesses 
that support development goals, in par tic u lar indigenous businesses 
in priority partner countries (which could be specifi ed for geopo-
liti cal as well as development reasons); creating one or more new 
fi nancing windows more explic itly linked to development impact 
targets (projects in  these windows would share development as well 
as fi nancial targets); congressional reauthorization for OPIC’s 
bud get on an enduring multiyear basis (as opposed to the current 
annual authorization cycle); and merging a meaningful share of the 
related programmatic activities and assets of other agencies to enable 
OPIC to provide a full range of fi nancial products without inter-
agency competition, duplication, or ineffi cient costs.

• Revamp tools of U.S. power projection to play to two of our greatest 
national assets: technology and entrepreneurship. In an era of unpre ce-
dented youth unemployment, American entrepreneurship remains 
underdeveloped as a geoeconomic instrument. We need to move 
beyond our current, largely programmatic approach, seeking instead 
to elevate technology and entrepreneurship as a fully developed tool in 
our diplomatic arsenal. One possibility might be partnering with 
Venture for Amer i ca to launch a global counterpart to their U.S. 
operations. Modeled on Teach for Amer i ca, Venture for Amer i ca 
recruits and trains top young college graduates to spend two years in 
the trenches of a community- development- oriented start-up with the 
goal that  these graduates become mobilized as entrepreneurs.49

• Consider preemptive contract sanctions. Washington should also 
pursue an updated spin on a long- standing concept known as 
“odious debt”— effectively creating a new type of sanctions regime, 
what we and some  others call preemptive contract sanctions, that 
would enlist the power of credit markets in ousting the most brutal 
and kleptocratic regimes. The idea would be to designate contracts 
as unenforceable for judgment  going forward from the day of 
designation.50 In the case of, say, the Assad regime in Syria or 
 Qaddafi ’s in Libya, the United States would designate any new 
commercial contracts signed  after a given date as unenforceable 
in U.S. jurisdictions. Ideally, other major fi nancial hubs (the United 
Kingdom, Singapore, and Hong Kong are perhaps the most impor-
tant three) would follow suit. The result would be to force regimes 
subject to the sanction to pay sharp increases in borrowing rates.

• Release the evidence packets that U.S. administrations and Congress 
use in making sanctions determinations. As part of handing  these 
packets to Congress, all information contained is usually not classi-
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fi ed. The idea, then, would be to go one step further and provide this 
information to the public in certain appropriate cases. Even the 
threat that this could happen may have a chilling effect on certain 
corruption- prone leaders, offering a potential  counter to President 
Putin and  others, who are blackmailing with presumably much of 
the same information.

• Treat corruption as the systematic geoeconomic weapon it often is. 
Western diplomats with experience in Eastern Eu rope and Central Asia 
frequently regale one another with accounts of Rus sian president 
Vladimir Putin corrupting corporate and government offi cials as a 
reliable, cheap means of marshaling infl uence in Rus sia’s near- 
abroad. U.S. military offi cials returning from forward deployments 
describe how terrorist groups in Af ghan i stan, Iraq, Nigeria, and 
elsewhere capitalize on endemic government corruption as a recruiting 
tool. Yet diplomatic priorities and defense bud gets do not refl ect the 
central role that corruption plays in the United States’ toughest security 
challenges.51 The next U.S. president could, for example: direct the 
Department of Justice to indict corrupt foreign offi cials with greater 
regularity; order vari ous federal agencies to cooperate with foreign 
corruption proceedings, supplying prosecutors with evidence on a 
case- by- case basis; establish new requirements on contracting trans-
parency (ensuring that noncommercially sensitive portions of resource- 
based contracts with foreign governments are made public); and grant 
victims of corruption greater ability to sue in third- party jurisdictions.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 7

Shore up the rules governing geoeconomic playing fi elds.

Our current system is buckling  under the weight of a host of new forces 
that our existing rules and institutions never contemplated— from the rise 
of state capitalism to a host of market distortions far more damaging and 
elusive than tariffs. As international trade law has substantially eliminated 
tariff barriers to trade between major economies, countries have turned to 
a host of market- distorting practices that are largely impervious to existing 
rules, including currency manipulation, indigenous innovation policies, the 
deliberate nonenforcement of intellectual property rights, and abusive reg-
ulatory regimes. Rising public awareness of  these new barriers in the United 
States and elsewhere, meanwhile, is causing an ebb in domestic public support 
for a robust, liberal trade and investment agenda— creating potential long- 
term problems for Amer i ca’s ability to shape the rules governing global 
playing fi elds  going forward.
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Much as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the World 
Trade Or ga ni za tion offered a global solution to the prob lem of tariff 
barriers, the United States must develop a means of confronting the most 
salient forms of protectionism in evidence  today, particularly when they 
are used for coercive purposes. A robust TPP Round 1 and a meaningful 
TTIP together would mark real momentum but still fall short of a global 
answer to  these challenges.52

Fashioning such a global answer  will require several fundamental changes. 
First, the United States must move beyond the current trade and investment 
framework  toward an expanded geoeconomic approach that takes the full 
range of competitive conditions as an organ izing princi ple and introduces 
dimensions of international antitrust law, currency practices, regulatory 
policy (including fi nancial regulation as well as regulatory issues touching 
data and spectrum management), and mercantilist tax policies, such as value- 
added tax rebates for exporters. The single largest  factor in the offshoring 
of U.S.- based production and millions of jobs abroad, say many economists, 
is the packages of fi nancial incentives that China and  others offer to global 
companies to encourage them to relocate production.53  Others point to Chi-
na’s value- added tax rebates for exporters, which cost China the equivalent 
of 20  percent of annual government spending in 2010. Existing trade and 
investment rules simply do not address  these realities and thus are entirely 
disconnected from Amer i ca’s geopo liti cal objectives.

The prob lem is not just about antiquated and insuffi cient rules but also 
about how the United States mea sures and enforces them. In a world of 
competing global supply chains and integrated capital fl ows, trade rules 
that focus largely on tariffs, national treatment, and most- favored- nation 
status are outdated and permit nations to pressure recalcitrant neighbors 
through geoeconomic means. The harmful practices tend to be fl uid, and 
where one is struck down or becomes too controversial, governments can 
all too easily reintroduce it with only slight refi nement.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 8

If Amer i ca is  going to be eff ective at exploiting its geoeconomic 
potential, it needs the right signals and bureaucratic structures 
in place, many of which can only come from the White House.

Pro gress on all of  these fronts  will require a sustained and determined look 
by successive U.S. administrations at how Washington too often privileges 
security tools over geoeconomic instruments, especially in terms of how the 
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United States apportions fi nite diplomatic infl uence and how it allocates 
the time and energies of its se nior offi cials.

U.S. foreign policy is and  will remain an advocacy- based system. The 
reason geoeconomic approaches are not suitably refl ected in recent U.S. 
policy is simply that  there are no institutional or bureaucratic actors prop-
erly incentivized to argue for them.  Under the current system,  there are two 
White House offi ces with responsibility for coordinating U.S. international 
economic policy: the International Economics Directorate of the National 
Security Council (NSC), which tends to be staffed by offi cials with back-
grounds in investment banking and fi nance (often coupled with substantial 
time at the Trea sury Department or the IMF), and the National Economic 
Council (NEC), whose portfolio spans both domestic and international 
issues. The NEC, especially  under the Obama administration, has tended 
to shrink away from its international mandate, partly to avoid overlap 
with the NSC, and partly owing to more than enough work to do on do-
mestic issues alone.

A new White House entity should be created and tasked with strength-
ening the country’s overall understanding and use of geoeconomics and, as 
noted earlier, the harmonization of domestic and foreign policies. Housed 
within the National Security Council, this offi ce should be staffed with 
roughly equal numbers of offi cials from the State, Intelligence, Defense, 
Trea sury, and Commerce Departments, plus the Offi ce of the U.S. Trade 
Representative, and should replace the current NSC International Economics 
Directorate. The new offi ce should occupy itself with two overarching re-
sponsibilities. First, it should diagnose cases of geoeconomic coercion at 
work in the world, and coordinate international responses wherever U.S. 
national interests are at stake. Second, it should make geoeconomic re-
fl exes far more central to  every ele ment of U.S. foreign policy—in effect, 
helping to restore the balance lost as military approaches have steadily 
won out over the past three de cades. Where inevitable tensions arise be-
tween certain purely economic and geopo liti cal interests, this new entity 
should be clear- eyed about  these tensions, and should be charged with 
ensuring that the geoeconomic dimension is included in interagency delib-
erations (realizing that the purely economic interests, meanwhile,  will con-
tinue to be well represented by the economic agencies). The NEC, mean-
while, should reclaim its international economic policy coordination 
responsibilities, so as to fi ll the void of coordinating more straightforward 
international economic policy matters.

Second, administrations need to build in safeguards to help se nior offi -
cials balance the impor tant alongside the urgent.  There are countless small, 
routine processes— how trip agendas are planned, how issues get elevated 
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up the chain of command, how certain outreach is designed and executed 
(high- level phone calls to foreign counter parts, congressional briefi ngs, 
etc.)— that tend to occur in nearly automated channels, often with power ful 
cumulative effects. A Presidential Study Directive pro cess should be estab-
lished and charged with identifying ways to insert geoeconomic approaches 
at all stages of policy formulation, and to protect the time and attention of 
se nior offi cials executing  these geoeconomic policies.

Fi nally, the executive branch also needs to become far better at managing 
American defensive concerns (as with the example around crafting disci-
plines for state- owned enterprises mentioned earlier), and more generally 
at negotiating delicate issues that span foreign and domestic policy agen-
cies and often have substantial domestic po liti cal and thus congressional 
implications. The decision to treat currency as a trade issue and the deci-
sion to look to forms of economic pressure on Iran beyond sanctions are 
examples of the crucial debates represented in this agenda that— given the 
trade- offs and the range of equities (including domestic interests) they often 
span— only the White House can broker.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  1 9

Adopt new rules of engagement with Congress.

One reason  U.S. offi cials reach so refl exively for military solutions to 
foreign policy challenges is  because, counterintuitively, U.S. po liti cal insti-
tutions often render military solutions easier than serious geoeconomic 
alternatives. Military interventions such as that in Libya need not require 
congressional authorization, and once a country becomes an active theater 
for U.S. troops, funds become available from a variety of sources, typically 
adding to many times beyond what a country might other wise expect ab-
sent a U.S. military presence of some kind. Thanks to the blanket Authori-
zation of Military Force issued in 2001 and still in effect, the executive 
branch need not request congressional approval for ongoing military and 
counterterror operations in Pakistan and Yemen, for example. Compare 
this to the years of largely unsuccessful conversations between the Obama 
administration and Congress aimed at securing the necessary approvals to 
deliver the $1 billion debt swap to Egypt, announced by President Obama 
in May 2011 as the centerpiece of the U.S. response to the demo cratic up-
risings. Funding sources for countries seen as theaters of combat for U.S. 
troops are also far more fl exible than  those for countries without an active 
combat presence but of high strategic value nonetheless. As the Ukraine 
crisis fomented in the spring of 2014, it was only  after enormous effort and 
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several precious weeks that Congress agreed to allow the State Department 
to draw from its Overseas Contingency Operations accounts (dedicated to 
Iraq, Pakistan, and Af ghan i stan) to fi nance the 2014 loan guarantee to 
Ukraine following the ouster of President Yanukovych.54

Even in the area of sanctions— the area that arguably enjoys the highest 
levels of cooperation between the executive branch and Congress— a lack 
of nuance in congressional sanctions has hindered foreign policy makers’ 
room for maneuver. Many point to the 2013–2014 negotiations with Iran, 
noting that  because administration offi cials lack authority to roll back 
some of the most severe, congressionally mandated sanctions, administra-
tion credibility on this score is less than what a maximal negotiating 
strategy would advise. Policy makers and legislators  will need to devise 
new approaches geared  toward maximizing credibility in both the applica-
tion and removal of sanctions.55

In other areas beyond sanctions, the situation is far worse. Aid bud gets 
continue to shrink. Real questions hang over the fate in Congress of both 
TPP and TTIP. The G20 issued an ultimatum to the United States to imple-
ment changes, agreed in 2010, to voting weights and operations of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund.56 Add in Congress’s near refusal to renew the U.S. 
Export- Import Bank’s license or reauthorize OPIC, and a dismaying picture 
emerges. Put bluntly, the U.S. Congress is often a serious impediment to 
implementing a coherent American geoeconomic strategy.

P O L I C Y  P R E S C R I P T I O N  2 0

Increase university teaching around geoeconomics.

In order to produce the skills required over the long term to implement this 
ambitious geoeconomic agenda, academic preparation needs to go well be-
yond narrow disciplinary bound aries. Geoeconomics needs its own disci-
plinary language, one that joins the tools of economics with the logic of 
geopolitics. Only by endowing geoeconomics with its own analytic frame-
work can policymakers approach  these questions clearly. Universities need 
to create this interdisciplinary approach, and foundations need to fund it.57

The policy prescriptions contained in this chapter, if implemented in a 
sustained way, would make the United States a power ful geoeconomic 
actor in the world. They would allow the United States to address seri-
ously the growing geoeconomic coercion practiced by authoritarian gov-
ernments in Asia and Eu rope against their neighbors. They would give the 
industrial democracies new positive tools to infl uence regional and global 
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geopolitics. And they would strengthen the U.S. alliance systems and thus 
bolster the current regional and global balance of power. But  these mea sures 
 will, of course, not be implemented in a day or, in many cases, even a year. 
They  will require a fundamental redefi nition of how Amer i ca conducts its 
foreign policy, including in the fi rst instance presidential leadership and an 
increased and sustained realization by the Congress that geoeconomic in-
struments can frequently promote Amer i ca’s national interests, a subject we 
address in Chapter 10.



C H A P T E R  T E N

Geoeconomics, U.S.  Grand Strategy, 
and American National Interests

Never let the other fellow set the agenda.

— James Baker, former secretary of state

As the United States  faces an uncertain, complex, and periodically 
dangerous world in the de cade ahead, how should it forge its external 

relations? What should be its primary foreign policy objectives, and what 
strategies and instruments should it adopt in an era of limited resources to 
realize  those objectives? How can the United States avoid, to paraphrase 
former secretary of state Warren Christopher, careening from crisis to 
crisis? As Arnold J. Toynbee observed,  great nations die by suicide, not 
murder.

 After Pearl Harbor, Roo se velt and Churchill  adopted a  grand strategy 
for conducting the war: defeat Germany fi rst, and then Japan. The clarity 
of that  grand strategy— its insistent relationship of ends to means, of resources 
and instruments to priorities and long- term outcomes— was apparent to 
all who sought defeat of the Axis, and the strategy was implemented with 
tactical adjustments  every day  until the end of the war. Crucially, the United 
States emerged from that confl ict far stronger and more infl uential than 
when it entered it—an abiding characteristic of a successful  grand strategy 
and perhaps the best evidence that millennial Amer i ca lacks one.

The mandate staked out in 2011 by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s 
Economic Statecraft agenda marks a modest beginning in this crucial en-
deavor.1 As Clinton put it: “Our foreign and economic relations remain 
indivisible. Only now, our greater challenge is not deterring any single 
military foe, but advancing our global leadership at a time when power 
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is  more often mea sured and exercised in economic terms.”2 George 
Shultz and James Baker, both of whom served as both secretary of state and 
trea sury secretary, would undoubtedly applaud the concept and its policy 
objectives.

Consistent with this vision, Clinton articulated four broad lines of effort: 
updating U.S. foreign policy priorities to take economics more into ac-
count; turning to economic solutions for strategic challenges; stepping up 
commercial diplomacy (or “jobs diplomacy”) to boost U.S. exports, open 
new markets, and level the playing fi eld for American companies; and 
building U.S. diplomatic capacity to execute this ambitious agenda.3

 There was some pro gress during her tenure. Clinton was a strong advo-
cate for launching a trade agreement with Eu rope, urging the point on pre-
cisely geoeconomic grounds, and making that case internally with the 
Obama White House for an agreement dif fer ent in kind compared with 
previous trade accords— one that, among other things, would be more re-
sponsive to the strategic dimensions of the transatlantic relationship. In the 
wake of the Arab uprisings, Secretary Clinton noted that, to be successful, 
the  Middle East po liti cal awakening also required an economic awakening, 
and she succeeded in pushing through an initial package in the early months 
of the uprisings that, announced by President Obama in May 2011, in-
cluded over $4 billion in government fi nancial support for the region (in-
cluding $1 billion in debt relief for Egypt). And perhaps most impor tant, it 
was primarily Clinton and her staff who engineered the pivot to Asia, 
which— not coincidentally— she launched the same week in October 2011 
as her Economic Statecraft agenda. And she pushed through far more aggres-
sive sanctions on Iran against a divided and skeptical group of agencies.

Of lesser importance, the State Department over the past several years 
has developed new expertise, partly through standing up new offi ces (in-
cluding appointing a chief economist and establishing the Bureau for En-
ergy and Natu ral Resources) and in part through new internal training. It 
created new communications tools for economic offi cers, allowing for 
better insight into problems and patterns— state- owned enterprises, for ex-
ample, or Chinese infl uence in Latin Amer i ca— that may well impact U.S. 
national interests similarly across far- fl ung posts. It introduced new com-
mercial diplomacy requirements for se nior offi cials. And  after conducting 
a review of promotion rates and opportunities for midlevel and se nior eco-
nomic offi cers, it wrote new economic criteria into per for mance evalua-
tions to place economics into the context of U.S. strategic objectives.

But though any pro gress is welcome,  these efforts  were clearly far from 
suffi cient. Writing in 2013, Robert Zoellick noted that “the administration 
has talked about some of  these topics. But it is oddly passive, as if it  were 
hesitant to lead. State Department speeches are not enough.”4 Zoellick is 
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right. It is unlikely that any State Department, no  matter how forcefully 
engaged on reprioritizing geoeconomics within U.S. foreign policy, could 
succeed alone. Given the diverse competencies involved, such a mandate 
can come only from the White House. Only the president can translate the 
growing stock of observations and commitments by U.S. policy makers and 
 others attesting to the need to reprioritize geoeconomics into effective geo-
economic action. As efforts from the Obama administration on Egypt, 
Syria, Ukraine, the pivot to Asia, the TPP, and the TTIP all attest, U.S. policy 
has tended to fall back on old habits and fall plain short.5

During the four- decade- long Cold War, the U.S. strategic elite, Demo crats 
and Republicans alike, and the American public generally accepted Wash-
ington’s  grand strategy. George Kennan introduced the concept of contain-
ment in a 1947 article in Foreign Affairs, written  under the pseudonym “X,” 
describing a  U.S. approach that would block Soviet encroachment on 
Western territory and national interests and prevent Moscow from shaping 
a malignant international order, with the attendant central proposition that 
the internal contradictions of the Soviet empire would eventually produce 
its demise. It is diffi cult to imagine a clearer U.S.  grand strategy—or one 
with greater success, as the USSR itself dissolved in 1991.

At the same time, it is worth stressing how much this American  grand 
strategy became interpreted as resting fundamentally on the instruments 
of the U.S. military and NATO: nuclear weapons, deterrent military capa-
bility, and arms control. Economic issues entered discussions of U.S.  grand 
strategy in the context that an Amer i ca with a strong economy at home 
would be able to sustain a large and potent military and conduct robust 
security policies abroad.

It is noteworthy that Western  grand strategy  toward the Soviet Union 
had virtually no serious geoeconomic ele ment in the years following the 
Gulf of Tonkin incident in 1964 and Amer i ca’s subsequent involvement in 
the Vietnam War. With the exception of intermittent sanctions against Moscow, 
such as the U.S. wheat embargo following the Soviet invasion of Af ghan i-
stan and strict prohibitions against technology transfer, Washington right 
up to the fall of the Berlin Wall continued to be largely preoccupied with 
the military balance between the two sides.

Thus the West’s extraordinary victory in the  U.S.- Soviet confrontation, 
abetted by Ronald Reagan’s  grand strategy of geopo liti cal offensive and 
concluded by George H. W. Bush’s skillful diplomatic  handling, was accom-
plished much more with political- military instruments than with geoeco-
nomic ones, an omission that has had its consequences in the years following 
the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Since the 1990s, the United States has been searching without much suc-
cess to fi nd a new  grand strategy to match the new era. Perhaps a robust 
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American  grand strategy would have eventually emerged except for 
 al- Qa’ida’s attacks on New York and Washington on September 11, 2001, 
and the subsequent decade- long wars in Af ghan i stan and Iraq. Perhaps. 
What happened, in fact—as in World War II, the Cold War, the Korean 
War, the Vietnam War, and the Balkan and Desert Storm confl icts— was 
that U.S. administrations and the Congress became preoccupied with mili-
tary instruments, both to destroy al- Qa’ida through the war on terror and 
to conduct the two large conventional confl icts. Washington’s national se-
curity debates concentrated on the size and content of the defense bud get, 
including missile defense; on war- fi ghting capabilities and strategies; and 
on what constituted successful security outcomes in Iraq and Af ghan i stan. 
This military mind- set also contributed to the U.S./NATO attack on Libya, 
triggered the debate regarding  whether the United States should use force 
to change the balance of power on the ground in Syria and deal with ISIS, 
and, of course, addressed how the United States should roll back the Ira-
nian nuclear weapons program.

Other than economic sanctions against Iran, it is striking how  little of 
the public debate has addressed  whether the United States, possessing the 
largest and most power ful economy in the world, could use economic 
 instruments for geopo liti cal purposes. And when the administration and 
Congress have encountered  these geoeconomic possibilities,  whether in the 
form of economic assistance to Egypt and Jordan or the TPP and TTIP ne-
gotiations, they have been blunted by bureaucratic disputes inside the ad-
ministration, by differences within a Congress largely unfamiliar with the 
potential of  these geoeconomic tools, and by contentious U.S. domestic 
politics.

The post-9/11 United States  faces a blizzard of international problems: 
the rise of Chinese power, the return of Rus sian systemic destabilizing pol-
icies in Eurasia and beyond, chaos in the  Middle East, the continuing 
danger of terrorism involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD). With 
statesmen rare in any age, perhaps it is best to return to a compelling com-
pass for U.S. external be hav ior— American national interests as a basis 
for U.S.  grand strategy— and to examine briefl y again how geoeconomic 
instruments, as informed by history and enumerated in this book, might 
promote  these interests.6

Vital National Interests

Vital national interests are conditions that are strictly necessary to safe-
guard and enhance Americans’ survival and well- being in a  free and secure 
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nation. Vital U.S. national interests are: (1) preventing a WMD, major 
terrorist, or cyber attack on the American homeland; (2) maintaining 
the global balance of power, including through Amer i ca’s alliance systems, 
and preventing the emergence of a hegemonic rival on the Eurasian land-
mass; (3) ensuring the survival of U.S. allies and their active cooperation 
with the United States in shaping an international liberal order, based on 
demo cratic values and the rule of law, in which the United States can 
thrive; (4) preventing the emergence of hostile major powers or failed 
states on Amer i ca’s borders; and (5) ensuring the viability and stability 
of major global systems (trade, fi nancial markets, supplies of energy, and 
the environment).

Extremely Im por tant National Interests

Extremely impor tant national interests are conditions that, if compromised, 
would severely prejudice but not strictly imperil the ability of the U.S. gov-
ernment to safeguard and enhance the well- being of Americans in a  free 
and secure nation.

Extremely impor tant U.S. national interests are: (1) preventing, deter-
ring, and reducing the threat of the use of nuclear, biological, and chemical 
weapons anywhere; (2) preventing the regional proliferation of WMD and 
delivery systems; (3) promoting the ac cep tance of international rules of law 
and mechanisms for resolving or managing disputes peacefully; (4) pro-
moting the well- being of U.S. allies and friends and protecting them from 
external aggression; (5) promoting democracy, prosperity, and stability in 
the Western Hemi sphere; (6) preventing, managing, and (if pos si ble at rea-
sonable cost) ending major confl icts in impor tant geographic regions; (7) 
maintaining a lead in key military- related and other strategic technologies, 
particularly information systems; and (8) preventing genocide.

U.S. military primacy continues to be essential in promoting and 
 defending  these national interests. With re spect to international diplomacy, 
the United States is, as Secretary of State Madeleine Albright stressed, “the 
indispensable nation.” At the same time, geoeconomic tools as defi ned and 
discussed in this volume seem especially relevant to each and  every one of 
 these vital and extremely impor tant American national interests.

Amer i ca’s prob lem  today is that  after many de cades of being preoccu-
pied with the security dimension of American foreign policy, Washington 
instinctively reaches for the military instrument when often it is largely or 
entirely irrelevant or inappropriate to the external challenge at hand.
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As we have earlier sought to demonstrate in detail, China, in our judg-
ment, seeks a  grand strategy that  will end U.S. primacy in Asia and alter 
the balance of power in that vast and crucial region. And although the 
 People’s Republic of China is undertaking an ambitious program of mili-
tary modernization, its tools in pursuing that  grand strategy for the fore-
seeable  future are primarily geoeconomic and not military.

The strength of the economies of Amer i ca’s Asian allies and of India  will 
be crucial factors in their ability to resist Chinese economic coercion and 
to stand strong in maintaining the current balance of power in Asia writ 
large.

A stable and collaborative Egypt is a linchpin of broader U.S. national 
interests in the  Middle East. Again, however, American military power 
 will  have  little to do with  whether Egypt overcomes its current monu-
mental economic problems.

Tough international economic sanctions against Iran ultimately brought 
it to the negotiating  table and to an agreement— a classic use of a geoeco-
nomic instrument.

The  future of Jordan— based in large part on the viability of its 
economy— will be an impor tant determinant of  whether the  Middle East 
can regain a degree of peace and stability in the period ahead.

Putin’s Rus sia appears to be embarked on an effort to re- create Soviet-
 era spheres of dominating infl uence on its borders and beyond, witness its 
military intervention in Syria. Although NATO allies in Eastern Eu rope in 
 these circumstances require reassurance through U.S. military deployments 
and power projection, the  future of Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the 
nations of Central Asia  will not be deci ded by American military capabili-
ties. The only hope for Ukraine to withstand Moscow’s disruptive policies 
is to stabilize its economy, and that in turn depends extensively on Amer-
ican and Eu ro pean use of geoeconomic tools— trade, loans, grants— and 
the assistance of international lending institutions.

If Mexico’s economic challenges  were to produce deep and prolonged 
instability across the border, the United States certainly would be signifi -
cantly diverted from its broader international missions and responsibilities.

During World War II, during most of the Cold War period and its after-
math, and in Amer i ca’s immediate responses  after the 9/11 attacks, the 
military and security dimensions of U.S. foreign policy  were rightly preemi-
nent.  After all, it was  U.S. military power that defeated Germany and 
Japan, held NATO together, animated the U.S.- Japan alliance, deterred the 
Soviet Union, and killed most of al- Qa’ida’s leadership. But in the years 
ahead, U.S. military prowess is not  going to ease China’s economic coer-
cion against the nations of Asia, not  going to help rescue Egypt, not  going 
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to promote Ukraine’s in de pen dence from Moscow, and not  going to assist 
Mexico to thrive as a stable modern democracy.

 Either the United States  will begin to use its geoeconomic power with 
much greater resolve and skill, or its national interests  will increasingly be 
in jeopardy. U.S. domestic economic strength in the de cades ahead must 
have more relevance to American national interests and the identifi cation 
of consequent international threats and opportunities than simply funding 
a huge defense bud get, useful as that is to U.S. global purposes. To recall 
Mao, international power and the infl uence needed to fl ourish and to shape 
the balance of power in Amer i ca’s  favor must derive not only from the 
barrel of a gun but also from the strength and geopo liti cal applications of 
the U.S. economy.  Whether administrations and the Congress  will under-
stand, digest, and implement this compelling real ity with focus, clarity, and 
a sense of geoeconomic purpose remains a preeminent issue of American 
 grand strategy in our era.





Introduction

 1. This bears emphasis. To be sure, the United States has for much of the past 
 century pursued geoeconomic policy at the level of  grand strategy by supporting 
 free trade and investment and a rules- based international order.  These twin objec-
tives over the long term promote prosperity, demo cratic pluralism, and a more be-
nign international system, all of which make the world geopo liti cally safer for 
Amer i ca and bolster U.S. national interests. However, strong U.S. rhetorical adher-
ence to  these general concepts is quite dif fer ent from Washington using economic 
instruments operationally to address current geopo liti cal challenges regarding the 
rise of Chinese power, the Ukrainian economy and Rus sia’s neo- imperialist ambi-
tions, Egypt’s desperate economic condition, and so forth. As we argue at length in 
Chapter 7, we do not question the value of this rules- based order, but we see  little 
evidence of it being robustly prosecuted by U.S. administrations in a concerted and 
systematic way as geoeconomic policy.
 2. Leslie H. Gelb, “GDP Now Matters More than Force,” Foreign Affairs, No-
vember/December 2010, 35.
 3. Michael Mandelbaum, The Road to Global Prosperity (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 2014), xvi– xvii.
 4. David Baldwin, Economic Statecraft (Prince ton, N.J.: Prince ton University 
Press, 1985), 58–59.
 5. Ibid.
 6. Francis Fukuyama fi rst presented the “end of history” thesis in 1989, arguing 
that  there is a positive direction to current history, demonstrated by the collapse of 
authoritarian regimes of right and left and their replacement by liberal govern-
ments. In a  later piece on the “ future of history,” he admits to having been a bit too 
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